
UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

-x 
Chapter 11 

In re: MF Global Holdings Ltd., et cal., 

Debtors. 
Case No. 11-15059 (MG) 

Jointly Administered 

DECLARATION OF DANIEL CUNNINGHAM IN SUPPORT OF PLAN 
ADMINISTRATOR'S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF ITS OBJECTION TO PROOFS OF 

CLAIM NOS. 1216 AND 1217, FILED BY JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A. 

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I, Daniel Cunningham, hereby declare as follows: 

1. I am an attorney in good standing admitted to practice in the Southern District of 

New York, and a partner at the law firm Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan LLP, counsel for 

the Plan Administrator in the above-captioned action. 

2. Attached hereto are true and correct copies of the following documents submitted 

in support of the Plan Administrator's Reply In Support Of Its Objection To Proofs Of Claim 

Nos. 1216 And 1217, Filed By JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A.: 

Exhibit A Declaration of Richard East dated November 17, 2014 (with exhibits) 

Exhibit B Declaration of Laurie Ferber dated November 17, 2014 (with exhibits) 

Exhibit C Declaration of Michael Vaughn dated November 17, 2014 (with exhibits) 

Exhibit D Comptroller of the Currency, Administrator of National Banks, OCC's 
Quarterly Report on Bank Trading and Derivatives Activities, Fourth 
Quarter 2011. 

Exhibit E Deutsche Bank, Highlights of the Euromoney FX Survey 2011. 

Exhibit F Bank for International Settlements, Triennial Central Bank Survey: Report 
on global foreign exchange market activity in 2010 (December 2010). 

Exhibit G User's Guide to the 1992 ISDA Master Agreements. 
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New York, New York 
Dated: November 17, 2014 

By: ,~, 
Danielunningham 
51 Madison Avenue, 22nd Floor 
New York, New York 10010 
Telephone: (212) 849-7000 
Facsimile: (212) 849-7100 
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Daniel Cunningham 
Andrew J. Rossman 
Ellison S. Ward 
QUINN EMANUEL URQUHART & SULLIVAN, LLP 
51 Madison Avenue, 22nd Floor 
New York, New York 10010 

Special Counsel for MF Global Holdings Ltd., as 
Plan Administrator 

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

--------x 
Chapter 11 

In re: MF Global Holdings Ltd., et al., 
Case No. 11-15059 (MG) 

Debtors. 
Jointly Administered 

--------x 

DECLARATION OF RICHARD CHARLES EAST IN SUPPORT OF PLAN 
ADMINISTRATOR'S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF ITS OBJECTION TO PROOFS OF 

CLAIM NOS. 1216 AND 1217, FILED BY JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A. 

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I Richard Charles East, hereby declare as follows: 

1. I am the founding and co-managing partner at Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan LLP 

("QE") in London. Prior to working at QE I was a partner at Kirkland & Ellis LLP. I 

have worked on a wide array of financial and bankruptcy disputes for over 17 years. I am 

ranked highly by a number of leading legal publications, including the Legal 500 2015, 

who have ranked me as a Leading Individual in the area of Banking Litigation. 

2. Since its inception 7 years ago the London office of QE has engaged in some of the 

leading disputes arising out of the credit crunch and has been involved in litigation 

concerning Structured Investment Vehicles (SIVs), Collaterised Debt Obligations 

(CDOs), Commercial Mortgage Backed Securities (CMBS) and Credit Default Swaps 

(CDSs) as well as other swaps and derivatives. All of these financial structures tend to 
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engage with or utilise to some extent ISDA standard master agreements, including 

frequently the 1992 ISDA Master Agreement ("ISDA Master"). My firm also acted for 

one of the successful parties in the case of Re Sigma Finance [2010] 1 All ER 571 (SC), 

one of the first cases in the new English Supreme Court, and one of the leading (and oft 

cited) cases in the area of contract construction (as applied to complex financial 

documents). 

3. 	I make this declaration in support of the Plan Administrator's Reply in Support of its 

Objection to Proof of Claim Nos. 1216 and 1217 filed by JPMorgan Chase Bank N.A. 

("JPM") and in response to the declaration of Mr James Grand of Freshfields Bruckhaus 

Deringer LLP dated 10 October 2014 (the "Grand Declaration"), submitted in support of 

JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A.'s Opposition to the Plan Administrator's Objection to 

Proofs of Claim Nos. 1216 and 1217. 

I. 	SUMMARY 

4. 	To summarise the points made in this declaration: 

4.1 	There is but a single issue in dispute between the parties as regards the 
interpretation of English law and that is the meaning of "reasonably practicable" 
in the Loss provision of the ISDA Master. 

4.2 	The English courts would enforce the plain meaning of the ISDA Master and 
would not read the timing requirement out of the Loss provision. 

4.3 	The words "reasonably practicable" necessarily import a degree of objectivity and 
should not be interpreted in the subjective manner suggested by JPM. The 
subjective approach suggested by JPM is too permissive and does not comport 
with the plain meaning of the provision or with English case law interpreting the 
ISDA Master. 

4.4 	It was "reasonably practicable" for JPM to determine its actual loss as of the Early 
Termination Date. 

II. 	FACTS 

5. 	The pertinent facts in relation to this matter are set out in the Objection of Plan 

Administrator to Proof of Claim Nos. 1216 and 1217 filed by JPM dated 18 August 2014 
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and in the Grand Declaration to which this declaration responds. I do not intend to repeat 

the facts here as they are not materially in dispute. 

III. 	ISSUE IN DISPUTE 

6. Before reviewing the current state of the English law of interpretation of contracts, it is 

important to define the scope of the English law issue in dispute between the parties. 

7. Much of the Grand Declaration is concerned with the method of calculating Loss under 

the ISDA Master. This is not a point in dispute between the parties. 

8. Further, it is common ground between the parties that the starting point for any analysis 

of the timing of the calculation of a party's Loss is that the Loss should be calculated "as 

of the Early Termination Date. 

9. The only circumstance in which it is permissible under the ISDA Master to calculate Loss 

as of any other date is when it is "not reasonably practicable" to use the Early 

Termination Date. 

10. The only question of English law relevant to this dispute, therefore, is the meaning of 

"reasonably practicable" in the Loss provision of the ISDA Master. 

IV. ENGLISH LAW OF CONTRACTUAL INTERPRETATION 

11. 	The Grand Declaration sets out in one paragraph the English law's approach to 

contractual interpretation. While this analysis is correct as far as it goes, it is not a 

fulsome iteration of the current state of the law. The current state of the law of 

contractual interpretation was usefully summarised recently in the case of U.S. Bank 

Trustees Limited v Titan Europe 2007-1 (NHP) et al. [2014] EWHC 1189 (Ch), in which 

Mr Richard Snowden QC, sitting as a Deputy Judge of the High Court stated as follows: 

I was referred by the parties to a number of the well-known 
authorities on interpretation of commercial documents, including in 
particular the speeches of Lord Hoffmann in Investors 
Compensation Scheme v West Bromwich Building Society [1998] 1 
WLR 896 and Chartbrook Ltd v Persimmon Homes Ltd [2009] 1 AC 
1101; the various judgments in Re Sigma Finance [2010] 1 All ER 
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571 (SC); and Lord Clarke's judgment in Rainy Sky SA v Kookmin 
Bank [2011] 1 WLR 2900. I would summarise the basic principles 
as follows: 

i) The interpretation of a contract is an objective exercise in which 
the court's task is to ascertain the meaning that the document would 
convey to a reasonable person having all the background knowledge 
which would reasonably have been available to the parties in the 
situation in which they were at the time of the contract. 

ii) This exercise of interpretation was described by Lord Clarke in 
Rainy Sky as a "unitary" process. The starting point of that process 
must be the ordinary, natural and grammatical sense of the 
language used by the parties. The court should not, however, confine 
itself to a consideration of such language in isolation, but should 
carry out an iterative process, checking each of the rival meanings 
of the provision in question against the other provisions of the 
document and its overall scheme, and investigating their commercial 
consequences. 

iii) If as a consequence of this exercise the court concludes that the 
language used is unambiguous, then the court must apply it, even 
though some other result might be thought more commercially 
reasonable, and even if it gives a result that is commercially 
disadvantageous to one of the parties. The court's function is to 
interpret the contract, not to rewrite it. 

iv) In cases where the language used is ambiguous, in the sense that 
it is capable of bearing more than one ordinary and natural 
meaning, the court is entitled to prefer the interpretation that is most 
consistent with business common sense having regard to the 
commercial purpose of the transaction. 

v) There may be cases where, even though the language used is 
unambiguous, it is clear that something must have gone wrong, 
because the resultant meaning is one that would require the court to 
attribute to the parties an intention that they plainly could not have 
had. In such a case, if it is clear both that a mistake has been made 
in the language used and what a reasonable person would have 
understood the parties to have meant, the contractual provision must 
be interpreted in accordance with that meaning. 
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12. To summarise, the process of contractual interpretation is an objective exercise in which 

the starting point must be the ordinary, natural and grammatical sense of the language 

used by the parties in the context of the provisions of the documents and its overall 

scheme and commercial context. Where the language is unambiguous, the court must 

apply it, even though some other result may be more commercially reasonable. Where the 

language is ambiguous, the Court is entitled to prefer the interpretation that is most 

consistent with business common sense. 

13. The background knowledge which would reasonably have been available to the parties in 

the situation in which they were at the time of the contract has become known as the 

factual matrix.' Importantly, the only facts which are relevant to the factual matrix and to 

the interpretation of a contract are those existing at the time of entering into the contract. 

Further, the law excludes from the admissible background or factual matrix parties' 

declarations of subjective intent. 

14. Further, the use of the word "reasonably" implies a degree of objectivity. This was made 

clear in the recent case of Hayes (EC) v Willoughby [2013] UKSC 17, in which the 

Supreme Court had to interpret the word "reasonable" as found in the Protection from 

Harassment Act 1997. Lord Sumption stated that: 

Rationality is not the same as reasonableness. Reasonableness is an 
external, objective standard applied to the outcome of a person's 
thoughts or intentions. The question is whether a notional 
hypothetically reasonable person in his position would have 
engaged in the relevant conduct for the purpose of preventing or 
detecting crime. A test of rationality, by comparison, applies a 
minimum objective standard to the relevant person's mental 
processes. It imports a requirement of good faith, a requirement that 
there should be some logical connection between the evidence and 
the ostensible reasons for the decision, and (which will usually 
amount to the same thing) an absence of arbitrariness, of 
capriciousness or of reasoning so outrageous in its defiance of logic 
as to be perverse. For the avoidance of doubt, I should make it clear 
that, since we are concerned with the alleged harasser 's state of 

' Investors Compensation Scheme Ltd v West Bromwich Building Society [ 1997] UKHL 
28. 
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mind, I am not talking about the broader categories of Wednesbury 
unreasonableness, a legal construct referring to a decision lying 
beyond the furthest reaches of objective reasonableness. 

(emphasis added) 

15. Finally, the English Courts have recognised the importance of the ISDA Master and the 

importance of the Court providing a clear, certain and predictable interpretation of it. In 

Lomas v JFB Firth Rixson, Inc. [2010] EWCH 3372 (Ch.), Briggs J. stated that it is 

probably the most important standard market agreement used in the financial world' 

and "it is axiomatic that it should, as far as possible, be interpreted in a way that serves 

the objectives of clarity, certainty and predictability, so that the very large number of 

parties using it should know where they stand". This was cited with approval in the recent 

case of Greenclose Limited v National Westminster Bank Plc. [2014] EWHC 1156 (Ch.). 

V. APPLICATION OF THE PRINCIPLES OF INTERPRETATION TO THE PRESENT 
CASE 

A. 	"Reasonably Practicable" as an Objective Standard 

16. In the present case, the ordinary, natural and grammatical sense of the language used in 

the ISDA Master is clear. The ISDA Master presumes that the Early Termination Date 

will be used to value Loss. The only time that a party is permitted to use a date other 

than the Early Termination Date to calculate its Loss is where the use of such date is not 

"reasonably practicable". 

17. The term "reasonably practicable" is to be given its plain meaning in the context of the 

ISDA Master. Upon a true construction of the ISDA Master, the term "reasonably 

practicable" is intended to refer to objective criteria that are without the control of the 

determining party. 

18. Even if it were found that the words of the ISDA Master give rise to several 

interpretations, the Court is entitled to have regard to the interpretation which is most 

consistent with business common sense. In this case, that is the interpretation put 

forward by the Plan Administrator. Upon a true construction of the contract, it would not 
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make commercial sense for a party to be allowed to rely on its own internal 

administrative procedures (which are unknown to the counterparty at the time of entering 

into the ISDA Master and therefore do not form part of the factual matrix) to postpone 

the date as of which the determination of Loss is made. 

19. For the purposes of contractual interpretation, the factual matrix existing at the time of 

entering into the contract is the relevant time. The internal administrative processes of 

JPM were not known to FX Clear and could not have been in the contemplation of FX 

Clear at the time that it entered into the ISDA Master. As such, the terms in the ISDA 

Master should not be interpreted by reference to the internal administrative processes of 

JPM. 

20. Further, enabling a party to rely on its own internal administrative procedures as a reason 

to delay determination of its Loss effectively reads the requirement that Loss should be 

determined as of the Early Termination Date out of the ISDA Master. Indeed, this is just 

what the interpretation put forward in the Grand Declaration does. 

21. If JPM, one of the most sophisticated and well resourced banks in the world, cannot 

determine the Loss arising from the close out of a relatively small portfolio of FX spot 

and forward transactions, some of the simplest and most liquid instruments in the market, 

"as of" the Early Termination Date, then no party can calculate its Loss as of the Early 

Termination Date. 

22. Indeed, JPM's own method for valuing its Loss—applying a market pricing curve to each 

of the transactions at issue in order to calculate a value as of the time the market pricing 

curve was published—permits easy calculation of its Loss "as of" the Early Termination 

Date, simply by substituting a market pricing curve from 31 October into its calculations. 

JPM does not, and cannot, suggest that pricing as of 31 October was not easily available 

to it on that date and on subsequent days. JPM has pointed to no objective criteria 

rendering a determination of Loss as of the Early Termination Date "not reasonably 

practicable". 
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23. Further, allowing parties to use purely subjective, internal criteria to justify a variation of 

the standard position that Loss be determined as of the Early Termination Date does not 

serve the purpose outlined by Briggs J. of clarity, certainty and predictability. Indeed, the 

opposite is true. Giving a party free reign to determine when it is "reasonably 

practicable" to determine its Loss as of a date determined by its own unpublished, 

unknown and purely subjective criteria would mean that the parties would have no way 

of knowing the date upon which the Loss was to be determined. 

24. Finally, looking to other provisions of the ISDA Master and its overall scheme, one 

would find support for the interpretation put forward in this declaration: 

24.1 The fact that the drafters inserted a presumption in favor of the Early Termination 
Date into the Loss provision is powerful evidence they intended that date to be 
applied unless strong justification was shown for doing otherwise. 

24.2 Further, other provisions in the ISDA Master reinforce the importance of the 
Early Termination Date including the fact that interest on the termination payment 
begins to accrue on the Early Termination Date and that payments under the 
ISDA Master terminate as of the Early Termination Date. 

B. 	Additional Points arising from the Grand Declaration 

25. It is not the case that the only circumstance relevant to whether it is "reasonably 

practicable" to determine Loss as of the Early Termination Date is whether the markets 

are open and liquid on that date (see Grand Declaration at paragraph 2.4), there may be 

other examples of objective criteria that apply. In each case, however, the reason that the 

calculation is not "reasonably practicable" must be as a result of some objective cause 

that is outside the control of the determining party. 

26. The Grand Declaration's reliance on the User's Guide to the 1992 ISDA Master ("User's 

Guide") in paragraph 4.12 is misplaced. The User's Guide states that the definition of 

Loss now acknowledges the practical difficulties of determining Loss as of the Early 

Termination Date. This guidance does not, however, help to distinguish whether the 

"practical difficulties" are objective difficulties or subjective difficulties. 
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27. Further, and interestingly, the Grand Declaration did not cite from the same passage in 

the User's Guide a few lines further down where it is stated that "parties should be 

careful in utilizing this additional flexibility in Loss, because any abuse of this flexibility 

could undermine its enforceability". 2  

28. Paragraph 4.14 of the Grand Declaration cites from the Derivatives Deskbook in support 

of the contention that Loss may be determined on a date following the Early Termination 

Date and not as of the Early Termination Date. However, Mr Grand conflates the time at 

which the calculations required to finalise the valuation statement required by Section 

6(d)(i) of the ISDA Master are made and the date as of which the Loss should be 

determined. Simon Firth cautioned against this very point in a previous edition of the 

Derivatives Law and Practice where he stated that "the time at which the calculations 

must be made and the time as of which the Loss is to be determined are different 

concepts". 3  

29. In paragraph 4.20, the Grand Declaration notes that JPM had simultaneously to close out 

an additional 486 trades that were entered into by another MF Global entity, MF Global 

UK Limited. This is irrelevant. Those trades were documented under a different ISDA 

master agreement. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

30. I understand that the methodology employed by JPM to determine its Loss as of 2 

November 2013—simply applying the prevailing pricing curve at that time to each of the 

trades at issue in order to determine its price—could just as easily have been used to 

determine its Loss as of the Early Termination Date: 31 October 2013. 

2  An English Court will have regard to the User's Guide and other evidence that sheds 
light on how the ISDA (or the market) interpreted the ISDA Master Agreement. Greenclose 
Limited v National Westminster bank Plc. [2014] EWHC 1156 (Ch.). 

3  Simon Firth, Derivatives Law and Practice (March 2010). This edition stated further 
that the fact that it takes time to collate the information and perform the calculations that are 
needed is not a reason for postponing the date; the calculations simply have to be made by 
reference to the circumstances prevailing on the Early Termination Date. 
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31. It was within the discretion of JPM to designate a different date to be the Early 

Termination Date as Automatic Early Termination did not apply. Having chosen 31 

October 2011, however, under the facts here it was required by the ISDA Master to 

determinate its Loss as of that date. 

32. There were no objective criteria that prevented JPM from determining its Loss as of the 

Early Termination Date and in my opinion an English court would find that it was 

required so to do. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of 

foregoing is true and correct. 	 ' 

London, United Kingdom 
Dated: November 17, 2014 

United States of America that the 

Richard Charles East 
QUINN EMANUEL URQUHART & 
SULLIVAN, LLP 
One Fleet Place 
London, England EC4M 7RA 
+44 20 7653.2222 
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Neutral Citation Number: [2014] EWHC 1189 (Ch) 
Case No: HC14D00527 

IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE 
CHANCERY DIVISION 

Royal Courts of Justice 
Rolls Building, Fetter Lane, 

London, EC4A 1NL 
 

Date: 16 April 2014 
Before : 

 
MR. RICHARD SNOWDEN QC 

(Sitting as a Deputy Judge of the High Court) 
 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Between : 

 
 U.S. BANK TRUSTEES LIMITED Claimant
  

- and – 
 

 (1) TITAN EUROPE 2007-1 (NHP) LIMITED 
(2) ANCHORAGE ILLIQUID OPPORTUNITIES 

OFFSHORE MASTER III, L.P. 
(3) AN UNNAMED CLASS A NOTEHOLDER 

(4) BANK OF AMERICA, N.A.  
 

Defendants

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Andrew de Mestre (instructed by Hogan Lovells International LLP) for the Claimant 

The First Defendant was not represented at the hearing 
William Trower QC and Henry Phillips (instructed by Ropes & Gray International LLP) 

for the Second Defendant 
Richard Hill QC and Gregory Denton-Cox (instructed by Paul Hastings (Europe) LLP) for 

the Third Defendant 
Tom Smith QC and Charlotte Cooke (instructed by Sidley Austin LLP) for the Fourth 

Defendant 
 

Hearing dates: 17-18 March 2014 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Judgment
RICHARD SNOWDEN QC : 

 

1. This is the expedited trial of a Part 8 Claim issued by the Claimant (“the Note 
Trustee”) as the trustee of a series of notes (“the Notes”) issued by the First 
Defendant, Titan Europe 2007-1 (NHP) Limited (“the Issuer”).  The Note Trustee 
seeks answers from the Court to various issues concerning the interpretation and 
effect of the financial documentation of which the Notes form a part.  The Issuer is a 
special purpose company incorporated in the Republic of Ireland where the Notes are 
listed.  However, the Notes and the other contractual documents are governed by 
English law.   

Overview 
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MR. RICHARD SNOWDEN QC 
Approved Judgment 

US Bank Trustees v Titan Europe 2007-1 

 

3 
 

2. The Notes were issued pursuant to a trust deed dated 24 May 2007 (“the Trust 
Deed”).  They are floating rate commercial mortgage backed securities (CMBS) and 
are due for redemption in 2017.  They comprise a number of different classes and are 
designated (in descending order of seniority) Classes A - E.  There are also two small 
additional classes X and V with priority as to interest, but which are not relevant to 
the issues that I have to decide.  The total amount subscribed for the Notes was about 
£638 million.  The senior, and by far the largest class of Notes by principal amount, 
were the Class A Notes, with a face value of about £435 million.  The other classes 
each ranged between about £42 million and £60 million in principal amount. 

3. The Notes were part of a financing structure relating to a total loan of some £1,172 
million that was made to a borrower called Libra No.3 Limited (“the Borrower”).  I 
shall refer to this loan as “the Whole Loan”.  The original lender in respect of the 
Whole Loan was a company in the Credit Suisse group.  The Whole Loan was divided 
into seven tranches, each of which is referred to in the documents as a “Loan”.  The 
most senior tranche had a principal amount of some £638 million, and was referred to 
in the documents as “the Libra Loan” or “the A Loan”.  I shall refer to it in the same 
way. The remaining six tranches amounted to a total principal amount of £534 
million, were subordinated, and were designated (in descending order of priority) as 
the B0-1 Loan, the B0-2 Loan, the B1 Loan, the B2 Loan, the B3 Loan and the B4 
Loan.  I shall refer to these tranches collectively as “the Subordinated B Loan”. 

4. At the time of issue of the Notes in May 2007, the Libra Loan had been transferred to 
another special purpose vehicle in the Credit Suisse group called Libra 2007 (NHP) 
Limited.  The Libra Loan was subsequently acquired from that company by the Issuer 
using the proceeds of the issue of the Notes.  The Issuer thereupon became the lender 
in respect of the Libra Loan.  At or around the same time, the tranches of the 
Subordinated B Loan were also sold to a variety of institutions, which each became a 
sole lender or joint lender to the Borrower in respect of the various tranches.  The 
documents refer to the Issuer as the “Lender” in respect of the Libra Loan, to the 
institutional lenders as the “Lenders” in respect of the various tranches of the 
Subordinated B Loan, and to them collectively as the “Lenders”.  I shall do likewise. 

5. The Whole Loan was used by the Borrower to fund the acquisition of a portfolio of 
commercial properties (“the Property Portfolio”) by various companies in the 
Borrower’s group.  The Property Portfolio comprises several hundred healthcare 
properties in the United Kingdom.  The majority of those properties had originally 
been let to the Southern Cross Healthcare group, but were and are now operated by 
HC-One Limited, a subsidiary of the Borrower.  Each of the companies owning 
properties in the Property Portfolio entered into a joint and several guarantee, and 
granted security over its assets to Credit Suisse as Security Agent for all of the 
Lenders for the repayment of the Whole Loan (the “Related Security”). 

6. The rights of the Lenders in respect of the Whole Loan are regulated inter se by an 
intercreditor deed dated 22 May 2007 (“the A/B Intercreditor Deed”).  One of the 
provisions of that deed envisaged the execution of a “Servicing Agreement”.  It is the 
interpretation of that contract that lies at the heart of this case. 

7. Under the Servicing Agreement, a “Servicer” was appointed to manage and 
administer the Whole Loan and its Related Security in accordance with prescribed 
standards.  The Servicing Agreement also provided that in certain circumstances, 
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MR. RICHARD SNOWDEN QC 
Approved Judgment 

US Bank Trustees v Titan Europe 2007-1 

 

4 
 

including, in particular, in the event of covenant breaches under the Whole Loan, the 
Servicer would be replaced by a “Special Servicer” which would take over the 
responsibility for managing and administering the Whole Loan and for deciding 
whether to pursue enforcement measures in respect of that loan and the Related 
Security. 

8. The Servicing Agreement further envisaged that there would at all times be a person 
designated as “the Controlling Party”, and that that person would have various rights 
to receive information, to be consulted, and to give its approval to certain actions in 
relation to the Servicing or Special Servicing of the Whole Loan and the Related 
Security.   

9. Crucially, so far as this case is concerned, under clause 22.2 of the Servicing 
Agreement, the Controlling Party was given a right to require the termination of the 
appointment of the Special Servicer.   Clause 22.2 provided as follows:  

“The Controlling Party, with respect to the … Whole Loan, 
shall at any time be entitled … to give written notice to the 
Issuer or Note Trustee to require the Note Trustee (and, if the 
Controlling Party gives such notice, the Issuer and the Note 
Trustee shall so act) to terminate the appointment of the Special 
Servicer with respect to the … Whole Loan and at the expense 
of the Controlling Party and subject to the terms of this 
Agreement, to replace the Special Servicer with a successor 
Special Servicer, who shall be reasonably acceptable to the 
Controlling Party and subject to the terms of this Agreement, if 
the Controlling Party has not selected a replacement Special 
Servicer, the Note Trustee shall use reasonable endeavours to 
appoint a successor Special Servicer which has experience of 
servicing loans secured by mortgages over commercial 
property on similar terms to that required under this Agreement 
(provided that the Note Trustee shall not be required to incur 
costs in the course of such endeavours unless indemnified to its 
reasonable satisfaction).” 

 

10. The termination of the appointment of the Special Servicer was subject to a number of 
preconditions that were set out in clause 22.5: 

“Preconditions to Termination 

No termination of the Servicer’s or the Special Servicer’s 
appointment under Clauses 22.1 (Servicer Events of Default), 
22.2 (Termination by the Controlling Party) or 22.4 (Voluntary 
Termination) shall take effect unless: 

(a) a successor Servicer or Special Servicer, as applicable, is 
appointed, such appointment to be effective no later than 
the date of termination of the outgoing Servicer or 
Special Servicer; 
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(b) the Servicer or Special Servicer or the Note Trustee shall 
have notified each of the Rating Agencies in writing of 
the identity of the successor Servicer or Special Servicer 
and the Rating Agencies shall have confirmed that the 
appointment of the successor Servicer or Special 
Servicer, as applicable, will not result in an Adverse 
Rating Event; 

(c) the successor Servicer or, as the case may be, Special 
Servicer accedes to this Agreement (or otherwise 
assumes by novation all the obligations of the existing 
Servicer or Special Servicer hereunder) and such 
successor Servicer or Special Servicer, as applicable, has 
experience in servicing mortgages of commercial 
property on similar terms to that required under this 
Agreement and is approved by the Issuer and the Note 
Trustee (such approval in each case not to be 
unreasonably withheld); 

(d) the fee payable, directly or indirectly, by the Issuer or the 
Subordinate Lenders to the successor Servicer or Special 
Servicer shall not without the prior written consent of the 
Issuer, the Note Trustee and the Controlling Party exceed 
the rate payable to the terminated Servicer or Special 
Servicer pursuant to Clause 15 (Payments to the Servicer 
and the Special Servicer); 

(e) the Advance Provider is replaced with suitable 
replacements subject to and in accordance with the terms 
of this Agreement. 

If the Advance Provider is no longer an Affiliate of the Special 
Servicer, the Special Servicer undertakes to provide to the 
Advance Provider all information that may be requested by the 
Advance Provider in connection with the Libra Loan.” 

  

11. The issues in this case relate to the identity of the Controlling Party entitled to serve a 
notice under clause 22.2 and to the meaning of a number of the preconditions set out 
in clause 22.5. 

Background to the dispute 

12. The current dispute has arisen against the background of a substantial fall in value of 
the underlying Property Portfolio.  As I have indicated, the Notes were issued in May 
2007.  At that time the latest valuation of the Property Portfolio as at 31 January 2007 
was £1,338 million.  In September 2008 the Servicer commissioned a valuation 
report, which, when received on 7 November 2008, showed a substantial fall in the 
valuation of the Property Portfolio to £926 million.  That was a breach of a loan-to-
value covenant in the Whole Loan, and as a result of that breach not being remedied, 
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on 25 November 2008 Capita Asset Services (UK) Limited (“Capita”) was appointed 
as the Special Servicer under the Servicing Agreement. 

13. In the period since its appointment, Capita has commissioned a series of valuation 
reports.  Those show a further decline in the value of the Property Portfolio, to the 
extent that a recent report as at 31 December 2013 ascribed a value of about £529 
million to the Property Portfolio.  That was less than 40% of its original valuation and 
implied a loan to value ratio of about 221%. 

14. The position of the Borrower group has also been adversely affected by liabilities 
under a forward interest rate swap that the Borrower entered into as part of the 
original structure in May 2007.  Capita reported that in mid-January 2014, the 
Borrower was “out of the money” to the tune of £124 million under the swap and in 
arrears of periodic payments due to the swap counterparty in the sum of about £73.8 
million.  I have been told that all payments due to the swap counterparty rank ahead 
of the Class B-E Notes, but the swap counterparty has confirmed that it will treat 
swap termination payments as ranking behind the Class A Notes.  However, the 
outstanding arrears are payable by the Borrower before any payment to the Issuer, and 
hence these liabilities (presently more than £86m and likely to continue increasing) 
rank ahead of the Class A Notes. 

15. On this basis there is a reasonable expectation that on a sale of the secured assets at or 
around their current valuation, the Class A Notes ought to be repaid in full, but the 
Class B Notes would suffer a significant loss, and the Class C, D and E Notes and the 
Lenders in respect of the Subordinated B Loan would suffer a total loss.  In the 
vernacular of the financial markets, the Class C-E Notes and the Subordinated B Loan 
are (to an increasing degree)  “underwater”.  

16. Against this difficult background, by a series of announcements commencing in 
September last year, Capita announced that it was exploring an “exit strategy” in 
relation to the Property Portfolio.  To that end it appointed Deutsche Bank to act as an 
adviser; an information memorandum was prepared and distributed to potentially 
interested parties in respect of a possible sale of the companies or properties in the 
Borrower’s group; initial proposals were invited; and a data room was opened for 
interested parties to conduct due diligence.  I am told that this sales process is 
continuing and that a number of interested parties are working towards finalisation of 
their proposals.  Capita (as Special Servicer) and the Security Agent have also entered 
into various variation and standstill agreements with the Borrower that have currently 
been extended to mid-April.  

17. The Second Defendant (“Anchorage”) is the holder of Class E Notes.  In early 
December last year, its representatives met representatives of Capita and voiced 
concerns, among other things, as to the level of disclosure to the market concerning 
the underlying business of the Borrower group and the proposals for sale that had 
been announced.  Anchorage expressed the view that a sale now would not give 
sufficient time for any benefits of capital investment that had been made in 2012 and 
2013 fully to feed through into the business performance of the Borrower group.  In 
short, Anchorage objected to what it viewed as a premature sale of the Borrower 
group which, on the current valuations, would be for the sole benefit of the Class A 
and possibly the Class B Noteholders, but would not result in any return to the more 
junior Noteholders, including itself. 
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18. When Capita indicated an intention to press ahead with the sale process, on 31 
December 2013 Anchorage notified the Note Trustee that it (Anchorage) was the 
Controlling Party under the Servicing Agreement and instructed the Note Trustee to 
serve a notice terminating the appointment of Capita as Special Servicer.  That 
instruction was notified to the public by the Issuer on 8 January 2014. 

19. The instruction from Anchorage met with opposition from the parties involved in the 
proposed sale process, who contended that Anchorage’s action was unjustified and 
designed to disrupt that process.  In particular, a significant group of the Class A 
Noteholders contended that a number of the pre-conditions to an effective termination 
of the appointment of the Special Servicer had not been satisfied and will not ever be 
satisfied, and that in consequence Anchorage cannot insist that the Note Trustee serve 
any termination notice (whether conditionally or otherwise). 

The Part 8 Claim 

20. It was to resolve those issues, and to seek the Court’s directions and guidance as to 
how it should approach the exercise of any discretion that it might have in dealing 
with an instruction from the Controlling Party, that the Note Trustee issued its Part 8 
Claim on 6 February 2014.  The defendants to the Part 8 Claim are (i) the Issuer; (ii) 
Anchorage; (iii) a Class A Noteholder which has obtained an order from Barling J. to 
the effect that (for commercial reasons) it is not to be identified by name; and (iv) the 
Fourth Defendant, which is the “Backup Advance Provider” which has provided 
financial support to the Issuer under the financing documents.  The Backup Advance 
Provider has an interest in the issues raised in relation to clause 22.5(e) of the 
Servicing Agreement concerning the replacement of the Advance Provider. 

21. After the Claim Form was issued, the Class A Noteholder raised for the first time an 
additional argument that Anchorage is not in fact the Controlling Party under the 
Servicing Agreement at all, and hence that it was not entitled to serve any notice 
requiring the Note Trustee to terminate the appointment of the Special Servicer.  The 
Class A Noteholder contends that in the current circumstances the Controlling Party is 
the Issuer itself.   

22. The issue of the identity of the Controlling Party entitled to require the service of a 
termination notice is logically prior to the questions raised by the Note Trustee. I shall 
therefore address that issue first and shall then deal with the Note Trustee’s questions.  
The issues are numbered by reference to an agreed document that was produced after 
the hearing.  

The evidence 

23. Although this is a Part 8 Claim, voluminous evidence was filed by the parties. I was 
assisted by those parts of the evidence which, in a neutral way, exhibited the relevant 
transaction documents, placed them in their contemporaneous context, and identified 
and outlined the background to the issues that the court was being asked to consider.  
I was, moreover, told that there were no factual disputes that necessitated cross-
examination, and indeed was referred to almost none of the evidence at the hearing, 
since counsel largely focussed their submissions on the transaction documents 
themselves.   
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24. Of less assistance, however, were those parts of the evidence that sought variously to 
argue the case, to provide commercial justification for the actions of the witness’ own 
party; to cast imputations upon the commercial motives of the opposing party; or to 
refer me to other CMBS transactions as an alleged aid to construction.  The 
Chancellor has recently commented upon the need for the parties and their advisers to 
exercise restraint and to have regard to the proper scope of witness statements in a 
case such as the present: Napier Park European Credit Opportunities Fund v. 
Harbourmaster [2014] EWHC 1083 (Ch) at para 33.  I would also observe that in a 
Part 8 Claim such as this, there is much to be said for the approach which has recently 
been adopted by Briggs J. (as he then was) and David Richards J. in various cases 
arising out of the administration of Lehman Brothers International (Europe) and MF 
Global of obtaining directions from the court that the parties produce an agreed 
statement of facts and file “Position Papers” stating their contentions prior to 
exchange of skeleton arguments, rather than seeking to argue the case in the witness 
statements. 

The law on interpretation of documents 

25. I was referred by the parties to a number of the well-known authorities on 
interpretation of commercial documents, including in particular the speeches of Lord 
Hoffmann in Investors Compensation Scheme v West Bromwich Building Society 
[1998] 1 WLR 896 and Chartbrook Ltd v Persimmon Homes Ltd [2009] 1 AC 1101; 
the various judgments in Re Sigma Finance [2010] 1 All ER 571 (SC); and Lord 
Clarke’s judgment in Rainy Sky SA v Kookmin Bank [2011] 1 WLR 2900.  I would 
summarise the basic principles as follows: 

i) The interpretation of a contract is an objective exercise in which the court’s 
task is to ascertain the meaning that the document would convey to a 
reasonable person having all the background knowledge which would 
reasonably have been available to the parties in the situation in which they 
were at the time of the contract. 

ii) This exercise of interpretation was described by Lord Clarke in Rainy Sky as a 
“unitary” process.  The starting point of that process must be the ordinary, 
natural and grammatical sense of the language used by the parties.  The court 
should not, however, confine itself to a consideration of such language in 
isolation, but should carry out an iterative process, checking each of the rival 
meanings of the provision in question against the other provisions of the 
document and its overall scheme, and investigating their commercial 
consequences.  

iii) If as a consequence of this exercise the court concludes that the language used 
is unambiguous, then the court must apply it, even though some other result 
might be thought more commercially reasonable, and even if it gives a result 
that is commercially disadvantageous to one of the parties.  The court’s 
function is to interpret the contract, not to rewrite it. 

iv) In cases where the language used is ambiguous, in the sense that it is capable 
of bearing more than one ordinary and natural meaning, the court is entitled to 
prefer the interpretation that is most consistent with business common sense 
having regard to the commercial purpose of the transaction. 
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v) There may be cases where, even though the language used is unambiguous, it 
is clear that something must have gone wrong, because the resultant meaning 
is one that would require the court to attribute to the parties an intention that 
they plainly could not have had.  In such a case, if it is clear both that a 
mistake has been made in the language used and what a reasonable person 
would have understood the parties to have meant, the contractual provision 
must be interpreted in accordance with that meaning. 

 

Issue 1: The identity of the Controlling Party 

26. I turn to the documents that are relevant to the question of the identity of the 
Controlling Party. 

The A/B Intercreditor Deed 

27. The first relevant document in chronological order is the A/B Intercreditor Deed dated 
22 May 2007, which was designed to regulate priorities as between the Lenders, both 
in respect of the Libra Loan and the Subordinated B Loan. 

28. Libra 2007 (NHP) Limited was a party to the A/B Intercreditor Deed in various 
capacities.  These included its then capacity as “A Lender” in respect of the £638 
million Libra Loan, which was expressly referred to in the document as “the A Loan”: 
see the list of parties, the definition of “A Loan” in clause 1.1, and Schedule 6.  Libra 
2007 (NHP) Limited was also a party to the A/B Intercreditor Deed in its then 
capacity as Lender in respect of the B0-1, B0-2 and B2 tranches of the Subordinated 
B Loan.  The remaining parties were the institutional Lenders in respect of the B1, B3 
and B4 tranches of the Subordinated B Loan, and Credit Suisse as the Security Agent 
for all the Lenders in respect of the Libra Loan and the Subordinated B Loan. 

29. As well as providing for the subordination and priority of payments as between the 
Lenders in respect of the different tranches of the Whole Loan, the A/B Intercreditor 
Agreement also provided for the servicing of the Whole Loan.  Clause 13.1 stated,  

“The Lenders and the Security Agent hereby agree that the A 
Lender and the Security Agent shall at all times cause the 
Whole Loan and this Deed to be serviced, as their agent, on 
their behalf pursuant to a Servicing Agreement pursuant to 
which a Servicer and, if applicable, a Special Servicer will be 
appointed.  The B Lenders will not be a party to such Servicing 
Agreement, but will be a beneficiary thereof, and hereby 
authorise the Security Agent to execute on their respective 
behalves, the Servicing Agreement.  While the Servicing 
Agreement may contain more extensive and detailed provisions 
than set forth in Schedule 4 (Servicing Principles), in the event 
of any conflict the provisions set forth in Schedule 4 (Servicing 
Principles) to this Deed shall override, unless otherwise 
consented to by the Lenders….” 
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30. Schedule 4 provided that the Servicing Agreement would incorporate provisions 
substantially in the form there set out, subject to any amendments requested by the 
rating agencies initially rating the Notes.  Clause 1 set out the "Servicing Standard" 
governing the performance of their functions by the Servicer and Special Servicer, 
and Clause 2 defined a number of "Servicing Transfer Events", following which the 
Whole Loan was to be serviced by the Special Servicer as a Specially Serviced Loan.  
Such Servicing Transfer Events included payment defaults under the Whole Loan. 

31. Clauses 3 and 4 then set out the definition of “Controlling Party” and the requirements 
for the Servicer or Special Servicer to consult with, provide information to, and to 
obtain the approval of the Controlling Party to certain specified actions.  Under clause 
3, the identity of the Controlling Party was dependent upon whether one or more 
“Control Valuation Events” had occurred.  The general scheme of clause 3 was to 
provide for the "Representative" of the Lender(s) for the most junior tranche of the 
Subordinated B Loan (the B4 Loan) to be the Controlling Party for so long as there 
had not been a Control Valuation Event in respect of that tranche.  A Control 
Valuation Event was the result of a calculation performed by reference to the 
principal amount outstanding of the tranche, a valuation of the underlying Property 
Portfolio and any realised losses.  The effect was that as each tranche of the 
Subordinated B Loan moved further underwater, there would be successive Control 
Valuation Events, following each of which the Representative for the Lender(s) in 
respect of the next most senior tranche of the Subordinated B Loan would become the 
Controlling Party.   

32. Pausing there, it is common ground between the parties that Control Valuation Events 
for each of the tranches of the Subordinated B Loan up to and including the B0-1 
Loan have occurred and are continuing, so that the relevant clause of Schedule 4 in 
the present circumstances is clause 3(g) which provided: 

“3. For the purposes of this Schedule: the “Controlling 
Party” is: 

….. 

(g) for as long as a B4 Loan Control Valuation Event, a 
B3 Loan Control Valuation Event, a B2 Loan Control 
Valuation Event, a B1 Loan Control Valuation Event, a B0-2 
Loan Control Valuation Event and a Control Valuation Event 
for the B0-1 Loan…but no other Control Valuation Event, is 
continuing, the Representative for the A Loan.” 

 

33. Clause 3 then set out the definition of “Representative” for a Loan as follows,  

“the "Representative" for a Loan means either the Lender for 
that Loan, or if more than one Lender owns a Loan, then those 
Lenders’ duly appointed Loan Representative for that Loan or 
(if there is no Loan Representative), Lenders whose 
commitments and participations with respect to that Loan 
represent more than 50 per cent. of that Loan.” 
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34. For completeness I would add that the concept of “Loan Representative” was 
explained further at clause 18 of (the body of) the A/B Intercreditor Deed.  Clause 
18.1 provided that where there was more than one Lender participating in any Loan, 
the majority of the relevant Lenders by value were to elect a Loan Representative, and 
upon the giving of notice of such election to the Security Agent, the various consents, 
notices, directions and other acts of the relevant Lenders might be made by the Loan 
Representative acting on their behalf. 

 

The Offering Circular for the Notes 

35. On 23 May 2007 - the day after the execution of the A/B Intercreditor Deed, and the 
day before the execution of the Servicing Agreement – the Issuer published the 
Offering Circular for the Notes.  The Offering Circular was a Prospectus for the 
purposes of Directive 2003/71/EC and the Issuer expressly accepted responsibility for 
the information contained in it, stating, in conventional form that,  

“To the best of the knowledge and belief of the Issuer, the 
information contained in this Offering Circular … is in 
accordance with the facts and does not omit anything likely to 
affect the import of such information.” 

 

36. That acceptance of responsibility was, however, followed by what was described as 
an “Offeree Acknowledgment” in the following terms,  

“Each person receiving this Offering Circular, by acceptance 
hereof, hereby acknowledges that: 

The obligations of the parties to the transactions contemplated 
herein are set forth in and will be governed by certain 
documents described herein, and all of the statements and 
information contained herein are qualified in their entirety by 
reference to such documents.  This Offering Circular contains 
summaries, which the Issuer believes to be accurate, of certain 
of these documents, but for a complete description of the rights 
and obligations summarised herein, reference is hereby made to 
the actual documents, copies of which may (on giving 
reasonable notice) be obtained from the Note Trustee.” 

 

37. In the Offering Circular, in both the summary of the main features of the transaction 
and the detailed description of the transaction under the heading “Servicing”, there 
was a description of the Controlling Party which generally followed the wording of 
clause 3 of Schedule 4 to the A/B Intercreditor Deed.  There was, however, one 
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critical difference.  The equivalent to clause 3(g) of Schedule 4 to the A/B 
Intercreditor Deed stated as follows: 

“The “Controlling Party” means: 

…. 

(g) for as long as a B4 Loan Control Valuation Event, a 
B3 Loan Control Valuation Event, a B2 Loan Control 
Valuation Event, a B1 Loan Control Valuation Event, a B0-2 
Loan Control Valuation Event and a Control Valuation Event 
for the B0-1 Loan…but no other Control Valuation Event, are 
continuing, the Controlling Class Representative.” 

          (my emphasis) 

As can be seen, the critical difference was that the Offering Circular contained the 
words “the Controlling Class Representative” in place of the words “the 
Representative of the A Loan” as had appeared in the A/B Intercreditor Deed.    

38. The concept of a Controlling Class or a Controlling Class Representative was not one 
that had featured in the substantive provisions of the A/B Intercreditor Deed.  The 
Offering Circular did, however, contain a definition of “Controlling Class” and 
“Controlling Class Representative” as follows:  

“The holders of the most junior class of Notes outstanding at 
any time … who meet the Controlling Class Test as defined in 
Condition 20 (Controlling Class) [of the Notes] will be the 
“Controlling Class”. 

The Conditions [of the Notes] and the Servicing Agreement 
permit the Controlling Class to appoint a representative (the 
“Controlling Class Representative”) to represent its interests.  
The appointment of a Controlling Class Representative will be 
deemed effective upon written notice being given to each of the 
Issuer, the Note Trustee, the Servicer and the Special Servicer.” 

   

39. Those descriptions of the Controlling Class and the Controlling Class Representative 
in the Offering Circular were duly reflected in Condition 20 of the Notes.  Condition 
20 of the Notes also contained the Controlling Class Test.  Condition 20 provided that 
a class of Notes would meet the Controlling Class Test if the ratio of the principal 
amount outstanding for that Class to the principal amount outstanding for all Notes at 
the relevant time was not less than 25% of that same ratio as at the Closing Date of 24 
May 2007.  This meant that the Controlling Class Test would be determined by 
reference to the principal amount of the outstanding Notes and would not take any 
account of the underlying value of the Property Portfolio or the financial interests (or 
lack of interest) of the Noteholders in it.   
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40. The reference to the Controlling Class Representative becoming the Controlling Party 
on the happening of a Control Valuation Event for the B0-1 Loan and the possibility 
that the Controlling Party might be the representative of a junior class of Noteholders 
was followed through into other parts of the Offering Circular.  So, for example, in 
the Risk Factors section under the heading “Conflicts of Interest” the following 
paragraphs appeared:  

“Conflicts between the Interests of the Holders of the Notes and 
the Controlling Class Representative:  As described herein, 
under certain circumstances, the Controlling Class will be 
entitled to appoint a Controlling Class Representative (which 
may be the Controlling Class (or any member of the 
Controlling Class)) with respect to the … Whole Loan.  Prior to 
the Servicer or Special Servicer making certain modifications 
with respect to the … Whole Loan, the Servicer or Special 
Servicer, as the case may be, will be required to obtain the 
approval of the Controlling Class Representative if it is the 
Controlling Party. 

…. 

Rights of the Controlling Party:  The Controlling Party will 
have the right to remove and replace the Special Servicer upon 
the occurrence of a Servicing Transfer Event and in some 
instances approve certain actions with respect to the … Whole 
Loan in the event that the … Whole Loan becomes a Specially 
Serviced Loan including, among other things, any enforcement 
of the … Whole Loan, the appointment of a receiver, 
modifications, waivers and amendments of any monetary terms 
of the … Whole Loan, the release of any security, the release of 
the Borrower’s obligations under the relevant Credit 
Agreement and actions taken on the Properties with respect to 
environmental matters.  The Special Servicer will not be 
required to follow any such direction that would cause it to 
violate the Servicing Standard.  There can be no assurance that 
any directions provided by the Controlling Party will ultimately 
maximise the recovery on the … Whole Loan.  Because the 
Controlling Party will represent a junior class of Notes or a 
Subordinate Lender, the Controlling Party will have interests 
that may conflict with those of the other Noteholders in respect 
of a Specially Serviced Loan.” 

(my emphases) 

41. As will be appreciated, that latter risk warning was prophetic: in the current 
circumstances, the most junior Class E Noteholders are the “Controlling Class”, 
notwithstanding that they, and indeed, a number of classes of Notes senior to them, 
are economically underwater given the fall in value of the Property Portfolio.  
Moreover, the commercial interests of the Class E Noteholders who are opposed to 
the proposed sale of the underlying Borrower group appear to be in conflict with the 
commercial interests of the Class A Noteholders who are in favour of it. 
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The Servicing Agreement 

42. The Servicing Agreement was executed on 24 May 2007, the day after the Offering 
Circular.  The original parties to the Servicing Agreement were the Issuer, the Note 
Trustee, the Security Agent for the Lenders in respect of the Whole Loan, two 
Servicers (one of which was the Special Servicer), the Advance Provider and the 
Backup Advance Provider. 

43. Under the Servicing Agreement the Servicer and Special Servicer were appointed to 
service and administer the Whole Loan and the Related Security on behalf of the 
Issuer, the Lenders in respect of the Subordinated B Loan, the Note Trustee and the 
Security Agent.  As is standard in CMBS transactions of this kind, the Servicer and 
Special Servicer (as applicable) were entitled under clause 2.3 to exercise all the 
rights and powers and discretions of the Issuer, the Lenders in respect of the 
Subordinated B Loan and the Security Agent in relation to the Whole Loan and 
Related Security. 

44. Clause 2.2(a) set out the Servicing Standard in materially the same terms as in clause 
1 of Schedule 4 to the A/B Intercreditor Deed.  It provided, amongst other things, that 
the Servicer and Special Servicer should act: 

i) in the best interest of and for the benefit of the Issuer and the related 
Subordinated B Lenders as a collective whole, but taking into account any 
subordination of the Subordinated Debt to the Libra Loan; 

ii) in accordance with a high standard of care, skill and diligence; and 

iii) giving due consideration to the timely collection of scheduled payments, or, if 
the Whole Loan was in default and no satisfactory arrangements could be 
made for the collection of delinquent payments, in order to maximise the 
recovery on the Whole Loan for the Lenders as a collective whole (but taking 
into account the subordination of the Subordinated B Loan to the Libra Loan). 

45. Part II of the Servicing Agreement addressed further the powers and duties of the 
Servicer and Special Servicer with regard to the operation and administration of the 
underlying Whole Loan.  This Part dealt with payments and collections (clause 3), 
insurance (clause 4) and modifications, waivers, amendments and consents (clause 5).   
Part III of the Servicing Agreement dealt with Special Servicing and enforcement and 
sale of the Whole Loan. Among other things it gave the Controlling Class 
Representative an exclusive right to purchase the Libra Loan after the Whole Loan 
had become a Specially Serviced Loan: see clause 7.3(e). 

46. Part IV of the Servicing Agreement was the most relevant for present purposes.  It 
was entitled “Rights of the Controlling Class and Subordinate Lenders” and contained 
a number of different provisions. 

47. Clause 8.1 entitled the majority holders of the Controlling Class to appoint a 
Controlling Class Representative in circumstances where the Whole Loan had become 
a Specially Serviced Loan.  It provided, 
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“The majority holders of the Controlling Class may appoint and 
remove a Controlling Class Representative to represent the 
interests of the Controlling Class in relation to the … Whole 
Loan for as long as it is a Specially Serviced Loan.  Such 
appointment shall become effective upon notice being provided 
in writing to the Note Trustee, the Servicer and the Special 
Servicer (attaching a copy of the instrument appointing the 
Controlling Class Representative).” 

The definition of Controlling Class for the purpose of the Servicing Agreement was to 
be found in a “Master Definitions Schedule” that was annexed, and was in materially 
the same form as Condition 20 of the Notes. 

48. Clause 8.2 dealt with the Cure Rights of Subordinate Lenders and PIK Facility 
Lenders with respect to the Whole Loan.  No-one suggested that it had any relevance 
to the issues that I have to decide. 

49. Clause 8.3(a) identified the "Controlling Party" in terms that were similar, though not 
identical to, clause 3 of Schedule 4 of the A/B Intercreditor Deed, but did not follow 
the language of the Offering Circular.  The crucial clause was clause 8.3(a)(vii) which 
provided as follows: 

“The “Controlling Party” means: 
…. 

(vii) for as long as a B4 Loan Control Valuation Event, a 
B3 Loan Control Valuation Event, a B2 Loan Control 
Valuation Event, a B1 Loan Control Valuation Event, a B0-2 
Loan Control Valuation Event and a Control Valuation Event 
for the B0-1 Loan…but no other Control Valuation Event, are 
continuing, the Representative for the A Loan.” 

(my emphasis) 

50. Clause 8.3(a) also contained the following definition of “Representative” for a Loan: 

“the "Representative" for a Loan means either the Loan 
Representative for that Loan (if one is appointed) or (if there is 
no Loan Representative), Lenders whose commitments and 
participations with respect to that Loan represent more than 50 
per cent of that Loan.  For the avoidance of doubt, the 
Controlling Party will have no ability to take direct action in 
respect of the timing or manner of enforcement of any Related 
Security with respect to the Libra Loan.” 

 

51. The Master Definitions Schedule defined a “Loan Representative” as, 
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“in relation to any Loan, any party identified to the Security 
Agent as representative of the Lenders participating in that 
Loan”. 

The Master Definitions Schedule also expressly defined “Lenders” as the Issuer, 
together with the Lenders in respect of the Subordinated B Loan.  Neither the 
Servicing Agreement nor the Master Definitions Schedule contained a definition of 
“the A Loan” but it is not disputed that this was a reference to the Libra Loan.  

52. Clauses 8.4 to 8.8 of the Servicing Agreement provided for consultation, consent and 
provision of information rights of the Controlling Party. These followed the 
equivalent provisions of Schedule 4 to the A/B Intercreditor Deed.  In summary, 
clause 8.4 obliged the Servicer/Special Servicer to consult with the Controlling Party 
before taking any significant action in relation to the Whole Loan or its Related 
Security, and to obtain the written approval of the Controlling Party before taking 
various specified actions such as agreeing to a modification of the terms of the Whole 
Loan or the release or substitution of any security.  Those rights were all subject to a 
proviso that nothing should oblige the Servicer or Special Servicer to service the 
Whole Loan other than in accordance with the Servicing Standards.   

53. Clause 8.9 contained a clause limiting the parties to whom the Controlling Class 
Representative might owe duties to those members of the class of Noteholders of 
which it was the representative.  The clause also exonerated it from any liability “to 
the Issuer, the Security Agent or the Note Trustee for any action taken…in good faith 
pursuant to this Agreement, or for errors in judgment”.  There was then a separate, but 
similarly worded, exoneration clause in clause 8.10 in favour of the Controlling Party. 

 

Analysis 

54. Any analysis of the identity of the Controlling Party entitled to serve notice requiring 
the termination of the appointment of the Special Servicer must start with the obvious 
proposition that this is a question of interpretation of the Servicing Agreement, rather 
than any other document.   

55. I preface my analysis by observing that the Servicing Agreement clearly distinguishes 
between three concepts: the “Controlling Party”, the “Controlling Class 
Representative”, and a “Loan Representative”, each of which has distinct 
characteristics.  So, for example, there will be a Controlling Party at all times: but a 
Controlling Class Representative can only be appointed to represent the interests of 
the Controlling Class for as long as the Whole Loan is a Specially Serviced Loan.  
Moreover clauses 8.9 and 8.10 deal separately with the exoneration of the Controlling 
Class Representative and the Controlling Party. 

56. Likewise, under clause 8.1, the appointment of a Controlling Class Representative is 
carried out by the majority holders of the Controlling Class of Notes and becomes 
effective only on notification in writing (together with a copy of the instrument of 
appointment) being provided to the Note Trustee, the Servicer and the Special 
Servicer.  In contrast, under the Master Definitions Schedule, a Loan Representative 
is defined as a representative of the Lenders participating in a Loan, and the definition 
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of  “Lenders” expressly identifies the Issuer together with the Lenders in respect of 
the Subordinated B Loan.  There is no reference to any Noteholders.  Further, the 
appointment of a Loan Representative requires notification to the Security Agent 
rather than to the Note Trustee, the Servicer and the Special Servicer.   

57. The first, and most obvious point that I would make was illustrated when, in the 
course of his submissions, Mr. Trower suggested that if it had really been intended 
that the Issuer would have been Controlling Party in the circumstances prescribed in 
clause 8.3(a)(vii), then the clause would simply have identified the Issuer in terms, 
rather than adopt what he suggested was a circuitous definitional route to the same 
result.  To the contrary, I think that such an argument highlights one of the more 
powerful points against Anchorage.  The simple fact is that the parties to the 
Servicing Agreement had readily available to them two potential formulations by 
which to identify the Controlling Party in the event of a continuing Control Valuation 
Event for the B0-1 Loan.  One of those came from the A/B Intercreditor Deed, and the 
other came from the Offering Circular.  The formulation in the Offering Circular 
referred in terms to the Controlling Class Representative being the Controlling Party; 
and I observe that the parties to the Servicing Agreement had, only two sub-clauses 
earlier, in clause 8.1, identified and defined the role of the Controlling Class 
Representative for the purposes of the Servicing Agreement.  In these circumstances, 
if the parties had intended the Controlling Class Representative to be the Controlling 
Party for the purposes of clause 8.3(a)(vii) of the Servicing Agreement, the easiest 
course, by far, would have been for them simply to have mirrored the wording of the 
Offering Circular and referred to the Controlling Class Representative in those terms; 
but they did not. 

58. Instead, given the words which the Servicing Agreement actually used, I think that it 
is apparent that “the Representative for the A Loan” in clause 8.3(a)(vii) must have 
been intended as a reference to the Issuer.  On the ordinary meaning of the words, one 
would expect that a party who was identified “as representative” of the Lenders 
participating in that Loan within the definition of “Loan Representative” in the Master 
Definitions Schedule would be one of the Lenders themselves, rather than some third 
party who was not a Lender.  It is also clear that the reference to the “A Loan” is a 
reference to the Libra Loan, and the Issuer is the only Lender in respect of that Loan.   
By the same token, on the ordinary meaning of the words, I do not think that a 
Noteholder falls naturally within the concept of a Loan Representative, because no-
one suggested that a Noteholder could claim to be a “Lender”.  A Noteholder would 
also not naturally fall within the words “Lenders whose commitments and 
participations with respect to that Loan represent more than 50 per cent of that Loan” 
under the second limb of the definition of “Representative” of a Loan in clause 8.3(a). 

59. Mr. Trower took issue with this approach, submitting that as a matter of linguistics it 
was inapposite to refer to the Issuer as the “representative of the Lenders” in the 
definition of “Loan Representative”, or as “Lenders” representing more than 50% of 
the Loan in the second limb of the definition of “Representative”, because (he said) it 
was known that the A Loan would always only ever have one Lender, which could 
not “represent” itself.  I do not agree.  As I have indicated, I do not think that it is a 
misuse of language to describe a sole Lender as representing itself, and I would add 
that the parties to the A/B Intercreditor Deed plainly did not think that there was 
anything inappropriate in describing a sole Lender as a “Representative”: see the first 
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limb of the definition of “Representative” in clause 3 of Schedule 4.  Further, as a 
matter of drafting, the singular/plural point is answered by clause 2.9 of the Master 
Definitions Schedule, which provides that in the interpretation of any “Transaction 
Document” (which includes the Servicing Agreement) “words importing the singular 
number include the plural and vice versa” (save where the context otherwise 
requires).   

60. Mr. Trower also submitted that the wording of clause 22.2 suggested that the 
Controlling Party had to be someone other than the Issuer itself, because the clause 
provided for the Controlling Party to serve notice on the Issuer in the alternative to the 
Note Trustee.  I accept that the drafting in this respect might be thought somewhat 
clumsy; but I do not think that this points conclusively or even with any great weight 
to a conclusion that the Issuer cannot be the Controlling Party.  That is because the 
clause is in no way unworkable if the Issuer is the Controlling Party.  Clause 22.2 was 
drafted to apply to a variety of Control Valuation Events, in most of which the 
Controlling Party would be a representative of the Lenders in respect of a tranche of 
the Subordinated B Loan, and hence perfectly well able to give notice to the Issuer.  
If, in the most extreme B0-1 Loan Control Valuation Event under clause 8.3(a)(vii), 
the Issuer were to be the Controlling Party, clause 22.2 would simply require it to 
select the alternative of giving notice to the Note Trustee.  The same observation can 
be made in respect of a number of other clauses in the Servicing Agreement to which 
Mr. Trower drew my attention, none of which would be rendered unworkable if the 
Issuer was the Controlling Party. 

61. Turning from the wording of the Servicing Agreement itself to the background to that 
agreement, attention is immediately drawn to the A/B Intercreditor Deed.  As I have 
indicated, that document included, in clause 13.1, a contractual undertaking to put in 
place a servicing agreement containing certain provisions as described in Schedule 4.  
Moreover, the A/B Intercreditor Deed also expressly provided that,  

“While the Servicing Agreement may contain more extensive 
and detailed provisions than set forth in Schedule 4 (Servicing 
Principles), in the event of any conflict the provisions set forth 
in Schedule 4 (Servicing Principles) to this Deed shall override, 
unless otherwise consented to by the Lenders….” 

 

62. When reference is made to the provisions of Schedule 4 of the A/B Intercreditor 
Deed, and in particular to the definition of the “Representative for a Loan” in clause 3 
as set out in paragraph 33 above, it is clear that the Controlling Party in the 
circumstances described in clause 3(g) of Schedule 4 would be the Issuer.  That is 
because the "Representative" for a Loan was expressly defined to include the Lender 
for that Loan; the A Loan was defined as meaning the Libra Loan; and the Libra Loan 
was only to have one Lender, namely the Issuer.   Indeed, Mr. Trower did not contend 
that the A/B Intercreditor Agreement could realistically be read in any other way.  In 
my view, this unambiguous meaning of the contract that was the precursor to the 
Servicing Agreement provides very strong support for the conclusion that in the event 
of a B0-1 Loan Control Valuation Event, the Controlling Party under the Servicing 
Agreement was intended to be the Issuer.    
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63. The problem raised by this conclusion, is, of course, that this would be flatly 
inconsistent with what was said in the Offering Circular.  The terms of the Offering 
Circular set out in paragraphs 37 and 40 above made it clear that the Issuer believed 
that in the event of a B0-1 Loan Control Valuation Event, the Controlling Party would 
be the Controlling Class Representative.  For Anchorage, Mr. Trower naturally placed 
great reliance upon these statements in the Offering Circular.  He submitted that the 
Servicing Agreement was a document that recognised both the interests of the 
Lenders and the Noteholders, and he sought to downplay the terms of the A/B 
Intercreditor Agreement as a document that dealt only with the position of the 
Lenders inter se. 

64. Although I accept that the Offering Circular is undoubtedly an important part of the 
relevant matrix against which the Servicing Agreement must be construed, the 
obvious problem which Mr. Trower faced was that the A/B Intercreditor Agreement 
was a contractual document which, as between the parties to it, required the Servicing 
Agreement to take a particular form; whereas the Offering Circular was not a 
contractual document, and any force that it might otherwise have had as an aid to 
construction of the Servicing Agreement is minimised by the express qualification 
which it contained as referred to in paragraph 36 above.  That qualification included, 
in particular, the statement that, 

“The obligations of the parties to the transactions contemplated 
herein are set forth in and will be governed by certain 
documents described herein, and all of the statements and 
information contained herein are qualified in their entirety by 
reference to such documents.” 

 

65. Doubtless recognising such difficulties, Mr. Trower’s primary argument on 
construction was an ingenious one. He submitted that it was possible to read the 
Servicing Agreement and the Master Definitions Schedule in such a way that the 
Offering Circular could be treated as the identification by the Issuer of the Controlling 
Class Representative as the party who would be the “Loan Representative” for the A 
Loan for the purposes of clause 8.3(a)(vii) of the Servicing Agreement.  

66. Though attractively made, I do not accept that submission, which seems to me to 
stretch the sense of the contractual documents beyond breaking point and to require 
the court to adopt an artificial view of what actually happened.  The definition of 
“Representative” in clause 8.3(a) of the Servicing Agreement plainly envisages that a 
“Loan Representative” will be “appointed”, and in order to fit within the definition of 
a “Loan Representative” in the Master Definitions Schedule there must have been a 
“party identified to the Security Agent as representative of the Lenders participating 
in that Loan”.  For a number of reasons I do not think that the relevant provisions of 
the Offering Circular can sensibly be viewed as intended to constitute such an 
appointment, or indeed that they identified anyone to the Security Agent.  

67. First, given that the Offering Circular was issued prior to the execution of the 
Servicing Agreement, it is difficult to see how it could have been intended to have any 
effect in respect of a contract that had, at that point in time, not yet come into 
existence.  Moreover, the terms of the Servicing Agreement seem (as would be 
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conventional) to be forward-looking: if any contractual significance were intended to 
be attached to something that had already been done prior to its execution, one would 
have expected that to have been reflected in the terms of the Servicing Agreement 
itself, or at very least referred to in some way, such as by a recital.  Neither was the 
case. 

68. Secondly, although the Offering Circular contained the same definition of “Loan 
Representative” as the Master Definitions Schedule, it did not suggest that the 
references to the Controlling Class Representative in the relevant places were 
intended in any sense by the Issuer as an appointment to satisfy that definition.  
Instead, as Mr. Hill QC, who appeared for the Class A Noteholder pointed out, the 
Offering Circular made it clear that it was intended merely as a description of the 
provisions of the relevant contractual documents and was qualified in its entirety by 
them. 

69. Thirdly, the Offering Circular did not, in any real sense, identify any person or entity 
at all.  At best the reference to the Controlling Class Representative was a general 
description of an unknown person or entity, the actual identity of which would only 
become apparent if and when the Whole Loan had become a Specially Serviced Loan, 
and dependent upon who held the majority of Notes in whichever was the Controlling 
Class of Notes at the relevant time.  I do not think that such a contingent and uncertain 
description was what was contemplated by the definition of Loan Representative. 

70. Fourthly, there is no real basis upon which it could be said that any such identification 
had been made to the Security Agent. Whilst it is perfectly reasonable to assume that 
the Security Agent must have at some point seen the document, the Offering Circular 
was not addressed to or directed at the Security Agent: it was addressed to investors 
who were potential Noteholders.  Moreover, there was certainly no suggestion of any 
acknowledgement by the Security Agent that any (contingent) appointment of a Loan 
Representative had taken place. 

71. As an alternative argument, Mr. Trower submitted that if I was not persuaded by the 
contention that the Offering Circular served a contractual purpose by appointing a 
Representative for the A Loan under the Servicing Agreement, I should conclude that 
an obvious mistake had been made in the drafting of the Servicing Agreement.  He 
submitted that an analysis of the consequences and background showed that it would 
be commercially absurd if the Controlling Party were to be the Issuer itself, and that 
the parties must have meant to give some meaningful role to the Controlling Class 
Representative by making it the Controlling Party in the present circumstances. 

72. In support of his contentions, Mr. Trower made a number of observations concerning 
the commercial purpose and effect of the transaction.  In particular, he submitted that 
the parties could not have intended that the Controlling Party would be an entity such 
as the Issuer, which was a special purpose vehicle with no independent economic 
interest of its own in the transaction. He supported that submission by pointing out 
that the parties had plainly intended that the management and administration of the 
Whole Loan and the Related Security should be carried out by someone other than the 
Issuer – i.e. the Servicer or Special Servicer – so that it would be “slightly bizarre” to 
conclude that the parties intended that the Issuer should ever take on such 
responsibility.   
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73. Mr. Trower contrasted that result with the very limited role which he said that the 
Controlling Class Representative would have under the Servicing Agreement if Mr. 
Hill was correct in his submissions.  Why, Mr. Trower asked, would the parties go to 
the length of providing for the appointment of a Controlling Class Representative if it 
were not intended that it should have some significant role under the Servicing 
Agreement?  He suggested that if the Controlling Class Representative was not 
intended to be the Controlling Party in the circumstances set out in clause 8.3(a)(vii) 
then its role under the Servicing Agreement would be limited to exercising the right to 
purchase the Libra Loan under clause 7.3(e). 

74. Mr. Hill’s response was to deny that there was any mistake (obvious or otherwise) in 
the drafting of the Servicing Agreement.  He observed that if there were such a 
mistake it would also have had to have extended to the A/B Intercreditor Deed.  He 
submitted that this was an impossible contention, not least because the parties to the 
A/B Intercreditor Deed had entered into an agreement that, as between them, made 
perfect commercial sense.  

75. On the role of the Issuer, Mr. Hill drew attention to the Deed of Charge and 
Assignment dated 24 May 2007.  By clause 3.1 (headed “Related Security and Jersey 
Security Interests”) of that Deed the Issuer provided the Note Trustee with the benefit 
of security over its rights in the Libra Loan and the Related Security to secure 
payment of the amounts due in respect of the Notes.   In addition, under clause 3.2 
(headed “Contractual Rights”), the Issuer executed a security assignment to the Note 
Trustee of all its rights and interests both present and future, under the transaction 
documents including, in particular, the Servicing Agreement.  Clause 3.9 of the Deed 
of Charge and Assignment then provided, 

“Without prejudice to the rights of the Note Trustee after the 
security created under this Deed has become enforceable, the 
Issuer hereby authorises the Note Trustee, prior to the security 
created by this Deed becoming enforceable, to exercise, or 
refrain from exercising, all rights, powers, authorities, 
discretions and remedies under or in respect of the agreements 
referred to in Clause 3.1 (Related Security and Jersey Security 
Interests) and Clause 3.1(b) (Contractual Rights) in such 
manner as in its absolute discretion it shall think fit.” 

It is clear, and Mr. Trower did not dispute, that the reference to clause 3.1(b) in clause 
3.9 of the Deed of Charge and Assignment is an obvious typographical error, and it 
should be read as a reference to clause 3.2. 

76. Mr. Hill submitted that this meant that there was nothing commercially absurd or 
obscure about the Issuer becoming the Controlling Party for the purpose of the 
Servicing Agreement, because the benefit of the rights given to the Issuer as 
Controlling Party would be capable of exercise by the Note Trustee, which would in 
turn be entitled to consider how to do so in the interests of the Noteholders in 
accordance with its general obligations under the Trust Deed.  He then pointed out 
that clause 12.19 of that Trust Deed required the Note Trustee to have regard to the 
interests of Noteholders equally provided that in the event of any conflict, effect 
should be given to the interests of the Noteholders in accordance with their order of 
seniority. 
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77. Mr. Hill further observed that this arrangement was far more commercially sensible 
than that contended for by Mr. Trower.  Mr. Hill submitted that in the extreme 
situation which has been reached in which the more junior Notes are significantly 
underwater and the only real economic interest in the Libra Loan and Related Security 
rests with the Class A (and possibly Class B) Noteholders, an arrangement under 
which the rights of the Controlling Party vested in the Issuer, but had been assigned 
by way of security to the Note Trustee, made sense.  He said that this would have the 
result that the Note Trustee could consider whether to exercise any rights in respect of 
the Special Servicer in the interests of all Noteholders and could resolve any conflicts 
in that respect in accordance with the provisions of the Trust Deed.  He said that this 
made far more sense than Mr. Trower’s alternative under which, no matter how far 
underwater they are, control and influence over the Special Servicer would rest with a 
majority of the junior Class E Noteholders who have no obligation to act other than in 
what they regard as their own interests. 

78. Finally, Mr. Hill pointed out that although the Offering Circular plainly envisaged that 
the Controlling Class Representative would be entitled to exercise “all of the rights, 
powers and discretions given to it pursuant to the Servicing Agreement” the Offering 
Circular did not specify what those rights might be.  He then drew attention to the 
rights given to the Controlling Class Representative under clause 7.3(e), and also 
pointed out that there were further rights to receive information and give consents 
which were given to the Controlling Class Representative under clauses 9.3(b) and 
9.9(c) of the Servicing Agreement which, whilst perhaps not of great significance in 
themselves, meant that it could not be said that the appointment of the Controlling 
Class Representative had no commercial content if it were not also to be the 
Controlling Party. 

79. For completeness I should also record that Mr. de Mestre, who appeared for the Note 
Trustee, formally maintained a position of neutrality on this issue.  He did, however, 
indicate that the Note Trustee would be “surprised” to find that it had substantive 
rights and obligations if the Issuer were to be the Controlling Party.  I also detected 
more than a little reluctance on the part of the Note Trustee to find itself in such a 
position.  But whilst there would appear to be a need for the Issuer and the Note 
Trustee to consider how such matters might work out between them in practice, I did 
not understand Mr. de Mestre to contend that Mr. Hill’s analysis by reference to the 
terms of the Deed of Charge and Assignment would be impossible or commercially 
unworkable. 

80. In my judgment, although the points raised by Mr. Trower have force, I think that Mr. 
Hill’s points make at least equal commercial sense.  I therefore cannot conclude that 
the result that is required by the ordinary meaning of the words of the Servicing 
Agreement is one that is commercially absurd.  Nor can I otherwise be sure that a 
mistake has been made in the drafting of the Servicing Agreement rather than the 
Offering Circular, so that the parties to the Servicing Agreement must have had the 
intention contended for by Mr. Trower. 

81. In particular, Mr. Trower was unable to direct me to any statement in the Offering 
Circular or otherwise explain to me the commercial logic of why the transaction 
should have provided for the role of Controlling Party to move up the tranches of the 
Subordinated B Loan as those tranches fell successively underwater, but to have 
provided that when the point was reached that value broke in the Libra Loan, the 
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Controlling Party would be and remain the representative of the most junior Notes, 
irrespective of any further falls in value of the Property Portfolio and irrespective of 
which class of Notes might be most directly be affected by decisions taken by the 
Special Servicer, and which class of Notes might be underwater. 

82. In the absence of a clear explanation of the commercial rationale for such a result, it 
seems to me that it is equally, if not more, commercially rational for the parties to the 
Servicing Agreement to have intended that if the position had been reached that all of 
the Subordinated B Loan was underwater, the Controlling Party should be the party 
which had made the Libra Loan to the Borrower, in the same way that the Controlling 
Party would previously have been the relevant Lender (or one of the Lenders) which 
had made the relevant tranche of the Subordinated B Loan to the Borrower.   

83. Moreover, I cannot see how it could be said to be commercially absurd for the parties 
to the Servicing Agreement to have agreed that if value broke in the Libra Loan, the 
Controlling Party should not simply be the majority holder of one of the class of 
Notes, entitled to act in its own interests, but should instead be a party that was 
obliged to have regard to the interests of all the underlying Noteholders.  That party 
would be the Issuer (which would have to have regard to the interests of all of its 
creditors) or, by security assignment, the Note Trustee (the duties of which to 
Noteholders were set out in the Trust Deed). 

84. I am acutely conscious that the Offering Circular clearly indicates that the Issuer 
thought that the Controlling Party would be the representative of a junior class of 
Noteholders or a Subordinated B Lender rather than itself.  I am also mindful that 
given the importance of a prospectus to investors, there is much force in a submission 
that the court ought to strive to ensure, whenever possible, that underlying contractual 
documents are interpreted consistently with it.  I further recognise that the argument 
which has been somewhat belatedly made on behalf of the Class A Noteholder places 
great reliance upon contractual documents to which it was not a party, rather than the 
terms of the Offering Circular, which I assume was the primary basis upon which it 
acquired its Notes.  But at the end of the day my task is to construe the contractual 
documents in accordance with the recognised principles of interpretation that I have 
set out above.  If the result is that the Offering Circular did not accord with the 
contractual documents, then this may simply have the result that Noteholders might 
have claims in respect of the Offering Circular. 

85. In the result, I conclude that in the present situation, the Servicing Agreement 
provides that the Controlling Party is to be the Issuer, and not the Controlling Class 
Representative of the Class E Notes. 

86. Although the conclusion that I have reached means that the remaining questions 
raised by the Note Trustee will be of no practical consequence since Anchorage was 
not entitled to serve a notice under clause 22.2 of the Servicing Agreement, the 
remaining points were the subject of argument, and so I will express my views on 
them to the extent to which I consider it is appropriate for me to do so. 

 

Issue 2: Rating Agency confirmations under clause 22.5 of the Servicing Agreement 
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87.  Under clause 22.5(b) of the Servicing Agreement,  

“No termination of the Servicer’s or the Special Servicer’s 
appointment under Clauses 22.1 (Servicer Events of Default), 
22.2 (Termination by the Controlling Party) or 22.4 (Voluntary 
Termination) shall take effect unless: 

…. 

(b) the Servicer or Special Servicer or the Note Trustee 
shall have notified each of the Rating Agencies in writing of 
the identity of the successor Servicer or Special Servicer and 
the Rating Agencies shall have confirmed that the appointment 
of the successor Servicer or Special Servicer, as applicable, will 
not result in an Adverse Rating Event.” 

88. Under the Master Definitions Schedule, “Rating Agencies” are defined as,  

“Moody’s, S&P and Fitch or any other rating agency which is 
appointed to provide a credit rating for any securities issued in 
connection with any Securitisation. 

Moody's rate the Class A Notes, S&P rate all the Notes, and Fitch rates the Class B-E 
Notes. 

89. An “Adverse Rating Event” is defined as,  

“an event that would cause a downgrade, qualification or 
withdrawal of the then current ratings of any class of Notes, as 
confirmed in writing by S&P or Fitch”.  

90. As to these requirements, it is obvious, and common ground, that any confirmation 
from a particular Rating Agency is only required to relate to its own rating, and not to 
the rating of any of the other agencies.  

91. An issue has arisen in relation to this precondition because although the three Rating 
Agencies have been duly notified of the identity of the proposed replacement Special 
Servicer, and S&P has provided a suitable confirmation in writing, no confirmation 
has been obtained from either Fitch or Moody’s that the appointment of a successor 
Special Servicer will not result in the downgrade, qualification or withdrawal of its 
current rating of the relevant classes of Notes. 

92. As I understand it, the reason for this so far as Fitch is concerned, is that Fitch 
indicated in an announcement on 10 December 2012 that it would not, as a matter of 
policy, provide any confirmations in relation to CMBS transactions.  Fitch stated, 

"...the agency does not provide [Rating Agency Confirmations] 
for servicer replacements in EMEA CMBS, noting concerns 
about the potential for conflicts of interest.  A lack of insight 
into the reasons for a requested change in special servicing and 
the nature of the controlling class investor's commercial 
relations with other interested parties make the task of 
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prejudging the consequences for ratings unreliable, in Fitch's 
view." 

 

93. The position in relation to Moody’s is less clear. The suggestion in the evidence filed 
on behalf of the Class A Noteholder is to the effect that the absence of a reference to 
confirmation in writing from Moody’s in the definition of “Adverse Rating Event” is 
explained by the fact that it is well-known in the market that Moody’s does not 
generally provide written rating confirmations in relation to CMBS transactions.  I 
infer, though the evidence is not entirely clear, that this was known to be the position 
when the Servicing Agreement was entered into in 2007.  I was, however, given to 
understand that this did not mean that Moody’s was generally unwilling to give such 
confirmations: just that such confirmations would not be given in writing. 

94. On the specific facts of this case, the Note Trustee’s evidence was that Moody’s had 
indicated verbally to the Note Trustee that the proposed change of Special Servicer 
might result in a downgrade or review of Moody’s ratings for the Class A Notes.  At 
the start of his submissions, Mr. de Mestre sought to clarify that evidence by stating 
that Moody’s had said that they would not issue the required rating confirmation that 
the Class A Notes would not be downgraded.  In the light of these statements, Mr. 
Trower proceeded to address his argument on the footing that Moody’s had indicated 
that the change of Special Servicer might have an adverse impact on the rating of the 
Class A Notes. 

95. Mr. Hill’s basic argument was very simple.  He said that clause 22.5(b) required each 
of the Rating Agencies to provide confirmation that they would not downgrade any of 
the respective Notes for which they provided a rating; that in the case of S&P and 
Fitch, that confirmation had to be in writing, and that in the case of Moody’s it need 
not be in writing.  Mr. Hill said that since neither Moody’s nor Fitch had provided the 
necessary confirmation, the condition in clause 22.5(b) simply could not be satisfied. 

96. Mr. Trower countered that in relation to Fitch he could rely upon clauses 26.7(d) and 
26.7(e) of the Servicing Agreement which provided, 

“(d) If this Agreement requires Rating Agency 
Confirmation to be obtained in relation to a particular matter, 
the Servicer (or, in the case of matters pertaining to a Specially 
Serviced Loan, the Special Servicer) shall, as soon as is 
practicable following a request therefor, provide each Rating 
Agency with all information as is reasonably necessary and 
available to it to enable such Rating Agency to determine 
whether, and on what basis, confirmation should be given. 

(e) …if any provision of this Agreement requires the 
Servicer or Special Servicer to obtain a written confirmation 
from the Rating Agencies in respect of a particular matter but a 
Rating Agency declines to issue such a confirmation, then the 
relevant provision shall be read and construed as though written 
confirmation from the Rating Agency declining to issue the 
confirmation was not required and the Servicer or the Special 
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Servicer, as applicable, may nonetheless proceed with the 
matter in question, provided it determines in its sole discretion 
that it would be consistent with the Servicing Standard to do 
so.” 

 

97. Mr. Trower did not suggest that clause 26.7(e) could apply to a situation in which a 
Rating Agency declined to give the requisite rating confirmation on substantive 
grounds, e.g. because it believed that it would or might downgrade the relevant Notes.  
However, he submitted that clause 26.7(e) was plainly intended to cover a situation 
such as had arisen with Fitch, where the Rating Agency in question simply declined to 
give any confirmations as a matter of policy.  Mr. Trower also submitted that one 
could reach a similar result as a matter of interpretation of clause 22.5(b) because as a 
matter of commercial common sense it would be wrong to attribute to the parties the 
intention that if one of the Rating Agencies simply stopped issuing rating 
confirmations as a matter of policy, clause 22.5 could never thereafter be satisfied, 
with the result that there could never be a termination of the Servicer or Special 
Servicer’s appointment under any of clauses 22.1, 22.2 or 22.4. 

98. Mr. Hill’s response (which was supported by the Note Trustee) was that clause 
26.7(e) was inapplicable on its terms, because clause 22.5 did not actually require the 
Servicer or Special Servicer to obtain a written confirmation from the Rating 
Agencies in respect of a particular matter.  Still less, he said, did clause 22.5 envisage 
a situation in which the Special Servicer was intending to proceed with a specific 
matter.  Rather he said, clause 22.5 simply provided that clause 22.2, which dealt with 
the termination of the Special Servicer’s appointment, would not be capable of being 
effective unless such confirmation had been obtained.  Mr. Hill said that one could not 
adopt a more purposive interpretation of clause 22.5(b), and that if this result was 
inconvenient, then the answer was for the parties to promote a consensual variation of 
the Servicing Agreement. 

99. Whilst I can see the force in Mr. Hill’s argument as to the inapplicability of clause 
26.7(e), I think that Mr. Trower is correct in his approach to construction of clause 
22.5(b).  To my mind clause 26.7(e) gives a very clear indication in an analogous 
situation as to what the parties would intend to happen as a matter of common sense if 
a Rating Agency were simply to stop issuing rating confirmations altogether.  In the 
same way as the parties plainly intended that in such a case the Special Servicer 
should not be prevented from acting altogether because one of the Rating Agencies 
stopped issuing rating confirmations, I cannot see how it would make any commercial 
sense for the parties to have agreed that, for example, just because Fitch no longer 
gave rating confirmations as a matter of policy, the Servicer or Special Servicer could 
not even validly terminate its own appointment under clause 22.4 (Voluntary 
Termination), no matter that both of the other Rating Agencies might be willing to 
give such confirmations and had done so.  

100. The position in relation to Moody’s is more complex.  Mr. Trower’s submission was 
that the words “as confirmed in writing by S&P or Fitch” in the definition of 
“Adverse Rating Event” served to limit the requirement in the body of clause 22.5(b) 
as to which of the Rating Agencies needed to have given the relevant confirmation.  
He said that no confirmation was required from Moody’s because the concept of an 
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Adverse Rating Event was only an event that would cause a downgrade as confirmed 
in writing by S&P and Fitch.   

101. In support of that submission, Mr. Trower also referred to a number of other clauses 
in the Servicing Agreement that limited the number of Rating Agencies from which 
confirmation might be required.  So, for example, he referred to clause 5.7.  That 
concerned the situation in which the consent of the Special Servicer was required to 
the replacement of a Property Manager, and provided that such consent should not be 
given by the Special Servicer, 

“unless … the Special Servicer … has received prior written 
confirmation from each of S&P and Fitch (following 
notification to all Rating Agencies) that such action will not 
result in an Adverse Rating Event.” 

 

102. I do not accept Mr. Trower’s argument.  It seems to me that the body of clause 22.5(b) 
is quite clear that each of the Rating Agencies needs to have been notified of the 
identity of the proposed successor Special Servicer, and (subject to the point already 
made about a Rating Agency that will not issue any such confirmations as a matter of 
policy), the requirement is that each such Rating Agency should give the required 
confirmation that there will not be an Adverse Rating Event.   

103. The other clauses of the Servicing Agreement to which Mr. Trower referred me, such 
as clause 5.7, certainly show that in some cases confirmation that there would not be 
an Adverse Rating Event was not to be required from Moody’s: but if anything that 
proves the point against him.  Where the intention was that no confirmation was 
required from Moody’s, the clause simply excluded Moody’s and referred only to 
confirmation being received from S&P and Fitch.  In contrast, there is no such 
exclusion from clause 22.5(b): the inference being that even though Moody’s might 
only be prepared to give the rating confirmation verbally, it was nevertheless still 
required. 

104. In that regard, it seems to me that the words at the end of the definition of Adverse 
Rating Event are simply recognition of the fact that S&P and Fitch would be expected 
to give their confirmations in writing.  But I think it is placing too much weight on the 
few words at the end of the general definition of Adverse Rating Event to qualify the 
otherwise unrestricted words of clause 22.5(b).  That point can be illustrated if the 
wording of clause 22.5(b) is expanded out using the definitions of Rating Agencies 
and Adverse Ratings Event as follows: 

“No termination of the Servicer’s or the Special Servicer’s 
appointment under Clauses 22.1 (Servicer Events of Default), 
22.2 (Termination by the Controlling Party) or 22.4 (Voluntary 
Termination) shall take effect unless: 

… 

(b) the Servicer or Special Servicer or the Note Trustee 
shall have notified each of [Moody’s, S&P and Fitch or any 
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other rating agency which is appointed to provide a credit 
rating for any securities issued in connection with any 
Securitisation] in writing of the identity of the successor 
Servicer or Special Servicer and [Moody’s, S&P and Fitch or 
any other rating agency which is appointed to provide a credit 
rating for any securities issued in connection with any 
Securitisation] shall have confirmed that the appointment of the 
successor Servicer or Special Servicer, as applicable, will not 
result in [an event that would cause a downgrade, qualification 
or withdrawal of the then current ratings of any class of Notes, 
as confirmed in writing by S&P or Fitch].” 

 

105. For completeness I should add that I do not derive any assistance from clause 
29.2(a)(v) of the Servicing Agreement.  That provided that a transfer of the 
obligations of the Backup Advance Provider would only be effective if, 

“…the Rating Agencies deliver written confirmation that the 
then current ratings of the Notes will not be downgraded, 
withdrawn or qualified as a result of such transfer.” 

Whilst that clause is clear in requiring written confirmation from all the Rating 
Agencies, I think that it is reading too much into the difference in drafting to suggest 
that the parties did not use the definition of Adverse Rating Event in that clause 
because they appreciated that the use of that definition carried with it an inference that 
no confirmation was required from Moody’s.   

106. Finally, I should state that I do not find it surprising or uncommercial that a rating 
confirmation from Moody’s should be required for the termination of the appointment 
of the Special Servicer.  That event would be of major importance to the operation of 
the financing structure.  I see every reason why the parties might have agreed that 
positive confirmation should be required from each of the Rating Agencies prepared 
to give such confirmation that there would be no downgrade or other negative 
consequence, even though in the case of Moody’s that confirmation might only be 
given verbally.  The counter-factual would to my mind be more surprising: why 
should the parties be taken to have agreed that the Special Servicer could be replaced 
in circumstances in which, say, Moody’s had firmly indicated that it would 
downgrade the Class A Notes, just because Moody’s was only prepared to say so 
verbally?  

 

Issue 3: Approval of the Successor Special Servicer 

107. The next issue relates to clause 22.5(c) of the Servicing Agreement.  That clause 
provided in material part, 

“No termination of the Servicer’s or the Special Servicer’s 
appointment under Clauses 22.1 (Servicer Events of Default), 
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22.2 (Termination by the Controlling Party) or 22.4 (Voluntary 
Termination) shall take effect unless: 

   … 

(c) … [the] successor Servicer or Special Servicer, as 
applicable, has experience in servicing mortgages of 
commercial property on similar terms to that required under 
this Agreement and is approved by the Issuer and the Note 
Trustee (such approval in each case not to be unreasonably 
withheld).” 

 

108. The specific issue is whether the exercise of the Note Trustee’s discretion to grant or 
withhold approval of the successor Special Servicer is limited to a consideration of 
the proposed successor’s experience in servicing mortgages of commercial property, 
or whether it can take into account wider considerations, such as, for example, the 
Note Trustee’s views as to the commercial interests of Noteholders or certain classes 
of Noteholders. 

109. Mr. Trower, supported in this respect by Mr. de Mestre, submitted that clause 22.5(c) 
does not provide the Note Trustee with a general discretion to approve or refuse 
approval to the proposed successor Special Servicer.  Consequently, they submitted 
that clause 22.5(c) does not “engage” the Note Trustee’s discretion under clause 12.19 
of the Trust Deed or otherwise oblige the Note Trustee to weigh up any strategy 
proposed by the replacement Special Servicer or, say, to decide whether to give 
precedence to the interests of the Class A Noteholders over the interests of the Class E 
Noteholder.  Mr. Trower and Mr. de Mestre submitted that clause 22.5(c) only 
requires the Note Trustee to be satisfied that the proposed successor Special Servicer 
has the relevant experience to be able to carry out the task of acting as Special 
Servicer.  

110. Mr Hill’s argument focussed on the language of clause 22.5(c), which he said plainly 
distinguished between two different concepts separated by the word “and”, namely (i) 
the requirement that the proposed successor Special Servicer should have relevant 
experience, and (ii) the requirement that the proposed successor be approved by the 
Note Trustee.  He said that without the second of these requirements being 
independent of the first, the Noteholders would have no protection from the 
appointment of a Special Servicer which had relevant previous experience but which 
was, for other reasons such as being subject to current financial or regulatory 
difficulties, completely unsuitable.   

111. Mr. Hill also countered Mr. Trower’s and Mr. de Mestre’s argument that it would be 
unrealistic to assume that the Note Trustee had any wider discretionary role to play in 
the approval of the successor Special Servicer by pointing to clause 28.2 of the 
Servicing Agreement.  That clause deals with the preconditions to the termination by 
the Backup Advance Provider of the appointment of the Advance Provider following 
the insolvency of the Advance Provider or any failure by the Advance Provider to 
make an advance to the Issuer as required by the Servicing Agreement.  That clause 
provided that the termination would not take effect unless (among other things), 
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“(d) the successor Advance Provider is approved by the Issuer 
and the Note Trustee (such approval in each case not to be 
unreasonably withheld).” 

 

112. Mr. Hill submitted that in clause 28.2(d) the same words as appeared in clause 22.5(c) 
were used alone, without reference to any considerations of experience, and in 
circumstances that could only signify that the Note Trustee and Issuer were required 
to exercise a general discretion to approve the successor Advance Provider.  He also 
pointed out that in the context of clause 28.2(d), this would inevitably require the 
Issuer and Note Trustee to consider, for example, the financial standing of the 
proposed successor Advance Provider, whose role it was to make loans to the Issuer 
when required to do so to meet funding shortfalls. 

113. I agree with Mr. Hill that the plain language of clause 22.5(c) contains two separate 
and distinct requirements, each of which must be satisfied before the termination of 
the appointment of the Special Servicer can take effect.  The first relates to the 
experience of the successor Special Servicer, and the second requires the approval of 
the Issuer and Note Trustee to that successor (which approval cannot be unreasonably 
withheld). 

114. I also do not think that the Issuer and Note Trustee’s role in granting or withholding 
approval is limited to an assessment of the experience of the proposed successor.  If 
the Issuer and Note Trustee are required to exercise a general discretion in relation to 
the approval of the Advance Provider (as they plainly are by clause 28.2(d)), I see no 
reason whatsoever why the same words should not mean that they are required to 
exercise a similar discretion in relation to the equally (if not more) important issue of 
replacement of the Special Servicer when those words are used in clause 22.5(c).  
That also makes good commercial sense in the context of the transaction.  Given the 
importance of the role of Special Servicer, there is every reason why the parties 
should have intended that there should be a proper check on the suitability of the 
Special Servicer for the task: past experience is one, but only one, of the obvious 
factors that might be relevant in that regard.  

115. So, for example, I consider that the parties intended that it should be permissible for 
the Issuer or Note Trustee to decide to withhold approval on the grounds that, though 
experienced, the proposed successor Special Servicer was, for example, incompetent, 
insolvent or in serious financial or regulatory difficulties, subject to the proviso that 
such judgment should not be unreasonable. 

116. Beyond those examples, which were canvassed in argument and which I think flow 
naturally from the similar considerations under clause 28.2(d), I do not think that it 
would be sensible or appropriate for me to attempt to elaborate, on a hypothetical 
basis, any other factors that the Issuer or Note Trustee might take into account in the 
exercise of their discretion, or to attempt to prescribe how clause 12.19 of the Trust 
Deed might operate in such a situation.  Questions of the proper exercise of a 
discretion are always highly fact-sensitive, and I am simply not in any position to 
form any view upon whether, and if so how, the Note Trustee might take into account 
factors such as whether a proposed successor might adopt a strategy which favoured 
one group of Noteholders over another. 
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Issue 4: Replacement of the Advance Provider 

117. This issue concerns the proper construction and effect of Clause 22.5(e) of the 
Servicing Agreement which provides,  

“No termination of the Servicer’s or the Special Servicer’s 
appointment under Clauses 22.1 (Servicer Events of Default), 
22.2 (Termination by the Controlling Party) or 22.4 (Voluntary 
Termination) shall take effect unless: 

… 

(e)  the Advance Provider is replaced with suitable 
replacements subject to and in accordance with the terms of this 
Agreement.” 

 

118. The issue is whether this clause requires the replacement of the Advance Provider as a 
condition of the termination of the Special Servicer; or whether clause 22.5(e) merely 
means that if the Advance Provider is to be replaced at the same time as the Servicer 
or Special Servicer, the termination of the Servicer or Special Servicer is not to have 
effect unless the replacement Advance Provider is suitable.  The Note Trustee also 
raised a subsidiary question: if the replacement of the Advance Provider is a 
necessary pre-condition to termination of the appointment of the Special Servicer, 
then can that requirement be waived without the consent of the Backup Advance 
Provider? 

119. The obligations of the Advance Provider and the Backup Advance Provider were set 
out in clause 9 of the Servicing Agreement.  In essence, the Advance Provider is a 
party that may be obliged, subject to certain conditions, to make loans to meet 
shortfalls in the funds available to the Issuer to satisfy its obligations to Noteholders.  
If the Advance Provider fails to provide sums due from it, then the Backup Advance 
Provider is liable to provide those sums.  The Servicer or Special Servicer are the 
parties entitled to demand such an advance from the Advance Provider, and it is the 
Servicer or Special Servicer which are required to provide an advice to the effect that 
the loan will be recoverable: without such advice being given, the Advance Provider 
will have no obligation to make the loan. 

120. The drafting of the Servicing Agreement should be considered against the background 
that when that agreement was entered into, the Advance Provider was part of the same 
group of companies as the Servicer and Special Servicer.  One of the complicating 
factors in this case is that since then that group of companies has been split.  The 
administration business (including the Special Servicer) has been acquired by a third 
party, but the lending business (including the Advance Provider) has remained with 
the original group.  The commercial link between the Special Servicer and the 
Advance Provider has therefore been severed. 

121. As events have turned out, advances have become due from the Advance Provider 
which has failed to make them, and as a result, the Backup Advance Provider has had 
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to make such advances amounting to over £14 million.  The consequence is that the 
Backup Advance Provider is entitled, pursuant to clause 28.1 of the Servicing 
Agreement, to terminate the appointment of the Advance Provider. 

122. For the Backup Advance Provider, Mr. Smith QC contended that as a matter of 
ordinary language the meaning of clause 22.5(e) is clear: it is a precondition that any 
termination of the Special Servicer’s appointment under clause 22.2 shall not take 
effect unless the Advance Provider is replaced with suitable replacements subject to 
and in accordance with the terms of the Servicing Agreement.  He contended that in 
the present case, this means that any termination of Capita as Special Servicer would 
only take effect if the current Advance Provider was also replaced by a suitable 
replacement.   

123. Mr. Smith said that this interpretation also made commercial sense, because the 
Advance Provider is in a position of commercial vulnerability vis-à-vis the Servicer or 
Special Servicer by reason of the role of the Servicer or Special Servicer in requiring 
advances to be made, and the Advance Provider therefore has a clear interest in the 
Servicer or the Special Servicer being a known and trusted entity on whose 
determinations and judgments it can rely.  So, he argued, where it is proposed to 
terminate the appointment of the existing Servicer or Special Servicer, then it makes 
commercial sense for the Advance Provider in effect to be able to require its own 
replacement as Advance Provider so as to avoid being exposed, without its consent, to 
a new Servicer or Special Servicer of whom the Advance Provider may have no 
knowledge and with whom it might well have no existing relationship. 

124. For Anchorage, Mr. Trower emphasised that clause 22.5(e) envisaged that the  
Advance Provider would be replaced with suitable replacements “subject to and in 
accordance with the terms of this Agreement.”  He said that there was no general right 
under the Servicing Agreement to replace the Advance Provider, but that this could 
only be done either if the Advance Provider itself wished to transfer or assign its 
rights and obligations to a new Advance Provider under clause 27.1, or if it was in 
default under clause 28.1 and the Backup Advance Provider decided to terminate its 
appointment. 

125. Given these limitations on the right of replacement of the Advance Provider, Mr. 
Trower argued that it would make no commercial sense if the termination of the 
appointment of the Special Servicer were to be dependent either upon the Advance 
Provider also deciding to transfer its rights and obligations to a new Advance Provider 
(which would itself require the consent of the Backup Advance Provider and the 
Servicer), or itself being in default.  He said that it would be commercially absurd if 
the Advance Provider could effectively block the replacement of the Special Servicer 
by refusing to go unless, by coincidence, the Advance Provider also happened to be in 
default at the same time and the Backup Advance Provider was willing to terminate 
its appointment. 

126. I accept the argument of Mr. Smith that the wording of clause 22.5(e) is clear, and 
that the appointment of the Special Servicer cannot be effectively terminated unless 
the Advance Provider is also replaced.  That linkage is, I suspect, the result of the 
parties to the Servicing Agreement assuming that Special Servicer and the Advance 
Provider would be associated companies.  In that regard I also accept Mr. Smith’s 
point that the linkage was intended to provide the Advance Provider with the 
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commercial leverage to ensure that if the Controlling Party wanted to remove the 
Special Servicer, it would have to make suitable arrangements to enable the Advance 
Provider to have the option to leave at the same time. 

127. The alternative interpretation for which Mr. Trower contends simply does not accord 
with the language of clause 22.5(e).  It turns what is expressed to be a pre-condition to 
an effective termination of the appointment of the Special Servicer into a requirement 
as to suitability of a replacement Advance Provider that need only be fulfilled if, by 
coincidence, the Advance Provider decides to go, or the Backup Advance Provider 
decides to remove it, at the same time.  Mr. Trower’s argument does not explain why 
the parties thought it necessary to include any reference to the replacement of the 
Advance Provider in clause 22.5, because all the requirements for the replacement of 
the Advance Provider are already covered by clauses 27 and 28.  On Mr. Trower’s 
argument, there would have been no reason for the parties to refer to the Advance 
Provider in the context of removal of the Special Servicer at all. 

128. I recognise that this interpretation might, at least in theory, open up the possibility to 
which Mr. Trower alluded, namely that a Special Servicer which did not wish to be 
removed might enlist the assistance of an (associated) Advance Provider in an effort 
to block attempts to terminate its own appointment.  But I suspect that a scenario of a 
Special Servicer wishing to cling to its appointment where the Controlling Party 
wished to terminate its appointment and was willing to arrange for a suitable 
replacement Advance Provider would not have been uppermost in the minds of the 
contracting parties to the Servicing Agreement.  I do not regard it as a scenario that 
would have been seen as so likely to be problematic that I can conclude that the 
parties cannot have intended to make the removal of the Special Servicer conditional 
upon the replacement of the Advance Provider. 

129. The basic position therefore, is that clause 22.5(e) of the Servicing Agreement means 
that the appointment of the Special Servicer can only be effectively terminated if, at 
the same time, the Advance Provider is replaced with a suitable alternative.  Because 
this requirement is essentially inserted for the benefit of the Advance Provider, I can 
see that there are grounds for suggesting that the condition could be waived by the 
Advance Provider if it was willing to remain in office with the new Special Servicer.  
I also see the force in Mr. Smith’s submission that since that new arrangement could 
affect the Backup Advance Provider, which is liable to pay if the Advance Provider 
does not, such waiver could not take place without the consent of his client as well. 

130. However, I did not hear any contrary argument on this point since the Advance 
Provider was not a party and Mr. Trower told me that he was not instructed to argue 
that any requirement that the Advance Provider had to be replaced with a suitable 
replacement at the same time as the Special Servicer could be waived by the Advance 
Provider alone without the consent of the Backup Advance Provider.  I therefore do 
not consider that it is appropriate for me to express any firm conclusion on this point. 

 

Issues 5-8: The mechanics of termination of the appointment of the Special Servicer  

131. These issues essentially boil down to the following questions:  assuming that the 
Issuer has received a notice from the Controlling Party under clause 22.2:  
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i) Can the Note Trustee validly issue a notice terminating the appointment of the 
Special Servicer which is conditional upon the pre-conditions in clause 22.5 of 
the Servicing Agreement being satisfied? 

ii) If so, when and in what circumstances (a) can the Note Trustee decide for 
itself to do so, or (b) is the Note Trustee obliged to do so? 

132. There was no real debate on the first of these questions.  It was Mr. Trower’s 
submission that the Note Trustee could serve a conditional notice of termination upon 
the Special Servicer, and Mr. Hill did not dispute that this was at least conceptually 
possible.  There was, however, no agreement over the second of these questions.  The 
positions of the parties were polarised.  Mr. Trower contended that the Controlling 
Party could require the Note Trustee to serve a conditional termination notice on the 
Special Servicer at any time, except only where the pre-conditions in clause 22.5 were 
incapable of being met.  Mr. Hill submitted that the Note Trustee could not be obliged 
to serve a termination notice unless and until the pre-conditions in clause 22.5 had 
actually been met, though he accepted that the Note Trustee could serve a conditional 
notice if it wished where the satisfaction of the pre-conditions was imminent. 

133. The structure of clauses 22.2 and 22.5 is that clause 22.2 entitles the Controlling Party 
to give written notice to the Note Trustee to require the Note Trustee to terminate the 
appointment of the Special Servicer; and clause 22.2 further provides that if such 
notice is given, the Note Trustee “shall so act … to terminate the appointment of the 
Special Servicer”. It should be noted, however, that nowhere does clause 22.2 
expressly require the Note Trustee to serve a termination notice upon the Special 
Servicer; still less does it prescribe when that should be done. 

134. Clause 22.5 then states that, “No termination of the Servicer’s or Special Servicer’s 
appointment…shall take effect unless” the specified preconditions are satisfied.  It is 
apparent that achieving satisfaction of the preconditions in clause 22.5 may be 
complicated, and is not something that is likely to be achieved immediately, or 
without further substantive steps being taken on the part of the Note Trustee after 
receipt of the Controlling Party’s notice.  It will, for example, fall to the Note Trustee 
to notify the Rating Agencies and obtain the necessary rating confirmations under 
clause 22.5(b), which may take some correspondence with the Rating Agencies, and 
which the Note Trustee is unlikely to wish to do until after receipt of a notice from the 
Controlling Party.  

135. I also think that it is relevant to consider the role of the Special Servicer.  That entity 
is central to the operation of the financing structure, and the contracting parties would 
have understood that the removal of the Special Servicer would be a major step which 
might well cause significant disruption and have adverse consequences for the 
Lenders and the Noteholders unless handled carefully.  It could, moreover, be 
foreseen that the service of a conditional termination notice might cause additional 
uncertainty and disruption to the operations of the Special Servicer in the interim 
period until it were known whether the preconditions to termination were satisfied.  
Those risks and uncertainties would only increase if there were a longer lead time 
between service of a conditional notice and satisfaction of the preconditions. 

136. Carried to its logical conclusion, Mr. Trower’s argument was that provided that there 
was a possibility of the preconditions being satisfied, the Controlling Party could 
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require the Note Trustee to serve a conditional notice of termination at any time, no 
matter how remote that possibility might be, or how long it might take for the 
preconditions to be satisfied.  That is not a commercially attractive argument, and I 
cannot understand why the parties should have intended that the Note Trustee should 
be obliged to act in such a way, thereby incurring the risks to which I have alluded 
above. 

137. Against that background, it seems to me that if the Controlling Party gives a notice to 
the Note Trustee, neither the express language nor the commercial sense of clause 
22.2 requires the Note Trustee immediately to serve a conditional termination notice 
upon the Special Servicer.  Instead, in my view what clause 22.2 requires the Note 
Trustee to do on receipt of a notice from the Controlling Party, is to do those acts and 
take those steps which will be necessary in an attempt to satisfy the preconditions to 
an effective termination as set out in clause 22.5.  Beyond that I do not think that 
clause 22.2 is intended to be prescriptive of how the Note Trustee should act, and 
indeed I think it would be impossible for the parties to have intended it to be so, given 
the complex commercial nature of some of the matters required to be addressed to 
satisfy the preconditions in clause 22.5.  What can, of course, be said, is that if, in the 
course of taking those steps, it becomes apparent that satisfaction of the preconditions 
will not be achieved, then, as Mr. Trower accepted, the Note Trustee will thereafter 
not be obliged to serve any termination notice upon the Special Servicer.  
Alternatively, if and when the preconditions are satisfied, then as Mr. Hill accepted, 
the Note Trustee will be obliged to serve an unconditional notice terminating the 
appointment of the Special Servicer.   

138. I appreciate that this analysis leaves open the question of whether, and if so, when the 
Note Trustee might serve a conditional termination notice upon the Special Servicer.  
I can well see that there might be circumstances in which, when satisfaction of the 
preconditions was reasonably certain to be achieved, it might be thought desirable by 
the Note Trustee to give advance notice to the Special Servicer on a conditional basis.  
But for similar reasons that caused me to decline to engage in an attempt to elaborate, 
upon a hypothetical basis, all of the factors that the Issuer or Note Trustee might take 
into account in the exercise of their discretion to approve a successor Special Servicer, 
I do not consider that it would be appropriate for me to embark upon a similar 
exercise in relation to this issue either. 

 

Conclusion 

139. I would ask the parties to endeavour to agree a draft order reflecting this judgment.  I 
will hear argument on any unresolved points on the draft order, any consequential 
matters and any question of costs on a date to be fixed.  I should also express my 
gratitude to all counsel for their comprehensive and helpful written and oral 
submissions. 
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Investors Compensation Scheme v. West Bromwich Building Society
[1997] UKHL 28; [1998] 1 All ER 98; [1998] 1 WLR 896 (19th June,
1997)

HOUSE OF LORDS

  Lord Goff of Chieveley   Lord Lloyd of Berwick   Lord Hoffmann
Lord Hope of Craighead   Lord Clyde

OPINIONS OF THE LORDS OF APPEAL FOR JUDGMENT IN THE CAUSE

INVESTORS COMPENSATION SCHEME LIMITED 
(APPELLANTS)

v.

WEST BROMWICH BUILDING SOCIETY AND OTHERS 
(RESPONDENTS)

ON 19 JUNE 1997

LORD GOFF OF CHIEVELEY

My Lords, 

      I have had the opportunity of reading in draft the speech of my noble and learned friend, Lord Hoffmann. I
agree with the conclusion which he has reached as to the construction to be placed upon section 3(b) of the
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Investors Compensation Scheme Claim Form and, for the reasons given by him, I would answer the questions
directed by Evans-Lombe J. to be tried as preliminary issues in the manner proposed by my noble and learned
friend. I would therefore allow the appeal.

LORD LLOYD OF BERWICK

My Lords, 

Background 

      This is the second occasion on which the House has had to consider the scheme for compensating investors set
up under section 54 of the Financial Services Act 1986. On the first occasion I described the Rules made by the
Securities and Investment Board under section 54(6) of the Act as being needlessly confusing and obscure. On this
occasion it is not the Rules that are primarily in issue, but a single clause in the Claim Form which investors are
required to sign when making a claim for compensation; and the problem arises not from any obscurity of the
language (the meaning is, I think, tolerably clear) but from slovenly drafting.

      The general background to the Home Income Plans, and the reasons why so many investors have come to grief,
have already been described in the judgments in the earlier appeal, and need not be repeated here. The particular
background to the present appeals are proceedings brought by two groups of investors against West Bromwich
Building Society ("W.B.B.S.") for damages for negligence at common law and under section 2(1) of the
Misrepresentation Act 1967. They also claim rescission of their mortgages on the ground of misrepresentation and
undue influence, equitable compensation, damages in lieu of rescission under section 2(2) of the Act of 1967, and a
variety of other remedies. Some of these remedies overlap.

      The Investors Compensation Scheme Ltd. ("I.C.S.") have also commenced proceedings against W.B.B.S. in
which they claim as assignees of the Investors' rights against W.B.B.S. They assert that all the investors' claims
against W.B.B.S. have been validly assigned to I.C.S., with the exception of the investors' claim for rescission. It
follows that there are competing claims against W.B.B.S. for the same damages, by the investors on the one hand
and I.C.S. on the other. The resolution of the issue which thus arises indirectly between I.C.S. and the investors
depends on the true construction of the Claim Form, and in particular on the scope of the provisions relating to the
assignment of the investors' rights against third parties. 

      As between I.C.S. and W.B.B.S. there is a further issue. For W.B.B.S. allege in the alternative that if the
question of construction is resolved in favour of I.C.S., and the investors have purported to assign their claims for
damages against W.B.B.S., then the assignment is void or unenforceable on grounds of public policy. 

      In addition to their claim against W.B.B.S., I.C.S. have brought proceedings against numerous firms of
solicitors, in which they claim damages for negligence in advising their clients in relation to the Home Income
Plans. These proceedings are also brought as assignees under the Claim Form. But there are two important
differences. In the first place, there is no issue as to the meaning or scope of the assignment in the case of claims
against the solicitors. Secondly (and no doubt for the same reason) none of the investors have brought their own
proceedings against the solicitors. So there is no underlying conflict between I.C.S. and the investors in relation to
the I.C.S. claim against the solicitors. The solicitors' defence is the same as the alternative argument advanced by
W.B.B.S., namely, that the assignment is void or unenforceable on grounds of public policy.

      Before turning to the question of construction, it is convenient to set out the main provisions of the Claim
Form. The form is addressed to the individual investor. In section 2 it sets out the amount of the compensation to
which the recipient is entitled under the scheme. Section 3(a) sets out the claimants' declaration. It provides (in a
typical case) as follows: 
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 "I/we hereby claim compensation for losses amounting to £20,345 as a result of the default of Fisher Prew-
Smith. 

"I/we believe . . . that I/we have a claim against the firm in respect of negligent acts and/or advice given by
Fisher Prew-Smith on or after 28 August 1988. 

. . .

"I/we confirm that I/we have received no compensation of any kind in respect of amounts owed to me/us at
the date of default by Fisher Prew-Smith or any other person. . . . 

". . . I/we also confirm that I/we do not expect to receive any such compensation in the future . . . 

"I/we understand that subject to section 3(b) below 

1.      I/we are not obliged to make a claim under this scheme. 

2.      Investors' Compensation Scheme Ltd. . . . will take over my/our rights and claims against Fisher
Prew-Smith and other third parties on the payment of any compensation as described in the Transfer
of Rights at section 4 of this form. . . ." 

The claimants' declaration is then signed by the investor. 

      Section 3(b) on which the present appeal turns, sets out a counter-declaration by I.C.S. It provides: 

 "I.C.S. agrees that the following claims shall not be treated as a 'Third Party Claim' [as defined in section 4
of this form] for the purposes of this agreement and that the benefits of such claims shall enure to you
absolutely: 

"Any claim (whether sounding in rescission for undue influence or otherwise) that you have or may have
against the West Bromwich Building Society in which you claim an abatement of sums which you would
otherwise have to repay to that Society in respect of sums borrowed by you from that Society in connection
with the transaction and dealings giving rise to the claim (including interest on any such sums)."

      Section 4 is headed "Investor's Agreement and Acknowledgment (Rights Against Participant Firm)." It provides
as follows: 

 "1.      I/we agree that my/our rights against the Participant Firm in respect of the Claim shall pass to
Investors Compensation Scheme Ltd. ('I.C.S.') on payment of compensation pursuant to the Financial
Services (Compensation of Investors) Rules 1990 ('the Rules'). . . . 

"3.      I/we acknowledge that under the Rules on payment of the amount of £20,345.15 I/we will not longer
have the right to make a claim against the Participant Firm in respect of the Claim and that any such right
will be vested in I.C.S. pursuant to the Rules, and I/we further acknowledge that any sums which would
otherwise be payable to me/us in respect of the Claim by the Participant Firm, or by any trustee appointed
under the Financial Services Act 1986, shall be paid instead to I.C.S. . . .

"5.      I/we agree that in the event of my/our receiving any moneys or assets in respect of the Claim from the
Participant Firm or from any trustee appointed under the Financial Services Act 1986 I/we will forthwith pay
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or transfer them to I.C.S. 

"6.      I/we hereby assign absolutely to I.C.S. each and every Third Party Claim and the benefit thereof. 

"12.      In this document, 'Third Party Claim' means any right, claim or cause of action which the claimant
has or may have against any person other than the Participant Firm or against any fund or property in the
hands of any person other than the Participant Firm and arising out of the circumstances giving rise to the
Claim or otherwise relating to the Claim whether such claims shall arise in debt, breach of contract, tort,
breach of trust or in any other manner whatsoever (and including all sums to which I/we may become
entitled under sections 6 and 61 of the Financial Services Act 1986)."

      Section 4 is then signed by the investor. There follows an Explanatory Note. Paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 are all
concerned with the assignment of claims against the Participant Firm, in this case Fisher Prew-Smith. Paragraph 4
is concerned with the assignment of third party claims. It provides: 

 "4.      You also agree that I.C.S. should be able to use any rights which you now have against anyone else in
relation to the claim. Examples might be directors of the firm or other persons also responsible for causing
the loss for which you are being compensated. You give up all those rights and transfer them to I.C.S.
(paragraph 6)." 

      So much for the general shape of the Claim Form. I now return to section 3(b). It provides for an exception in
respect of third party claims assigned under paragraph 6 of section 4. Mr. Vos on behalf of I.C.S. submits that the
exception is confined to claims against W.B.B.S. for rescission. Mr. Oliver on behalf of W.B.B.S. and Mr. Strauss
on behalf of the investors submit that the exception covers all claims against W.B.B.S. whether for rescission or
not, in which the investor claims a reduction in the amount due under the mortgage loan.

      This is not the first time the court has had to consider the meaning of section 3(b). The same question arose in
proceedings brought by I.C.S. against Cheltenham and Gloucester P.l.c., formerly known as Cheltenham and
Gloucester Building Society. In that case Evans-Lombe J., who has had overall charge of the litigation, ordered,
and subsequently tried, a preliminary issue as to the construction of section 3(b). He held that the more natural
meaning of the words was that for which the investors contend; in other words that the exception covers all
possible claims against Cheltenham and Gloucester, and is not limited to claims for rescission. However, he went
on to reject what he regarded as the more natural meaning of the words on the ground that it produced a
"ridiculous" result, contrary to the "demonstrable purpose of the parties in entering into the Claim Forms." He thus
upheld I.C.S.'s construction even though it meant, in his view, doing violence to the language of the Claim Form.

      When the present proceedings were before Evans-Lombe J., he repeated his view that the investors'
construction was the more natural meaning of the words, but held once again that such meaning was displaced by a
consideration of the surrounding circumstances, and in particular by the need for an "efficient system" to enable
I.C.S. to recover its outlay. However, the learned judge went on to hold that the purported assignment in favour of
I.C.S. was invalid, on the grounds that the assignment of some but not all the remedies available against W.B.B.S.
in respect of a single cause of action is ineffective in law. Since the assignment was invalid, it followed that the
investors were free to pursue their claims for damages against W.B.B.S.

      I.C.S. appealed to the Court of Appeal. The Court of Appeal agreed with Evans-Lombe J. that the investors'
construction accords with the natural meaning of the words. But unlike the judge they did not regard the result as
commercially ridiculous. Leggatt L.J. who gave the leading judgment said: "There is simply no warrant for limiting
the rights retained to claims for or consequent upon rescission." I find myself in complete agreement with the Court
of Appeal. 

The question of construction 

      A useful starting point for ascertaining the meaning of section 3(b) of the Claim Form is to put oneself in the
position of the ordinary investor to whom the Claim Form is addressed. This was the approach adopted by the
House in Porter v. National Union of Journalists [1980] I.R.L.R. 404. The question in that case concerned the
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proper construction of the rules of the N.U.J. Lord Diplock said, at p. 407: 

 "I turn to the interpretation of the relevant rules, bearing in mind that their purpose is to inform the members
of the N.U.J. of what rights they acquire and obligations they assume vis-à-vis the union and their fellow
members, by becoming and remaining members of it. The readership to which the rules are addressed
consists of ordinary working journalists, not judges or lawyers versed in the semantic technicalities of
statutory draftsmanship." 

      The purpose of the Claim Form was to inform the investor in relatively non-technical language what his rights
and liabilities were to be on receipt of compensation under the scheme. No doubt the investor would start by
reading the Explanatory Note, as he is invited to do before signing section 4. He would notice that the first three
paragraphs of the explanatory note are all dealing with his right to claim against the defaulting firm, Fisher Prew-
Smith. This would not surprise him. For it was the firm of Fisher Prew-Smith which led him into his disastrous
investment. He would well understand that I.C.S. might wish to recover some or all of its outlay from that firm: see
paragraph 2 of the explanatory note. He might then turn to section 4 itself. He would at once notice that the heading
of section 4 refers specifically to "Rights against Participant Firm". Next he would find that the first five
paragraphs of section 4 are all dealing with the claim against Fisher Prew-Smith. He would infer that the claim
against Fisher Prew-Smith was of primary importance to I.C.S.; otherwise it would hardly have been given such
prominence.

      Next he would read paragraph 4 of the Explanatory Note. He would note that he was to give up his rights
against "anyone else" in relation to the claim (i.e. the claim against Fisher Prew-Smith). The examples given are
any rights he might have against a director of Fisher Prew-Smith "or any persons also responsible" for causing his
loss. He might or might not at that stage envisage a claim against W.B.B.S.; probably not. Certainly the reference
to "other persons" in the context of the directors of Fisher Prew-Smith does not serve to highlight a possible claim
against W.B.B.S. If he were in doubt, he would turn to paragraph 6 of section 4, note the definition of Third Party
Claim in paragraph 12, and so come to section 3(b).

      On a quick reading of section 3(b) our hypothetical reasonable investor would notice that it excludes from the
definition of Third Party Claim any claim which he might have against W.B.B.S. for an "abatement" of sums due
under his mortgage. The benefit of any such claim was to enure to him absolutely. In other words it was not to pass
to I.C.S. under any circumstances. He would probably not pause over the words in brackets, recognising that words
in brackets do not ordinarily govern the meaning of the rest of the sentence, especially if the parenthesis starts with
the word "whether" and ends with the words "or otherwise." He might well, in passing, understand the words in
brackets as being the equivalent of "whether or not sounding in rescission for undue influence." He would then
come to "abatement." This would strike him as an unusual word in the context. So he would turn to his lawyer
(who is assumed to be at his elbow) and ask him whether abatement has some special meaning in law. His lawyer
would reply that abatement has a technical meaning in the law of nuisance, and in connection with contracts for the
sale of goods and the provision of services. But otherwise it simply means reduction. It has no technical meaning
in relation to rescission. Counsel were unable to point to a single case in which the word had been used in that
connection. So the investor would understand that if he still owed money on his mortgage, as would almost always
be the case, he would retain the right to sue W.B.B.S. in order to reduce his outstanding debt. Again, this would
not surprise him. For in most cases he would not have recovered full compensation from I.C.S., and in some cases
nothing like full compensation. Certainly he would wish to have all defences available should W.B.B.S. start
proceedings against him for recovery of the loan.

      So the position would be that he, the investor, would retain his right to sue W.B.B.S. for a reduction of the
mortgage debt, but I.C.S. would obtain the right to sue Fisher Prew-Smith and "Third Parties" other than W.B.B.S.,
on the understanding that I.C.S. would re-assign those rights on request, should they not be needed: see paragraph 5
of the Explanatory Note. This would strike the investor as fair and reasonable. At this stage our hypothetical
investor would feel that he understood his rights and obligations well enough and would sign section 4.

      Is there, then, any reason why the courts should not give section 3(b), and the Claim Form as a whole, the
same meaning as the investor? (I shall refer to this as "the plain meaning.") The objections fall into two groups.
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The first group of objections relate to the language of section 3(b); the second group of objections relate to the
legal and commercial consequences of adopting the plain meaning. I suspect that none of these objections would
occur to anyone other than a lawyer. 

 

The meaning of the language 

      The objection to the plain meaning is the inclusion of the words "for undue influence" after "rescission"; for
any lawyer would know that there are other grounds on which the investor might claim rescission, for example, on
the ground of misrepresentation. Why, therefore, should the draftsman have specifically included one of the
grounds on which the investor might claim rescission, but not others? 

      We do not know the answer to this question. It may be that if one had access to the preliminary drafts of the
Claim Form, or to the mind of the draftsman himself, the answer would emerge clearly enough. It may be that a
claim for rescission on the ground of undue influence was, for some reason, uppermost in the draftsman's mind; so
he put the words in. But we cannot go into the draftsman's mind. We having nothing to go on but the words he has
used. The inclusion of undue influence is odd, but not so odd as to obscure the meaning. "Or otherwise" must
relate back to "whether sounding in rescission." Any other construction would leave "whether" hanging in the air.
So "or otherwise" covers claims in contract and tort. It is not limited to other grounds for claiming rescission. The
drafting is slovenly. But I do not have any great difficulty with the meaning.

      It is said that the plain meaning would make the words in brackets otiose. So indeed it would. But words in
brackets are often otiose, especially brackets in the format "(whether . . . or otherwise)." They show that the general
words which precede the parenthesis are not limited to any particular kind of claim, but cover all claims so long as
they are claims for reduction of sums due.

      What are the alternatives? Mr. Vos submits that section 3(b) means "any claims sounding in rescission (whether
for undue influence or otherwise) in which you claim an abatement . . ." I agree with Evans-Lombe J. that such a
construction does violence to the language. I know of no principle of construction (whether by reference to what
Lord Wilberforce said in Prenn v. Simmons [1971] 1 W.L.R. 1381, 1384-1386 or otherwise) which would enable
the court to take words from within the brackets, where they are clearly intended to underline the width of "any
claim," and place them outside the brackets where they have the exact opposite effect. As Leggatt L.J. said in the
Court of Appeal, such a construction is simply not an available meaning of the words used; and it is, after all, from
the words used that one must ascertain what the parties meant. Purposive interpretation of a contract is a useful
tool where the purpose can be identified with reasonable certainty. But creative interpretation is another thing
altogether. The one must not be allowed to shade into the other.

      So with great respect to those taking a different view, I do not regard the present case as raising any question of
ambiguity, or of choosing between two possible interpretations. The construction advocated by the investors,
though it gives rise to the oddity which I have mentioned, is a permissible construction of the words used. The
I.C.S.'s construction is not.

      Nor does the I.C.S. construction avoid one of the main objections which is raised against the investors'
construction. If "whether sounding in rescission for undue influence or otherwise" is otiose on the investors'
construction, so also is "whether for undue influence or otherwise" on the I.C.S.'s construction. Indeed the
objection is all the greater, since a claim for rescission would necessarily result in an abatement, if by abatement is
meant the financial adjustment which takes place in any event on rescission of a contract, and which would in this
case be limited (if Mr. Vos's argument is correct) to repayment of W.B.B.S.'s charges and an adjustment in the rate
of interest on the loan. On that view, clause 3(b) would be an elaborate way of saying very little indeed. 
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The legal and commercial consequences 

      If Evans-Lombe J. is right that the investors' construction is the more natural meaning of section 3(b) and if, a
fortiori, the Court of Appeal is right that the I.C.S.'s construction is not even a possible meaning of the language
used, then it would take a very strong case indeed before I would reject the former meaning in favour of the latter.
As Lord Mustill said in Charter Reinsurance Co. Ltd. v. Fagan [1996] 2 W.L.R. 726, 758-759: 

 "If . . . the words 'actually paid' can only as a matter of language and context mean what the syndicates
maintain, I would hesitate long before giving them any other meaning, just because the result would be
extraordinary." 

      What then are the consequences of the investors' construction which are said to be so extraordinary, or so "very
unreasonable" (the expression used by Lord Reid in Wickman Machine Tool Sales Ltd. v. L. Schuler A.G. [1974]
A.C. 235, 251), and which Evans-Lombe J. described as producing a ridiculous result? I start with the commercial
consequences. It is said that I.C.S. would have wanted to take over the investors' claim against W.B.B.S., as well as
their claim against Fisher Prew-Smith, since W.B.B.S. would be worth suing, whereas Fisher Prew-Smith, being
insolvent, would not. Secondly it is said that the investors would have little incentive to sue W.B.B.S., once they
had received compensation from I.C.S. A third objection was that the investors would not be entitled to claim on
their own behalf, once they had accepted compensation. This third objection is now accepted as being wrong in
law, and is no longer relied on.

      By way of answer to the second objection, Mr. Strauss pointed out that since, in the generality of cases,
investors had received only between half and three-quarters of their losses by way of compensation, they would
have every incentive to look elsewhere for a remedy. Over 500 investors have in fact done so, by bringing claims
against Cheltenham and Gloucester, W.B.B.S. and other building societies. So it does not look as if the investors
have been shy or backward in pursuing their rights.

      As to the first objection, the structure and language of the Claim Form, and the express provisions of section
54(2)(e) of the Act, do not suggest that claims against participant firms were expected to be valueless. (It is
common ground that "person" in section 54(2)(e) means, and means only, the participant firm.) It is true that Fisher
Prew-Smith are in liquidation. But other participant firms are not. Moreover the building societies are not the only
third parties likely to be worth suing. It must not be forgotten that I.C.S. has brought proceedings against 197 firms
of solvent solicitors. In any event it is not for the court to speculate on what the parties would have wanted. I
accept, of course, as Mr. Vos observed, that I.C.S. is not a charity. But it is far from being an ordinary commercial
organisation. Its raison d'etre is the compensation of investors.

      Even so, if I.C.S. had undertaken to compensate the investors in full then one might perhaps have expected
I.C.S. to insist on a transfer of all third party rights. But that is not what has happened. It is common ground that
investors have retained rights of some kind against W.B.B.S. That being so it would seem to me as likely as not,
commercially, that the agreement would provide for the investors to retain the whole of their rights against
W.B.B.S., including the right to claim damages in reduction of their loans. Such a consequence cannot be regarded
as "ridiculous" or "extraordinary" or "very unreasonable."

      Various other so-called anomalies are mentioned in Mr. Vos's written submissions by way of reply. For
example, a conscientious investor who had used his compensation to pay off his mortgage would lose his rights
against W.B.B.S., since there would then be no sum to be abated, whereas a less conscientious investor who had
spent his compensation on a holiday would retain his rights in full. I agree with Mr. Vos that there are theoretical
anomalies on the investors' construction, though how likely they would be to arise in practice is another question.
Where I disagree with him is in his evaluation of these anomalies. In my judgment they fall far short of the sort of
absurdity which would justify the rejection of what I have called the plain meaning of section 3(b). They do not
prompt the comment "whatever else the parties may have had in mind, they cannot have meant that."

      As for the legal consequences, the difficulties are all on the other side. Both Evans-Lombe J. and the Court of
Appeal were of the view that the splitting of mutually inconsistent remedies in respect of a single cause of action
against W.B.B.S. meant that the purported assignment was void for uncertainty, as well as being contrary to public
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policy. My noble and learned friend, Lord Hoffmann has found a way round that difficulty. But the difficulty does
not arise at all on the investors' construction. If the whole of the investors' rights against W.B.B.S. are retained, the
question of splitting remedies, and "dividing the indivisible" simply does not arise. 

      For the above reasons I would hold that on the true construction of the Claim Form the investors' claims against
W.B.B.S. have been retained by the investors, and have not been assigned to I.C.S. It follows that the question
whether if there had been an assignment, it would have been valid or invalid does not call for an answer. In the
result, therefore, I would uphold the reasoning of the Court of Appeal and dismiss the main appeal. 

The claim against the solicitors 

      I can deal with the remaining point quite briefly, since I agree with your Lordships that the investors' claims
against their solicitors have been validly assigned to I.C.S., and that this part of the appeal should therefore be
allowed. There can be no doubt that paragraph 6 of section 4 purports to transfer to I.C.S. the investors' rights
against the solicitors. There is no issue as to the meaning of paragraph 6 in that connection. The only question is
whether the assignment is effective in law. Evans-Lombe J. dealt with the point briefly at the end of his judgment.
Having held that it was not possible in law to assign some but not all remedies in respect of a single cause of
action, he went on to conclude that the same reasoning must also apply, logically, to the claim against the
solicitors, since the solicitors might wish to bring in W.B.B.S. as third parties.

      Mr. Sumption supports the judge's conclusion. He submitted that the purported assignment is void, because it is
legally impossible for the investors to assign their right to claim against the solicitors while retaining the right to
claim against W.B.B.S. in respect of the same loss. Mr. Sumption was not able to point to any authority in support
of this submission. He relies instead on the traditional antipathy of the courts to the assignment of bare rights to
litigate. Alternatively he submits that if there can be an assignment at all in such circumstances, it will only be
effective in law if the parties have agreed as to their respective priority. In the absence of agreement, the court has
no means for deciding between competing claimants in regard to the same loss. 

      Since the claims against W.B.B.S. and the solicitors give rise to separate causes of action, the problem of
splitting remedies in respect of the same cause of action, which Evans-Lombe J. and the Court of Appeal regarded
as insoluble, does not arise in so acute a form. I believe it could be solved satisfactorily by sensible case
management. But I need not develop the matter further. For Mr. Sumption concedes that if the main appeal is
allowed, as your Lordships propose, then the appeal in the solicitor's action must also be allowed.

LORD HOFFMANN

My Lords, 

      The Investors Compensation Scheme was set up pursuant to section 54 of the Financial Services Act 1986 to
provide a compensation fund for people who have unsatisfied claims against persons authorised under the Act to
carry on investment business. The Rules under which the Scheme is administered provide that, on paying
compensation, the company managing the Scheme is to take over the applicant's rights against the authorised
person and also, if the management company so determines, any rights he may have against other persons relating
to the subject-matter of his claim.

      In 1992 the management company, called Investors Compensation Scheme Ltd. ("I.C.S."), began to receive a
large number of claims from home owners, mainly elderly retired people, who had been advised by authorised
persons, independent financial advisers belonging to the Financial Intermediaries, Managers and Brokers
Regulatory Association ("FIMBRA"), to enter into schemes called "Home Income Plans." These schemes had been
marketed by the financial advisers in conjunction with certain building societies during the late 1980's and involved
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the owners mortgaging their homes to secure advances at enhanced rates of interest which they mainly invested in
equity-linked bonds. The subsequent fall in equities and house prices and the rise in interest rates had caused the
owners severe losses. They had claims against the financial advisers for negligence and breach of their statutory
duties under the Act of 1986 as well as possible claims against the building societies and the solicitors who had
acted in connection with the mortgages.

      I.C.S. drafted a Claim Form for the home owner claimants (whom I shall call "the investors") to sign. We shall
have to examine it later in some detail. For the moment it is enough to say that it contained an assignment to I.C.S.
of all the investor's rights arising out of the transaction against the financial advisers and anyone else, subject to a
reservation of certain rights against the building society. This reservation, in section 3(b) of the form, has given
rise to this litigation. Evans-Lombe J., who had to determine its meaning as a preliminary issue, thought that it was
trying to reserve to the investor a part of his rights against the building society but that an assignment to I.C.S. of
his remaining rights was legally impossible and invalid. An assignment of the investor's rights in respect of the
same losses against the solicitors was also legally impossible and the whole assignment was therefore a failure. The
Court of Appeal disagreed with the judge about the meaning of section 3(b). They thought it was intended to
reserve to the investor the whole of his rights against the building society. But they agreed that if it had been
intended to assign part, it would have been ineffective. They also agreed that the assignment of rights against the
solicitors was invalid. The unanimous view of the judge and the Court of Appeal was therefore that I.C.S. had no
title to claim against either the building societies or the solicitors. Against this decision I.C.S. appeals to your
Lordships' House.

      My Lords, I must start by setting out the material provisions of section 54 of the Act of 1986, the Rules under
which the Scheme is operated and the Claim Form which the investors signed. First, the Act: 

 "54(1) The Secretary of State may by rules establish a scheme for compensating investors in cases where
persons who are or have been authorised persons are unable, or likely to be unable, to satisfy claims in
respect of any description of civil liability incurred by them in connection with their investment business. 

(2) Without prejudice to the generality of subsection (1) above, rules under this section may--(a) provide for
the administration of the scheme and, subject to the Rules, the determination and regulation of any matter
relating to its operation by a body appearing to the Secretary of State to be representative of, or of any class
of, authorised persons; (b) establish a fund out of which compensation is to be paid; (c) provide for the
levying of contributions from, or from any class of, authorised persons and otherwise for financing the
scheme and for the payment of contributions and other money into the fund; (d) specify the terms and
conditions on which, and to the extent to which, compensation is to be payable and in any circumstances in
which the right to compensation is to be excluded or modified; (e) provide for treating compensation payable
under the scheme in respect of a claim against any person as extinguishing or reducing the liability of that
person in respect of the claim and for conferring on the body administering the scheme a right of recovery
against that person, being, in the event of his insolvency, a right not exceeding such right, if any, as the
claimant would have had in that event; and (f) contain incidental and supplementary provisions."

      Next, the rules. They are called the Financial Services (Compensation of Investors) rules 1990 and were made
by the Securities and Investment Board, exercising the powers under section 54 delegated by the Secretary of State.
In these Rules, I.C.S. is called "the management company" and the financial advisers and other authorised persons
are called "the participant firms." For present purposes it is necessary to refer only to the following rules: 

      "2.02  Payment of Compensation 

1.      The management company is responsible for paying compensation to investors in accordance with these
rules.
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2.      The management company may pay compensation where it is satisfied, on the basis of evidence
provided by an investor or which is available to it from other sources, that: (a) an eligible investor has duly
applied for compensation; (b) the investor has a claim against a participant firm in default . . . (c) the
participant firm is unable or unlikely to be able to meet the claim within a reasonable period; and (d) the
investor has agreed, to the satisfaction of the management company, that the whole or any part of his rights
in the claim and, if the management company so determines, any rights of his in a claim against any other
person which relate to the subject-matter of the claim, should pass to it.

      "2.10 Recoveries 

1.      Where, in connection with the payment of compensation, an investor agrees that the whole or any part
of his rights in a claim against any person are to pass to the management company, the payment of
compensation extinguishes the liability of that person to the investor in respect of that claim or part and
confers on the management company a right of recovery against that person which is otherwise identical to
the investor's former rights in the claim or part thereof."

      Finally we must look at the Claim Form. Various editions were produced in 1992 but for present purposes
nothing turns on the differences. This case concerns a form used for claims in respect of a financial adviser called
Fisher Prew-Smith Financial Services Ltd. ("F.P.S.") which had marketed its home income plan in conjunction
with the West Bromwich Building Society ("W.B.B.S."). I shall refer to the one which was in use in July 1993. 

      Sections 1 and 2 dealt with the personal details of the claimants and the amount of compensation payable.
Section 3(a) was called "Claimant's Declaration" and contained the following statements: 

 ". . . I/we confirm that we have received no compensation of any kind in respect of the amounts owed to us
at the date of default by [F.P.S.] or any other person. I/we also confirm that I/we do not expect to receive any
such compensation in the future. Any such compensation received by me/us, I/we will pay to [I.C.S.] in
accordance with Section 4 attached hereto. 

 

      I/we understand that, subject to section 3(b) below:- 

2.      [I.C.S.] in its capacity as administrator of the Scheme will take over my rights and claims against
[F.P.S.] and other third parties on the payment of any compensation as described in the Transfer of Rights at
Section 4 of this form. Any amount received will be paid direct to [I.C.S.] and any amounts (less costs and
interest) which exceed the compensation payment will be paid to me/us."
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      Section 3(b), which has given rise to all the difficulty, read, as follows: 

 "I.C.S. agrees that the following claims shall not be treated as a 'Third Party Claim' (as defined in Section 4
of this form) for the purposes of this agreement and that the benefits of such claim shall enure to you
absolutely: 

 Any claim (whether sounding in rescission for undue influence or otherwise) that you have or may have
against the [W.B.B.S.] in which you claim an abatement of sums which you would otherwise have to pay to
that Society in respect of sums borrowed by you from that Society in connection with the transaction and
dealings giving rise to the Claim (including interest on any such sums)"

Finally, section 4 contained a statement that:

 "I/we, the Claimant, agree and acknowledge as follows: 

1.      I/we agree that my/our rights against [F.P.S.] in respect of the Claim shall pass to [I.C.S.] on payment
of compensation . . .

2.      I/we agree that we will accept the sum of £ . . . from I.C.S. in satisfaction of my/our entitlement to
compensation under the Rules in respect of the Claim. 

3.      I/we acknowledge that under the Rules on payment of the amount of £ . . . I/we will no longer have the
right to make a claim against [F.P.S.] in respect of the Claim and that any such right will be vested in I.C.S.
pursuant to the Rules, and I/we further acknowledge that any sums which would otherwise be payable to
me/us in respect of the Claim by [F.P.S.] . . . shall be paid instead to I.C.S.

4.      So far as any rights in respect of the claim would otherwise remain vested in me/us, I/we agree that
I/we assign those rights to I.C.S. to the extent of the amount of the said compensation and Scheme interest
paid. 

5.      I/we agree that in the event of my/our receiving any moneys or assets in respect of the Claim from
[F.P.S.] . . . I/we will forthwith pay or transfer them to I.C.S.
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6.      I/we hereby assign absolutely to I.C.S. each and every Third Party Claim and the benefit thereof. 

7.      I.C.S. agrees and acknowledges that in the event that it recovers any monies in respect of a Third Party
Claim, it will pay to you a sum equivalent to the aggregate of:--(a) the moneys which I.C.S. has recovered in
respect of the Third Party Claim; and (b) any monies which I.C.S. has recovered in respect of the Claim; and
(c) any monies which I.C.S. has recovered pursuant to clause 5 or 6 above;

less

  (i) the amount of compensation which I.C.S. had paid to you; (ii) such amount in respect in respect
of interest as I.C.S. considers just; and (iii) the costs which I.C.S. has incurred in effecting, or in
attempting to effect, any such recovery.

8.      I/we agree that I/we will provide all reasonable co-operation and assistance that I.C.S. asks me/us to
give in connection with any pursuit by I.C.S. of claims corresponding to the Claim and of any Third Party
Claim, including the provision of documents, the provision of statements, the swearing of affidavits and the
attendance at court to give oral evidence. 

9.      I.C.S. may give a good receipt to any person in respect of any Third Party Claim the benefit of which
is assigned by this document. 

10.      I.C.S. will conduct all proceedings and settlement negotiations regarding claims assigned by you
reasonably and with due regard to your interests as well as its own.

11.      I.C.S. will re-assign to you at your request any claim which it and, if relevant its insurers decide at
any time not to pursue or to pursue further. 

12.      In this document, "Third Party Claim" means any right, claim or cause of action which the claimant
has or may have against any person other than [F.P.S.] or against any fund or property in the hands of any
person other than [F.P.S.] and arising out of the circumstances giving rise to the Claim or otherwise relating
to the Claim, whether such claims shall arise in debt, breach of contract, tort, breach of trust or in any other
manner whatsoever . . ." 
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      Although the form was obviously trying not to use too much legalese, it could not have been easy for the
ordinary retired home owner to understand. It referred to technical concepts like "sounding in rescission" and "in
debt, breach of contract, tort, breach of trust or in any other manner whatsoever." I.C.S. therefore also provided an
Explanatory Note which was a model of clarity: 

 "1.      Under this document, once you have received your compensation from I.C.S., you will not be able to
sue the 'Participant Firm' mentioned above in relation to the claim which led to that compensation. This is
because your claim is being met by I.C.S. instead. (Paragraphs 2 and 3). 

2.      But I.C.S. in turn may wish to recover some or all of its outlay to you by suing the firm, and you
promise to help I.C.S. if I.C.S. decides to do so (Paragraph 8). 

3.      Further, since you are being compensated in relation to this claim, you should not expect any more
money for it from the firm (or liquidator) (second half of paragraph 3); and any money sent to you because
of it (e g by the liquidator) is really due to I.C.S. instead of to you, so you must pay the money to I.C.S.
(paragraph 5). 

4.      You also agree that I.C.S. should be able to use any rights which you now have against anyone else in
relation to the claim. Examples might be directors of the firm or other persons also responsible for causing
the loss for which you are being compensated. You give up all those rights and transfer them to I.C.S.
(paragraph 6)." 

Before I turn to the question of construction, I must provide some of the background to how this litigation has
come about. A number of the home owners instructed a firm of solicitors called Barnett Sampson to negotiate their
claims. The rules provided that claims were to be met "only where the management company considers that it is
essential in order to provide fair compensation to the investor." I.C.S. decided that it would not pay compensation
in respect of various heads of claim: in particular, that it would not reimburse money which the homeowners had
given away or spent on themselves, or fees paid to lawyers and other professionals, or damages for illness, anxiety
and stress. Barnett Sampson's clients challenged this decision in proceedings for judicial review but this House
decided in Reg. v. Investors Compensation Scheme Ltd., Ex parte Bowden [1996] A.C. 261 that I.C.S. had acted
within its powers.

      I.C.S. then commenced proceedings against various building societies for compensation for breach of statutory
duty under the Act of 1986 and damages for breach of duty at common law, claiming to sue as assignee of the
investors. In proceedings against the Cheltenham and Gloucester PLC (previously the Cheltenham & Gloucester
Building Society) the Society took the point that section 3(b) of the Claim Form reserved to the investor all claims
against the Society and that I.C.S. therefore had no title to sue. Evans-Lombe J. ordered this question to be tried as
a preliminary issue and on 1 November 1995 gave a judgment in which he held that the only right reserved by
section 3(b) was the right of the mortgagor, on rescission of the mortgage, to an adjustment of the mortgage debt
as part of the mutual restoration of benefits consequent upon rescission. The assignment of the investor's right to
damages for misrepresentation or breach of duty was unaffected. A year later the same point came before Evans-
Lombe J. in proceedings by I.C.S. against W.B.B.S. By this time, I.C.S. had also commenced proceedings against
a large number of firms of solicitors who had acted for investors in connection with the Home Income Plans. A
number of investors represented by Barnett Sampson ("the Alford plaintiffs") and another firm of solicitors ("the
Armitage plaintiffs") had also commenced separate proceedings against W.B.B.S. for rescission of their mortgages
and damages. Evans-Lombe J. therefore directed preliminary issues on the question of who, as between I.C.S. and
the investors, had the title to sue W.B.B.S. for damages. These are the proceedings which are the subject of this
appeal to your Lordships' House.
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      My Lords, I start with the construction of Section 3(b). Evans-Lombe J. followed his own decision in the
earlier Cheltenham and Gloucester case and I shall first summarise his reasoning and then that of Leggatt L.J. in
the Court of Appeal. Evans-Lombe J. focused on the words "any claim (whether sounding in rescission for undue
influence or otherwise) that you have . . . against the . . . Society in which you claim an abatement of sums which
you would otherwise have to repay to that Society . . ." According to ordinary rules of syntax, "any claim" is the
antecedent of "that you have" and the words "or otherwise" in the adjectival parenthesis mean that it does not limit
the breadth of "any claim." It follows that claims of any description are reserved as long as they amount to claims
for an "abatement" of what is owing to the Society. There are various ways in which the amount owing might be
abated but one would be on account of a set-off against the Society's liability for damages. Thus the syntax of the
words following "any claim" points to a wide meaning of "abatement" which includes the effect of cross-claims.

      Evans-Lombe J. then turned to the background against which the language in the Claim Form had been used.
Two features seemed to him odd. First, the building society and the solicitors were the only solvent parties against
which the investors were likely to have any claim. As between the building society and the solicitors, the former
would certainly be the prime target. It had profited from the Home Income Plans by lending money at enhanced
rates of interest on safe security (maximum of 50 per cent. of value) at a time when lenders were falling over
themselves to lend as much money as possible. One might expect that I.C.S., having paid compensation to the
investor, would take over his claim against the building society. If not, the investor might well be over-
compensated. Other provisions of the form, like clause 7, seemed to assume that I.C.S. would do the suing and
account to the investor for the net recovery in excess of the compensation paid. But there was no provision for the
investor having to pay anything back to I.C.S. This pointed to I.C.S. being entitled to any recoverable damages.

      Secondly, the parenthesis seemed very strange against the background of the law. If it was exhaustive, why was
"sounding in rescission for undue influence" singled out? What about rescission on other grounds, or claims for
breach of statutory or common law duty? It was rather like providing in a lease of a flat that the tenant should not
keep "any pets (whether neutered Persian cats or otherwise)." Something seemed to have gone wrong.

      Considerations of this kind led the judge to conclude in the Cheltenham and Gloucester case that the wider
construction of "any claim" and "abatement" led to a "ridiculous commercial result which the parties to the Claim
Forms were quite unlikely to have intended" and that it was clear that "the drafting of the second paragraph of
Section 3(b) was mistaken." He therefore concluded that the meaning intended by the parties was that the investor
should retain any claim for an abatement of his debt which arose out of a claim for rescission, whether for undue
influence or otherwise. This could be fitted easily into the scheme of the law because the old equitable remedy of
rescission included, as part of the restitutio in integrum, an accounting for benefits and indemnity against liabilities
which could result in an abatement of the mortgage debt. Such a remedy was quite separate from a common law
action for misrepresentation or breach of statutory duty. But the learned judge seems to have had some misgivings
about his interpretation: he said that was doing violence to the natural meaning of the words and altering the
drafting of the paragraph in a way "more appropriate to rectification than the process of construction." In the
present case, however, the judge adhered to his construction and gave some additional reasons. 

      In the Court of Appeal, Leggatt L.J. said, on the authority of Alice Through the Looking Glass, that the judge's
interpretation was "not an available meaning of the words." "Any claim (whether sounding in rescission for undue
influence or otherwise)" could not mean "Any claim sounding in rescission (whether for undue influence or
otherwise)" and that was that. He was unimpressed by the alleged commercial nonsense of the alternative
construction. 

      My Lords, I will say at once that I prefer the approach of the learned judge. But I think I should preface my
explanation of my reasons with some general remarks about the principles by which contractual documents are
nowadays construed. I do not think that the fundamental change which has overtaken this branch of the law,
particularly as a result of the speeches of Lord Wilberforce in Prenn v. Simmonds [1971] 1 W.L.R. 1381, 1384-
1386 and Reardon Smith Line Ltd. v. Yngvar Hansen-Tangen [1976] 1 W.L.R. 989, is always sufficiently
appreciated. The result has been, subject to one important exception, to assimilate the way in which such
documents are interpreted by judges to the common sense principles by which any serious utterance would be
interpreted in ordinary life. Almost all the old intellectual baggage of "legal" interpretation has been discarded. The
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principles may be summarised as follows: 

(1)      Interpretation is the ascertainment of the meaning which the document would convey to a reasonable person
having all the background knowledge which would reasonably have been available to the parties in the situation in
which they were at the time of the contract. 

(2)      The background was famously referred to by Lord Wilberforce as the "matrix of fact," but this phrase is, if
anything, an understated description of what the background may include. Subject to the requirement that it should
have been reasonably available to the parties and to the exception to be mentioned next, it includes absolutely
anything which would have affected the way in which the language of the document would have been understood
by a reasonable man. 

(3)      The law excludes from the admissible background the previous negotiations of the parties and their
declarations of subjective intent. They are admissible only in an action for rectification. The law makes this
distinction for reasons of practical policy and, in this respect only, legal interpretation differs from the way we
would interpret utterances in ordinary life. The boundaries of this exception are in some respects unclear. But this
is not the occasion on which to explore them. 

(4)      The meaning which a document (or any other utterance) would convey to a reasonable man is not the same
thing as the meaning of its words. The meaning of words is a matter of dictionaries and grammars; the meaning of
the document is what the parties using those words against the relevant background would reasonably have been
understood to mean. The background may not merely enable the reasonable man to choose between the possible
meanings of words which are ambiguous but even (as occasionally happens in ordinary life) to conclude that the
parties must, for whatever reason, have used the wrong words or syntax. (see Mannai Investments Co. Ltd. v. Eagle
Star Life Assurance Co. Ltd. [1997] 2 WLR 945

(5)      The "rule" that words should be given their "natural and ordinary meaning" reflects the common sense
proposition that we do not easily accept that people have made linguistic mistakes, particularly in formal
documents. On the other hand, if one would nevertheless conclude from the background that something must have
gone wrong with the language, the law does not require judges to attribute to the parties an intention which they
plainly could not have had. Lord Diplock made this point more vigorously when he said in The Antaios Compania
Neviera S.A. v. Salen Rederierna A.B. 19851 A.C. 191, 201: 

 ". . . if detailed semantic and syntactical analysis of words in a commercial contract is going to lead to a
conclusion that flouts business commonsense, it must be made to yield to business commonsense."

 

      If one applies these principles, it seems to me that the judge must be right and, as we are dealing with one
badly drafted clause which is happily no longer in use, there is little advantage in my repeating his reasons at
greater length. The only remark of his which I would respectfully question is when he said that he was "doing
violence" to the natural meaning of the words. This is an over-energetic way to describe the process of
interpretation. Many people, including politicians, celebrities and Mrs. Malaprop, mangle meanings and syntax but
nevertheless communicate tolerably clearly what they are using the words to mean. If anyone is doing violence to
natural meanings, it is they rather than their listeners.

      I shall, however, make four points supplemental to those of the learned judge. First, the Claim Form was
obviously intended to be read by lawyers and the explanatory note by laymen. It is the terms of the Claim Form
which govern the legal relationship between the parties. But in construing the form, I think that one should start
with the assumption that a layman who read the explanatory note and did not venture into the Claim Form itself
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was being given an accurate account of the effect of the transaction. It is therefore significant that paragraph 4 of
the note says categorically and without qualification that the investor gives up all his rights against anyone else and
transfers them to I.C.S. If the effect of the Claim Form was that the investor retained his claim against the Building
Society, paragraph 4 of the note was very misleading. Secondly, this leads to the conclusion that Section 3(b) was
intended only to deal with the possibility that a lawyer might argue that some right was a "claim" when it would
not be regarded as a claim by a layman. This is a fair description of the possibility of a reduction of the mortgage
debt as part of the equitable taking of accounts upon rescission, which would not result in the investor receiving
any money but merely having to pay less to W.B.B.S. Thirdly, any lawyer would think it extremely odd for I.C.S.
to take an assignment of the investor's claim for damages against the solicitors and leave the investor with a claim
for the same damages against W.B.B.S. He would be likely to wonder whether this was conceptually possible and,
as I shall explain, I think that his doubts would be well founded. The investor and I.C.S. could not between them
recover more than the loss which the investor had actually suffered. As a matter of common sense, one would
therefore expect that I.C.S. either had a right to the damages or it did not. It would seem eccentric to leave this
question to be decided (if such a thing were possible) by a race to judgment. Fourthly, no lawyer in his right mind
who intended simply to say that all claims against the W.B.B.S. were reserved to the investor would have used the
parenthesis. Nor, unless he intended to limit the reservation to the amount, if any, which happened to be
outstanding on the mortgage, would he have described them as claims "in which you claim an abatement of the
sums which you would otherwise have to repay." And it is difficult to think of any reason for such an arbitrary
limitation.

      Finally, on this part of the case, I must make some comments upon the judgment of the Court of Appeal.
Leggatt L.J. said that his construction was "the natural and ordinary meaning of the words used." I do not think that
the concept of natural and ordinary meaning is very helpful when, on any view, the words have not been used in a
natural and ordinary way. In a case like this, the court is inevitably engaged in chosing between competing
unnatural meanings. Secondly, Leggatt L.J. said that the judge's construction was not an "available meaning" of the
words. If this means that judges cannot, short of rectification, decide that the parties must have made mistakes of
meaning or syntax, I respectfully think he was wrong. The proposition is not, I would suggest, borne out by his
citation from Alice Through the Looking Glass. Alice and Humpty Dumpty were agreed that the word "glory" did
not mean "a nice knock-down argument." Anyone with a dictionary could see that. Humpty Dumpty's point was
that "a nice knock-down argument" was what he meant by using the word "glory." He very fairly acknowledged
that Alice, as a reasonable young woman, could not have realised this until he told her, but once he had told her, or
if, without being expressly told, she could have inferred it from the background, she would have had no difficulty
in understanding what he meant.

      The next question is whether, given the reservation of rights in section 3(b), the assignment of claims to
compensation and damages against W.B.B.S. was valid. As we have seen, the judge and the Court of Appeal
thought that they were not. Evans-Lombe J. said that the "fundamental problem" was that one could assign a chose
in action but not a particular remedy by which that chose in action was enforced. He said: 

 "However what was here sought to be assigned was not the chose in action but part of the remedies which
the original holder of the chose in action, the Investor, held prior to the purported assignment. It follows . . .
that what was purportedly assigned was not a chose in action and accordingly any attempted assignment is
void." 

      In the Court of Appeal Leggatt L.J. accepted the submission of Mr. Oliver Q.C. that: 

 ". . . the assignment for which the I.C.S. contends attempts to divide the indivisible. Whatever else can be
assigned, one remedy cannot be assigned whilst retaining a potentially alternative remedy. Since the purpose
of Section 3(b) is to procure a reduction in sums payable in respect of a mortgage, it is capable of
constituting an alternative to rescission." 

      (I should say that, as a matter of construction of the judgment, I think that by using the word "rescission" the
learned Lord Justice meant "damages.") 
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      My Lords, I agree that a chose in action is property, something capable of being turned into money. Snell's
Equity 29th ed. (1990), p. 71 defines choses in action as "all personal rights of property which can only be claimed
or enforced by action, and not by taking physical possession." At common law, for reasons into which it is
unnecessary to discuss, choses in action could not be assigned. In equity, they could. Assignment of a "debt or
other legal thing in action" was made possible at law by section 136 of the Law of Property Act 1925. In each case,
however, what is assignable is the debt or other personal right of property. It is recoverable by action, but what is
assigned is the chose, the thing, the debt or damages to which the assignor is entitled. The existence of a remedy or
remedies is an essential condition for the existence of the chose in action but that does not mean that the remedies
are property in themselves, capable of assignment separately from the chose. So, for example, there may be joint
and several liability; a remedy for the recovery of a debt or damages may be available against more than one
person. But this does not mean that there is more than one chose in action. The assignee either acquires the right to
the money (or part of the money) or he does not. If he does, he necessarily acquires whatever remedies are
available to recover the money or the part which has been assigned to him. So far, therefore, I am in complete
agreement with the learned judge and the Court of Appeal.

      It is in applying these principles to the agreement constituted by the Claim Form that I respectfully differ. Let
us consider what rights the investor might have had when he signed the form. He may have had a claim for
damages in respect of the loss which he had suffered on account of entering into the transaction. This may have
included money which he had lost on the ill-advised investment in an equity-linked bond, fees which he paid to
advisers to extricate himself from his predicament, high rates of interest paid to the building society, possibly even
money spent under the impression that he could afford to do so. The persons liable for this loss might have been
the financial adviser, the building society and his solicitor. The building society, for example, might have been
liable for participating in misrepresentations made by the financial adviser in the course of a joint scheme for
marketing Home Improvement Plans, or in breach of its duties under the Act of 1986. I am not suggesting that any
building society was actually liable on this basis, but only that the Claim Form contemplates this as a possibility.
This right of damages would have been a chose in action, a right to recover money, which was capable of
assignment in equity and under section 136 of the Law of Property Act 1925.

      The investor might in addition have had a right against the building society to rescission of his mortgage. Or he
might have such a right without having any claim for damages. For example, he might have been able to show that
the building society had actual or constructive knowledge of undue influence exercised by the financial adviser:
compare Barclays Bank Plc v. O'Brien [1994] 1 A.C. 180. This would entitle him to rescission but not damages. By
itself, the right to rescission would have done little to solve the investor's problems because it would have been a
condition of rescission that the investor should restore the benefits which he had received in return for the
mortgage: the building society's advance and a reasonable rate of interest for having the use of the money. His real
complaint was not merely that his house was mortgaged but that he no longer had the money to pay back to the
building society. Until he had obtained compensation or damages, he would usually be unable to do so.
Nevertheless, one can imagine reasons why it would be more advantageous to the investor, even after obtaining his
compensation, to claim rescission of the mortgage rather than simply paying it off. For example, the reasonable
rate of interest which a court might fix as a condition of rescission might be less than the higher rate due under the
contract (some of which he had already paid) and so, on the taking of accounts for the purposes of rescission, there
might be an abatement of what he would otherwise have to repay.

      Now it is important to notice that a claim to rescission is a right of action but can in no way be described as a
chose in action or part of a chose in action. It is a claim to be relieved of a mortgage, and such a claim can be
made only by the owner of the mortgaged property. The owner cannot assign a right to rescission separately from
his property because it would make no sense to acquire a right to have someone else's property relieved of a
mortgage. Likewise, the possibility of an abatement of the debt as part of the process of rescission is not a chose in
action which can be assigned. It is simply part of the process of rescission, which is a right attached to the
ownership of the house itself.

      It can therefore be seen that in reserving to the investor any claim to an abatement of the mortgage debt
consequent upon rescission, Section 3(b) was not cutting down the scope of the chose in action which was assigned
to I.C.S. The possibility of an abatement could never have formed part of that chose in action and could never have
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been assigned separately from the house itself. One might therefore ask: what was the point of Section 3(b)? The
answer, I would suggest, is lawyerly caution. The draftsman wanted to make it clear that if, for example, the
investor brought an action for rescission, any abatement of the debt which he secured was not something for which
he would be accountable to the I.C.S. In my view, it was a mistake. The draftsman muddled up two separate
questions. One is the extent of the assignment to I.C.S. and the other is the extent to which the investor is
accountable to I.C.S. for any benefit he may receive. The two are not necessarily the same. 

       As this case shows, a right of action such as a claim for rescission of a mortgage may be unassignable as a
chose in action, but there is no reason why the parties cannot agree that the investor is to be accountable to I.C.S.
for all or part of the improvement in his financial position as a result of exercising his right to rescission. The
words "the benefits of such claim shall enure to you absolutely" in section 3(b) show that the draftsman's concern
was with accountability for benefits. He wanted to make it clear that the investor would not be accountable for
benefits derived from a claim for rescission. But the language he used referred to the extent of the assignment, for
which purpose the exception in section 3(b) was unnecessary. Hence all the litigation: if you say something which
is unnecessary, people suspect that you must mean something else. However, there was one thing which section
3(b) was not and could not be, and that was a reservation of a remedy which would ordinarily form part of the
chose in action assigned by I.C.S.

      It is of course true that there are other links between the claim for damages and the claim for rescission. The
facts giving rise to liability would have a great deal in common, so that if both claims were being made, by I.C.S.
in the one case and the investor in the other, it would be sensible to try both cases together. But this can often
happen when the same facts give rise to claims by different people and there are procedural means for dealing with
the possibility of duplicated evidence and conflicting decisions. For example, in Wilson v. United Counties Bank
Ltd. [1920] A.C. 102 the breach by a bank of its contract to supervise Major Wilson's business while he was
fighting in France gave rise to a claim for financial loss to the business and to general damages for injury to his
credit and reputation. The House of Lords held that upon his bankruptcy the former claim was statutorily assigned
to his trustee while the latter remained vested in him. He and the trustee joined as plaintiffs in the action and, if
they had not done so, the bank would have been entitled to have their actions consolidated.

      In addition, the damages recoverable by I.C.S. as assignee may be affected by whether or not the mortgage has
been rescinded. If there has been no rescission, the damages may be calculated on the basis that the transaction has
involved the investor in liability to pay a high rate of interest. If there has been rescission, the damages will be on
the footing that the investor has only had to pay a reasonable rate. If the building society is to pay on the former
basis, it is entitled to require that the investor affirm the mortgage and if I.C.S. cannot procure this, it may be
necessary to assess damages on the footing that rescission will take place. If there is a dispute over the matter, the
investor may have to be joined as a plaintiff, to avoid a situation in which the building society both resists a claim
to rescission and has damages assessed on the basis that rescission has taken place. But these again are problems
capable of solution by procedural means.

      The fact that the exercise by the investor of a right to rescission may affect the quantum of the damages
recoverable by virtue of the assignment to I.C.S. does not, however, mean that the investor has attempted to assign
different remedies in respect of the same chose in action. What was assigned was the right to damages, whatever
the quantum might be. It is not unusual for the quantum of damages to be affected by other proceedings which the
person injured may bring, whether against a person liable for damages or someone else. For example, if one
assumes that the financial adviser was solvent and that the investor had no cause of action whatever against the
building society for damages but the possibility of rescission of the mortgage on the basis of constructive notice,
the quantum of damages recoverable from the financial adviser by the investor, or by I.C.S. as his assignee, would
be affected by whether or not the investor took successful proceedings for rescission. No one would think this an
odd state of affairs and in principle I do not see that it makes any difference that the claim for damages and the
claim for rescission are both against the building society.

      My Lords, I think that if the rights of the investor are properly analysed, it will become clear that clause 6 of
Section 4 of the Claim Form is a complete and effectual assignment of the whole of the investor's claim to
compensation and damages to I.C.S. Section 3(b) may well have been unnecessary, but this conclusion seems to
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me preferable to attributing to the parties an intention, as, in their different ways, the judge and the Court of
Appeal have done, to do six impossible things before breakfast and then regretfully saying that they could not be
done. I would therefore allow the appeal. The first two questions which the judge directed to be tried as
preliminary issues and the answers I suggest your Lordships should give are as follows: 

Question 1: (a) Whether, upon the true construction of the express and (if any) implied terms of the I.C.S. Claim
Form, any (and if so which and to what extent) of the claims which the Alford and Armitage investors advance in
the actions numbered Ch. 1995--A--2266 and 3129 have been assigned to the I.C.S. and (b) if so, whether such
assignment is valid and effective and what consequences (if any) does it have as to the ability of those investors to
maintain the actions. 

Answer: Upon the true construction of the I.C.S. Claim Form, all claims for damages and compensation have been
validly assigned to I.C.S. and such claims cannot be maintained by the investors in their actions. The investors
retain the right to claim rescission of their mortgages upon such terms as the court may consider just. 

Question 2: (a) Whether, upon the true construction of the express and (if any) implied terms of the I.C.S. Claim
Form and in the light of the answer to issue 1, any (and if so which and which parts thereof) of the claims which
the I.C.S. advances in the actions numbered CH 1995--I--7087 and 8106 have been assigned to the I.C.S. and (b) if
so, is such assignment valid and effective and does it enable I.C.S. to maintain the actions. 

Answer: (a) All (b) Yes. 

      The remaining questions do not arise.

LORD HOPE OF CRAIGHEAD

My Lords, 

      I have had the advantage of reading in draft the speech prepared by my noble and learned friend, Lord
Hoffmann. For the reasons he gives I also would allow the appeal and would answer the questions which the judge
directed to be tried as preliminary issues in the way he has suggested.

LORD CLYDE

My Lords, 

      I have had the advantage of reading a draft of the speech of my noble and learned friend, Lord Hoffmann. For
the reasons he has given, I too would allow the appeal.
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LORD SUMPTION (with whom Lord Neuberger and Lord Wilson agree)  

1. Section 1(1) of the Protection from Harassment Act 1997 provides that a 
person “must not pursue a course of conduct (a) which amounts to harassment of 
another, and (b) which he knows or ought to know amounts to harassment of the 
other.” Harassment is both a criminal offence under section 2 and a civil wrong 
under section 3. Under section 7(2), “references to harassing a person include 
alarming the person or causing the person distress”, but the term is not otherwise 
defined. It is, however, an ordinary English word with a well understood meaning. 
Harassment is a persistent and deliberate course of unreasonable and oppressive 
conduct, targeted at another person, which is calculated to and does cause that 
person alarm, fear or distress: see Thomas v News Group Newspapers Ltd [2002] 
EMLR 78, para 30 (Lord Phillips of Worth Matravers MR). One of the more 
egregious forms of harassment is the stalking of women. But the Act is capable of 
applying to any form of harassment. Among the examples to come before the 
courts in recent years have been repeated offensive publications in a newspaper (as 
in Thomas); victimisation in the workplace (Majrowski v Guy’s and St. Thomas’s 
NHS Trust [2007] 1 AC 224); and campaigns against the employees of an arms 
manufacturer by political protesters (EDO MBM Technology Ltd v Axworthy 
[2005] EWHC 2490 (QB)). 

2. The present appeal arises out of an action for damages for harassment and 
for an injunction to restrain its continuance. The question at issue is in what 
circumstances can such an action be defended on the ground that the alleged 
harasser was engaged in the prevention or detection of crime. Section 1(3) of the 
Act provides: 

“(3) Subsection (1) does not apply to a course of conduct if the 
person who pursued it shows— 

(a) that it was pursued for the purpose of preventing or 
detecting crime, 

(b) that it was pursued under any enactment or rule of law or 
to comply with any condition or requirement imposed by any 
person under any enactment, or 

(c) that in the particular circumstances the pursuit of the 
course of conduct was reasonable.” 

 Page 2 
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3. The plaintiff, Mr Timothy Hayes, is a businessman who used to manage a 
number of companies involved in software development. There is an issue about 
whether he also owns them, but for present purposes that does not matter. One of 
Mr Hayes’s companies, IT-Map (UK) Ltd, used to employ the defendant, Mr 
Michael Willoughby. In 2002, the two of them fell out. Mr Hayes accused Mr 
Willoughby of attempting in conjunction with three employees of another of his 
companies, Nucleus Information Systems Ltd, to undermine Nucleus with a view 
to forcing it into liquidation and buying back its business for themselves. These 
accusations were not fanciful. The findings of an employment tribunal in 2006 and 
of Judge Moloney in these proceedings show that they were substantially justified. 
In 2003, the two companies and the four employees were locked in litigation 
before employment tribunals, and Nucleus was suing all four men in the High 
Court for conspiracy, malicious falsehood and copyright infringement. The High 
Court litigation was resolved at the end of 2004, when Nucleus accepted a 
payment into court. 

4. The disputes about the conduct of the four employees and the resultant 
litigation are not themselves said to be part of the course of harassment. They are 
part of the background and they are the occasion for it. The course of conduct on 
which Mr Hayes relies began in late 2003, when Mr Willoughby embarked on an 
unpleasant and obsessive personal vendetta against him. Mr Willoughby alleged 
that his management of his companies, principally in the accounting year 2002-3, 
was characterised by fraud, embezzlement and tax evasion. The campaign was 
mainly carried on by pressing these allegations in very many letters addressed over 
the years to the Official Receiver, the police, the Department of Trade and Industry 
and other public bodies. The judge recorded that the Official Receiver estimated 
that no less than 400 communications on the matter were exchanged between Mr 
Willoughby and the Official Receiver alone. The Official Receiver obtained access 
to the company’s records and investigated the allegations. The DTI commenced 
two investigations under section 447 of the Companies Act 1985. The police 
looked into the allegations. All of them concluded that there was nothing in them. 
They reported their conclusions to Mr Willoughby in increasingly strong terms, 
but he was not to be moved and continued to raise queries about what he professed 
to regard as their inadequate inquiries and illogical conclusions. “The position has 
now been reached,” said the judge, “that most of the relevant bodies are refusing to 
have any more to do with him, in particular because of their perception that when 
one of his allegations is conclusively refuted he will simply change his ground and 
put forward another with equal force.” 

5. Mr Willoughby’s campaign of correspondence with the various public 
authorities was accompanied by what the judge regarded as unacceptable 
intrusions into Mr Hayes’s privacy and personal affairs. The judge found that three 
incidents were potentially relevant. In the first, Mr Willoughby obtained from Mr 
Hayes’s ex-wife confidential information derived from their matrimonial 
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proceedings about his mental and emotional ill-health and gratuitously passed it to 
third parties in order to generate prejudice against him. Secondly, he suggested to 
Mr Hayes’s GP that Mr Hayes had forged the latter’s signature on sick-notes used 
to explain his absence from court proceedings in the course of the litigation of 
2003-4. Third, he left a voicemail message on the telephone of Mr Hayes’s 
landlord in the United States on the day before his bankruptcy, reporting that Mr 
Hayes was about to go bankrupt and asking whether he owed the landlord money. 

6. The judge found that Mr Willoughby’s words and acts constituted a course 
of conduct, linked by a common purpose and subject-matter, calculated to cause 
and in fact causing alarm, distress and anxiety to Mr Hayes. Although he did not 
communicate directly with Mr Hayes, Mr Willoughby was well aware that his 
allegations and other conduct would get back to Mr Hayes and have that effect on 
him. The judge concluded that this amounted to harassment, and it is no longer 
disputed that it does. The sole remaining issue is whether Mr Willoughby is 
entitled to a defence under section 1(3)(a), on the ground that his campaign was 
pursued “for the purpose of preventing or detecting crime.” 

7. On that point, the judge’s findings were as follows: 

(1) Mr Willoughby’s conduct was gratuitous, for apart from some 
modest financial claims against Mr Hayes, almost all of which were 
resolved at an early stage of his campaign, he had no personal 
interest in establishing his allegations against Mr Hayes. He was 
animated, the judge said, by “mixed motives, including personal 
animosity to H (in fairness based largely on the same suspicions) and 
a sort of intellectual curiosity.” He quoted Mr Willoughby’s 
evidence that it was an intellectual problem, “like playing bridge.” 

(2) Mr Willoughby has at all times sincerely believed that Mr Hayes had 
stolen large sums from his companies in the United Kingdom and 
committed a variety of offences in the course of doing so. He 
continues to believe this to the present day. His campaign was 
throughout “subjectively directed at the prevention or detection of 
crime.” 

(3) At the outset of the campaign, there was a reasonable basis for Mr 
Willoughby’s suspicions. But Mr Willoughby accepted, indeed 
asserted, that the crucial evidence was that of the companies’ bank 
statements which if examined would either prove or refute his 
allegations. Once it became clear that the Official Receiver had 
examined this material and that it did not support Mr Willoughby’s 
case, the judge considered that his persistence ceased to be 
reasonable. The judge found that this stage had been reached by 14 
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June 2007, when the Official Receiver reported to him the 
conclusion of his investigation, or at the latest by 21 September 2007 
when the Official Receiver sent him a schedule accounting for 
substantially the whole of the book debts of IT-Map in the relevant 
period. Thereafter, Mr Willoughby’s persistence “exceeded even the 
widest limits of reasonableness and became unreasonable and 
obsessive”. “The inevitable conclusion”, the judge said, “is that he 
has developed an unshakeable conviction of H’s criminal guilt which 
now precedes rather than follows any objective assessment.” 

(4) The three incidents of personal intrusions into Mr Hayes’s private 
life (such as the contact with his GP) were never reasonable and had 
no relevant connection with the prevention or detection of crime. But 
they did not constitute a separate “course of conduct” capable of 
amounting to harassment independent of the correspondence with the 
public authorities. 

Some of these findings seem unduly charitable to Mr Willoughby. But the judge 
heard the witnesses, and it is not for an appellate court lacking that advantage to 
substitute its own assessment of his state of mind. The question is what is the 
effect of the findings as a matter of law. 

8. It is common ground that in respect of the period up to June 2007 their 
effect is that Mr Willoughby is entitled to rely on section 1(3)(a) as a defence to 
the allegation of harassment. The question at issue is whether he remained entitled 
to do so thereafter. The judge dismissed the claim in respect of the entire period, 
because he considered that the test for section 1(3) of the Act was wholly 
subjective. It was therefore enough that Mr Willoughby genuinely believed in his 
allegations and wished to persist in investigating them. The Court of Appeal 
allowed the appeal, granted an injunction and remitted the matter to the county 
court to assess damages. Their reasons are given in the judgment of Moses LJ, 
with whom Sullivan and Gross LJJ agreed. There were, in summary, two reasons. 
In the first place, Moses LJ distinguished between the purpose of the alleged 
harasser and the purpose of his conduct, only the latter being in his view relevant. 
Whatever the “avowed purpose” of Mr Willoughby himself, the purpose of his 
conduct was not reasonably or rationally connected to the prevention or detection 
of crime after June 2007. “To the extent that the course of conduct is adjudged 
irrational, or lacking in any reasonable connection to the avowed purpose of 
preventing or detecting crime, the likely conclusion will be that the purpose of the 
conduct was not preventing or detecting crime.” As I read this statement, it is a 
conclusion of law derived from the judge’s findings, and not a rejection of those 
findings. Secondly, Moses LJ considered that the prevention and detection of 
crime had to be the sole purpose of the alleged harasser, and the intrusions upon 
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Mr Hayes’s privacy, which the judge had found to be unrelated to the prevention 
or detection of crime, showed that it was not. 

9. The starting point of any analysis of this question is that there is no general 
rule as to how purpose is to be established when it is relevant to a crime or civil 
wrong. When purpose is relevant to the operation of a statutory provision, the 
question will depend on the construction of the statute in the light of the mischief 
to which it is directed. When it is relevant to a rule of common law, the answer 
will normally be found in the object of the rule. In his concurring judgment in the 
High Court of Australia in Williams v Spautz (1992) 174 CLR 509, para 4, 
Brennan J attempted a partial definition of purpose in the context of the tort of 
abuse of process, which is committed when a person conducts litigation for a 
purpose other than that for which the court’s process is designed: 

“Purpose, when used in reference to a transaction, has two elements: 
the first, a result which the transaction is capable of producing; the 
second, the result which the person or persons who engage in or 
control the transaction intend it to produce. Or, to express the 
concept in different terms, the purpose of a transaction is the result 
which it is capable of producing and is intended to produce.” 

This is probably as much as can usefully be said in general terms about this 
protean concept. 

10. I do not accept that any distinction can be drawn of the kind that Moses LJ 
suggests, between the purpose of a course of conduct and the purpose of the person 
engaging in it. Acts such as these can have no purpose other than that of their 
perpetrator. The question is by what standard that person’s purpose is to be 
assessed. In the authorities about section 1(3)(a) of the Protection from Harassment 
Act 1997, discussion of this question has generally been conducted in terms of a 
stark choice between an objective and a subjective test. In EDO MBM Technology 
Ltd v Axworthy [2005] EWHC 2490 (QB), paras 28-29, Paul Walker J held that the 
test of purpose was subjective. The trial judge in the present case agreed with him. 
On the other hand, Tugendhat J in KD v Chief Constable of Hampshire [2005] 
EWHC 2550 (QB) at [144] thought that the test was whether the conduct was 
objectively justified as a means of preventing or detecting crime, at any rate when 
it infringed the victim’s rights under article 8 of the European Convention on 
Human Rights, and Eady J in Howlett v Holding [2006] EWHC 41 (QB), para 33, 
thought that there must be “objectively judged some rational basis” for it. On this 
appeal the parties have adopted one or other view, according to their interest, 
fortifying their arguments with authorities relating to other legal contexts in which 
purpose is relevant. 
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11. The difficulty about a wholly objective test is that it is not consistent with 
either the language or the purpose of the Act. The only wholly objective test which 
could work in this context is one based on the reasonableness of the alleged 
harasser in supposing that there was a crime to be prevented or detected or that his 
conduct was calculated to achieve those ends. But where the draftsman intended to 
apply a test of reasonableness, he said so in terms, notably in sections 1(1)(b) 
(“knows or ought to know”), section 1(2) (“if a reasonable person... would think”) 
and 1(3)(c) itself (“if... the course of conduct was reasonable”). If the defence 
under section 1(3)(a) was limited to cases where it was reasonable to seek to 
prevent or detect crime in the way that the alleged harasser set about it, it would 
have been unnecessary because it would have been subsumed in the general 
defence of reasonableness provided by section 1(3)(c). Moreover, it is hard to 
imagine that such a limitation would be workable as applied to public authorities 
even if it could be reconciled with the language of section 1. 

12. A wholly subjective test, on the other hand, such as the one that the judge 
applied to Mr Willoughby, is equally problematic. Before the defence can arise, it 
must be shown that the victim has been harassed. As Lord Nicholls pointed out in 
Majrowski v Guy’s and St. Thomas’s NHS Trust [2007] 1 AC 224, para 30, bearing 
in mind that we are concerned with conduct that is a criminal offence as well as a 
civil wrong, section 1 is confined to serious cases. The conduct relied upon must 
cross “the boundary between conduct which is unattractive, even unreasonable, 
and conduct which is oppressive and unacceptable. To cross the boundary from the 
regrettable to the unacceptable the gravity of the misconduct must be of an order 
which would sustain criminal liability under section 2.” A large proportion of 
those engaging in the kind of persistent and deliberate course of targeted 
oppression with which the Act is concerned will in the nature of things be 
obsessives and cranks, who will commonly believe themselves to be entitled to act 
as they do. 

13. Section 1(3)(a), although it was no doubt drafted mainly with an eye to the 
prevention or detection of crime by public authorities, applies equally to private 
persons who take it upon themselves to enforce the criminal law. Within broad 
limits, the law recognises the right of private persons to do this, but vigilantism can 
easily and imperceptibly merge into unlawful harassment. Cases such as the 
present one, where the harassment is said to consist in repeated and oppressive 
attempts to detect crime are quite likely to involve conduct falling within the sub-
category of harassment defined as “stalking” by section 2A (added by section 
111(1) of the Protection of Freedoms Act 2012). This includes not just sexual 
stalking, but any persistent course of harassment that consists in repeatedly 
following a person, contacting or attempting to contact them, publishing material 
about them, monitoring their use of the internet, loitering in any place, or watching 
or spying on them: see section 2A(3). Conduct said to be directed to preventing 
crime is likely to be an even more significant category than conduct said to be 
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directed to its detection. Recent cases before the courts illustrate the propensity of 
obsessives to engage in conduct which is oppressive enough to constitute 
harassment, in the genuine belief that they are preventing crime. These ranging 
from the more extreme wings of the animal rights movement to the lone 
schizophrenic vigilante whom Mr Wolman (appearing for Mr Willoughby) 
submitted would be protected by section 1(3)(a). Those who claim to be acting for 
the purpose of either preventing or detecting crime may at a purely subjective level 
entertain views about what acts are crimes which have no relation to reality, let 
alone to the law. Private persons seeking to enforce the law are not amenable to 
judicial review, as the police are. Unless they commit some other offence or civil 
wrong, such as assault or criminal damage, the Act of 1997 will be the only means 
of controlling their activities by law. It cannot be the case that the mere existence 
of a belief, however absurd, in the mind of the harasser that he is detecting or 
preventing a possibly non-existent crime, will justify him in persisting in a course 
of conduct which the law characterises as oppressive. Some control mechanism is 
required, even if it falls well short of requiring the alleged harasser to prove that 
his alleged purpose was objectively reasonable. 

14. I do not doubt that in the context of section 1(3)(a) purpose is a subjective 
state of mind. But in my opinion, the necessary control mechanism is to be found 
in the concept of rationality, which Eady J touched on in Howlett v Holding [2006] 
EWHC 41 (QB) and Moses LJ seems to have been reaching for in his judgment in 
the present case. Rationality is a familiar concept in public law. It has also in 
recent years played an increasingly significant role in the law relating to 
contractual discretions, where the law’s object is also to limit the decision-maker 
to some relevant contractual purpose: see Ludgate Insurance Co Ltd v Citibank NA 
[1998] Lloyds Rep IR 221, para 35 and Socimer International Bank Ltd v Standard 
Bank Ltd [2008] Bus LR 1304, para 66. Rationality is not the same as 
reasonableness. Reasonableness is an external, objective standard applied to the 
outcome of a person’s thoughts or intentions. The question is whether a notional 
hypothetically reasonable person in his position would have engaged in the 
relevant conduct for the purpose of preventing or detecting crime. A test of 
rationality, by comparison, applies a minimum objective standard to the relevant 
person’s mental processes. It imports a requirement of good faith, a requirement 
that there should be some logical connection between the evidence and the 
ostensible reasons for the decision, and (which will usually amount to the same 
thing) an absence of arbitrariness, of capriciousness or of reasoning so outrageous 
in its defiance of logic as to be perverse. For the avoidance of doubt, I should make 
it clear that, since we are concerned with the alleged harasser’s state of mind, I am 
not talking about the broader categories of Wednesbury unreasonableness, a legal 
construct referring to a decision lying beyond the furthest reaches of objective 
reasonableness. 
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15. Before an alleged harasser can be said to have had the purpose of 
preventing or detecting crime, he must have sufficiently applied his mind to the 
matter. He must have thought rationally about the material suggesting the 
possibility of criminality and formed the view that the conduct said to constitute 
harassment was appropriate for the purpose of preventing or detecting it. If he has 
done these things, then he has the relevant purpose. The court will not test his 
conclusions by reference to the view which a hypothetical reasonable man in his 
position would have formed. If, on the other hand, he has not engaged in these 
minimum mental processes necessary to acquire the relevant state of mind, but 
proceeds anyway on the footing that he is acting to prevent or detect crime, then he 
acts irrationally. In that case, two consequences will follow. The first is that the 
law will not regard him as having had the relevant purpose at all. He has simply 
not taken the necessary steps to form one. The second is that the causal connection 
which section 1(3)(a) posits between the purpose of the alleged harasser and the 
conduct constituting the harassment, will not exist. The effect of applying a test of 
rationality to the question of purpose is to enable the court to apply to private 
persons a test which would in any event apply to public authorities engaged in the 
prevention or detection of crime as a matter of public law. It is not a demanding 
test, and it is hard to imagine that Parliament can have intended anything less. 

16. The judge’s findings of primary fact, fairly read, mean that after June 2007 
Mr Willoughby’s vendetta against Mr Hayes was more than objectively 
unreasonable. It was irrational. His persistence was obsessive. He was no longer 
guided by any objective assessment of the evidence of Mr Hayes’s supposed 
criminality and there was no longer any logical connection between his supposed 
purpose and his acts. In the judge’s words, his unshakeable conviction of Mr 
Hayes’s guilt now “preceded rather than followed any objective assessment of the 
evidence.” He was proceeding with his campaign for its own sake, regardless of 
the prospect of detecting any crimes of Mr Hayes. There is no other way of 
characterising his persistence in pressing his allegations on the official Receiver 
and other investigatory authorities long after they had refused to deal further with 
him, so that his conduct was no longer capable of furthering the supposed purpose. 
It follows that Mr Willoughby cannot, in the sense meant by section 1(3)(a) of the 
Act, be regarded as having had that purpose or of having been guided by it. 

17. In these circumstances, it is strictly speaking unnecessary to decide whether 
the purpose specified in section 1(3)(a) must be the sole purpose of the alleged 
harasser. But I should record that Mr Allen QC (who appeared for Mr Hayes) did 
not attempt to defend this particular ground of the Court of Appeal’s decision and 
in my view it was indefensible. A person’s purposes are almost always to some 
extent mixed, and the ordinary principle is that the relevant purpose is the 
dominant one. It follows that the only relevance of the three intrusions upon Mr 
Hayes’s privacy found by the judge, is that they were evidence of Mr 
Willoughby’s state of mind. The judge might have concluded that they 
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demonstrated that Mr Willoughby was predominantly actuated by malice and 
resentment. But he did not and that is all that there is to say about this aspect of the 
matter. 

18. I would dismiss the appeal. On that footing there is no issue about the terms 
of the Court of Appeal’s order, which will stand.  

LORD MANCE 

19. I agree that this appeal should be dismissed, essentially for the reasons 
given by Lord Sumption. 

20. Parliament in enacting section 1(3) of the Protection from Harassment Act 
1997 must have regarded paragraphs (a) and (b) as representing situations in which 
the stated purpose under paragraph (a), or the relevant enactment, rule, condition 
or requirement under paragraph (b), would by itself constitute sufficient 
justification of the course of conduct constituting the assumed harassment, without 
any need to enquire whether in the particular circumstances the pursuit of the 
course of conduct was reasonable. 

21. The Court of Appeal was clearly in error both in identifying a distinction 
under paragraph (a) between Mr Willoughby’s purpose and the purpose of his 
course of conduct and in holding that the purpose of preventing or detecting crime 
must be the sole purpose for paragraph (a) to apply. Paragraph (a) focuses on Mr 
Willoughby’s subjective purpose and it is sufficient if his predominant purpose fell 
within it. 

22. The judge, as I read his judgment, found that Mr Willoughby’s predominant 
subjective purpose was to detect crime. Very often that finding would conclude the 
case. But, like Lord Sumption, I do not consider that it does here. If one asks 
whether Parliament can really have intended there to be no limits to the pursuit of 
a course of conduct for the purpose of preventing or detecting crime, no matter 
how irrational, perverse or abusive its pursuit may have become, the answer I 
would give is negative. Mere unreasonableness is not the limit. But the law 
recognises looser control mechanisms such as complete irrationality, perversity, 
abusiveness or, indeed, in some contexts gross negligence. (As to the last, see eg 
Spread Trustee Co Ltd v Hutcheson [2011] UKPC 13, [2012] 2 AC 194, paras 50-
51 per Lord Clarke.) 
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23. Which of these is in the present context adopted does not in my view 
ultimately matter. They all probably amount to very much the same thing. On the 
judge’s findings, Mr Willoughby’s state of mind took his course of conduct 
outside paragraph (a), whether one describes it as irrational, perverse or abusive or 
as so grossly unreasonable that it cannot have been intended to be covered by that 
head of justification. 

LORD REED (dissenting) 

24. I agree that section 1(3)(a) of the Protection from Harassment Act 1997 is 
not subject to any requirement that the pursuit of the course of conduct, for the 
purpose of preventing or detecting crime, should have been reasonable: otherwise, 
given the terms of section 1(3)(c) (“that in the particular circumstances the pursuit 
of the course of conduct was reasonable”), section 1(3)(a) would be otiose.  

25. Having reached that conclusion, I am with respect unable to agree that 
Parliament may nevertheless have intended to impose a requirement that the 
pursuit of the course of conduct should have been rational. That is so for three 
reasons. 

26. First, Parliament did not say so. On its face, a test of purpose usually refers 
to the object or aim which the defendant had in mind: “‘purpose’ connotes an 
intention by some person to achieve a result desired by him” (Sweet v Parsley 
[1970] AC 132, 165 per Lord Diplock). The purpose for which a course of conduct 
is pursued is therefore ordinarily ascertained by reference to the intention of the 
person who pursues it. To introduce a requirement of objective rationality requires 
the court to read in words which Parliament did not use. Furthermore, as Walker J 
observed in EDO MBM Technology Ltd v Axworthy [2005] EWHC 2490 at para 
36, in enacting the Act Parliament was significantly extending the reach of the 
criminal and civil law in controversial circumstances. In doing so, care was taken 
to identify expressly occasions when conduct was to be judged by an objective 
standard. I have already referred to the terms of section 1(3)(c). The language 
employed in section 1(1)(b) (“knows or ought to know”), section 1(2) (“if a 
reasonable person … would think”) and section 8(1)(b) (“where it would appear to 
a reasonable person”), to give only a few examples, similarly demonstrates that 
Parliament made it clear when it intended to impose an objective requirement. The 
implication is that it did not intend to impose such a requirement in section 1(3)(a), 
or in the similarly worded sections 4(3)(a), 4A(4)(a) (as inserted by section 111(2) 
of the Protection of Freedoms Act 2012) and 8(4)(b).  Moreover, I cannot readily 
bring to mind any example, in any context, of a statutory requirement not of 
reasonableness but of rationality, the latter being understood as conceptually 
distinct from the former. 
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27. Secondly, section 1(3)(a) and the similarly worded provisions elsewhere in 
the Act provide defences to criminal as well as civil liability. It is trite that a statute 
is not normally to be construed as extending criminal liability beyond the limits 
which Parliament itself made clear in its enactment. 

28. Thirdly, bearing in mind again that section 1(3)(a) and the other provisions 
to like effect limit the scope of criminal offences, some of which are triable on 
indictment, I would be slow to infer that criminal liability was intended to turn 
upon the subtle distinction between what is unreasonable and what is irrational. 
Are defendants to be convicted on the basis that their conduct has overstepped the 
boundary separating the unreasonable from the irrational? Are juries to be required 
to determine where that boundary lies? It may be that appropriate directions can be 
devised by judges, although I do not underestimate the difficulty of devising 
directions which accurately reflect Lord Sumption’s analysis. I have to confess that 
I am not sure that I understand the distinction drawn at para 14 between on the one 
hand “rationality [as] a familiar concept in public law”, which “is not the same as 
reasonableness”, and on the other hand “the broader categories of Wednesbury 
unreasonableness”; or the statement that there should be “an absence of 
arbitrariness, of capriciousness or of reasoning so outrageous in its defiance of 
logic as to be perverse”, but that the court is not referring to “a decision lying 
beyond the furthest reaches of objective reasonableness”; or how that test is related 
to the causal connection between the purpose and the conduct, discussed in para 
15; or whether it is the same test as is reflected in the various standards, ranging 
from gross negligence to “complete irrationality”, mentioned by Lord Mance. In 
any event, a meaningful jury trial requires not merely that the jury is given a 
legally accurate direction, but that it is one which they can make sense of in 
practice and apply with confidence to the evidence they have heard. I am not 
convinced that Parliament can have intended that a jury should be expected to 
understand and apply the sophisticated distinctions which Lord Sumption seeks to 
draw. 

29. That Parliament should have intended section 1(3)(a) to apply, regardless of 
whether the pursuit of the course of conduct was objectively reasonable or not, 
may at first sight seem surprising, given that the conduct must otherwise constitute 
harassment before section 1(3)(a) can come into play. It is however understandable 
that Parliament should not have intended that persons genuinely pursuing a course 
of conduct for the purpose of preventing or detecting crime should be vulnerable to 
prosecution or civil action under the Act, and should then have to justify their 
conduct to a court. The possibility of such proceedings could inhibit not only the 
activities of the numerous public agencies with responsibilities relating to the 
prevention or detection of crime, but also other activities of other persons such as 
investigative journalists. The possibility that such activities might, in the absence 
of immunity, be the subject of proceedings under the Act is by no means fanciful, 
as is demonstrated by the example of the late Robert Maxwell amongst others. 
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Indeed, journalism has already been the subject of proceedings under the Act 
(Thomas v News Group Newspapers Ltd [2002] EMLR 78). 

30. I do not demur from the view that it may be desirable that the courts should 
be able to restrain the activities of a person who causes real distress through his 
irrational behaviour; and this case demonstrates that mental health legislation does 
not provide a complete answer. But that is not in my view a sufficient reason for 
extending the scope of the Act beyond what Parliament intended. If Parliament 
wished to amend the legislation in order to apply it to persons such as the 
appellant, it could do so; and, if it contemplated such an amendment, it could also 
consider whether, and if so how, it wished to preserve the immunity which had 
until now been thought to be conferred by section 1(3)(a), and the other provisions 
to like effect, upon public agencies exercising investigative powers and upon other 
persons, such as investigative journalists, whose conduct may be equally upsetting 
to those whom they are investigating and will also, as a result of this decision, be 
susceptible to challenge in the courts. 
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Judgment 

Mr Justice Briggs :  

 

1. This is an application by the Joint Administrators of Lehman Brothers International 
Europe (“LBIE”) for directions as to the true construction and effect of five interest 
rate swap agreements (“the Swaps”) pursuant to which LBIE was, when it went into 
administration on 15th September 2008, the floating rate payer.  Each Swap 
incorporated the terms of one or the other of the 1992 or 2002 versions of the ISDA 
Master Agreement (“the Master Agreement”), pursuant to which LBIE’s entry into 
administration was an Event of Default as therein defined.   

2. LBIE’s fixed rate paying counterparties under each of the Swaps have since that date 
relied upon Section 2(a)(iii) of the Master Agreement as the basis for a refusal to 
make payments which would otherwise have fallen due to LBIE on subsequent 
payment dates.  Section 2(a)(iii) provides that a party’s payment obligations are 
subject (inter alia) to the condition precedent that there is no continuing Event of 
Default with respect to the other party.   
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3. As at 15th September 2008 LBIE was “in the money” in relation to two of the five 
Swaps, both denominated in US dollars.  In relation to the remaining three 
(denominated in sterling or euros), LBIE was on that date out of the money.  Due to a 
substantial fall in the relevant floating interest rates thereafter, LBIE would have been, 
but for the Event of Default, very substantially in the money under all five Swaps 
from about the end of 2008 until now, and it appears very likely that LBIE would 
have continued to be substantially in the money, in relation to those Swaps which 
have yet to reach the end of their term, for a significant further period.  By “in the 
money” I mean that, because on any particular payment date the floating rate payable 
by LBIE was less than the fixed rate payable by the counterparty, a net sum was (or 
but for the Event of Default would have been) payable on that date by the 
counterparty to LBIE, pursuant to netting provisions in Section 2(c) of the Master 
Agreement. 

4. The Administrators calculate that, if their Swap counterparties are entitled to refuse to 
pay as they have done, then LBIE’s creditors will by reason of the Event of Default 
constituted by LBIE’s going into administration be worse off, in relation to these five 
Swaps alone, by the aggregate of approximately £20.6 million, US$57.3 million and 
€5.3 million.  Noting in passing that the interpretation of the Master Agreement relied 
upon by its counterparties under these Swaps has not been pursued by any of LBIE’s 
other counterparties under the thousands of other swaps open as at the onset of its 
administration, the Administrators challenge these counterparties’ interpretation of the 
Master Agreement under four broad headings.  First, they submit that it is a 
commercially absurd or at least unreasonable interpretation which must therefore 
yield to implied terms to the contrary, for which they advance three alternatives.  
Secondly, the Administrators submit that, if the Master Agreement means what the 
counterparties assert, then it offends against the anti-deprivation principle, because its 
adverse effects upon LBIE and its creditors are triggered by the onset of LBIE’s 
administration.  Thirdly, they assert that the counterparties’ interpretation gives rise to 
a penalty.  Finally, they assert that it constitutes a forfeiture, against which the court 
can and should grant relief. 

5. In order to obtain a speedy determination of the issues raised by those alternative 
allegations, all of which are matters of law which arise upon substantially agreed 
facts, the Administrators have applied for directions under paragraph 63 of Schedule 
B1 of the Insolvency Act 1986, and joined each of the Swap counterparties as 
respondents.  In addition, the International Swaps and Derivatives Association Inc. 
(“ISDA”) has sought and been permitted to intervene, out of an understandable 
concern that any decision on this application about the interpretation of the Master 
Agreement may have potentially wide-ranging implications for the derivatives 
markets generally, in which the Master Agreement is an extremely widely used 
standard form.  ISDA claims (and it is not challenged) that the Master Agreement 
serves as the contractual foundation for more than 90% of over-the-counter 
derivatives transactions globally. 

THE FACTS 

6. Although the outcome of this application is not fact specific, and the facts are largely 
agreed, it is necessary to provide an outline of the factual background in order to 
make intelligible both the arguments and my determination of the issues. 
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ISDA and the Master Agreement 

7. ISDA is a not-for-profit corporation incorporated in the state of New York, having 
been formed in 1985, shortly after the emergence of a recognised derivatives market.  
It has over 820 member institutions, including most of the world’s major institutions 
that deal in OTC derivatives, as well as businesses, government entities and other end 
users that rely on derivatives to manage the risks inherent in their core economic 
activities.  Its primary purpose is to encourage the prudent and efficient development 
of privately negotiated derivatives business.  For that purpose it has developed 
standard contractual wording and transaction architecture for market participants.  
This first occurred, historically, in relation to swaps.  Since 1992 its standard terms 
have been used for numerous other types of derivatives, including pure contracts for 
differences, caps and floors.  Thus, interest rate swaps are a sub-class of an original 
and still very important class of derivatives for which ISDA’s standard forms, and the 
Master Agreement in particular, are routinely used. 

8. The 1992 version of the Master Agreement was the first to be designed in a form 
applicable to derivatives other than just swaps, and to accommodate both financially 
and physically settled transactions.  The 2002 Master Agreement replicates, for the 
most part word for word, the provisions of the 1992 version, but with adjustments 
based upon lessons learnt since 1992, in particular from experience of periods of 
market turmoil in the late 1990s.  Nonetheless, the publication of the 2002 Master 
Agreement did not lead to its invariable use in preference to its predecessor.  For 
example, three of the five Swaps presently in issue incorporated the 1992 version, 
although all five were entered into in and after 2006.  Generally speaking, it appears 
that the continued use of the 1992 version may have been more the result of 
comfortable familiarity than a specific preference based upon a detailed comparison 
between the two.  In this judgment I shall base myself upon the 1992 version, save 
where different provisions in the 2002 version require specific treatment. 

9. As expressly contemplated in its recital, the Master Agreement is designed to operate 
between its parties by providing contractually agreed standard terms and conditions 
designed to form part, but not the whole, of the terms of any particular transaction.  
Thus, a particular transaction is generally governed by the terms of a Confirmation, 
the Master Agreement and any Schedule appended to the Master Agreement.  By 
Section 1(b) of the Master Agreement, inconsistencies are to be resolved by affording 
priority first to the Confirmation, secondly to the Schedule and lastly to the Master 
Agreement itself.  In practice, parties which are content with the Master Agreement 
may choose not to incorporate a Schedule, but every transaction will be the subject of 
a Confirmation. 

10. In relation at least to interest rate swaps, each Confirmation will identify a series of 
dates upon which the parties are or may be obliged to make payments to each other, 
and will contain the formulae necessary to identify the amounts to be paid.  The fixed 
rate payable will simply be specified.  The floating rate will generally be identified by 
reference to a particular market formula, such as three months sterling LIBOR. 

11. Section 2 of the Master Agreement headed “Obligations” then provides as follows: 

“(a) General Conditions 
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(i) Each party will make each payment or delivery 
specified in each Confirmation to be made by it, subject to 
the other provisions of this Agreement. 

(ii) Payments under this Agreement will be made on the 
due date for value on that date in the place of the account 
specified in the relevant Confirmation or otherwise pursuant 
to this Agreement, … 

(iii) Each obligation of each party under Section 2(a)(i) is 
subject to (1) the condition precedent that no Event of 
Default or Potential Event of Default with respect to the 
other party has occurred and is continuing, (2) the condition 
precedent that no Early Termination Date in respect of the 
relevant transaction has occurred or been effectively 
designated and (3) each other applicable condition precedent 
specified in this Agreement.  

(b) … 

(c) Netting.  If on any date amounts would otherwise be 
payable:- 

(i) in the same currency; and 

(ii) in respect of the same Transaction, 

by each party to the other, then, on such date, each party’s 
obligation to make payment of any such amount will be 
automatically satisfied and discharged and, if the aggregate 
amount that would otherwise have been payable by one party 
exceeds the aggregate amount that would otherwise have been 
payable by the other party, replaced by an obligation upon the 
party by whom the larger aggregate amount would have been 
payable to pay to the other party the excess of the larger 
aggregate amount over the smaller aggregate amount.” 

There follows provision for netting across multiple Transactions, where the parties so 
elect.  No such elections were made in relation to any of the Swaps. 

12. The phrase “Event of Default” is defined in Section 5(a) of the Master Agreement, 
although the definitions clause in Section 14 contemplates that it may be altered or 
added to by the Schedule (if any).  Section 5(a) sets out eight separate classes of 
default, under the general heading: 

“Events of Default.  The occurrence at any time with respect to 
a party or, if applicable, any Credit Support Provider of such 
party or any Specified Entity of such party of any of the 
following events constitutes an event of default (an “Event of 
Default”) with respect to such party:—” 
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The eight classes include failure to pay (or to deliver), breach of the agreement, Credit 
Support Default (see below), misrepresentation, and, most importantly, Bankruptcy. 

13. Section 5(a)(vii) provides no less than nine separate classes of Bankruptcy Event of 
Default, and the opening words provide that Bankruptcy is an Event of Default 
suffered either by a party, or by a Credit Support Provider of a party.  Class (6) arises 
where the party (or its Credit Support Provider): 

“Seeks or becomes subject to the appointment of an 
administrator, provisional liquidator, conservator, receiver, 
trustee, custodian or other similar official for it or for all or 
substantially all of its assets;” 

It is common ground that going into Chapter 11 Bankruptcy in the USA is also a 
Bankruptcy Event of Default.  By Section 14, “Credit Support Provider” is an 
expression which takes on meaning only from a Schedule.  I shall return to its 
meaning when setting out the terms of the single Swap with a Schedule which 
included such a provision. 

14. A number of the Events of Default in Section 5(a) are defined so as to occur only after 
the combination of a relevant happening (such as non-payment or some other breach) 
and the giving of notice by the Non-defaulting Party, followed by the passing of a 
further specified period of time.  Thus, for example, Section 5(a)(i) provides: 

“Failure to Pay or Deliver.  Failure by the party to make, when 
due, any payment under this Agreement or delivery under 
Section 2(a)(i) or 2(e) required to be made by it if such failure 
is not remedied on or before the third Local Business Day after 
notice of such failure is given to the party;” 

Section 2(e) makes provision for payment of interest during any period between 
default in the performance of a payment obligation and Early Termination in respect 
of a particular Transaction. 

Section 14 defines “Potential Event of Default” as meaning: 

“any event which, with the giving of notice or the lapse of time 
or both, would constitute an Event of Default.” 

15. Section 5(b) provides for a series of what are called “Termination Events” which, 
although not Events of Default, nonetheless give rise, on election or notification, to 
what is called “Early Termination”.  It is unnecessary to describe them. 

16. Early Termination is dealt with in Section 6.  It begins as follows: 

“(a) Right to Terminate Following Event of Default.  If at any 
time an Event of Default with respect to a party (the 
“Defaulting Party”) has occurred and is then continuing, the 
other party (the “Non-defaulting Party”) may, by not more than 
20 days notice to the Defaulting Party specifying the relevant 
Event of Default, designate a day not earlier than the date such 
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notice is effective as an Early Termination Date in respect of all 
outstanding Transactions.” 

Subsection (a) then continues by providing that parties may specify what is called 
“Automatic Early Termination” in the Schedule so that, with respect to specified 
types of Event of Bankruptcy Event of Default, Early Termination follows as a matter 
of course, rather than by election.  In none of the Swaps was Automatic Early 
Termination specified in a Schedule.  Section 6(b) deals with the right to terminate 
following a Termination Event. 

17. The remainder of Section 6 deals with the consequences of Early Termination.  
Section 6(c), headed “Effect of Designation.”, provides that: 

“(i) If notice designating an Early Termination Date is given 
under Section 6(a) or (b), the Early Termination Event will 
occur on the date so designated, whether or not the relevant 
Event of Default or Termination Event is then continuing. 

(ii) Upon the occurrence of effective designation or an Early 
Termination Date,  no further payments or deliveries under 
Section 2(a)(i) or 2(e) in respect of the Terminated 
Transactions will be required to be made, but without prejudice 
to the other conditions of this Agreement.  The amount, if any, 
payable in respect of an Early Termination Date shall be 
determined pursuant to Section 6(e).” 

Section 6(d) sets out a procedure for calculating the amount to be paid on Early 
Termination.  Section 6(e) sets out a detailed set of alternative formulae for the 
purpose of determining (by reference to calculation and/or valuation) the amounts to 
be paid.   There is no dispute as to the meaning of these provisions, which are 
supplemented in Section 14 by various lengthy definitions.  In summary, Section 6(e) 
makes different provision as between Early Termination following Events of Default, 
and Early Termination following Termination Events.  In relation to Events of 
Default, four alternative formulae are specified, one of which, namely “Second 
Method and Market Quotation” is applicable in default of any selection to the 
contrary.  No alternative selection was made in the three Swaps which incorporated 
the 1992 Master Agreement.  It is, however, material to note that two of the four 
formulae (being alternative versions of the First Method) cannot produce a net 
outcome under which the payee is the Defaulting Party.  By contrast, the default 
formula (and the “Second Method and Loss” variation upon it) may lead to outcomes 
under which either the Defaulting Party or the Non-defaulting Party is the net payee. 

18. It is common ground that the broad objective of the default formula (Second Method 
and Market Quotation) is -to produce, as far as possible but in an accelerated form, 
the same economic outcome for the parties as if there had been neither an Event of 
Default nor an Early Termination.  The formula requires two sums to be identified 
and then the second subtracted from the first.  The first is called “the sum of the 
Settlement Amount, (determined by the Non-defaulting Party) in respect of the 
Terminated Transactions and the Termination Currency Equivalent of the Unpaid 
Amounts owing to the Non-defaulting Party”.  The second is called “the Termination 
Currency Equivalent of the Unpaid Amounts owing to the Defaulting Party”.  The 
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resulting amount is expressly described as being capable of being a positive or 
negative number.  If positive, it is to be paid to the Non-defaulting Party.  If negative, 
it is to be paid to the Defaulting Party. In relation to Transactions settled by payment 
rather than delivery, “Unpaid Amounts” owing to any party are defined by Section 14 
as meaning: 

“with respect to an Early Termination Date, the aggregate of (a) 
in respect of all Terminated Transactions, the amounts that 
became payable (or that would have become payable but for 
Section 2(a)(iii)) to such party under Section 2(a)(i) on or prior 
to such Early Termination Date and which remain unpaid as at 
such Early Termination Date.” 

Thus, that part of the formula contemplates that, where payment obligations may not 
have arisen because of an unsatisfied condition precedent in Section 2(a)(iii), their 
aggregate amount will be part of that which has to be paid on Early Termination, 
under the default formula. 

19. The Settlement Amount (which is to be determined by the Non-defaulting Party) is 
identifiable primarily by reference to market quotations obtained, as at the Early 
Termination Date, of the amount which would be payable by (or to) the Non-
defaulting Party as the premium (or reverse premium) for the setting up of a 
replacement transaction, on precisely the same terms as the Terminated Transaction 
for the remainder of its natural term.  In relation to an interest rate swap for an 
original period of two years which suffered Early Termination after one year, this 
contemplates the obtaining from the market of a quote for a new one year swap for the 
residue of the two year term, at the same fixed and floating rates.  Since market 
perceptions would have changed since the obtaining of the (by then) terminated swap, 
a premium would be payable or receivable in relation to its substitute.  In practice 
(although this is an over-simplification), a market perception that the Non-defaulting 
Party would be likely to be in the money for the duration of the period would lead to a 
premium being payable by that party for the hypothetical new swap.  By contrast, if 
the market perception was that the Non-defaulting Party would be likely to be out of 
the money, then the market counterparty would be likely to be prepared to pay a 
reverse premium for the right to receive the anticipated net income stream under the 
hypothetical new swap. 

20. One effect of that formula (leaving aside the Unpaid Amounts element) is that the 
Defaulting Party would be liable on Early Termination to pay the Non-defaulting 
Party the cost of putting in place a replacement swap for the remainder of the original 
term, whereas if the Non-defaulting Party would be likely to obtain a reverse premium 
by doing so, the Defaulting Party would obtain that premium as the Settlement 
Amount. 

21. Taken as a whole, the default formula therefore contemplates that the Defaulting 
Party would not be penalised or rewarded either for its default, or for the Early 
Termination arising out of its default.  For completeness, it is to be noted that the 
Settlement Amount part of the default formula contains a fallback to an essentially 
loss-based calculation in the event that no commercially reasonable Market 
Quotations are available. 
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22. Pausing there, it is to be noted that the default formula sets out to provide full 
theoretical protection to a Non-defaulting Party which elects for Early Termination, 
where (as in relation to some of the Swaps) the Non-defaulting Party is a fixed rate 
payer which either wishes, or is obliged, to re-hedge its floating interest rate exposure 
by obtaining an identical replacement interest rate swap for the outstanding part of the 
original term.  But where the Early Termination follows a Bankruptcy Event of 
Default, a Non-defaulting Party of that kind will nonetheless remain fully exposed to 
the Defaulting Party’s insolvency, since the Early Termination payment obligation of 
the bankrupt defaulter confers upon the Non-defaulting Party the status only of an 
unsecured creditor. 

23. Section 7 of the Master Agreement, headed “Transfer”, generally prevents transfer 
either of the Agreement or of any interest or obligation under it (whether by way of 
security or otherwise) without the prior written consent of the other party, subject to 
certain exceptions, which include a transfer of the Agreement pursuant to certain 
types of consolidation, amalgamation or merger, and a transfer of an Early 
Termination Amount payable by a Defaulting Party under Section 6(e). 

24. Section 9, headed “Miscellaneous”, contains at subsection (a) a typical entire 
agreement clause.  Subsection (c), about which there was considerable debate 
between counsel, provides as follows: 

“Survival of Obligations.  Without prejudice to Sections 
2(a)(iii) and 6(c)(ii), the obligations of the parties under this 
Agreement will survive the termination of any Transaction.” 

25. Section 13(a) provides for the parties to specify their chosen governing law in the 
Schedule.  All the Swaps in issue are governed by English law. 

26. Having thus far described the relevant provisions of the 1992 Master Agreement, I 
must briefly refer to significant differences in the 2002 version.  First, certain changes 
were made to the detailed specification of Bankruptcy Events of Default but none of 
them are material for present purposes.  Secondly, Section 6(c)(ii) is slightly reworded 
so as to cross-refer to a reworked provision about interest, moved from the old 
Section 2(e) to a new Section 9(h), but with no consequential difference in effect.  
Thirdly, the formulae for payments on Early Termination are, in Section 6(e), 
completely reworked, so as to omit most of the 1992 alternative formulae.  The one 
which survives is broadly equivalent to the 1992 default formula albeit reworded.  It 
was not submitted that its effect was significantly different. 

27. Fourthly, and most importantly, the 2002 Master Agreement contains, at Section 
9(h)(i)(3) the following provision for what is described as “Interest on Deferred 
Payments”: 

“If:-    

(A) A party does not pay any amount that, but for Section 
2(a)(iii), would have been payable, it will, to the extent 
permitted by applicable law and subject to Section 6(c) 
and clauses (B) and (C) below, pay interest (before as 
well as after judgment) on that amount to the other party 
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on demand (after such amount becomes payable) in the 
same currency as that amount, for the period from (and 
including) the date the amount would, but for Section 
2(a)(iii), have been payable to (but excluding) the date 
the amount actually becomes payable, at the Applicable 
Deferral Rate;” 

As will appear, it became common ground that this obscure provision resolved, for 
the purposes of the 2002 Master Agreement, a major issue of construction as to the 
nature and effect of the condition precedent in Section 2(a)(iii).  In short, it clearly 
contemplates that a payment which, because of an Event of Default which is 
continuing on the date prescribed for payment in the Confirmation, fails then to 
become payable under Section 2(a)(i), may nonetheless become payable at a later 
date, when the relevant Event of Default ceases, so that the condition precedent under 
Section 2(a)(iii) is for the first time satisfied.  No equivalent provision appears in the 
1992 Master Agreement. 

LBIE 

28. LBIE was, until the collapse of the worldwide Lehman Brothers group, the principal 
group trading company in Europe, based in London.  Its ultimate parent company was 
Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc (“LBHI”), incorporated in Delaware, USA.   

29. Immediately prior to the collapse, LBIE had a substantial derivatives book, and I was 
informed by counsel that its interest rate swaps book was broadly balanced at that 
time, even though it was the floating rate payer under each of the Swaps in issue on 
this application.  The Administrators’ evidence was that, as at 15th September 2008, 
LBIE was party to some 2,000 derivative transactions which incorporated the Master 
Agreement, of which some 1,693 have since been closed out, in many cases by Early 
Termination, and in some cases in circumstances which gave rise to Early 
Termination payments to, rather than from, LBIE. 

30. I am invited to assume (in relation to a timing issue arising out of one of the Swaps) 
that LBIE went into administration at or about 7.56 a.m. on the morning of 15th 
September 2008, and that LBHI filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection in the 
United States Bankruptcy Court of the South District of New York at 6.45 a.m. 
(London time) on the same day.  While it is common ground that both of those events 
constituted Events of Default under the Swap in respect of which LBHI was a Credit 
Support Provider, there remain timing issues which I am not asked to decide, so that I 
am invited to deal with the matter as between the Administrators and the relevant 
Swap counterparty on the basis that the Bankruptcy Event of Default relating to LBHI 
occurred either before, alternatively at the same time as, or alternatively after, the 
Bankruptcy Event of Default relating to LBIE. 

THE SWAPS 

31. The following summary of the five Swap transactions is taken from the Statement of 
Agreed Facts, supplemented by evidence from each of LBIE’s swap counterparties, 
none of which was challenged.  LBIE was the floating rate payer under each Swap.   
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The Firth Rixson Transactions 

32. The first Firth Rixson Transaction was a sterling interest rate swap made on 13th 
November 2007 between LBIE and FR Acquisitions Corporation (Europe) Limited 
(“FRAC”), and evidenced by a Confirmation of that date which was amended by an 
Amendment Confirmation dated 28th April 2008.  It incorporated the 1992 Master 
Agreement without any Schedule.  It was based upon a notional amount of £95 
million and provided for quarterly payments beginning on 20th March 2008 and 
ending on 20th December 2010.  The fixed rate was 5.555% and the floating was rate 
three months sterling LIBOR.   

33. The second Firth Rixson Transaction was a US$ interest rate swap made on the same 
day between the same parties and with the same dates for payment.  Although 
originally incorporating the 1992 Master Agreement, it was novated by FRAC to JFB 
Firth Rixson Inc. (“JFB”) on 29th August 2008, pursuant to a Novation Confirmation 
which incorporated the 2002 Master Agreement without any Schedule.  It was based 
upon a notional amount of $US650 million.  The fixed rate was 4.3655% and the 
floating rate was US$ LIBOR BBA. 

34. The Firth Rixson group is a global manufacturer and supplier of specialist metal 
products, primarily to aerospace engine manufacturers.  The Firth Rixson 
Transactions were entered into pursuant to obligations undertaken by FRAC in 
floating rate financing agreements with lenders which included, and were represented 
by, Lehman Brothers.  These two Swaps were therefore designed to convert FRAC’s 
floating rate obligations under the Financing Agreements into fixed rate obligations, 
and thereby to hedge FRAC’s interest rate risk.  The documentation for the two 
Swaps was chosen and prepared by LBIE.   

35. On the first two payment dates for the sterling Swap (20th March and 20th June 2008) 
FRAC was slightly in the money, receiving a little over £100,000 from LBIE on each 
occasion.  FRAC remained in the money on the next two payment dates (22nd 
September and 22nd December 2008) but, since these followed the collapse of the 
Lehman group, LBIE did not pay the amounts owing.  On all subsequent payment 
dates LBIE has been increasingly in the money, but FRAC has declined to pay the 
amounts due, running at a little over £1 million per quarter from September 2009, 
relying on the Event of Default constituted by LBIE going into administration. 

36. Under the US$ Swap FRAC was in the money only on the first payment date (20th 
March 2008) in an amount of a little less than US$1 million.  Thereafter, the fall in 
US$ floating rates meant that FRAC (and, from August 2008, JFB) were increasingly 
out of the money, by amounts ranging between just under US$2 million and US$6.7 
million per quarter.  Just over US$3 million was paid to LBIE in June 2008 and JFB 
then relied upon LBIE’s administration as an Event of Default, making no payments 
thereafter. 

37. Following LBIE’s administration, FRAC and JFB re-hedged with Lloyds TSB, but in 
both cases at lower fixed rates.  Nonetheless FRAC and JFB have paid out some £6.6 
million and US$29.3 million under the replacement swaps which were necessitated by 
LBIE’s insolvency. 
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The BEIG Transaction 

38. This consisted of a sterling interest rate swap made between LBIE and BEIG Midco 
Ltd (“BEIG”) on 29th September 2006 by a Confirmation incorporating the 2002 
Master Agreement.  LBIE’s obligations thereunder were guaranteed by LBHI as 
Credit Support Provider.  The Swap was based upon a notional amount of 
£300,987,600.  The fixed rate was 5.1705% and the floating rate was sterling LIBOR 
BBA.  The Confirmation specified payment dates in November and December 2006, 
followed by half yearly payments at the end of December and June from December 
2006 until December 2010 inclusive. 

39. BEIG was slightly out of the money on the first two payment dates, in the money 
from 29th December 2006 to 31st December 2008, and has been heavily out of the 
money thereafter, in amounts ranging between £3.3 million and £5.8 million on each 
payment date.  The evidence was prepared before the final payment due on 31st 
December 2010, but it will be another large sum payable to LBIE.  Following the 
group’s collapse LBIE did not pay the 31st December 2008 payment of £1.5 million 
odd to BEIG and, relying upon LBIE’s administration as an Event of Default, BEIG 
has not made any of the substantial payments which would otherwise have fallen due 
from June 2009 onwards. 

40. BEIG is an English company which forms part of the Birds Eye Iglo group of 
companies, producing, marketing and distributing branded frozen food products in 
Western Europe.  It entered into the BEIG Transaction in order to hedge floating rate 
risks incurred in connection with financing the acquisition of a business.  The 
evidence did not show whether, following LBIE’s collapse, BEIG re-hedged for the 
remainder of the term of the BEIG Transaction. 

The KPGZ Transactions 

41. KP Germany Zweite GmbH (“KPGZ”) made a euro interest rate swap with LBIE on 
26th June 2007 by a Confirmation incorporating the 1992 Master Agreement, together 
with a Schedule. 

42. The notional amount under this Swap was €120.5 million.  The fixed rate was 4.695% 
and the floating rate was the euro-Euribor-telerate.  The payment dates were half 
yearly at the end of December and June, beginning in December 2007 and ending in 
June 2012. 

43. KPGZ and LBIE made a US$ interest rate swap on 26th June 2007, again 
incorporating the 1992 Master Agreement and the same Schedule.  The notional 
amount was US$100,875,000.  The fixed rate was 5.485% and the floating rate US$ 
LIBOR BBA.  The payment dates were the same as under the KPGZ euro 
Transaction. 

44. The Schedule governing both the KPGZ Transactions contained provisions designed 
to amend the 1992 Master Agreement in various respects for the purpose of 
harmonising those two Swaps with a complex multi-currency financing transaction.  
The purpose of the Swaps was to hedge KPGZ’s floating rate risks under that 
transaction.  LBIE was, again, a participant in the related financing transaction 
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45. The KPGZ euro transaction was out of the money for KPGZ in December 2007, in the 
money in 2008, and out of the money thereafter.  It is of course uncertain whether 
KPGZ will be in or out of the money from June 2011 until the end of the term in June 
2012. 

46. As for the KPGZ US$ transaction, KPGZ has been out of the money from its 
commencement until now.  No payments were made by either party to the other under 
either transaction after the commencement of LBIE’s administration.  Again, the 
question whether KPGZ will remain out of the money for the rest of the term of the 
US$ Swap is uncertain.  At current interest rates, LBIE would, but for its 
administration, be receiving in excess of €2 million and US$2 million on each 
payment date, under each transaction.  

47. KPGZ is part of the KP Group, which is a leading manufacturer in the plastics 
industry, originally founded and still headquartered in Germany, but with 
manufacturing and distribution facilities in ten countries.  The multi-currency 
financing agreement for which these two Swaps formed a floating rate hedge was 
entered into in connection with the acquisition of the KP Group by the Blackstone 
Group in 2007.  KPGZ has not re-hedged its floating rate risk under the multi-
currency financing transaction since LBIE’s default. 

Common Features 

48. It will be apparent from the above summary that all of the five Swaps were entered 
into by commercial manufacturing and/or trading companies for the purpose of 
hedging floating interest rate risk arising from their borrowings.  None of the Swaps 
was, from the perspective of LBIE’s counterparties, in any way speculative.   

49. The effect of LBIE’s collapse in September 2008 was therefore to leave each of those 
counterparties exposed to interest rate fluctuations.  Although, in the event, the 
floating rate has for most of 2009 and all of 2010 been significantly less than the 
agreed fixed rates, the fact remains that each of LBIE’s counterparties has been 
without the hedging protection against the risk of a rise in the relevant floating rates 
for which it contracted. 

50. Other common features worthy of note are, first, that in none of the Swaps was 
Automatic Early Termination selected.  Secondly, all the Swaps based on the 1992 
Agreement adopted (either expressly or by default) the Second Method and Market 
Quotation formula for Early Termination payments and, thirdly, none of LBIE’s 
counterparties were members of ISDA. 

THE ISSUES 

51. The Administrators’ application for directions raised some six questions for 
determination, two of which divided into four further sub-questions.  During the 
process of the exchange of evidence and position papers, the parties (including for this 
purpose ISDA) eventually agreed a list of some fourteen issues, many of which 
included sub-issues.  The case was argued on the basis of the agreed list.  The list uses 
the headings Construction, Anti-deprivation, Penalty/relief from forfeiture, and 
Proving.  In the event, the issues raised under the last heading turned out to be 
additional questions of construction (rather than insolvency law).   
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CONSTRUCTION 

52. It is convenient to deal with construction first, and the agreed issues as to 
Construction and Proving form a helpful introduction.  They are as follows: 

“Construction 

1. Whether (as the Administrators contend), either as a matter 
or construction or by way of an implied term, the first limb of 
Section 2(a)(iii) operates only for ‘a reasonable period’. 

2. If the answer to Issue 1 above is affirmative: 

(1) Is the ‘reasonable period’ there referred to such period 
as may be reasonable to allow the Non-defaulting Party: (i) in 
the case of a Potential Event of Default, to establish whether 
the Potential Event of Default leads to an Event of Default; and 
(ii) in the case of an Event of Default, to consider whether its 
interests are best served by designating an Early Termination 
Date and, if so, to designate an Early Termination Date; or (iii) 
some other and if so what period? 

(2) Has the reasonable period now elapsed in relation to 
the swap agreements which are the subject matter of these 
proceedings and, if it has elapsed, when did it elapse? 

(3) At the end of the reasonable period, if an Early 
Termination Date has not been designated by the Non-
defaulting Party, does the first limb of Section 2(a)(iii) cease to 
operate so that the amounts which were previously not payable 
by reason of the first limb of Section 2(a)(iii) become payable 
under Section 2(a)(i) (with or without netting)? 

3. Alternatively, whether (as the Administrators contend), 
either as a matter of construction or by way of an implied term, 
the first limb of Section 2(a)(iii) only operates with respect to 
obligations under a particular transaction until the last date for 
performance in respect of, or the date of termination by 
effluxion of time of, the transaction (or, alternatively, all of the 
transactions governed by the Master Agreement), at which 
point the Non-defaulting Party is obliged to designate that date 
as the Early Termination Date or, alternatively, the obligations 
of the parties are netted off.  

4. Alternatively, whether (as the Respondents variously 
contend), if an Event of Default or Potential Event of Default 
exists at a scheduled payment date, on the true construction of 
the first limb of Section 2(a)(iii): 

(1)   No payment obligation ever arises on the part of the 
Non-defaulting Party in respect of the amount which would 
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otherwise have been payable on that scheduled payment date; 
alternatively 

(2)   No such payment obligation ever arises if the Event of 
Default or Potential Event of Default continues until the last 
date for performance in respect of, or the date of termination by 
effluxion of time of, the transaction (or, alternatively, all of the 
transactions governed by the Master Agreement); alternatively 

(3)   (As ISDA contends) obligations under Section 2(a)(i) 
(which have not arisen by reason of an Event of Default or 
Potential Event of Default at the date for performance of the 
relevant obligation) arise only when there is no longer 
continuing an Event of Default or Potential Event of Default 
(whether or not the last date for performance in respect of, or 
the date of termination by effluxion of time of, the transaction 
(or alternatively all of the transactions governed by the Master 
Agreement) has passed). 

Proving 

14.  If the answer to Issue 4 above is affirmative, where a 
Non-defaulting Party proves in the administration of the 
Defaulting Party, is the Non-defaulting Party entitled to prove 
in respect of the entirety of the Defaulting Party’s payment 
and/or delivery obligations:  

(1) Where the Non-defaulting Party has not met those 
obligations which would have fallen due under the transaction 
but for the first limb of Section 2(a)(iii); and/or 

(2) Without giving credit for obligations which would 
have arisen but for the first limb of Section 2(a)(iii)?” 

53. It is necessary to begin with some preliminary observations about the correct 
approach to construction.  The ISDA Master Agreement is one of the most widely 
used forms of agreement in the world.  It is probably the most important standard 
market agreement used in the financial world.  English law is one of the two systems 
of law most commonly chosen for the interpretation of the Master Agreement, the 
other being New York law.  It is axiomatic that it should, as far as possible, be 
interpreted in a way that serves the objectives of clarity, certainty and predictability, 
so that the very large number of parties using it should know where they stand: see 
Scandinavian Trading Tanker Co, v. Flota Petrolera Ecuatoriana [1983] 1 QB 529 
(“the Scaptrade”) per Robert Goff LJ at 540.  

54. Nonetheless, the Master Agreement does not ordinarily constitute the entirety of the 
parties’ bargain in relation to a particular transaction.  As illustrated by the foregoing 
summary of the Swaps, each Transaction will be regulated by the terms of the Master 
Agreement itself, any accompanying Schedule and a Confirmation which is 
Transaction specific.  Both the Schedule and the Confirmation prevail over the Master 
Agreement in the event of any inconsistency: see Section 1(b).  Furthermore, as 
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already described, the Master Agreement is used for a wide variety of different types 
of derivatives transaction, not limited to swaps.  Mr Zacaroli QC for ISDA was at 
pains to emphasise, for example, that even the detailed effect of the general conditions 
in Section 2(a) may be different, as between different types of derivatives to which the 
Master Agreement is commonly applied.  As will appear, this aspect of the way in 
which the Master Agreement is used is of particular importance in relation to the issue 
arising under the heading “Proving” in the agreed list of issues. 

55.   More generally, I was treated to lengthy submissions (both in writing and orally) as to 
the effect upon the well-settled principles for the identification of implied terms of the 
Privy Council’s judgment in Attorney General of Belize v. Belize Telecom Ltd [2009] 
UKPC 11, at paragraph 16 to 27, and in particular the following passage at paragraph 
21: 

“It follows that in every case in which it is said that some 
provision ought to be implied in an instrument, the question for 
the court is whether such a provision would spell out in express 
words what the instrument, read against the relevant 
background, would reasonably be understood to mean.  It will 
be noticed from Lord Pearson’s speech that this question can be 
reformulated in various ways which a court may find helpful in 
providing an answer – the implied term must “go without 
saying”, it must “be necessary to give business efficacy to the 
contract” and so on – but these are not in the Board’s opinion to 
be treated as different or additional tests.  There is only one 
question: is that what the agreement, read as a whole against 
the relevant background, would reasonably be understood to 
mean?” 

56. Lord Hoffmann was there referring to a passage in Lord Pearson’s speech in Trollope 
& Colls v. Northwest Metropolitan Regional Hospital Board [1973] 1 WLR 601 at 
609, as follows: 

“The court does not make a contract for the parties.  The court 
will not even improve the contract which the parties have made 
themselves, however desirable the improvement might be.  The 
court’s function is to interpret and apply the contract which the 
parties have made for themselves.  If the express terms are 
perfectly clear and free from ambiguity, there is no choice to be 
made between different possible meanings: the clear terms 
must be applied even if the court thinks some other terms 
would have been more suitable.  An unexpressed term can be 
implied if and only if the court finds that the parties must have 
intended that term to form part of their contract: it is not 
enough for the court to find that such a term would have been 
adopted by the parties as reasonable men if it had been 
suggested to them: it must have been a term that went without 
saying, a term necessary to give business efficacy to the 
contract, a term which, though tacit, formed part of the contract 
which the parties made for themselves.” 
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57. There is in my judgment no conflict, or even tension, between those two passages.  
The insight provided by the Belize case is that the process of implication is not 
something separate and distinct from construction.  It is part of the process of 
construction, which: 

“arises when the instrument does not expressly provide for 
what is to happen when some event occurs.  The most usual 
inference in such a case is that nothing is to happen.  If the 
parties had intended something to happen, the instrument 
would have said so.  Otherwise the express provisions of the 
instrument are to continue to operate undisturbed.  If the event 
has caused loss to one or other of the parties, the loss lies where 
it falls. 

In some cases, however, the reasonable addressee would 
understand the instrument to mean something else.  He would 
consider that the only meaning consistent with the other 
provisions of the instrument, read against the relevant 
background, is that something is to happen.  The event in 
question is to affect the rights of the parties.  The instrument 
may not have expressly said so, but this is what it must mean.  
In such a case, it is said that the court implies a term as to what 
will happen if the event in question occurs.  But the implication 
of the term is not an addition to the instrument.  It only spells 
out what the instrument means.” (paragraphs 17-18) 

58. The difficulties in the present case arise from the fact that the express terms of Section 
2(a)(iii) of the Master Agreement leave significant matters unsaid about the condition 
precedent to any payment obligation, namely that no Event of Default of Potential 
Event of Default with respect to the other party has occurred and is continuing. 

59. The starting point in each of the respondents’ submissions was that the Master 
Agreement was a clearly and precisely drafted document, developed over many years, 
into which the implication of terms was unnecessary and undesirable, both because of 
the clarity of its meaning, and because of the various options provided by ISDA 
whereby parties could, by additional provisions in the Schedule or in any 
Confirmation, make specific provision about particular matters.  Unfortunately, the 
respondents’ attempt to make that starting point good led them into protracted 
disagreements between themselves as to the meaning and effect of the condition 
precedent in Section 2(a)(iii) which, in the end, took up nearly as much time in oral 
argument as did the construction issues which separated them, viewed collectively, 
from the Administrators.  Since those differences related to the express terms of the 
Master Agreement, whereas the Administrators were mainly concerned to identify an 
appropriate implied term, it is convenient to address the internal differences between 
the respondents’ submissions first. 

Gross/Net 

60. The question raised by issue 14 in the Agreed List of Issues, under the heading 
“Proving”, is whether a Non-defaulting Party wishing to take advantage of condition 
(1) in Section 2(a)(iii) by not making a payment specified in a Confirmation while the 
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counterparty is in default, may nonetheless enforce the Defaulting Party’s obligation 
in full.  In the context of an interest rate swap, where the floating rate payer is in 
default, the question is whether the fixed rate payer is entitled to receive the whole of 
the floating rate payment from the Defaulting Party, without giving credit for its fixed 
rate payment obligation due on the same payment date. 

61. In Marine Trade SA v. Pioneer Freight Futures Co Ltd BVI [2009] EWHC 2656 
(Comm) [2010] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 631, Flaux J held that the Non-defaulting Party did not 
have to give credit: see paragraphs 19 to 27. His view was that the clear language, in 
particular of Section 2(c), meant that credit only had to be given, by way of netting, 
for an amount that was payable, and not for an amount that, because of an unfulfilled 
condition precedent under Section 2(a)(iii), was not payable.   

62. At the time of delivery of skeleton arguments, all the respondents except KPGZ 
submitted that the Swaps in issue in these proceeding should not be so construed.  At 
an early stage in the hearing, Mr Fisher for KPGZ came off the fence and aligned his 
client with the position of the other respondents.  While acknowledging that the 1992 
Master Agreement incorporated in the transactions considered in Marine Trade was in 
all relevant respects the same as the Master Agreements in the present case, the 
respondents sought to distinguish Marine Trade by reference to the fact that, whereas 
the Forward Freight Agreements there reviewed were simple contracts for differences, 
the interest rate swaps in the present case contained simultaneous inter-dependent 
payment obligations.  It was suggested that the Non-defaulting Party could not 
therefore enforce the Defaulting Party’s payment obligation without having its own 
reverse payment obligation taken into account. 

63. For their part, the Administrators were content to go along with the respondents’ 
eventually unanimous approach to this issue.  I therefore found myself being invited 
not to follow Marine Trade on this point, by the unanimous consent of all parties to 
the Swaps. ISDA submitted that it might be distinguishable. 

64. If the matter had been contentious, I might have found it difficult to regard Flaux J’s 
reasoning in Marine Trade as inapplicable to the same issue, under the same Master 
Agreement, in relation to interest rate swap transactions.  Nonetheless, if all parties to 
an agreement before the court assent to its having a particular meaning, I consider that 
no issue arises for the court to decide, even though their convention as to its meaning 
is different from that which, left alone, the court might otherwise have determined.  
The parties to these Swaps are, as it seems to me, all before the court and will be 
estopped by convention if nothing else from resiling from their common answer to the 
Gross/Net question, should it arise between them on any subsequent occasion.  In 
adopting it myself, I therefore intend to cast no doubt, and to express no view one way 
or the other, upon Flaux J’s contrary conclusion in Marine Trade. 

65. I have thus far addressed this issue purely by reference to payment obligations arising 
on the same date.  Mr Dicker for BEIG submitted that it was equally applicable to the 
question whether a Non-defaulting Party which was entitled to a net payment from the 
Defaulting Party by reference to a particular payment date, was obliged to give credit 
for payment obligations which would, but for Section 2(a)(iii), have arisen in favour 
of the Defaulting Party on some other payment date during a period of continuing 
default.  Again, he submitted that credit would have to be given in those 
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circumstances, and no other party demurred from his analysis. I shall therefore adopt 
it, as part of the convention between the parties to these Swaps. 

Once and for All v Suspension 

66. There was a multi-faceted dispute between the respondents about the precise effect of 
the default condition precedent in Section 2(a)(iii)(1) under the 1992 Master 
Agreement, and a narrower dispute in relation to the same question under the 2002 
Master Agreement.  Taking the 1992 version first, Mr Hapgood QC and Mr Fisher 
(for the Firth Rixson companies and KPGZ respectively) both submitted that if an 
Event of Default or Potential Event of Default had occurred and was continuing on a 
particular date for payment by the Non-defaulting Party, then that payment obligation 
never arose, and would not thereafter arise in the event that the default was cured.  Mr 
Zacaroli QC for ISDA submitted that the effect of a continuing Default (or Potential 
Default) on a particular payment date was only to suspend the coming into effect of 
the payment obligation until the default was cured and the condition precedent 
thereby satisfied.  In answer to the obvious question, for how long might that payment 
obligation remain in suspense, he submitted that it might do so, at least in theory, 
indefinitely. 

67. In relation to the 2002 Master Agreement, Mr Hapgood was constrained to accept 
(because of Section 9(h)(i)(3)(A)) that he could not maintain his once and for all 
submission, since that provision expressly contemplated that an amount might 
become payable due to the satisfaction of the Section 2(a)(iii) condition precedent 
after a payment date.  Nonetheless, he and Mr Dicker for BEIG both submitted that an 
amount could not become payable by reason of the satisfaction of a condition 
precedent after the Swap had run its term: i.e. after the last date for payment specified 
in the relevant Confirmation.  If the relevant Event of Default (actual or potential) was 
continuing on that date, then the Non-defaulting Party was forever freed from any risk 
that it might become payable thereafter. 

68. Again, this issue was also raised in Marine Trade (supra), but only in relation to the 
1992 Master Agreement.  Since by the time of the trial the Defaulting Party (Pioneer) 
had not remedied its default, Flaux J expressed only an obiter view about it.  His 
conclusion, at paragraph 61 was that: 

“There is nothing in the wording of the provisions of the 
contract to suggest that if the condition precedent is fulfilled at 
some later date, some obligation to pay then springs up.” 

69. Flaux J was not referred to the earlier dictum to the contrary of Austin J in the New 
South Wales Supreme Court in Enron Australia v. TXU Electricity [2003] NSW SC 
1169, at paragraph 12: 

“Since these two conditions are conditions precedent to the 
payment obligations of the counterparties, if either condition 
has not been met at any given time there is no payment 
obligation under any of the trades that have been made under 
the Agreement.  However, a payment obligation will spring up 
under a pre-existing trade once the relevant condition is 
satisfied, and in that sense it might be said (with only 
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approximate accuracy) that the payment obligation is 
“suspended” while the condition remains unfulfilled, and that 
amounts “accrue” notwithstanding that the condition is 
unfulfilled.” 

It does not appear that Austin J’s conclusion was the result of adversarial argument on 
the point.  Rather, it appears to have been his assumption as to the way in which 
Section 2(a)(iii) of the 1992 Master Agreement worked. 

70. Flaux J was referred to, but disagreed with, the opinion in Firth on Derivatives: Law 
and Practice, that the condition precedent in Section 2(a)(iii) was suspensory rather 
than once and for all in its effect.  Mr Firth has nonetheless maintained that opinion in 
the 2010 edition, on the basis that the once and for all construction produces an 
extremely uncommercial result, in particular in cases of a short-lived default for 
which the Defaulting Party bore no responsibility, such as the presentation by a 
vexatious litigant of a winding up petition. 

71. The question whether Section 2(a)(iii) has a once and for all or suspensory effect is of 
minimal practical relevance in the present context, since there is no realistic prospect 
that LBIE will ever cease to be in default.  Nonetheless it is squarely raised by the 
agreed issues, and I consider that a proper understanding of the way in which the 
condition precedent in Section 2(a)(iii) works is a pre-requisite to a reliable analysis 
of  the Administrators’ case, based as it is essentially on implication.  

72. Taking the 1992 Master Agreement first, there are persuasive reasons in favour of the 
once and for all approach.  It is in my view more consistent with the language of 
Section 2(a), and it has the undoubted merit of simplicity and certainty.  If a payment 
does not fall due on a particular payment date because the condition precedent is not 
satisfied, then the payer need make no provision against the risk of it falling due in the 
future.  Furthermore, there is real force in Flaux J’s conclusion that the absence of any 
express provision that a payment obligation should arise at a later date if the condition 
precedent is satisfied points to the absence of any such outcome.  Using Lord 
Hoffmann’s analysis in Belize, subsequent satisfaction of the condition is an event for 
which the contract makes no express provision, so that the starting assumption is that 
none was intended. 

73. I have however come on a fairly narrow balance to the conclusion that Austin J’s 
suspensory construction is to be preferred.  My main reason is the first of those given 
by Mr Firth, namely that the once and for all construction would produce a pointlessly 
draconian outcome, in the event of a minor and momentary default.  Secondly, the 
condition precedent is unsatisfied even if there is merely a Potential Event of Default, 
which never matures into an Event of Default, sufficient to trigger Early Termination 
at the Non-defaulting Party’s election.  The permanent destruction of a payment 
obligation in those circumstances is even more surprising. 

74. Thirdly, there is I consider some force (despite Flaux J’s rejection of it) in the point 
that, even under the 1992 Master Agreement, the election for an Early Termination 
would trigger a termination payment which included all Unpaid Amounts; i.e. 
amounts which would have been payable but for an earlier default.  The essence of the 
once and for all approach is that, if a payment obligation on a particular date is 
nullified by an outstanding condition precedent, it can be forgotten about for all time.  
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It is at least counterintuitive then to find that, quite possibly due to some much later 
default, an Early Termination brings that payment obligation back to life. 

75. That conclusion about the 1992 Master Agreement means that both it and the 2002 
Master Agreement can then be considered side by side, in relation to the question for 
how long a suspended payment obligation remains in suspense.  The only candidates 
raised in argument were: 

i) Until the expiry of the term of the Transaction; 

ii) Indefinitely. 

76. The proponents of the limited period in (i) point to the unlikelihood that commercial 
persons would contemplate, let alone specifically agree, to leave potentially large 
contingent obligations hanging over themselves indefinitely.  They pointed to Section 
9(c) as containing the necessary express provision, within the phrase “Without 
prejudice to Sections 2(a)(iii) and (6)(c)(ii)”.  The general effect of clause 9(c) is to 
provide for the obligations of the parties under the Master Agreement to survive “the 
termination of any Transaction”.  By making that general provision subject to Section 
2(a)(iii) it is suggested that contingent obligations suspended by Section 2(a)(iii) will 
not therefore survive the termination of the Agreement by effluxion of time. 

77. Mr Zacaroli for ISDA was the only proponent of the indefinite survival of contingent 
obligations suspended by Section 2(a)(iii).  He sought to meet the objection that not 
even a limitation period would bring them to an end by suggesting that the Non-
defaulting Party, if troubled by the contingent liability, could always elect for Early 
Termination, even after the termination of the Transaction by effluxion of time.  He 
submitted that Section 9(c) was not concerned with termination by effluxion of time 
but rather merely with preserving the effect of the Master Agreement in relation to 
other Transactions from any unintended dissolution as the result of the termination of 
a particular Transaction. 

78. Faced with those two alternatives, I consider that the first is clearly to be preferred.  
My main reason is that it seems to me to be wholly inconsistent with any reasonable 
understanding of the Master Agreement that payment obligations arising under a 
Transaction could give rise to indefinite contingent liabilities, because of the 
possibility that an Event of Default may be cured long after the expiry of a 
Transaction by effluxion of time.  Secondly, although Section 9(c) is certainly a 
roundabout way of making express provision against payment obligations springing to 
life after the expiry of a Transaction by effluxion of time, it is the only relevant 
indication one way or another anywhere in the Master Agreement which bears on this 
issue.  Finally, I am not at all persuaded by Mr Zacoroli’s submission that the 
potentially indefinite risk of a contingent payment obligation beyond the natural 
expiry date of a Transaction could be avoided by a party electing, on or after that date, 
for Early Termination.  It would not be early in any conceivable sense, and it would 
be difficult, to say the least, to apply the default method for calculating Early 
Termination payments where, ex hypothesi, there would be no continuing period in 
relation to which to obtain a Market Quotation for a replacement swap.   

79. Nor am I persuaded that Section 9(c) has only the limited purpose identified by Mr 
Zacaroli.  The deliberate use of “termination” with a small rather than capital “t” 
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suggests that Section 9(c) is all about termination by effluxion of time (i.e. on the last 
payment date referred to under Section 2(a)(i)).  The exclusion of Section 6(c)(ii) 
follows naturally from the comprehensive provisions about payment obligations 
triggered by Early Termination.  The exclusion of Section 2(a)(iii) must therefore be a 
reference primarily to condition precedent (1) (i.e. the default condition).  Although 
some provisions in the Master Agreement operate across rather than within 
transactions, (usually where an election is made that they should), generally the 
Master Agreement exists to provide the detailed terms of each of the Transactions to 
which it is applied.  While by no means ideally phrased, I consider that Section 9(c) 
does mean that, where any obligation is suspended by Section 2(a)(iii) because of the 
non-fulfilment of a condition precedent, then that obligation does not survive the 
termination of a Transaction at the end of its natural term, if by then the condition 
precedent is still unsatisfied. 

The Constructions Alternatively Advanced by the Administrators 

80. The Administrators advanced three alternative submissions, the common objective of 
which was to prevent the respondents steering between the Scylla of an Early 
Termination and the Charybdis of committing to a full performance of all payment 
obligations under the Swaps.  With the benefit of hindsight they suggest that either of 
those courses would have led to very substantial sums being payable by the 
respondents to LBIE. 

81. All three alternative constructions are predicated upon an assertion that Section 
2(a)(iii) of the Master Agreement serves a specific limited purpose, namely to protect 
the Non-defaulting Party from making payments to the Defaulting Party while 
exposed to that party’s credit risk in the future.  The Administrators submit that a 
construction of Section 2(a)(iii) which is properly responsive to that purpose will 
produce one of the alternative outcomes for which they contend. 

 

The alternative outcomes are as follows: 

A. That Section 2(a)(iii) suspends the Non-defaulting Party’s payment 
obligations under condition precedent (1) only for a reasonable time: that is, a 
time sufficient to enable that party to decide whether to elect for Early 
Termination, or to continue to perform its payment obligations in full. 

B. That Section 2(a)(iii) suspends the Non-defaulting Party’s obligations under 
Section 2(a)(i) until such time as the Transaction, or alternatively all of the 
Transactions between the parties governed by the Master Agreement, have run 
their course (assuming no Early Termination) such that, at the expiry of the 
natural term of the last Transaction the Non-defaulting Party must either submit 
to a netting process which calls for payment of all suspended payment obligations 
or submit to the consequences of an Early Termination as at that date. 

C. That the Non-defaulting Party is, under Section 6(a) under a constant 
obligation to exercise its discretion whether or not to designate an Early 
Termination Date in a manner which is not arbitrary, capricious or unreasonable 
so that, once it is clear that the other party’s default is permanent, or where the 
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Non-defaulting Party decides to re-hedge, it must exercise its discretion in favour 
of Early Termination. 

82. Finally, the Administrators submit that the construction advanced by the respondents 
produces a result so divorced from any reasonable understanding of the purpose of 
Section 2(a)(iii) that it must give way to a construction more in accordance with 
commercial common sense.  The Administrators’ real complaint is that, in the events 
which have happened, the construction proposed by the respondents gives them a 
windfall rather than protection from, or compensation for, the consequences of 
LBIE’s default. 

83.  I have not been persuaded by any of the Administrators’ submissions on construction.  
In summary: 

(i) I am not persuaded that the purpose behind Section 2(a)(iii) is as narrow as the 
Administrators suggest. 

(ii) Both of their alternatives A and B require substantial implication of terms in 
circumstances where the well-settled requirements for doing so are not met. 

(iii) Alternative C is based on a misreading of Section 6(a) of the Master Agreement, 
which confers a right on the Non-defaulting Party to elect or to decline to elect 
for Early Termination as it thinks best suits its own interests. 

(iv) By contrast the respondents’ construction reflects the clear meaning of the 
express terms of the Master Agreement.  It is neither un-commercial in its 
outcome, nor does it necessarily confer an unjustified windfall benefit on the 
Non-defaulting Party. 

I will expand on each of those conclusions in turn. 

 

Alternative A 

84. While I accept that an important purpose of Section 2(a)(iii) is to protect the Non-
defaulting Party against having to make payments to a Defaulting Party where there is 
a risk that the latter may in due course default on its own payment obligations, I am 
by no means persuaded that this is the Section’s only purpose.  In the context at least 
of interest rate hedges (which is the only type of agreement with which the court is at 
present concerned) the quid pro quo for the fixed rate payer’s obligations is not 
merely the receipt of an income stream when the floating rate exceeds the fixed rate, 
but the conferral of protection, throughout the life of the swap, against exposure to the 
financial consequences of variable interest rates which it may not be able to afford.  
Similarly, for the floating rate payer, the quid pro quo for its promise to make 
payments to its counterparty is the assurance that, come what may, the fixed rate will 
be payable or will be taken into account.  An assurance that it will receive or be 
credited with the fixed rate will be likely to form an essential constituent part of the 
balanced derivatives book of an institution which offers interest rate hedging in the 
market place. 
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85. The rationale for the listed Events of Default is “to identify the circumstances in 
which the risk of non-performance is so great that the basis on which the parties 
entered into the Agreement has broken down”: see Firth (op. cit.) at paragraph 11-045.  
It is in those circumstances understandable that the Non-defaulting Party should be 
given a choice as to how to manage the risks with which it is threatened once its 
counterparty is in default.   

86. The Administrators’ case appears to assume that electing for Early Termination will 
always be a satisfactory risk management strategy because, it is said, the amount 
which the Non-defaulting Party may need to spend (or may receive) upon a 
replacement hedge will be, as far as valuers can make it, equivalent to the amount 
payable by (or to) the Defaulting Party as the Settlement Amount under the Section 6 
Early Termination payment formula.  Thus, (as a written submission from ISDA 
demonstrated to my satisfaction), where the market perception is that floating rates 
will fall, the market will offer the Non-defaulting fixed rate Party a replacement swap 
with a reverse premium, which will be broadly equivalent to the amount payable to 
the Defaulting Party by way of Settlement Amount.  Conversely, if interest rates are 
thought likely to rise, the Non-defaulting Party will have to pay a premium for a 
replacement swap in the market, but will receive a similar Settlement Amount from 
the Defaulting Party.  In short, it is suggested, the main purpose of the default formula 
for Termination Payments is to enable the Non-defaulting Party to re-hedge at the 
expense of the Defaulting Party. 

87. That apparently happy equivalence assumes, contrary to the present facts, that the 
Defaulting Party will be good for the money, where the Non- defaulting Party has to 
pay to re-hedge.  In the event of a Bankruptcy Event of Default, the reality will be that 
the Non-defaulting Party will have to buy its replacement hedge in the market, and 
prove for the Settlement Amount against the Defaulting Party in its liquidation or 
administration, from which it may receive a modest dividend, or, in many cases, no 
dividend at all.  It follows that to treat the Early Termination election as always being 
a sufficient remedy to the Non-defaulting Party in connection with any Bankruptcy 
Event of Default is merely to provide the form, rather than the substance, of a remedy.  
It is in those circumstances no surprise to find in the Master Agreement an alternative 
option to the Non-defaulting Party namely, for as long as the default lasts, to avoid 
making any further payment to the Defaulting Party, but taking the risk, if the 
Defaulting Party cures its default before the termination of the swap Transaction by 
effluxion of time, that the payments thus far avoided will then become due.  Put 
another way, it is not surprising to find that the Master Agreement contains provision 
whereby the Non-defaulting Party may say that, for as long as the continuing default 
means that the secure hedge for which it had contracted is absent, no further payment 
will be made under the swap agreement. 

88. In my judgment the attempt by implication to provide that the condition precedent in 
Section 2(a)(iii)(1) should fall away after a reasonable time, leaving the Section 
2(a)(i) payment obligations fully enforceable is, quite simply, contrary to the express 
terms of the Master Agreement.  Section 2(a)(iii) unambiguously provides that the 
condition precedent is to subsist for as long as no Event of Default or Potential Event 
of Default with respect to the other party “has occurred and is continuing”.  By 
contrast, alternative A contemplates that the condition precedent will fall away, even 
if an Event of Default is continuing, once the Non-defaulting Party has had a 
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reasonable opportunity to choose whether or not to elect for Early Termination.  To 
use the modern language of Attorney General v. Belize, it is not what a reasonable 
addressee would think that the Master Agreement meant. 

Alternative B 

89. An implied term that the condition precedent in Section 2(a)(iii)(1) falls away at the 
end of the natural term of a Transaction, or of the term of the last open Transaction 
governed by the Master Agreement, leaving the parties with a mutual netting 
obligation in relation to all Unpaid Amounts, or with an obligation to make an Early 
Termination payment pursuant to Section 6, is even more obviously at variance with 
the plain language of the Master Agreement.  It is, in the first place, flatly inconsistent 
with Section 9(c), which provides that the survival of any obligations under the 
Master Agreement after the termination of any Transaction is without prejudice to 
Section 2(a)(iii).  While it is perhaps inelegant language for the purpose of 
encapsulating the concept that a payment obligation suspended by Section 2(a)(iii) 
does not survive termination, by no form of purposive reading can it be made to mean 
that the condition precedent in Section 2(a)(iii) itself falls away on termination of a 
Transaction (i.e. by effluxion of time). 

90. Secondly, Section 2(c) makes no provision (unless the parties elect to the contrary, 
which none have done in the present Swaps) for anything other than netting within a 
Transaction, whereas one version of alternative B contemplates cross-transactional 
netting on the expiry by effluxion of time of the last Transaction of any series 
regulated by the same Master Agreement.  To provide by implication for such netting 
would run directly counter to Section 2(c) in any case where no cross-transactional 
netting has been chosen. 

91. Thirdly, the sub-alternative within alternative B (namely that there is an obligation on 
the Non-defaulting Party to designate Early Termination on the expiry of the last 
Transaction regulated by the Master Agreement, with a consequential payment under 
Section 6), would be tantamount to Automatic Early Termination, whereas, in all the 
present Swaps, no such election has been made.  Furthermore it would (as already 
explained) not be “Early”, nor would the Market Quotation part of the Early 
Termination payment formula be operable. 

Unreasonable Exercise of Discretion 

92. Mr Trower QC for the Administrators referred me to a number of authorities in 
support of the general proposition that, in certain circumstances, a contractual power 
or discretion must not be exercised capriciously or irrationally: see in particularly Abu 
Dhabi National Tanker Co v. Product Star Shipping Co Ltd (No 2) [1993] 1 Lloyd’s 
Rep 397 at 404, Ludgate Insurance Co Ltd v. Citibank NA [1998] Lloyd’s Rep 221, at 
239 - 240 and Socimer International Bank Ltd v. Standard Bank London Ltd [2008] 1 
Lloyd’s Rep 558 at paragraph 60 to 66.  I accept that the exercise of a contractual 
discretion in circumstances which affect both parties to the contract may call for 
honesty, good faith, and even an exercise for the purposes for which the discretion 
was conferred.  It will nonetheless be a very rare case in which the apparently regular 
exercise of a purely contractual discretion can be successfully challenged, see per 
Brooke LJ in Ludgate Insurance at paragraph 35. 
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93. In the present case, the discretion in Section 6(a) of the Master Agreement was given 
by way of contractual right to the Non-defaulting Party, and was plainly to be 
exercised in such a way as the Non-defaulting Party considered best served its own 
interests, by way of a choice between alternative remedies arising out of its 
counterparty’s default.  I do not begin to understand how the respondents’ choice not 
to elect for Early Termination in relation to the Swaps under review in the present 
case can possibly be categorised as dishonest, in bad faith or exercised otherwise than 
for the purpose for which it was conferred.  In relation to the euro and sterling Swaps, 
since LBIE’s counterparties were in the money when LBIE’s default occurred, they 
may be expected to have had to make a payment in the market place for a replacement 
swap on precisely the same terms, against a speculative prospect of a refund by way 
of a Settlement Amount from LBIE if they elected for Early Termination.  In the 
event, each of the respondents has been vindicated in its decision not to elect for Early 
Termination by the subsequent fall in interest rates.  In the circumstances, the 
proposition that an election to do anything other than seek Early Termination 
amounted to a misuse of the Non-defaulting Party’s discretion strikes me as 
completely unarguable. 

ANTI-DEPRIVATION 

94. The anti-deprivation rule is the inelegant heading for a long established principle 
which: 

“is essentially based on the proposition that one cannot contract 
out of the provisions of the insolvency legislation which govern 
the way in which assets are dealt with in a liquidation.” 

(per Lord Neuberger MR in Perpetual Trustee Co Ltd v. BNY Corporate Trustee 
Services Ltd [2009] EWCA Civ 1160 [2010] 3 WLR 87, at paragraph 50).  As the 
modern cases including Perpetual show, it is a principle which is easy to state, but 
difficult to apply, in particular in relation to sophisticated dealings between modern 
financial and commercial entities.  This difficulty of application is best illustrated by 
the fact that, in British Eagle International Airlines Ltd v. Cie Nationale Air France 
[1975] 1 WLR 758, all their Lordships were in substantial agreement about the nature 
of the principle, but split 3/2 over its application, the minority agreeing with all the 
judges in the courts below. 

95. Although the rule serves a sound public policy objective, the jurisprudence about it 
has been disfigured by its tendency to throw up formalistic distinctions, such that its 
effect may easily be avoided (or, some would say, evaded) by clever draftsmanship 
without any underlying change in the economic reality between a structure which 
does, or does not, infringe the rule.  This is, again, illustrated by the ease with which 
IATA managed to avoid the outcome of British Eagle for the future, by a modest 
amendment to its regulations, such that the High Court of Australia was able to find 
that the rule was no longer contravened, in International Air Transport Association v. 
Ansett Australia Holdings Ltd [2008] HCA 3, in circumstances where the underlying 
economic realities between the participating airlines remained exactly the same. 

96. The modern trend has been to restrict rather than to broaden the ambit of application 
of the rule, for two reasons.  The first is that, in a corporate context, the increasingly 
sophisticated anti-avoidance provisions now in the Insolvency Act 1986 (“the Act”) 
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reduce the need for a general anti-avoidance principle originally developed to protect 
the much simpler bankruptcy legislation from evasion.  The second is that the 
uncertainties of the rule’s boundaries risk coming into conflict with the countervailing 
public policy in favour of contractual certainty and party autonomy in bona fide 
commercial arrangements: see Perpetual (supra) at paragraphs 57 to 58. 

97. The part of the insolvency legislation which the anti-deprivation rule exists mainly to 
protect is what is generally called the principle of pari passu distribution, namely that 
all the property owned by the company as at the commencement of its relevant 
insolvency process should, subject to the prior payment of preferential liabilities and 
expenses, be applied in satisfaction of its liabilities in proportion to the size of those 
liabilities: see Section 107 of the Act in relation to voluntary winding up and rule 
4.181(1) of the Insolvency Rules 1986 (“the Rules”) in relation to compulsory 
winding up.  A similar provision is now applicable in administration, where the 
administrators make a distribution to unsecured creditors pursuant to paragraph 65 of 
Schedule B1 to the Act: see Rule 2.69. 

98. There was some debate between counsel as to whether the anti-deprivation rule 
applied, in the context of an administration, with effect from the making of the 
administration order or from the (necessarily later) date upon which the administrators 
gave notice under Rule 2.68 of their intention to declare and distribute a dividend.  
The Administrators of LBIE have given such a notice, but only after LBIE had been 
in administration for over a year.  It is unnecessary for me to decide this question.  For 
present purposes, I shall assume, but without deciding, that Mr Trower for the 
Administrators is correct in his submission that the rule is to be applied in relation to 
property owned by the company at the time of the making of the administration order, 
rather than to its property as at some later date. 

99. Typically, an infringement of the rule in the context of the insolvency principle of 
pari passu distribution requires it to be shown that some part of the company’s 
property which it owned as at the date when its insolvency process commenced has by 
contract or other arrangement either (i) been taken away from the company or (ii) 
been subjected to a process of distribution to creditors other than as provided by the 
Act and Rules.  British Eagle may best be analysed as an example of the second of 
those alternatives.  The IATA clearing house system to which the insolvent company 
was a party was described by Lord Cross as a form of “mini-liquidation” which could 
not prevail over the statutory pari passu scheme: see [1975] 1 WLR 758 at 780H. 

100. The Administrators claim that Section 2(a)(iii) of the Master Agreement offends 
against the first limb of the rule, as I have described it.  Mr Trower’s submission ran 
as follows:  

(i) At the moment when LBIE went into administration on 15th September 2008 it 
was the owner, under each of the Swaps, of an asset consisting of a contingent 
liability owed by each of its counterparties, the contingencies being: 

(a) that floating interest rates should be such, on each of the outstanding payment 
dates in the relevant Confirmation, that a net sum was due from the 
counterparty to LBIE (i.e. that LBIE should be in the money); and 
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(b) that no Event of Default or Potential Event of Default had occurred and was 
continuing. 

(ii)     The operation of the condition precedent constituted by the requirement that 
there by no Bankruptcy Event of Default meant that, upon LBIE going into 
administration, it was (in all probability permanently) deprived of that asset, 
either for distribution to creditors pari passu, or for beneficial utilisation in the 
course of its administration. 

(iii)     It was no answer for the respondents to say that the condition precedent had 
existed from the moment when the asset (in the form of a contingent liability) 
was created.  That was equally true of the royalties in ex parte Mackay (1873) 
8 Ch App 643, approved in British Eagle and followed in Perpetual, in 
particular by Lord Neuberger MR at paragraph 67, with whom Longmore LJ 
agreed, at paragraph 99. 

101. Mr Trower sought to bolster his case by a submission that the rule is infringed 
wherever a party in a contractual relationship with a company gains an advantage 
from that company’s going into an insolvency process which it would not otherwise 
have enjoyed.  He described the freedom acquired by each of LBIE’s counterparties 
from having to pay very substantial sums to LBIE under the Swaps once floating rates 
fell below the agreed fixed rates as just such an advantage. 

102. I do not consider that the anti deprivation rule includes any such broad element within 
it.  It is commonplace for the insolvency of a contracting party to devalue its rights 
under the contract, and for the counterparty thereby to gain consequential benefits, 
under contractual provisions which do not infringe the rule. So broad a summary of 
the effect of the rule is entirely unsupported by any authority. 

103. In my judgment Section 2(a)(iii) of the Master Agreement (in both its 1992 and 2002 
forms) as incorporated into the five Swaps the subject matter of these proceedings 
does not contravene the anti-deprivation rule in relation to LBIE.  My reasons follow. 

104. Each of the Swaps conferred on LBIE contingent rights to receive payments from its 
counterparties on those payment dates specified in the various Confirmations as 
occurring after 15th September 2008.  The contingencies were broadly as Mr Trower 
describes them, namely that LBIE should be in the money (i.e. entitled on that date to 
receive a net payment under Section 2(a)(i) and (c)), and that there should not on 
those subsequent dates be a continuing Event of Default under Section 2(a)(iii). Those 
rights had always been subject to both those contingencies from the outset, that is, 
from the day of the making of each Swap. 

105. The nature of those rights did not change in any way on 15th September 2008.  In 
relation to most of the Swaps, LBIE was out of the money on the immediately 
following payment date, but due to the subsequent fall in interest rates the “in the 
money” contingency was thereafter satisfied in relation to all of them. 

106. LBIE remained contingently entitled to such net payments thereafter, for the duration 
of the agreed term of each Swap.  Nonetheless the second contingency, that there 
should be no continuing Event of Default was, from 15th September 2008 extremely 
unlikely ever to be satisfied.  There is, in reality, no significant prospect that LBIE 
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will either itself survive its administration, or that the benefit of any of the Swaps can 
in practice be transferred by LBIE to a non-defaulting assignee under the limited 
scope for assignment contained in each Swap.  That much is common ground. 

107. The critical question is whether the inclusion of that second contingency from the 
moment of the creation of the rights to net payments offends the anti-deprivation rule.  
I agree with Mr Trower that it is not enough, as the authorities presently stand, for the 
respondents to say merely that the rights were subject to that contingency from the 
outset.  That was the minority view of Patten LJ in Perpetual, at paragraph 135, but 
the majority did not feel able to accept it, because of its apparent inconsistency with 
the analysis in ex parte Mackay: see paragraph 67.  It is therefore necessary to 
understand from the three decisions of ex parte Mackay, British Eagle and Perpetual 
(by all of which I am bound) why it is that in some cases the creation ab initio of a 
flaw in the relevant asset does, and in other cases does not, fall foul of the anti-
deprivation rule.  In all three cases the right in question was a form of chose in action, 
namely a royalty right in ex parte Mackay, a debt in British Eagle and a security right 
in Perpetual.   

108. In my judgment the critical distinction which emerges from those and other cases may 
be expressed in the following way.  Where the asset of the insolvent company is a 
chose in action representing the quid pro quo for something already done, sold or 
delivered before the onset of insolvency, then the court will be slow to permit the 
insertion, even ab initio, of a flaw in that asset triggered by the insolvency process.  
By contrast, where the right in question consists of the quid pro quo (in whole or in 
part) for services yet to be to be rendered or something still to be supplied by the 
insolvent company in an ongoing contract, then the court will readily permit the 
insertion, ab initio, of such a flaw, there being nothing contrary to insolvency law in 
permitting a party either to terminate or adjust what would otherwise be an ongoing 
relationship with the insolvent company, at the point when it goes into an insolvency 
process. 

109. Examples of the former type are the royalty stream in ex parte Mackay, which was the 
quid pro quo for a patent sold outright by the person who later became bankrupt, and 
the debt owed by Air France to British Eagle, which was for services already rendered 
by British Eagle to Air France prior to the commencement of its winding up. 

110. Familiar examples of the latter category are leases and licences, where the right to 
enjoy the underlying asset accrues over time, in exchange, also over time, for payment 
of rent or fees, and which have always been terminable on bankruptcy without 
infringing the rule: see Perpetual at paragraph 64.  A more telling example is the 
security right enjoyed by LBSF under its swap agreement in priority to the note-
holders over collateral for which the note-holders had paid the price, and which was 
liable to be subordinated to the note-holders’ security in the event of LBSF’s 
insolvency.  That right was conferred in connection with a swap contract also 
governed by an ISDA Master Agreement, pursuant to which LBSF had ongoing 
obligations at the time when it went into Chapter 11 bankruptcy. 

111. As appears from Perpetual at paragraph 67, central to the decision of the majority was 
the fact that the provision for postponement of LBSF’s security on its bankruptcy (the 
“flip”) operated in relation to assets which had been acquired by money provided by 
the note-holders, and the flip was designed only to ensure that, on the failure of the 
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transaction, the note-holders would be repaid out of those assets before LBSF.  It was 
an ab initio adjustment to the ongoing relationship between LBSF and the note-
holders triggered by LBSF’s insolvency, but none the worse for that. 

112. Returning to the present case, the contingent rights to future net payments, as at 15th 
September 2008 enjoyed by LBIE under each of the Swaps were the quid pro quo not 
merely for services previously rendered to the Swap counterparties, but for the 
ongoing provision of an interest rate hedge.  LBIE’s insolvency was one of those 
events which, as described by Mr Firth in his book Derivatives: Law and Practice, 
was sufficient to undermine the basis of that ongoing relationship with its 
counterparties.  Reduced to its bare essentials, the condition precedent that there 
should be (inter alia) no Bankruptcy Event of Default was a provision designed to 
ensure that LBIE would only receive its quid pro quo for providing an interest rate 
hedge for as long as it was in a financial condition to be able to do so. 

113. In my judgment that analysis places the contingent rights of which the Administrators 
complain that LBIE has been deprived clearly on that side of the difficult dividing line 
which permits the parties to include, ab initio, an insolvency based flaw, without 
infringing the anti-deprivation rule.  For those reasons, the rule has not been infringed 
by Section 2(a)(iii) of the Master Agreement, as incorporated in the five Swaps in 
issue. 

114. I must however add two warnings by way of postscript.  The first is that this is a 
decision on these five interest rate Swaps, rather than one which may automatically be 
relied upon in relation to all possible circumstances in which an ISDA Master 
Agreement might be used.  It is essentially based upon a perception that interest rate 
swaps constitute an ongoing relationship between the parties to them, in which their 
rights to receive contingent net payments accrue from time to time as the quid pro quo 
for the provision of a continuing service.  It is perfectly possible that a different 
analysis might be appropriate where a Master Agreement was incorporated into some 
different kind of transaction. 

115.    The second warning is that, but for the concession that Section 2(a)(iii) operates, 
under these five Swaps, on a net rather than gross basis, analysed under the heading 
Gross/Net above, I might have concluded that if Section 2(a)(iii) operated so as to 
increase LBIE’s obligation on any future payment date from a net amount (after 
giving credit for the fixed rate payment due from the counterparty) to a gross amount, 
namely the whole of the floating rate amount, that might well have offended the anti-
deprivation principle, for the simple reason that it imposed a greater financial 
obligation on LBIE in favour of a particular creditor by reason of LBIE’s insolvency, 
than would otherwise have been imposed.  I have from start to finish suspected that 
the concession made by each of the respondents that these Swap agreements operate 
only on a net basis has been made for the specific purpose of avoiding that outcome.  
The concession that Section 2(a)(iii) operates in relation to these Swaps on a net basis 
means that LBIE will not on any payment date subsequent to 15th September 2008 be 
under any greater payment obligation to any of its counterparties than it would have 
been, had it not gone into administration. 

116.    I am invited, by reference to the Agreed List of Issues, to deal in addition with a 
particular timing point that arises as between LBIE and BEIG, from the fact that, on 
one view, LBHI suffered a Bankruptcy Event of Default shortly before LBIE did, 
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LBHI being LBIE’s Credit Support Provider under the BEIG Transaction.  I am 
asked, on assumed facts, to address the issue on the alternative assumptions that 
LBHI’s Bankruptcy Event of Default occurred either (i) before or (ii) at the same time 
as or (iii) after that incurred by LBIE. 

117.    On the view which I have taken of the anti-deprivation issue in relation to all five 
Swaps, it is unnecessary for me to decide this question.  Nonetheless, and against the 
risk that this matter goes further, I shall briefly express my view upon it. 

118.    In the event that LBHI’s Bankruptcy Event of Default preceded that of LBIE then, if I 
had otherwise been of the view that Section 2(a)(iii) deprived LBIE of anything, 
within the meaning of the rule, I would have concluded that the relevant deprivation 
had occurred before the commencement of LBIE’s administration, with the 
consequence that it owned no asset at the moment of its administration to which the 
rule could apply: see Perpetual at paragraphs 69 to 72, and because the rule is not 
triggered by the insolvency of a third party: see paragraph 73. 

119.    If the Bankruptcy Event of Default of LBHI was coterminous with that of LBIE, then 
it seems to me that the same result would follow.  LBIE would (on the present 
hypothesis) be deprived of property at what happened to be the moment of its 
insolvency, but not because of a provision which offended the anti-deprivation rule. 

120.   By contrast, if LBHI’s Bankruptcy Event of Default followed that of LBIE, then the 
reasoning of Patten LJ in Perpetual in paragraph 163 might at first sight suggest that a 
further deprivatory event after the onset of LBIE’s insolvency process would fall foul 
of the rule because, by then, the Insolvency Act regime had come into effect in 
relation to LBIE’s property.  Nonetheless, I consider that the result would still be the 
same as if LBHI’s bankruptcy had been simultaneous with that of LBIE.  The asset 
which LBIE owned as at the moment of its bankruptcy was a right to future payment 
which was always contingent upon there being no Event of Default in relation to  
LBHI on any subsequent payment date. That contingency might be unsatisfied, just 
like the contingency that LBIE should be in the money.  In neither case could the anti 
deprivation rule be offended merely because the contingent right to future payment 
continued to be subject to an unsatisfied condition precedent other than LBIE’s own 
bankruptcy.  

PENALTY 

121.  I can take this part of the Administrators’ case very shortly indeed.  The allegation is 
that Section 2(a)(iii) of the Master Agreement operates as a penalty when triggered by 
LBIE’s Bankruptcy Event of Default.  Before me, Mr Trower very sensibly conceded 
that I would be bound by the decision of the Court of Appeal in Associated 
Distributors Ltd v. Hall [1938] 2 KB 83, approved (obiter) in Campbell Discount Co 
Ltd v. Bridge [1962] AC 600, to conclude that the common law doctrine of penalty is 
inapplicable where the triggering event is not a breach of contract.  Since Mr Trower 
accepted that LBIE’s going into administration was, although a Bankruptcy Event of 
Default, not a breach of any of the Swap agreements, he readily accepted that the case 
as to penalty could not be pursued at first instance. 

FORFEITURE 
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122. I can be almost as brief in relation to this final part of the Administrators’ case.  The 
allegation is that the loss of LBIE’s right to contingent net payments occasioned by its 
Bankruptcy Event of Default was a forfeiture for which the court can grant relief.  
This case was not pursued at any length, and is in my judgment subject to two fatal 
objections.  The first is that a contingent right to net payments of money under a 
contract is not, even if it constitutes property in other respects, a type of property in 
respect of which the jurisdiction to grant relief from forfeiture exists.  The Swaps in 
issue in these proceedings are classic examples of the type of commercial transactions 
in relation to which the existence of a jurisdiction to relief from forfeiture would give 
rise to unacceptable uncertainties and fetters upon contractual rights: see 
Scandinavian Trading v. Flota Ecuatoriana [1983] 1 QB 529 per Robert Goff LJ at 
541 C to E, approved in Sport International v. Inter-Footwear Ltd [1984] 1 WLR 776, 
by the House of Lords. 

123. The second objection is that the condition precedent in Section 2(a)(iii) of the Master 
Agreement is not in any event a forfeiture, but a condition precedent: see by way of 
analogy Euro London Appointments v. Claessans International [2006] 2 Lloyd’s Rep 
436, per Lawrence Collins J at paragraph 44. 

CONCLUSIONS 

124.  I can therefore address the Agreed List of Issues, part of which I have set out above, 
as follows. 

Construction 

1) No. 

2) Not applicable. 

3) No. 

4) (1) No 

 (2) Yes, on a transaction by transaction basis. 

(3) No. 

Anti-Deprivation 

5) No. 

6) (1) Not necessary to decide. 

(2) Yes, but regardless whether it provides a benefit to the Non-defaulting Party. 

(3) No. 

  (4) Does not arise. 

Penalty/relief from forfeiture 
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7) No. 

8) Not applicable. 

9) No. 

10) (1) No. 

(2) Not applicable. 

(3) No. 

11) No. 

12) See the analysis in the judgment. 

13) Not applicable. 

Proving 

14) The respondent Non-defaulting Parties in the present case all acknowledge that, 
as at present, the netting of the payment obligations which have arisen since 15th 
September 2008 mean that they have no present right of proof against LBIE in 
respect of the Swap agreements.  LBIE is, on a net basis, heavily in the money 
under each of them. Further, in relation to such Swap agreements as have yet to 
reach their termination by effluxion of time, no rights of proof will arise unless 
changes in interest rates hereafter are so large that, even after giving LBIE credit 
for all the payments which would have been payable when LBIE was in the 
money, a net sum were still to be due to the respondent counterparty. Mr Fisher 
submitted that, even then, it would be necessary for the counterparty to waive the 
condition precedent constituted by LBIE’s continuing default.  I make no decision 
about that.  For the avoidance of doubt, it has not been argued or decided whether 
that condition precedent is capable of unilateral waiver by the Non-defaulting 
Party. 
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Judgment
Mrs Justice Andrews:  

 

1 The issue at the heart of this case is whether the Defendant (“the Bank”) validly 
exercised its contractual right to extend the term of a 5 year interest rate collar 
transaction (“the Collar”) for a further two years by giving notice to the Claimant 
(“Greenclose”) before 11am on 30 December 2011. The Collar was an interest rate 
hedging transaction that was entered into as a prerequisite to the Bank affording 
Greenclose loan facilities of £15 million under a Loan Agreement dated 5 October 
2006. Although the Loan Agreement pre-dates the Collar, drawdown was not 
permitted until the hedge was in place. 

2 In simple terms, a Collar combines two products to generate a maximum (cap) and 
minimum (floor) level of interest payable. The party seeking to hedge his exposure to 
the risk of interest rate movement simultaneously buys a cap from, and sells a floor to, 
the trading counterparty. If the base rate remains at or between those two levels the 
hedging party (in this case, the borrower) pays nothing to, and receives nothing from, 
the counterparty, (in this case, the lender). Thus if the Collar is entered into in order to 
hedge the interest payable under a variable rate loan, as it was in this case, the 
borrower continues to pay the lender that variable rate for so long as the base rate 
remains between the floor and the cap. If the base rate rises above the cap, the lender 
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pays the borrower the difference. If the base rate falls below the floor, the borrower 
pays the lender the difference. The risk of the base rate dropping below the floor is the 
price the hedging party has to pay for the trade. It is an alternative to paying an 
upfront premium, which explains why these products are sometimes referred to as 
“zero coupon”. Therefore, if the borrower is hedging at a time when interest rates are 
high, it is to his advantage to keep the floor level as low as possible.    

3 In order to determine the notice issue, I must construe the provisions of Section 12 of 
the 1992 ISDA Master Agreement (Multi Currency-Cross Border Form) read in 
conjunction with the other contractual documents including the Schedule to the 
Master Agreement and the transaction Confirmation. ISDA (which stands for the 
International Swaps and Derivatives Association) is a not-for-profit corporation 
incorporated in the State of New York. In Lomas and others v JFB Firth Rixon Inc 
and others (ISDA intervening) [2010] EWHC 3372 (Ch), [2011] 2 BCLC 120 at [7] 
Briggs J. noted that: 

“It has over 820 member institutions, including most of the world’s major 
institutions that deal in OTC derivatives, as well as businesses, government 
entities and other end users that rely on derivatives to manage the risks inherent 
in their core economic activities. Its primary purpose is to encourage the prudent 
and efficient development of privately negotiated derivatives business. For that 
purpose it has developed standard contractual wording and transaction 
architecture for market participants. This first occurred, historically, in relation 
to swaps. Since 1992 its standard terms have been used for numerous other types 
of derivatives, including pure contracts for differences, caps and floors. Thus, 
interest rate swaps are a sub-class of an original and still very important class of 
derivatives for which ISDA’s standard forms, and the master agreement in 
particular, are routinely used”.  

4 As Briggs J. went on to explain, at [8]: 

“The 1992 version of the Master Agreement was the first to be designed in a form 
applicable to derivatives other than just swaps, and to accommodate both 
financially and physically settled transactions. The 2002 version replicates many 
of the provisions of the 1992 version, but with adjustments based on lessons 
learnt since 1992, in particular from experience of periods of market turmoil in 
the late 1990s. Nevertheless the publication of the 2002 master agreement did not 
lead to its invariable use in preference to its predecessor.”  

In this case, the parties chose the 1992 form to govern the transaction, despite the fact 
that the effective date of the Collar was 4 January 2007.  

5 Given that this is a version of a standard form which is still in regular use as a 
template throughout the world, the way in which I determine the issues of 
construction is bound to have ramifications beyond this case. In particular, I have to 
decide whether the different means of giving notice set out in s.12 are mandatory or 
permissive, and whether the phrase “electronic messaging system” used in the 1992 
form embraces emails. Unfortunately, unlike Briggs J. (and the Court of Appeal) in 
Lomas v JFB Firth Rixon, I do not have the assistance of submissions from ISDA 
itself, and there has been no expert evidence on market practice.  
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6 If I conclude that the Bank did give notice which was effective to extend the term of 
the Collar, I then have to decide whether, as Greenclose alleges, there were any terms 
to be implied in the Collar that precluded the Bank from exercising its option in the 
circumstances in which it sought to do so. Greenclose submits that there were terms 
that: 

a) The Bank would not extend the Collar if extending was not reasonably 
necessary to protect Greenclose against interest rate fluctuations or 
rises so as to protect the Bank against the risk of Greenclose being 
unable to service its repayments under the Loan Agreement (“the 
Protection Condition”); 

b) The Bank would not extend the Collar if doing so would materially 
increase the risk of Greenclose being unable to service the loan and 
defaulting (“the Risk of Default Condition”);  

c) The Bank would act in good faith and/or in accordance with the 
principles of fair dealing (“the Good Faith condition”). 

In the light of the argument that there were implied terms, it is necessary to set out the 
factual background to the transaction in more detail than might otherwise have been 
sufficient. 

7 Greenclose is a family business which owns and operates three luxury hotels, two in 
the New Forest and one in Wales. It opened a Spa in one of the hotels, Careys Manor, 
in around August 2004, having spent around £5 million on the project. In large part 
due to the success of that venture, Greenclose has managed to cope with the adverse 
impact of the recession on the leisure industry. It currently employs around 350 
people and has a turnover of around £12 million per annum. The majority shareholder 
and managing director is Mr John Leach. In practice he is the man in overall charge of 
running the business with the assistance of, among others, the finance director Mr 
David Reynolds. Greenclose’s office is at Mr Leach’s home in Lymington, 
Hampshire, Pennington House.  Mr Leach is an astute and sophisticated businessman 
who follows the market movement of base rates and LIBOR. He was rightly described 
in one of the Bank’s internal emails as “capable of making an educated and informed 
decision on hedging”.   

8 In the late summer of 2005, Greenclose was looking to refinance its facilities with 
Allied Irish Bank. Mr Leach entered into discussions with the Bank, which seemed 
keen to solicit his custom. However, the Bank had concerns about Greenclose’s 
ability to service the debt, and initially turned down Greenclose’s application. Despite 
that initial setback, in January 2006 the Bank did agree to lend £1.5 million to Mr 
Leach personally, to be used to inject funds into Greenclose.  It took a charge over 
Pennington House as security. 

9 Negotiations for a 15-year term loan to Greenclose, coupled with an overdraft facility, 
continued through much of 2006.  In order to allay the Bank’s concerns about debt 
servicing, the Bank proposed that Greenclose should enter into some form of interest 
rate hedging product – a step referred to within the Bank as “Interest Rate 
Management” (“IRM” for short). Mr Leach was reluctant to commit Greenclose to an 
interest rate swap, which would fix the rate of interest, because he expected base rates 
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would peak and then fall. He did not want his business to be locked in to a high 
interest rate. The Bank made it clear at an early stage that some form of interest rate 
hedge was going to be a precondition of any agreement to provide the facilities to 
Greenclose.  Nevertheless, the Bank was prepared to allow Greenclose some 
flexibility in the choice of products and time of the hedging.  

10 On 24 May 2006, Mr Leach had a meeting with Mr Michael Harrison, then the 
designated senior commercial banking relationship manager, and Mr Matthew Jones, 
then an associate in the Bank’s UK Treasury Solutions division of the RBS Global 
Banking & Markets department, (“GBM”) based in their Bristol office. Mr Jones’ role 
was to meet clients and discuss interest rate risk management with them. He was also 
the interface between the client and the Bank’s trading desk, and the person to whom 
Mr Leach spoke on the telephone when he placed the order for the Collar and two 
subsequent IRM transactions. 

11 Mr Jones (who now works for one of the Bank’s competitors) gave evidence at the 
trial. He confirmed the favourable impression of him that I had formed on reading the 
documents, including the transcripts of tapes of his telephone discussions with Mr 
Leach. He is an intelligent, articulate, and highly conscientious young man.   

12 In May 2006 the base rate was 4.5% and seemed likely to rise. Mr Leach thought it 
unlikely that rates would move much in the short-term, though possibly there would 
be one rise (to 4.75%). He said he felt that Greenclose could cope relatively 
comfortably even in what he considered to be the unlikely event that base rates went 
up by 1%. He was concerned to secure the ongoing operations of Greenclose, whilst 
at the same time limiting the downside risk if base rates rose for a sustained period of 
time, particularly if they went above 6%, which he described at the meeting on 24 
May 2006 as an “Armageddon” scenario.  

13 On 2 June 2006, Mr Jones sent Mr Leach by email the first version of a paper he had 
prepared for Greenclose entitled “Interest Rate Risk Management Solutions”. It 
contained a summary of their discussions on 24 May and included full explanations 
of, and indicative quotes for, 10 year and 15 year base rate swaps, 10 year and 15 year 
base rate zero upfront premium Collars, and a real rate lock-in, incorporating a zero-
upfront premium RPI Collar. Mr Jones stated in the paper that this list was by no 
means exhaustive, and further alternatives could be looked into if required. Mr Jones 
also very properly and fairly pointed out that any contract with RBS Global Markets 
would be completely separate to the underlying loan, that there would be breakage 
costs associated with early termination, and that the levels quoted in his paper did not 
include the banking margin.  

14 Mr Jones assessed Mr Leach at the time as taking a responsible attitude to managing 
his IR risk, and thought that he demonstrated during the meeting a broad 
understanding of a number of economic issues. I agree with that assessment. I had the 
advantage of seeing and hearing Mr Leach giving evidence for many hours. Like Mr 
Jones, he was an impressive witness who gave his evidence in a frank and 
straightforward manner. It was plain that he had a good understanding of the various 
IRM products that he was offered by the Bank, (very fairly, he did not seek to suggest 
otherwise). Despite this, on every occasion when he was discussing them with Mr 
Leach, Mr Jones took considerable pains to spell out how those products worked. 
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15  On 5 June 2006 Mr Harrison sent Mr Leach a letter to say that the Bank’s Credit 
Committee had given its approval for the proposed facilities, and enclosing a 
Schedule outlining the main terms and conditions on which the Bank was prepared to 
provide the funding, whilst stressing that these were subject to completion of the 
Bank’s usual lending diligence procedures. The Schedule stated that “Interest rate 
hedging, to the Bank’s satisfaction, of minimum nominal amount of £10m for a 
minimum period of 10 years is a condition precedent of the facilities.” 

16 Mr Leach tried to persuade the Bank to remove the condition precedent, but he was 
unsuccessful. As he explained in his evidence: “I was not unhappy about the hedging, 
I was unhappy about the fact that hedging was a condition of the loan.”  The reason 
for this was that although he saw it as being in Greenclose’s and the Bank’s mutual 
interest that Greenclose should hedge, Mr Leach wanted some flexibility as to how 
and when Greenclose should do so. The Bank did its best to accommodate Mr Leach 
in this regard. On 8 September 2006 Mr Harrison sent him a letter which stated that 
the Bank understood his stance on wanting some flexibility on interest rate hedging in 
order to manage his responsibility of ensuring the best financial advantage for 
Greenclose. Mr Harrison said he was happy to confirm that the following arrangement 
was acceptable to the Bank: 

“ You will have full discretion to choose swaps, caps collars or other derivatives 
traded by our Financial Markets dealers 

 £5m of nominal debt hedging is entirely at your discretion 

 £5m of nominal debt is to be dealt on the day of first loan drawdown for a 
minimum 5 year period at a swap or cap rate of 6% or less 

 £5m is to be dealt at your discretion within three months from first drawdown 
or earlier if the 5 year LIBOR reaches 6%. 

…. 

We do need a signed ISDA in order to complete two or more interest hedging deals.” 

 

17 Although this was not expressed in the clearest of terms, Greenclose was still being 
required to hedge only £10 million of the £15 million nominal debt. The second of the 
bullet points was intended to signify that it was entirely up to Greenclose to decide 
whether it would also hedge the remaining £5 million. The Collar with which this 
case is concerned was entered into in order to satisfy the requirement in the third 
bullet point that £5 million of nominal debt be dealt on the first day of drawdown. 

18 By the time that letter was sent, Virginia Lynn of the Bank’s legal department had 
already sent a draft version of the 1992 ISDA Master Agreement by email to Mr 
Reynolds. She asked him to review the draft Schedule and let her know if he had any 
comments to make. Part 4 of the draft Schedule stated next to the heading “Addresses 
for notices or communications to Party B” in bold capital lettering and square 
brackets “PLEASE CONFIRM DETAILS”. Underneath the heading appeared the 
following: 
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Address: [there then followed the address of Pennington House] 

Attention: David Reynolds 

Telephone: [Greenclose’s office phone number] 

Fax: [left blank] 

It appears that this information was derived from an ISDA request document filled in 
by Mr Harrison. The one piece of contact information that Ms Lynn did not transpose 
from the request document to the draft Schedule was Mr Reynolds’ email address.  I 
do not consider this to have been an oversight, for reasons which will appear later in 
this judgment. 

19 The Loan Agreement, which was signed by the Bank on 2 October 2006 and by 
Greenclose on 5 October 2006, provided, by Clause 7.2: 

“The Bank shall furthermore not be obliged to make the Loan or any Tranche 
thereof available unless the following conditions are satisfied on the date on 
which the Loan is drawn: 

… 

(e) The Borrower has entered into an interest rate hedging instrument acceptable 
to the Bank at a level for a period and for a notional amount acceptable to the 
Bank”. 

20 After the Loan Agreement was signed, discussions continued between the parties as to 
the hedging instrument that Greenclose would enter into. On 25 October 2006, 
following a telephone conversation with Mr Leach, Mr Jones sent him an update of 
his paper on IRM solutions. This included indicative quotes for 5, 7 and 10 year base 
rate swaps and 5 and 10 year base rate collars. It also introduced a Bank extendable 
base rate collar, explaining that “RBS holds the sole right to extend the collar on the 
5th anniversary for a further 2 years at no cost. The collar then retains the same levels 
as for the first 5 years.” The indicative quotes made it clear that the floor of the 
extendable collar was a lower rate than the floor of the “vanilla” zero upfront 
premium collars. Mr Leach accepted in evidence that he understood at the time that 
the advantage of an extendable collar was that Greenclose got a lower floor than it 
would have done under a vanilla collar. He also understood that the quid pro quo for 
that lower floor was that the Bank would be given the power to extend the term of the 
transaction. 

21 By this time, the upward trend in interest rates had gone further than Mr Leach 
anticipated in May 2006, and there was a consensus that base rates would rise to 5% 
in November (as indeed they did). Mr Leach was still optimistic that UK rates would 
not go beyond 5.25%. However, in that financial climate, it was not feasible for 
Greenclose simply to purchase a cap, because it would have been too expensive. 
Given Mr Leach’s understandable antipathy towards fixed rate swaps, from his 
perspective the only realistic choice was between a vanilla collar and an extendable 
collar. This was not known to Mr Jones, who anticipated at the time that Mr Leach 
was most likely to choose a 5 year swap. 
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22 On 23 November 2006 Mr Leach told Mr Harrison that his lawyers had no issue with 
the ISDA form, and Mr Harrison gave Ms Lynn instructions to send Greenclose a 
formal copy for signature. Ms Lynn sent the execution copies to Greenclose under 
cover of a letter dated 29 November 2006 addressed to Mr Reynolds. The signed copy 
was returned by post to Ms Lynn under copy of a letter from Mr Leach’s secretary. 
The ISDA Master Agreement and the Schedule to it are both dated “as of 29 
November 2006”. The relevant part of Part 4 of the executed Schedule dealing with 
notices and other communications from the Bank to Greenclose was in identical terms 
to the draft Schedule quoted in paragraph 18 above. 

23 The scheduled date for drawdown under the Loan Agreement was Thursday 4 January 
2007.  At Mr Harrison’s suggestion, Mr Jones emailed Mr Leach on 22 December 
2006 giving him a quick market update, pointing out that the 5 year swap rate was 
moving upwards, and saying that he would pick up the phone to him in early January 
2012. On the morning of 3 January 2007 at 9.52am Mr Jones emailed Mr Leach the 
third version of his paper on IRM solutions, with indicative quotes for 5 and 7 year 
base rate swaps, 5 and 7 year base rate collars and a 5 year + 2 year base rate Bank 
extendable collar, based on the market that morning. As before, all the quotes for 
collars were capped at 6%. The floors were 5.35% for a vanilla 5 year collar, 5.25% 
for a vanilla 7 year collar and 5.10% for an extendable 5 year collar. As he had done 
in his previous paper, Mr Jones spelled out that the cost of the cap was reduced by 
accepting the floor, and that Greenclose could not take advantage of base rates below 
the floor.  

24 Mr Jones telephoned Mr Leach at 2.20pm the same day. Mr Leach said that he had 
seen Mr Jones’ email and had arranged a meeting to discuss it with Mr Reynolds in 
around half an hour. He asked if he could ring him back. Mr Jones asked if there were 
any matters Mr Leach wanted to discuss with him before he spoke to Mr Reynolds. 
Mr Leach observed that none of the products seemed hugely appealing. He thought 
that the market was near the top, that base rates were likely to go to 5.25% but he 
would be surprised if they went up again, and that his feelings about the market 
movements thus far had proved reasonably accurate. There was also some discussion 
about the floor rates. Mr Leach expressed surprise that they were so high.  

25 The transcript shows that the conversation then continued as follows: 

MJ:  Ok, if you think about it, if you do the swap you’d be at 5.48, if you did the 5 year 
collar you’d be at 5.35 on a 5 year basis, if you did a 7 year collar, you’d be at 5.25 
with that floor, which means that if we did have a base rate increase to 5 and a quarter 
you wouldn’t obviously pay an adjustment because you’d be at that 5 and a quarter, if 
you look at a hybrid between the two which was the extendable collar what that means 
is, um… 

JL   it gives you an option to renew 

MJ it gives us a one off right to extend it at the same levels for a further 2 years. Now if 
you think about a 5 year collar with the floor at 5.35 and a 7 year at 5.25, if you have a 
5 year, but potentially 7 years, we can get it down to 5.1, so that would mean obviously 
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at the moment, if in that example you’d be paying 10 basis points with base rates, 
because you would not benefit clearly from a funding rate below or base rate funding 
rate below 5.10, now if we went to 5 and a quarter we’d pay you 0.15, sorry, you 
would, I do beg your pardon, you would be at the 5 and a quarter level. 

JL  …which is where I think rates are going to go anyway 

MJ Yep, yep 

JL You know, so, it’s in a sense heads I lose and tails I lose 

MJ I mean the market I guess is where it is, if you, if you’re looking at the collars, if you’re 
looking at the extendable collar, just bear in mind obviously where that floor is if you 
give the bank the, not yourself, but the bank, obviously, the one off right to extend for a 
further 2 years, you know you still get the cap protection at 6% and we keep that floor 
in place at 5.1, you know on the 5th anniversary for another 2 years, then obviously 
allows us to give you a better, you know, reflect that flexibility we have if you like, in 
giving you a better floor rate, so if you want to get that floor rate down, then obviously 
that’s a way of doing that, but look at that in conjunction, you know, if you’re 
comparing the vanilla collars you can see obviously 5 years you’d be at 5.35 on the 
floor, 7 years at 5.25. 

JL No I do agree that the extendable one on the face of it, I mean it, you know, it um.. 

MJ  I think the thing about that is you’d be then obviously in 5 years time, we come to the 
end of 5 years, one of two things can happen, we could say, we’re not extending it 

JL  Base rates are 3% you say you’re going to extend it [laughs]. Base rates are at 8% you 
say must be joking… 

MJ  Yeah exactly, kind of, but what that, then think about what it’s giving you in the 
intervening 5 years, it means you’ve had you know a lower floor, like for like on that 5 
year swap or even indeed on that 7 year swap. 

JL  No, no, I agree, I mean of the three on offer I think that’s probably the best, the 
extendable, but um, it depends on where the cycle is doesn’t it, you know, I mean if you 
and me and the City are right in saying that probably they won’t go higher, I mean 
generally the market is seeing 5 and a quarter as top you know, it’s not seeing any 
higher than that…” 

26 It was clear that Mr Leach was still not keen on being forced to hedge to cover a 
scenario he did not expect to materialise, namely, base rates exceeding 6%, but he 
knew that he had no choice in the matter. It is equally clear that he understood that the 
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price of obtaining the lowest floor rate was granting the Bank the power to extend the 
collar. The conversation concluded with Mr Leach saying he thought he would be 
able to call Mr Jones back before 4 pm.  

27 When Mr Leach reverted a little later in the afternoon, the first thing he did was to 
query the floor rates he had been given. He said that he had obtained a lower quote 
(for the 5 year vanilla collar) from an alternative contact, of 5.25% instead of 5.35%. 
Mr Jones promised that he would double check the current market rates with his 
trader. He said he would do that once Mr Leach had made a decision on what he 
wanted to do. Mr Leach said he thought they might go with the extendable collar, 
because no one knew what would happen in 5 years’ time, but he wanted as good a 
deal as the Bank could get for Greenclose. Mr Jones then ran through the features of 
the extendable collar again. He said: 

“And just to confirm as well obviously it’s effectively could be a 7 year contract, 
so it runs for 5 years then on the 5th anniversary the Bank and not yourselves will 
look at it and decide whether or not we will extend it at exactly the same level so 
the same cap, same floor and same notional for a further 2 years that’s how it 
works. Are you, are you comfortable with that?” 

Mr Leach responded “yes, yes”. 

28 Having spoken to the trader, Mr Jones rang back at 15.25pm and told Mr Leach that 
he was able to get the floor on the extendable collar down to 5.07%. Mr Leach said he 
would go with that. Mr Jones then ran through the trade yet again. He spelt out that on 
the fifth anniversary the Bank had the right but not the obligation to extend the trade 
on the same levels for a further two years. It was set against average quarterly base 
rates with a cap at 6% and a floor at 5.07%. This meant that Greenclose was giving up 
the right to benefit from any base rate below 5.07%. In response to that explanation, 
Mr Leach said “yes”. Mr Jones then stressed that at all levels he was talking about 
base rates and not including the banking margin, and he reiterated the exposure to 
breakage costs on early termination. He asked Mr Leach if he was happy with that and 
Mr Leach said that he was.  

29 Mr Jones then asked Mr Leach for his fax number so that he could fax him the post 
trade confirmation to sign and fax back to the Bank’s London office. Mr Leach gave 
him the fax number and Mr Jones said that a final confirmation would follow in the 
post, which would also require Mr Leach’s signature.  After confirming again that the 
trade was on a notional amount of £5 million across the term, Mr Jones then went 
away to execute the order. 

30 It is evident from these exchanges that Mr Leach knew exactly what sort of product 
he was buying into and what the advantages and disadvantages were. Although his 
comment “Base rates are 3% you say you’re going to extend it… Base rates are at 
8% you say must be joking” was of a jocular nature, the comment demonstrates an 
appreciation by Mr Leach that the Bank was likely to exercise its right to extend if the 
market conditions were in its favour in five years’ time, i.e. if base rates had moved 
below the floor. Of course, at the time of the transaction, neither party could have 
foreseen that base rates would have dropped anywhere near as low as they did. 
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31 It was obvious from the terms in which he reported the transaction to the rest of his 
team within Global Markets that Mr Jones thought he had done a deal which was 
good for the client and good for the Bank, which was what he had hoped to achieve. I 
reject any suggestion that Mr Jones was trying to persuade Mr Leach to favour the 
extendable collar, let alone that he was doing so in order to increase the Bank’s 
commission. Mr Jones set out the three types of product, gave a fair explanation of 
each of them, and in their discussions he did no more than point out what Mr Leach 
was perfectly capable of working out for himself, namely, that the deal with the 
lowest floor, and thus the cheapest for Greenclose, was the extendable collar. When 
base rates went up only a few days later, Mr Jones’ view that the deal was a good one 
for Greenclose was shared by Mr Leach and Mr Reynolds. Thus, for example, when 
Mr Jones spoke to Mr Reynolds on 6 February 2007 to find out when Greenclose 
planned to execute the next IRM hedge, Mr Reynolds commented that it was “a 
shame we didn’t do more on the last one.”   

32 The post-transaction acknowledgment arrived by fax at 16.34pm on 3 January 2007, 
and Mr Leach sent the signed copy back as directed at 17.12. The formal transaction 
Confirmation, which is dated 3 January 2007, was posted by the Bank to Greenclose’s 
office on or after 8 January, at Mr Jones’ direction, and marked for the attention of Mr 
Leach. He signed and returned the copy marked “File Copy” as requested.  

33 The Confirmation, like the Schedule to the Master Agreement, expressly incorporated 
the definitions and provisions contained in the 2000 ISDA Definitions. It continued: 

“This Confirmation supplements, forms part of, and is subject to, the 1992 ISDA 
Master Agreement dated as of 29 November 2006, as amended and supplemented 
from time to time (“the Agreement”) between yourselves and [the Bank]. All 
provisions contained in the Agreement govern this Confirmation except as 
expressly modified below.” 

34 The Termination Date was defined as “04 January 2012, subject to adjustment in 
accordance with the Modified Following Business Day Convention”. I need not 
consider the Modified Following Business Day Convention for the purposes of this 
judgment because, in the event, all relevant dates were business days.  Under the 
heading “other provisions” the Confirmation stated, so far as is material: 

“[The Bank] have the right but not the obligation to amend the Termination Date 
of this Transaction to 04 January 2014 (the “Extended Termination Date”)…..by 
giving notice to [Greenclose] by 11.00am London time on 30 December 2011…. 

If [the Bank] exercise such right, the Transaction shall be extended with effect 
from and including the Termination Date to and including the Extended 
Termination Date.” 

35 The Bank’s ability to extend the term of the contract was described in the 
Confirmation as a “right to amend the Termination Date of this Transaction.” There 
was some debate at the trial as to whether it was correct to characterise this right as a 
contractual option, or whether it was an irrevocable unilateral offer by Greenclose to 
vary the Termination Date which was capable of acceptance by giving notice to 
Greenclose, or neither of the above. However, I doubt if the correct jurisprudential 
characterisation makes any significant difference to the way in which I should 
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approach the notice issue. It is plain that, as a matter of contract, the Bank could only 
exercise its right to change the Termination Date to 4 January 2014 by giving notice 
to Greenclose by 11am on 30 December 2011.  

36 It follows that if, on its true construction, the contract mandated the methods by which 
such a notice to extend was to be given, then the Bank would have to give notice by 
any prescribed method, and it would have to follow the contractual requirements 
strictly. Failure to do so would render the notice ineffective to extend the Collar. That 
appeared to be common ground, and there is ample authority to support that approach: 
see e.g. Lord Hoffmann’s famous example in Mannai Investment Co Ltd v Eagle Star 
Life Assurance Co Ltd [1997] AC 749 at 776: 

“If the clause had said that the notice had to be on blue paper, it would have been 
no good serving a notice on pink paper, however clear it might have been that the 
tenant wanted to terminate the lease.” 

37 On the other hand, if there was no contractual restriction on the methods of giving 
notice, Mr Mitchell QC submitted that it was unnecessary for the notice to have 
actually come to the attention of anyone at Greenclose, so long as it was available to 
be read before 11am. Mr Auld QC submitted that if the notice provisions in the 
agreement are permissive, and a method was used that was outside the specified 
categories which deem notice to be effective even if the recipient does not see it (or in 
some cases, does not even receive it) it was necessary for the notice to have been 
actually communicated to Greenclose by 11am. For reasons that will appear later in 
this judgment I prefer Mr Auld’s analysis of what these contracting parties intended. 

38 The Bank’s primary case is that it gave notice by sending an email to Mr Leach at 
9.45am on 30 December 2011. The email was followed by a voicemail message left 
on Mr Leach’s mobile phone by Mr Russell Tew (who had sent the email) at 9.59am. 
The Bank’s fallback position is that the voicemail message was itself a notice, though 
it is clear from his evidence that Mr Tew did not intend it to be anything other than a 
courtesy call to inform the customer that a notice had been sent.  

39 Although the Bank contends that it is unnecessary to prove that the email was read or 
the message was listened to before 11am, Mr Mitchell has invited me to find that as a 
matter of fact, Mr Leach listened to the message and read the email before the 
deadline. Mr Leach denies this. His evidence is that he was unaware of the email and 
did not listen to the message until the following day.  Much of Mr Mitchell’s 
extensive cross-examination of Mr Leach was directed towards undermining his 
credibility on that issue. In the light of this factual dispute, I will set out the material 
facts surrounding the Bank’s purported exercise of its right to amend the termination 
date, before construing the notice provisions in the Collar.  

40 In November 2011 Greenclose was asking the Bank for a renewal of its existing 
facilities, an increase in its overdraft, and/or deferral of the capital element of its loan 
repayments to assist its cashflow and to enable it to carry out some refurbishment over 
the winter months. In support of that application, Mr Reynolds provided the Bank 
with a budget for 2012. By then, base rates had plummeted to 0.5%, well below the 
floor of the Collar. The Collar was not serving the purpose for which it had been put 
in place, namely, protecting Greenclose (and the Bank) against the risk that base rates 
would rise to 6% or above. It was costing Greenclose around £57,000 per quarter: that 
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is the figure which appears in the quarterly “reset confirmation” sent by the Bank to 
Greenclose by fax on 9 December 2011 to inform it of the amount due for payment 
under the Collar.  

41 On 18 November 2011 Mr Alan Bufton, who had taken over from Mr Harrison as the 
relationship manager, warned Mr Reynolds in an email that he should budget for the 
Collar to be extended and amend his cashflow forecast accordingly. Thereafter, Mr 
Leach sought to persuade the Bank not to extend the Collar. He argued that an 
extension of the existing instrument offered Greenclose no protection and was 
extremely expensive, for no benefit. Within the Bank, the decision was one for GBM, 
and specifically the traders, to take. In December 2011 Mr Bufton forewarned GBM 
that the customer was going to ask the Bank to set aside the extension. The two 
people with whom he corresponded were Mr Tew and his colleague Mr Rishin Patel, 
both of whom occupied similar positions to that of Mr Jones, though they were based 
in the London office.  

42 Prior to November 2011, Mr Tew had not been involved in matters pertaining to 
Greenclose. However, since Mr Patel was due to be away on holiday at the end of 
December 2011, it was Mr Tew’s responsibility to give the notice of extension if the 
trader on the GBM trading desk, Mr Bob Goodfellow, decided to exercise the Bank’s 
contractual right to extend the Collar.  This seemed virtually inevitable, given that 
internal documents indicate that the Bank was “out of the money” on its own book of 
business despite being heavily “in the money” vis a vis Greenclose on this individual 
Collar. 

43 On 9 December 2011 Mr Tew sent an email to Mr Bufton in these terms: 

“Alan - on 30th December GBM will need to contact the customer to inform them 
of the intention to extend the collar. Under the terms of the agreement this will be 
done via fax. Can you please provide me with the clients: 
 
Name:  
Email address:   
Phone number:  
Fax number: 
so that we can get hold of the client in the Christmas week…” 

44 Despite the impression given in that email, Mr Tew had not checked the terms of the 
ISDA Master Agreement or the Schedule. Indeed, he never checked it. Mr Tew 
always intended to give notice by fax; he decided to do so for no other reason than 
that it was a standard method of communication with the Bank’s customer base. He 
had no idea that there was no fax number in the Schedule or that the only contact for 
Greenclose named in the Schedule was Mr Reynolds. 

45 It appears that, despite a reminder, Mr Bufton did not respond to Mr Tew’s request for 
contact details for the client. On 13 December 2011 Mr Tew sent an email to Mr 
Bufton stating: “With regards the extension of the Greenclose collar we will contact 
the client (Catherine and John Leach) at…” [he then set out Greenclose’s office fax 
number and telephone number]. He asked Mr Bufton to let him know if the numbers 
were incorrect, failing which he would assume they were correct. Mr Bufton 
confirmed that they appeared correct. Mr Patel obtained Mr Leach’s email address 
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from someone in Mr Bufton’s department on 23 December, and forwarded it to Mr 
Tew by email on 28 December. 

46 Mr Leach’s concerns about the renewal of the Collar were debated at the Bank’s 
December Credit Forum, but the decision was left with GBM. On 20 December 2011, 
Mr Bufton wrote to Greenclose to communicate the decision of the Credit Forum to 
refuse both the request to increase the overdraft facility and the request for loan 
repayment relief, but to agree to the renewal of existing facilities. Mr Bufton said in 
the letter that Mr Leach’s views on the extension had been shared with his colleagues 
in GBM who exercised the final decision but that he would “strongly suggest that you 
work to the premise that the Collar in question will be extended and that you will be 
notified as such on 30th December. Whilst nothing is certain, the extension looks 
highly likely”.  

47 That letter did not arrive until 28 December 2011, but its contents did not come as a 
surprise to Mr Leach, because in the intervening period Mr Leach had received, read 
and digested an email from Mr Patel which was sent to him at 12.38pm on 23 
December. The material part of the email said: 

“Next week, we will be sending you written notice for the extension of the 
termination date of the current hedge (IRG 14654731) you have with us. I have 
attached a copy of the original trade confirmation for your reference. The notice 
will be sent to you on the 30th December 2011 no later than 11.00 am London 
time and the extension of the termination date execution will take place on the 4th 
January 2012.”  

[emphasis added] 

48 Greenclose’s offices shut every year at around midday on the last working day before 
Christmas, and re-open on the first business day after New Year. The evidence of Mr 
Leach, supported by the evidence of Mr Reynolds, is that Mr Leach turned on his “out 
of office” automated response to emails on the morning of Friday 23 December 2011 
just before midday, after which they had some pre-Christmas drinks and nibbles and 
the office then closed for the Christmas vacation at around 12.15pm. The “out of 
office” remained switched on throughout the vacation until the office opened again on 
3 January 2012, although Mr Leach was in and out of the office in the intervening 
period. Thus when Mr Tew’s email was sent to Mr Leach’s email address on 30 
December 2011 it would have generated an automatic “out of office” response.  

49 The question whether the “out of office” message was switched on by Mr Leach on 
23 December 2011 is of minor significance, given that Mr Leach accepts that he saw 
and read Mr Patel’s email of 23 December 2011 shortly after it was received in his 
inbox. Indeed he forwarded it at 12.59 that day to two of his trusted advisors, Mr 
Haycocks and Mr Marrow, under cover of an email expressing his frustration and 
disappointment at the absence of any response from the Bank to his requests for 
extension of the overdraft facilities and postponement of capital repayments, and 
stating that he was not prepared to accept the hedging without a fight because he 
found the Bank’s action “totally exploitative and unacceptable”. However, the Bank 
contends that Mr Leach’s evidence that the “out of office” response was operating on 
30 December 2011 should not be accepted, and that it adversely affects the credibility 
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of his evidence as to when he first saw Mr Tew’s email and heard the voicemail 
message sent and left respectively on that date. 

50 Mr Leach plainly had no independent recollection of switching the “out of office” 
message on. He candidly admitted that he did not habitually turn on his “out of office” 
whenever he was away from the office. The impression that I formed from his 3rd 
Witness Statement and his evidence in cross-examination was that Mr Leach was 
certain that his “out of office” message was turned on when the Bank purported to 
give notice by email on 30 December 2011, but his belief that he switched it on on 23 
December 2011 was heavily reliant upon Mr Reynolds’ recollection of events. 

51 Mr Reynolds’ evidence was that in the late morning of 23 December 2011, Mr Leach 
(who admitted he is not as computer literate as Mr Reynolds) contacted Mr Reynolds 
to ask him to check that his “out of office” message was working, and Mr Reynolds 
sent him a test email which generated the “out of office” response.  Mr Reynolds 
thought it was most likely that this contact was by telephone from Mr Leach’s office 
to Mr Reynolds in the downstairs office. The response read as follows: “The office is 
closed untill [sic] Tuesday 3rd January 2012. I will not be picking up emails during 
this holiday.” Mr Reynolds noted that, unlike his own standard “out of office” 
message, Mr Leach’s automated response said that the office was closed. He decided 
that he would alter his own “out of office” message to mirror the wording of Mr 
Leach’s message, and did so. Unlike Mr Leach, Mr Reynolds generally switched on 
his “out of office” message whenever he was going to be away. After the Christmas 
drinks, Mr Reynolds went off to meet his wife for further pre-Christmas celebrations 
at around 12.15. Thereafter they went off on holiday, as it happened, to one of 
Greenclose’s hotels. Mr Reynolds returned to supervise the accounting staff dealing 
with the payroll on the morning of 28 December 2011, but that was a quick visit, and 
he was not officially back from holiday until Tuesday 3 January 2012.  

52 Mr Reynolds explained in cross-examination that this was his actual recollection of 
what happened when he was first asked about the matter two or three months after the 
event. He added that “as of today, yes, it might be different.”  Neither the test message 
nor the “out of office” response to it has been disclosed by Greenclose. Mr Leach and 
Mr Reynolds both gave evidence that they assumed that they had been permanently 
deleted; Mr Reynolds gave evidence about the efforts made by Greenclose’s IT 
advisers to find the messages without success.  

53 Mr Leach forwarded Mr Patel’s email of 23 December 2011 to Mr Reynolds on 28 
December by email timed at 9.00am. That email was received by Mr Leach after Mr 
Reynolds had departed for his Christmas holiday, which explains why Mr Leach did 
not forward it to Mr Reynolds’ email address immediately on 23 December. Mr 
Reynolds’ mobile was not set up to receive such data, so there was no point in his 
doing so. Unless Mr Reynolds had already got in to the office, and switched his own 
automated “out of office” off before Mr Leach’s message was sent to him on the 
morning of 28 December 2011, there should have been an automated response from 
him to Mr Leach’s email if his recollection is correct. Again, no such response been 
disclosed by Greenclose. 

54 The Bank’s case is that Mr Leach’s “out of office” auto response cannot have been 
switched on from 23 December 2011 until 3 January 2012 because if it had been, both 
Mr Patel and Mr Tew would have received “out of office” responses to their emails 
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sent to Mr Leach’s email address on 23 December 2011 and 30 December 2011, and 
these responses would have been captured and retained on the Bank’s then recently-
introduced journaling system even if they had been “double deleted”, i.e. deleted from 
the recipient’s inbox and then from the “deleted items” folder.  Mr Patel was not 
called to give evidence that he received no “out of office” response. Mr Tew’s 
evidence was that he did not recall receiving an out of office response to his email of 
30 December 2011 and did not believe that he got one.  

55 Mr Hood, a Messaging Services Manager within the Bank, gave evidence of searches 
carried out by two named employees of the technology services division that retrieved 
all the entries on the journaling system that captured and retained the emails sent to 
and received by Mr Patel on 23 December 2011 and the emails sent to and received 
by Mr Tew on 30 December 2011, which were then forwarded to the Bank’s 
solicitors. Mr Hood said he was informed by the solicitors that they had been unable 
to find the “out of office” emails from Mr Leach on either date. However, the 
journaling system retrieved automated “out of office” responses that were received in 
Mr Patel’s and Mr Tew’s inboxes on 23 and 30 December 2011 respectively from the 
computer of Mr Bufton, to whom their emails to Mr Leach on those dates had been 
copied. It apparently failed to pick up any external “out of office” responses received 
in Mr Patel’s inbox on 23 December 2011.  

56 It is important to note that the Bank chose to call no expert evidence, and that Mr 
Hood was tendered as a witness of fact. Given that his evidence about the searches 
and their results was at best second-hand, it was of very limited assistance, and any 
opinions he expressed are inadmissible. The problem with Mr Hood’s evidence is that 
the Court has no means of knowing how thorough the searches were, or how effective 
the journaling system was in capturing data. I find it significant that no “out of office” 
was disclosed by the Bank from Mr Patel, to whom Mr Tew’s email of 30 December 
2011 to Mr Leach was also copied, and whose absence from the office on 30 
December 2011 had led to Mr Tew being responsible for giving the notice. It is 
inherently unlikely that a bank employee would go away on holiday without 
switching on his “out of office” message, and such a message should have appeared in 
Mr Tew’s inbox along with Mr Bufton’s. Yet the Bank produced no such message 
from the journaling system, and no evidence from Mr Patel. On the evidence before 
me, the only “out of office” response captured in Mr Tew’s inbox on 30 December 
2011 was Mr Bufton’s. 

57 If the automated responses had been sent from Mr Leach’s computer to Mr Patel’s 
and Mr Tew’s computers, Mr Hood said he doubted that they would have been 
filtered out as “spam” because other emails from Greenclose had got through without 
difficulty, but he accepted that they might have been held up in transmission for some 
reason. Another possible explanation for the alleged non-receipt of the “out of office” 
message, accepted by Mr Hood (though it was not explored in evidence with Mr 
Leach) is that in error his “out of office” email was set up to respond to internal 
emails only; but like Mr Hood’s evidence about the “spam” filter, that is pure 
speculation. I mention it only by way of demonstrating that even if the “auto 
response” was not captured by the journaling system, or did not reach Mr Patel’s or 
Mr Tew’s inboxes, it does not necessarily follow that one can conclude on the balance 
of probabilities that it was not set up or sent. It would be dangerous to draw the 
conclusion merely from the failure of the Bank’s searches to turn up the “out of 
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office” responses from Mr Leach, coupled with their success in finding internal “out 
of office” responses from Mr Bufton, that Mr Leach’s evidence is unreliable, 
particularly since the searches appear to have failed to turn up Mr Patel’s “out of 
office” response. Moreover, it is odd that no external “out of office” emails were 
picked up in Mr Patel’s inbox for the whole of 23 December 2011, which was the 
Friday before Christmas.   

58 Whenever the Court has to resolve a conflict of this nature it is important to evaluate 
it against the inherent probabilities and the contemporaneous evidence (or lack of it). 
So far as the inherent probabilities are concerned, if an “out of office” response was 
turned on at any point during the Christmas holidays, it is far more likely to have been 
turned on before Christmas, or at least before New Year, than on 2 January, the day 
before the office was officially due to re-open. If 23 December was the last working 
day, that is the most likely date on which it would have been turned on. 

59 Moreover, Mr Leach had become seriously ill with Norovirus at the beginning of 
December 2011; so ill that his planned open heart surgery had to be postponed from 9 
December to late January 2012. Although the Greenclose offices are physically 
located within Mr Leach’s home, his illness made it less likely that he would be doing 
much work or dropping in to the office on a regular basis during the vacation period. 
Thus there was a good reason for him to set up an “out of office” message warning 
people seeking to get in touch with him over the vacation period that the office was 
shut for the duration and he would not be picking up emails; all the more so if Mr 
Reynolds was going to be physically absent for almost the whole of that time. That 
was one of the reasons given by Mr Reynolds for recalling that the “out of office” was 
set up on 23 December 2011 when he was first asked about it. 

60 It is also inherently likely that documents of this nature, particularly test messages, 
would be permanently deleted from the computer system of the sender or recipient if 
there was no particular reason to keep them, so the absence of documents from 
Greenclose’s computer records is not a particularly strong point in itself.  There has 
been no expert evidence about Greenclose’s or the Bank’s computer systems and the 
ability or otherwise to retrieve such information from the metadata. Mr Reynolds was 
far from sure that the Greenclose backup system would have captured these emails, 
and in any event he said it was overwritten on a cyclical basis. On the other hand, it is 
less likely that the automated responses were sent if they do not appear on the Bank’s 
journaling system – provided that it was working correctly. This particular Bank has 
had notorious problems with its IT in the past, though there was no evidence one way 
or the other about the operational effectiveness of the journaling system. One message 
may have got lost or delayed in transmission, but it seems improbable that both would 
have done, as they were supposedly sent a week apart, and to different recipients.  

61 So far as the contemporaneous documents are concerned, two are of particular 
significance. One is the only automated “out of office” reply produced by Greenclose 
in disclosure from the whole of the Christmas and New Year period. It is a response 
to an untitled email sent to Mr Leach by his secretary, Sarah Boullier, on the morning 
of the extra New Year Bank Holiday, Monday 2 January 2012. The automated reply 
was sent at 11.35 am, in the terms I have already quoted (including the typographical 
error). It was found by Mrs Boullier in her “deleted items” folder and forwarded by 
her to Mr Leach on 8 March 2012. The email of 2 January 2012 from Mrs Boullier to 
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Mr Leach to which it responded has not been found. The subject matter was left 
blank. 

62 If that document is genuine (and Mr Mitchell very properly did not contend 
otherwise) the latest that Mr Leach could have set up the “out of office” automatic 
reply was on the morning of 2 January 2012. On the Bank’s case it would have had to 
have been set up on that date, because it says there was no automated response to Mr 
Tew’s email of 30 December 2011, and the period in between was the New Year 
weekend. Moreover, Mrs Boullier had sent Mr Leach at least two emails on 28 
December 2011. If the “out of office” response had been switched on by then, her first 
email to Mr Leach should have generated the auto response, but the Bank’s contention 
(again unsupported by expert evidence) is that subsequent emails from her to Mr 
Leach (including the 2 January 2012 email) would not have done, because the system 
assumes that the sender of the email will not need telling twice that the recipient is not 
there.  

63 If that hypothesis is correct (though in the absence of expert evidence I cannot safely 
assume that it is), then if the auto response had been switched on before 28 December 
2011, either (a) the auto response was switched off and on again in the intervening 
period, (which does not accord with Mr Leach’s recollection, and seems inherently 
unlikely) or (b) the message from Mrs Boullier on 2 January 2012 that generated the 
response was sent from a different email address, (which does not appear to have been 
the case, even though she sent it from out of the office). Yet, if the 2 January 2012 
“auto response” email is genuine, Mr Mitchell was unable to afford me any plausible 
explanation for why Mr Leach would have turned on his “out of office” response for 
the first time on the morning of 2 January. Even if Mrs Boullier was sending Mr 
Leach a test message, there was no reason for him to have wanted his secretary to 
send him a test message that morning to check that the “out of office” was working, 
unless he believed it was already switched on. Moreover, he is unlikely to have asked 
Mrs Boullier to check that it was working if, as Mr Reynolds attested, he had already 
checked that with him. 

64 If the Bank’s assertion about how “auto response” messages work is correct, the 
communications between Mrs Boullier and Mr Leach by email on the morning of 28 
December 2011 would appear to demonstrate that Mr Leach cannot have set up his 
automated response on 23 December and kept it on throughout the holidays. 
However, that does not mean that his evidence about it being set up before 30 
December 2011 and operative on that date is mistaken. The conversation between Mr 
Leach and Mr Reynolds leading to the setting up and checking of the auto response 
could have taken place on the morning of 28 December 2011, when they were both in 
the office, and not on 23 December, as they now believe it did. Although Greenclose 
was officially closed for business, 28 December 2011 was the next business day after 
23 December because 27 December was an extra bank holiday.  

65 Mrs Boullier’s time sheet indicates that she worked until 11.40am on 28 December 
2011. Her last email sent to Mr Leach that morning is timed at 11.34. It is plausible 
that Mr Leach would want to set up an “auto response” before the New Year break, 
especially if he had overlooked it on the previous Friday; and it seems likely that Mr 
Leach would have asked Mr Reynolds, who was in the office, to check that he had set 
the message up correctly on his computer, especially if Mr Leach’s PA had gone 
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home. Mr Reynolds’ recollection that this conversation occurred in the late morning 
also fits that scenario. 

66 At the time that the “out of office” response of 2 January 2012 was sent to Mrs 
Boullier, no issue had yet been raised about the validity of the 30 December 2011 
email notice of extension which, by this time, Mr Leach had read. It was not until 
after Mr Leach had complained to the Bank (in an email sent to a senior official, Mr 
Armbrister, on 3 January 2012) that he forwarded Mr Tew’s email of 30 December 
2011 to Mr Haycocks for his comments, on 4 January 2012. Mr Haycocks’ first 
comment was “interesting to know if legally they notified us on time”. The response is 
the second of the significant documents. At 15.47pm the same day, Mr Leach emailed 
the relevant provisions of the ISDA Master Agreement (which had been forwarded to 
him by Mr Reynolds) to Mr Haycocks. He stated in that email “My email was in “out 
of office” mode and it stated that the office was closed and I would not be picking up 
emails over the period. Interesting!”  

67 Mr Haycocks responded: “Very interesting! Need a lawyer’s interpretation!” to which 
Mr Leach responded “A bit “last resort”!” – indicating that Mr Leach was privately 
far from convinced that the “out of office” message would assist Greenclose. Thus, 
within a week of the date on which the notice of 30 December 2011 was sent, (but 
some weeks before Mrs Boullier retrieved the 2 January 2012 email from her 
“deleted” folder), Mr Leach was telling Mr Haycocks that his email was in “out of 
office” mode on 30 December 2011 – though unsurprisingly he did not tell him the 
date on which he switched it on. He had no reason to say that to Mr Haycocks if it 
was untrue; and if he had not switched the “out of office” response on until 2 January 
2012, he could hardly have forgotten about that or got muddled about the dates only 
two days afterwards.  

68 As Mr Mitchell went to great lengths to demonstrate with Mr Leach, it was not until 
much later, in a letter dated 29 March 2012, that Greenclose’s solicitors formally 
raised any point on the validity of the notice. The fact that the validity of the notice 
was not yet in issue in January 2012 undermines any suggestion that Mr Leach made 
up a story about the “out of office” message being switched on prior to 30 December 
2011, because he had no reason to make it up at a point when it was of no apparent 
significance to his dispute with the Bank. So the 4 January email to Mr Haycocks is 
powerful near-contemporaneous evidence that the “out of office” auto response was 
indeed switched on by Mr Leach some time before 30 December 2011.  

69 Therefore, both the inherent probabilities and the contemporaneous documents 
emanating from Greenclose are consistent with the evidence of Mr Leach that on 30 
December 2011, the “out of office” automated message was switched on and would 
have been sent out in response to emails received in Mr Leach’s inbox, including Mr 
Tew’s email, and I find as a fact that it was. The fact that for reasons unknown the 
Bank’s journaling system appears to have failed to capture the message in Mr Tew’s 
inbox is insufficient to rebut that evidence.   

70 My impression of Mr Leach and Mr Reynolds in the witness box played no part in my 
conclusion, but it reinforces it. I have no doubt that both of them were doing their 
honest best to assist the Court. Neither was evasive in cross-examination, and Mr 
Leach readily conceded that he had no explanation for how it was that the automated 
responses apparently did not reach the Bank or for the fact that an automated response 
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was sent to his secretary on 2 January 2012 when she had already emailed him on 28 
December 2011.  Although witnesses can be mistaken, especially with the passage of 
time, Mr Reynolds’ account of checking Mr Leach’s auto response and then altering 
his own “out of office” message to include information about the office being shut 
was plainly a truthful account of something that had actually happened. As he first 
gave that account within around 3 months of the events in question he cannot have 
been mistaken about the year. 

71 The only question that remains is when the automated message was switched on. In 
this regard, for the reasons I have stated, the evidence seems to point towards the 
conversation between Mr Leach and Mr Reynolds taking place on the morning of 28 
December 2011, rather than on the morning of 23 December as they both now believe 
it did – but if, and only if, the Bank’s assertion about the way in which “auto 
responses” work is correct. If the Bank is wrong about that, 23 December 2011 is 
inherently more likely, and it accords with the recollection of both the relevant 
witnesses in 2012. Fortunately, it is unnecessary for the purposes of this judgment for 
me to resolve that point. 

72 On 23 December 2011, when he read Mr Patel’s email, Mr Leach knew that the Bank 
intended to give notice in writing to extend the Collar the following week. He had no 
reason to suppose that notice would be given by email. Historically, important 
communications from the Bank were sent by letter and arrived in the post. The only 
communications of any significance relating to the Collar that were sent by fax after 
the post-transaction acknowledgment were the quarterly reset confirmations. Email 
was not a means of notice or communication set out in the Schedule to the Master 
Agreement. Nor, incidentally, was it a prescribed means of giving notice under the 
Loan Agreement. Mr Leach did not need to physically go into Greenclose’s office to 
check the mail, as it would be delivered to his home in the normal way, and it appears 
from the events of 28 December 2011 (referred to below) that the post arrived before 
10am.  

73 Mr Leach’s email sent to Mr Haycocks and Mr Marrow shortly after he read Mr 
Patel’s email of 23 December 2011 demonstrates that he was very angry about the 
Bank’s decision. On the morning of 28 December 2011, (which was the next day that 
Mr Leach went into the office) and shortly after he had forwarded Mr Patel’s email to 
Mr Reynolds, Mr Leach sent a further email to Mr Haycocks and Mr Marrow at 9.24 
am. Mr Leach’s email indicates that he had calmed down, but he was still very upset 
about the Bank’s behaviour, and that he wanted to discuss what to do next with Mr 
Haycocks and Mr Marrow. He planned to call each of them for a separate discussion 
and then possibly to set up a tripartite conference call. At that time he had not 
received the Bank’s letter of 20 December 2011. That letter arrived in the post around 
20 minutes later. It was scanned by Mrs Boullier and sent to Mr Leach by email, and 
forwarded by him later that morning to Mr Haycocks and Mr Marrow. The letter was 
consistent with Mr Patel’s indication that the notice would be given on 30 December 
2011. Therefore, Mr Leach would have expected the notice from the Bank to have 
arrived in that morning’s post, if not before.  

74 On 29 December 2011, the trader, Mr Goodfellow, sent an email to GBM addressed, 
among others, to Mr Jones, confirming that the Bank would be exercising its right to 
extend the Collar. He said that “the option expiry date is the 30th but this option is 
deep deep in the money so there is no chance of us not exercising. We may as well 
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inform the client today”. One of Mr Jones’ colleagues forwarded the message to Mr 
Tew, who responded “Bob – we have already given the client a heads up and I will 
fax/email him tomorrow morning as per the confo. Cheers.”   

75 Thus it was Mr Tew who took the decision to wait until the morning of 30 December 
2011 to give the contractual notice, despite the fact that the senior trader who had 
decided to extend the Collar was content that Greenclose be given notice of extension 
on 29 December. Mr Mitchell submitted that it was possible to construe the 
Confirmation as requiring that notice be served on 30 December 2011, so that service 
on 29 December would not suffice. I disagree. The words “by 11am on 30 December 
2011” set a deadline of 11am on 30 December 2011: they do not mean “on 30 
December 2011 but before 11am.” Of course, the Bank was entitled to wait until just 
before the deadline to give the notice; but by doing so it took the risk that if it made 
an error or if there was some other problem, there would be insufficient time to 
redress the situation.  

76 On the morning of 30 December 2011 Mr Tew attempted to fax notice of the Bank’s 
exercise of its right to extend the Collar to Greenclose’s fax number, at 9.35am.  The 
fax said: 

“Dear John, 

As per the Rishin Patel’s email sent Friday 23 December 2011 please take this as 
written notice that the Bank is exercising its right to extend the termination date of 
the hedging contract IRG14654371 for a further two years. The contract extension 
will apply from 4 January 2012 and the new termination date will be 4 January 
2014.” 

77 The attempt at transmission failed. The delivery report stated “NOAN” under “status” 
indicating to Mr Tew that there was no answer from the recipient’s fax machine. The 
reason why there was no answer has not been established. I accept Mr Leach’s 
evidence that he never turned the office fax machine on or off. Even if the fax 
machine had been switched off by someone, rather than (for example) running out of 
paper, or suffering a fault on the line, there was nothing sinister about that: it was 
holiday time and the office was unmanned, although Mr Leach was dropping in from 
time to time.  There was no deliberate attempt by Greenclose to prevent the receipt of 
the notice. Mr Leach was expecting that notice to arrive in a letter, not by fax or 
email, and although he was unhappy about the Bank’s decision, he was resigned to 
receiving it; his focus was on seeing if there was anything he could do to persuade the 
Bank to change its mind.  

78 In any event, Mr Leach is plainly not someone who would resort to such underhand 
behaviour. In the course of the trial it was suggested to Mr Leach not only that he 
caused the fax machine to be switched off, but that his first witness statement created 
a deliberately misleading impression of his movements in and out of the office over 
the Christmas and New Year holidays and that there was deliberate prevarication by 
his solicitors in answering questions or disclosing material that might be regarded as 
unhelpful to him. I unhesitatingly reject all those criticisms, although in fairness to the 
Bank, it is easy to see why it was suspicious. Mr Leach had ill-advisedly sent an email 
to Mr Armbrister on 3 January 2012, suggesting that he was unaware of the Bank’s 
right to extend the Collar at the time when the transaction was entered into. It said “At 
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no time was this option discussed and if I had been made aware verbally of the bank’s 
option, I would not have agreed to it”.    

79 It is to his credit that when he was faced with that document, Mr Leach did not seek to 
justify his behaviour. Although what he said was untrue, when the email is read in its 
entirety it is plain that Mr Leach was not seeking to argue that Greenclose was not 
bound by the terms of the Collar, but rather to persuade the Bank that it was unfair for 
it to act in a manner which was, as Mr Leach saw it, totally contrary to its customer’s 
best interests. I cannot conclude from that lie, told in that context, that Mr Leach was 
prepared to perjure himself or that he was involved in any attempt to mislead the 
Court. When he made his first witness statement, Mr Leach did not have the benefit of 
all the disclosure, and as often happens when a person is trying to recollect what 
happened some years previously, some mistakes were made.  There has been no 
attempt to suppress disclosable documentation; the stance taken by Greenclose’s 
solicitors in the correspondence to which Mr Mitchell referred was a perfectly proper 
one. 

80 At 9.45am Mr Tew sent an email to Mr Leach’s email address which he ccd to Mr 
Bufton and Mr Patel. The subject matter was “Notice to extend existing Base Rate 
Collar IRG14654371”  It said: 

“Dear John  

Below is a copy of a fax we tried to send to you this morning. We are informing 
you that the Bank is exercising its right to extend the hedging contract IRG 
14654731”. 

It did not occur to Mr Tew to tick the box requiring a “read receipt” so that he would 
find out when Mr Leach had opened the email. I find on the balance of probabilities 
that Mr Tew did receive the “out of office” auto response to that email. It explains 
why he then tried to get hold of Mr Leach by phone, using the office number, to draw 
his attention to the email. Of course Mr Tew would have been aware that the fact that 
an “out of office” response is generated does not necessarily mean that the person you 
are trying to contact is not physically in the office. Pennington House was Mr Leach’s 
home. 

81 At 9.58am Mr Tew rang the Greenclose office telephone number but got no response. 
As there is no answering machine, he was unable to leave a message. A transcript of 
that call recorded Mr Tew’s background conversation with a lady in his office. As the 
phone rang, Mr Tew said “perfect, he’s not answering. But it’s not I don’t think it’s 
going to go to voicemail either” to which the lady said “ah it’s not your fault”. That 
suggests that Mr Tew was becoming frustrated because his attempts to make contact 
with Greenclose thus far had failed, which is also consistent with his having received 
an “out of office” response to the email. He was obviously concerned that something 
may have gone wrong with the notice, and his colleague was trying to console him. 
Mr Tew then rang Mr Leach’s mobile number. The call went straight through to the 
Vodafone voicemail service. He left a message as follows: 

“Hello there. This is a message for John Leach. It’s Russell Tew calling at the 
Royal Bank of Scotland. I’m just calling to say that I sent you an email this 
morning and a fax although we couldn’t get through on the fax number. Uh, 
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giving the bank’s intention to extend your existing base rate collar. The bank will 
exercise that right to extend it. The details are in the email. Any questions please 
give me a call.”  He then left his telephone number. 

82 That message was not, nor did it purport to be, a notice exercising the Bank’s 
contractual right to extend. It was drawing attention to the email and the fax 
purportedly containing the written notice that the Bank had told Mr Leach it was 
going to serve. Although Mr Leach’s telephone records show that he accessed his 
voicemail account for 20 seconds at 10.32am on 30 December 2011, and twice on the 
following day, he cannot recall what calls he received or from whom, but he believes 
that he did not hear Mr Tew’s message until 31 December. Even if he were mistaken 
about that, the objective evidence establishes that he did not listen to his messages for 
long enough on 30 December to have heard anything more than Mr Tew telling him 
that he had sent him an email that morning. He would not have heard what the email 
related to. 

83 Vodafone coverage, and thus the mobile reception at Pennington House is very bad. 
Mr Leach has to go outside into the grounds in order to try and find somewhere where 
he can make calls and listen to voicemail, and even then he said he often finds it 
difficult to make out what is being said because of interference on the line. The only 
logged access to voicemail that was long enough for Mr Leach to have heard all Mr 
Tew’s message was on the following day, and that accords with his evidence that he 
did not listen to that message until after he had read the email. I accept that evidence.  

84 Mr Mitchell pointed out that the email would also have been received on Mr Leach’s 
mobile phone, to which it would have been sent automatically. There was no evidence 
of any difficulties in receiving emails at Pennington House. He submitted that when 
Mr Leach accessed his voicemail at 10.32am he was likely to have had some 
notification of the missed call from Mr Tew and of any new emails. However, Mr 
Leach was not expecting an email from the Bank. Mr Tew was unknown to Mr Leach, 
as they had had no previous dealings, and his telephone number, if it came up, would 
have meant nothing to him. Mr Leach said, and I accept, that he did not use his mobile 
(a Nokia) to access emails because the keyboard and screen were too small. Even if 
the email had been downloaded onto his mobile by the time he accessed his 
voicemail, I find it inherently improbable in the light of those facts that Mr Leach 
would have checked his mobile for emails on 30 December 2011, let alone opened 
and read, Mr Tew’s email on his mobile. 

85 Mr Leach’s evidence is that he did not read the email before 11am on 30 December 
2011. The first time he saw Mr Tew’s email was when he next went into the office. I 
accept that evidence. At the time when he made his 3rd witness statement Mr Leach 
believed that next visit to the office to have been on 31 December.  As it happens, he 
was mistaken, because he did go in to the office on 30 December and made some 
phone calls from the office number, albeit after 11am. Looking at the inherent 
probabilities, and bearing in mind Mr Leach’s evidence that he checked in the office 
on 28 and again on 29 December 2011 to see if the letter containing the notice had 
arrived from the Bank, it is likely that he would have done the same on 30 December, 
but he would not have found the notice in the post.  

86 If he had switched on his computer, however, he would have seen the email from Mr 
Tew, and given that he was expecting to hear something from the Bank by 30 
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December 2011, it is probable that he would have opened and read it. Another 
indication that Mr Leach saw the notice on 30 December 2011 is the fact that when he 
told Mr Haycocks in the email of 4 January 2012 that the “out of office” had been 
switched on, he did not add “and I did not see the notice myself until the following 
day”, as one might have expected had that been the case. On the other hand, there was 
little or no point in Mr Leach telling Mr Haycocks about the “out of office” message, 
(and by implication, what it should have conveyed to the Bank) if, despite that 
message, he had actually been in the office and seen the message before 11am. The 
terms of the email to Mr Haycocks are consistent with Mr Leach’s evidence that he 
did not see the email from Mr Tew until after the deadline expired. 

87 Therefore I find Mr Leach did not see the email or hear the voicemail message left by 
Mr Tew until after 11am on 30 December 2011. This was not a case of deliberate 
evasion; Mr Leach had no knowledge that the Bank was attempting to serve notice by 
email until he subsequently saw and opened Mr Tew’s email on his computer. 

NOTICE 

88 The 1992 ISDA Master Agreement provides, so far as is relevant: 

12. Notices 

(a) Effectiveness. Any notice or other communication in respect of this Agreement 
may be given in any manner set forth (except that a notice or other communication 
under Section 5 or 6 may not be given by facsimile transmission or electronic 
messaging system) to the address or number or in accordance with the electronic 
messaging system details provided (see the Schedule) and will be deemed effective as 
indicated:- 

(i) if in writing and delivered in person or by courier, on the date it is delivered; 

(ii) if sent by telex, on the date the recipient’s answerback is received; 

(iii) if sent by facsimile transmission, on the date that transmission is received 
by a responsible employee of the recipient in legible form (it being agreed that 
the burden of proving receipt will be on the sender and will not be met by a 
transmission report generated by the sender’s facsimile machine); 

(iv) if sent by certified or registered mail (airmail, if overseas) or the equivalent 
(return receipt requested) on the date that mail is delivered or its delivery is 
attempted; or 

(v) if sent by electronic messaging system, on the date that electronic message is 
received…. 

(b)  Change of Addresses. Either party may by notice to the other change the 
address, telex or facsimile number or electronic messaging system details at which 
notices or other communications are to be given to it.” 

89 Part 4 of the Schedule contains no fax number for Greenclose and no email address 
for Mr Reynolds (the named contact) or anyone else. Therefore, unless a notice of 
change was given under s.12(b), if s.12(a) of the Master Agreement (read together 
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with the Schedule) is mandatory, the ways in which an effective notice could be given 
to Greenclose would be in writing (delivered in person or by courier) or by registered 
or certified mail.  None of these methods was used by the Bank. Although some 
argument was addressed to me about whether the fax number provided by Mr Leach 
at Mr Jones’ request for the purposes of transmitting the post-transaction 
acknowledgement, (and used thereafter for transmitting the quarterly position 
statements) was implicitly incorporated into the Schedule, I do not need to decide that 
point, since the attempt to send the notice by fax to Greenclose failed. 

90 The notice clause was not a “tailor made” piece of drafting. It is part of a standard 
form which was described by Briggs J in Lomas v Firth Rixon at [53] as “probably 
the most important standard market agreement used in the financial world.” He 
continued: “it is axiomatic that it should as far as possible be interpreted in a way 
that serves the objectives of clarity, certainty and predictability, so that the very large 
number of parties using it should know where they stand.”  Although that judgment 
was appealed, the Court of Appeal said nothing to disapprove those observations, and 
I agree with them.  

91 It is also important to bear in mind that, whilst the Master Agreement sets out 
standard provisions that should be interpreted uniformly, it is just a template which 
the parties are free to adopt in whole or in part or to change as they see fit.  The 
Schedule to the Master Agreement is where the parties will usually adapt its terms to 
suit their own requirements. Thus, even if s.12(a) is mandatory, it would still be 
possible for additional or alternative means of notice or communication to be included 
in the Schedule (or, indeed, in the Confirmation) if the parties so wished. 

92 The Bank’s case is that s.12(a) deals purely with the deemed effectiveness of any 
notices given by the methods therein set out, and that it does not necessarily follow 
that no other types of notice can be effective. It just means that if some other method 
of notice is adopted, the party giving the notice must prove that it was given to and 
received by the other contracting party. Mr Mitchell placed strong emphasis on the 
use of the word “may”, which, by contrast with “shall” or “must”, will normally be 
construed as permissive. He pointed to the fact that language used elsewhere in the 
Master Agreement is more obviously mandatory in character, for example Section 
9(b), which provides that “no amendment, modification or waiver in respect of this 
Agreement will be effective unless in writing… and executed by each of the parties…”  
He submitted that s.12(a) could have been couched in similar terms so as to make it 
clear that no notice would be effective unless given in writing and by one of the 
prescribed methods, to the address or fax number or electronic messaging system 
details provided in the Schedule. 

93 However, in a context where the word “may” is followed by a list of various methods 
of serving notice, the word can connote that the person serving the notice has a choice 
between those prescribed methods. In my judgment that is plainly the sense in which 
the word “may” is used in Section 12(a), and the natural meaning to be given to the 
phrase “may be given in any manner set forth” is that notice can be given in any 
manner that is listed, but in no other way. This construction is supported by the words 
in parenthesis which follow, stipulating that notices under Sections 5 and 6 “may not” 
be given by fax or electronic messaging system. “May not” in this context has to be 
understood as a prohibition. One would expect the draftsman to use “may” and “may 
not” in the same sense in the same sentence.  
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94 Therefore, the natural interpretation of s.12(a) is that there are a limited number of 
permitted means of giving notice, and that the party giving notice has a free choice 
between them, save insofar as notices under s.5 and s.6 are concerned, when the 
choice of methods becomes more restricted. The words “to the address or number or 
in accordance with the electronic messaging system details provided (see the 
Schedule)” also support a mandatory construction. Without them, the details 
appearing in Part 4 of the Schedule would have no greater significance than any 
contact details supplied outside the contract, and there would be little purpose in 
specifically providing that those details can only be altered by notice under s.12(b) .   

95 S.12(a) must not be construed in isolation, and the other terms of the Master 
Agreement support that interpretation. S.12(b) deals with how alterations are to be 
made to the address, telex or facsimile number or electronic messaging system details 
at which notices or other communications “are to be given” to each party. The phrase 
“are to be given” is used, instead of “may be given”. That phrase plainly indicates that 
the details provided by each party in the Schedule mandate the means of notification 
(unless and until changed by further notice pursuant to s.12(b)). As one might expect, 
those details mirror the methods of notification listed in s. 12(a), which specifically 
tells the reader to see the Schedule (in order to find out the address, etc. provided by 
each party for delivery or service of such notices). I accept Mr Auld’s submission that 
the purpose of Part 4 of the Schedule, read in conjunction with s.12(a), was to set out 
a clear procedure under which notices could be unequivocally served by one party on 
the other. No useful purpose is served by s.12(b) unless that is the case.  

96 Section 13(c) includes the phrase that “the parties irrevocably consent to service of 
process given in the manner provided for notices in Section 12”. It goes on to state 
that nothing in the Agreement will affect the right of either party to serve process in 
any other manner permitted by law. That gives a degree of support for the mandatory 
construction, because the reference is to “the manner provided for notices” rather than 
“the manner permitted for notices.” It suggests that section 12 provides, i.e. sets out, 
the manner in which all notices are to be served. 

97 It is significant that all the methods listed in s.12(a) envisage the notice being given in 
writing or some other permanent form. This is understandable in a context where 
contractual notices have such important ramifications for the contracting parties (and 
potentially impact upon positions they may have taken to hedge against their exposure 
under that contract), for example, by bringing the term of the contract to an end 
prematurely. Section 5, for example, enables one party to give notice to the other of a 
breach of the agreement which, if it is not remedied on or before the thirtieth day after 
notice of such failure is given, will constitute an Event of Default. An Event of 
Default enables the non-defaulting party to designate an Early Termination Date. It is 
just as important that the notice under s.5 spells out exactly what the other contracting 
party has allegedly done or failed to do, as it is that both parties know when the thirty 
days start to run, otherwise the recipient of the notice does not know what he needs to 
do to stop time running against him. Oral notice of alleged breaches would give rise to 
uncertainty, and would be a recipe for argument, which is precisely what the ISDA 
Master Agreement is designed to avoid. Certainty is of paramount importance. 

98 The same considerations apply to Section 6, under which in certain specified 
circumstances, including an Event of Default, an Early Termination Date can be 
designated by giving at least 20 days’ notice to the other contracting party. The Early 
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Termination Date cannot be “earlier than the day such notice is effective”.  Both 
parties need to know for certain when the Early Termination Date will be, because 
that is the date on which their positions will close out. Notices under ss.5 and 6 are 
generally regarded as the most important types of notice that can be given under the 
Master Agreement. If fax notices do not suffice for ss. 5 and 6, it would make little or 
no commercial sense to construe the Agreement as permitting oral notices to be given 
for those sections. 

99 There is no inconsistency with Section 9(e)(ii), which specifically enables 
Transactions to be entered into “orally or otherwise”. That reflects the common trade 
practice of orders being placed with traders over the telephone, but the way in which 
an agreement can be made on ISDA terms is something quite different from the way 
in which the parties to that agreement have agreed that notice under it is to be given. 
By their nature Transactions are often entered into at speed, and orally, but they are 
invariably confirmed in a document. 

100 The Bank relied upon the decision of the Court of Appeal in Ener-G Holdings Plc v 
Hormell [2012] EWCA Civ 1059. That was a very different case, which concerned a 
tailor-made contractual notice clause which had three sub-sections. Subsection (i) 
provided that “any notice …. under this Agreement shall be in writing and signed by 
or on behalf of the party giving it”. Subsection (ii) stated that “any such notice may be 
served by delivering it personally or by sending it by pre-paid recorded delivery 
post…” Subsection (iii) stated when notices served in the ways referred to in 
subsection (ii) “shall be deemed to be received.”  [Emphasis added]. The majority of 
the Court of Appeal agreed with the trial judge that the word “may” in this context 
was permissive, although they admitted they did not find the point an easy one, and 
Longmore LJ delivered a powerful dissenting judgment.  

101 I consider that case gives rise to no general rules, and turned on the language of the 
contract in question, which concerned the sale and purchase of a business. Quite apart 
from the fact that the draftsman had used “shall” and “may” in different sub-
paragraphs of the very same clause (a point which clearly influenced the decision of 
the Master of the Rolls) it is understandable why the court felt reluctant to construe 
subsection (ii) narrowly. That construction would have meant that a claim for breach 
of a contractual warranty could be subject to a contractual time-bar even if the other 
contracting party had actual notice of it – something which, objectively, the parties 
were unlikely to have intended. The notice in question did not have an impact on the 
contract itself, either by bringing it to a premature end or by extending it, let alone a 
potential impact on the positions of the contracting parties under other contracts with 
third parties. When one is dealing with the exercise of a contractual right to extend the 
contract for another two years, there is less justification for adopting a permissive 
construction, because the circumstances are akin to the exercise of an option. 

102 Moreover, the “deemed receipt” sub-clause in the contract in Ener-G Holdings v 
Hormell had the effect of treating the notice as being received at a particular time, 
regardless of when (or even if) it was actually received or seen. Thus adoption of 
either of the two permitted contractual methods of notice had the perceived advantage 
for the party giving notice of shifting the risk (of non-receipt or delayed receipt) to the 
recipient. The court held that if some other method of notice was adopted, the party 
giving the notice would have to prove that the recipient had received the notice (and 
when). In the case of personal delivery, it was held that the function of the clause was 
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to obviate the necessity of proving that the notice was given to a director, rather than 
to an authorised employee, of a corporate recipient. Thus the function of sub-clause 
(ii) was one of risk allocation in terms of proof. 

103 In my judgment, the arguments in favour of a mandatory construction in this case are 
far more compelling than they were in Ener-G Holdings v Hormell.  By contrast with 
the sub-clause in that case, s.12(a) of the Master Agreement is not about risk 
allocation, it is about validity. It is not concerned with deemed receipt, but with 
deemed effectiveness, (a concept which has particular significance for notices served 
under s.6).  S.12(a) only obviates the necessity for proof of actual delivery or receipt 
in a minority of cases. Although a notice sent by certified or registered mail is deemed 
to be effective on the date when delivery is attempted, a notice given by fax is only 
deemed to be effective if and when it is “received by a responsible employee of the 
recipient in legible form.”  Proof of transmission by the sender will not suffice. In 
most cases s.12(a) requires delivery or receipt to be proved by the person who seeks 
to rely upon the notice; in the case of a fax there are additional evidential 
requirements.  Thus the function of s.12(a) cannot be to shift the risk of non-delivery 
or non-receipt to the intended recipient if any of the stipulated forms of notice are 
adopted.  

104 In any event, s.12(a) does not say that “notice given by any of the following methods 
shall be deemed effective as indicated”. It says that “notice may be given in any 
manner set forth” (it then refers to the Schedule) “and will be deemed effective as 
indicated”. The “and” is important. It signifies that the section is not exclusively 
about when a notice is deemed effective; the first part of the section deals with the 
permitted means of giving notice, and the second deals with the date on which any 
notice given by each of those permitted methods will be deemed to be effective. All 
the indications are that it is intended to be comprehensive.  

105 S.12(a) does not specifically address the hour of service but simply the date. Mr 
Mitchell submitted that this point favoured the Bank’s construction, but it seems to 
me to be, at best for the Bank, neutral, and at worst, a further point favouring the view 
that this provision is not an evidential risk-shifting mechanism. Plainly, if the 
contracting parties stipulate that a certain type of notice has to be served by a 
specified time of day on a particular date, service before that deadline must be proved 
in the normal way.   

106 I do not accept the Bank’s submission that the words in parenthesis are mandatory, 
but the rest of the wording in Section 12(a) is not. If Section 12(a) performed a similar 
function to the clause in Ener-G Holdings Plc v Hormell it would simply be setting 
out the agreed consequences of service by one of the permitted methods, i.e. doing no 
more than signifying when such a notice would be deemed to be effective. There 
would be no place within a clause whose sole function is risk allocation, for an 
absolute prohibition on the service of certain types of notice by one of the permitted 
methods. Consistency would require any prohibition on service of notices under s.5 or 
s.6 by fax or electronic messaging system to be couched in terms precluding such 
notices from being “deemed effective”. Instead, there is an absolute prohibition which 
appears in a sentence said to set out some, but not all, of the permitted means of 
giving notice. At the very least one might have expected the draftsman to have dealt 
with that prohibition by means of a separate sub-section in order to avoid confusion. 
Moreover, that absolute prohibition arises in the part of section 12(a) that deals with 
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the means of giving notice, and not in the part dealing with the effectiveness of 
notices served by those various means. In my judgment there is no justification for 
reading the rest of the part of the section in which it appears as permissive, rather than 
mandatory, and to do so makes no sense. 

107 I am fortified in my interpretation by strong indications that ISDA itself regards 
s.12(a) as mandatory. As this is a standard form, it is permissible to take into account 
published explanatory notes such as the User’s Guide to the Master Agreement, as for 
example Aikens J did in Australia & New Zealand Banking Group Ltd v Societé 
Générale [2000] CLC  161; and see Lewison, The Interpretation of Contracts, 5th Ed, 
at 3.08. Section M (Section 12 – Notices) of the User’s Guide to the ISDA 1992 
Master Agreement (1993 ed.) states that section 12 “sets forth the means by which any 
notice or other communication in connection with a 1992 Agreement may be given… 
this Section has been modified from the 1987 Master Agreement so as to contemplate 
notices or other communications by facsimile transmission or electronic messaging 
system for certain purposes”.  The notes then refer to “permitted” notices given by fax 
and “permitted” electronic messages and conclude “Relevant addresses, numbers or 
electronic messaging details must be specified in Part 4(a) of the Schedule to the 
Multicurrency Master…” The language of the guide is consistent with the provisions 
being mandatory. It refers to “the means by which notices may be given” not 
“examples of ways in which notices may be given.” It does not describe this section as 
an evidential or risk-distributing section. It also describes the information in Part 4(a) 
of the Schedule in mandatory terms. 

108 The same section of the User’s Guide to the ISDA 2002 Master Agreement states that 
“Section 12(a) provides that notices or communications in respect of the 2002 
agreement may be given in six different forms,” which it then sets out. There are six 
different forms rather than five, because email was added in the new Section 
12(a)(vi). The reference to the six different forms is couched in terms that suggest that 
they are the only methods by which notice can be given. Weight is added to that 
interpretation of the Guide by the next paragraph which begins “Section 12(a) has 
been modified from the 1992 Agreement to permit email delivery”. The use of the 
word “permit” indicates that this method of giving notice was not permitted under the 
1992 form.  As well as shedding some light on the interpretation of “electronic 
messaging system”, which I address below, this later guide lends further support to the 
view that the specified methods of giving notice under s.12(a) are (and always have 
been) mandatory and regarded as such by ISDA itself. There would be no need to 
modify them to add another method if they were merely permissive, since that method 
would always have been available.  

109 The explanation given in the Guide is inconsistent with the notion that the section 
does no more than stipulate when a notice given by each of the identified methods is 
deemed to be effective. If that had been its purpose, the explanation would have said 
something to the effect that “the new section 12(a)(vi) clarifies the position where a 
notice is served by email, by stipulating that such a notice is deemed effective on 
delivery, rather than at some other time, such as receipt”. 

110 Mr Mitchell submitted that it was impermissible for the Court to have regard to the 
modifications to the Master Agreement suggested by ISDA in 2001 and implemented 
in the 2002 ISDA Master Agreement, even though those modifications were made 
long before the Collar was entered into. He submitted that they were not part of the 
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factual matrix, because Greenclose was not a market trader, and there was no 
evidence that it was aware of those changes, even though the Bank was.  However, 
the way in which the ISDA Master Agreement is to be construed cannot differ 
depending upon the identity of the parties to a specific contract made using those 
terms as a template. In my judgment, it would be wrong in principle for the Court to 
ignore any evidence that sheds light upon how ISDA (or the market) interpreted the 
1992 Master Agreement at or before the time when the Collar was entered into, and 
the evidence about changes that were suggested by ISDA and eventually made to 
S.12(a) of the 1992 Agreement and the reasons for those changes is plainly helpful in 
that regard.  

111 In Seadrill Management Services Ltd v OAO Gazprom [2004] 1 AC 715, Moore-Bick 
LJ expressed doubts about the legitimacy of comparing earlier and later versions of a 
standard form contract on the assumption that the parties consciously intended to 
achieve a particular result by adopting the later version; but he contrasted that 
exercise with cases in which “it is possible to identify with a degree of confidence the 
reason for a particular amendment to a standard form” when he accepted that a 
comparison between them may be appropriate. Here, of course, the reasons for the 
amendments were publicised by ISDA at the time; and the purpose of the comparison 
is not to assume a conscious intention that the parties intended to achieve a particular 
result by adopting the later (or indeed the earlier) version; it is to ascertain whether 
anything said by the authors of the standard form at the time of the amendments sheds 
light on the correct interpretation of the earlier version. The Bank, of course, was the 
party which chose the 1992 version of the ISDA Master Agreement to govern these 
transactions, and put it before Greenclose for its agreement; it cannot claim to have 
been ignorant of the differences between that and the 2002 version.  

112 In October 2001 ISDA published a document entitled “the Amendments to the ISDA 
Master” which, as its name suggests, contained a series of suggested amendments 
designed to address perceived areas of difficulty or deficiency in the 1992 Master 
Agreement. Among these was Attachment 6, which repeats the language of s.12(a) of 
the 1992 ISDA Master Agreement verbatim, save for removing the words in 
parenthesis and adding 12a (vi) which reads “if sent by email, on the date that email is 
delivered”. The Commentary on the Amendments explains that this suggested 
amendment: 

“amends Section 12 (a) (Notices-Effectiveness) of the Master Agreement in two 
main respects. First, the parenthetical in the second and third lines of Section 
12(a) is deleted in Attachment 6 so that notices under Section 5 or 6 of the Master 
Agreement may be given by any of the specified methods. The inability to give 
notices under Sections 5 or 6 via facsimile or electronic messaging systems 
proved to be unduly restrictive during the market turbulence experienced in 1998. 
Second, Attachment 6 adds a new clause (a)(vi) to permit giving notice via e-
mail, the effectiveness of which is upon delivery of the email.”  

113 Thus in 2001 ISDA was saying that the effect of removing the prohibition on service 
of notices under ss 5 or 6 by fax or electronic messaging system was to enable such 
notices to be given “by any of the specified methods”. There was no suggestion that 
such notices could be given (or continue to be given) by unspecified methods. 
Moreover, the use of the word “permit” is significant; it suggests that notice by email 
was not previously allowed, and that the methods set out in section 12 are mandatory.  
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114 S.12(a) of the 2002 ISDA Master Agreement incorporates those two changes. 
S.12(a)(vi) states that a notice will be effective “if sent by email, on the date it is 
delivered”.  A notice sent by electronic messaging system, however, is still deemed 
effective on the date on which it is “received”, just as it is in the 1992 ISDA Master 
Agreement.  Part 4 of the Schedule to the 2002 ISDA Master Agreement specifically 
refers to email in addition to all the other methods of communication specified in the 
Schedule to the 1992 Master Agreement (but the words “Electronic Messaging 
System Details” remain in the Schedule).  

115 My view that the specified methods of giving notice are mandatory is consistent with 
that of Justice Duffy of the US District Court in New York in a very similar case, 
albeit that the form under consideration was a 1987 ISDA Master Agreement (which 
did not make provision for notices to be served by fax.) New York law and English 
law are the two systems that are usually chosen by the parties to ISDA Master 
Agreements to govern their transactions. The case was First National Bank of 
Chicago v Ackerley Communications Inc (2001) WL 15693 (SDNY). As in the 
present case, the bank, First Chicago, had a two year option to extend a derivative – in 
that case, an interest rate swap. It claimed to have given effective notice by fax of its 
election to extend the agreement. The Judge referred to the fact that the relevant 1987 
ISDA Master Agreement did not provide for facsimile transmission as an acceptable 
means of notification between the parties. He quoted the notice clause, which is in 
similar, but slightly different terms to Section 12(a) of the 1992 Master Agreement: 

“Any notice or communication in respect of this Agreement will be sufficiently 
given to a party if in writing and delivered in person, sent by certified or 
registered mail (airmail, if overseas) or the equivalent (with return receipt 
requested) or by overnight courier or given by telex (with answerback received) 
at the address or telex number specified…” 

He said there was no proof that First Chicago attempted notification of Ackerley by 
any of the means listed in the contract. Failure to give the required notice defeated 
First Chicago’s entire claim. He added: 

“It is hornbook law that when the terms of a written contract are clear and 
unambiguous and those terms require written notification in a particular manner 
then such notification can be given only in that manner…” 

116 Both parties have also referred me to the views of commentators. An article on the 
ISDA strategic documentation review and the forthcoming 2002 ISDA Master 
Agreement entitled “A New Master Agreement for the New Millenium: The 
Development of the 2002 ISDA Master Agreement” by Richard Tredgett and John 
Berry of Allen & Overy [2005] 5 JIBFL 197, 1 May 2002,  says this about the notice 
provisions: 

“Under the 1992 Agreements, notices may generally be given in various ways, 
including by a facsimile or electronic messaging system. However, notices under 
ss 5 and 6 of the 1992 Agreements (which include default notices and notices 
designating Early Termination Dates) may not be given by a facsimile or 
electronic messaging system. Further, the 1992 Agreements do not provide for 
delivery of any notices, including notices under ss 5 and 6, by email. The 
prevailing view has been that e-mail is not an “electronic messaging system”. 
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Experience in 1998 showed that giving notice to a counterparty (particularly one 
that is in financial difficulty) is not always easy or even possible. Stories 
circulated of ailing counterparties switching off fax machines, bolting doors or 
taking other evasive measures designed to prevent others from delivering notice 
to them. In the light of these experiences, it was felt that consideration should be 
given to ways of trying to improve the notice provisions in the 1992 Agreements, 
perhaps by expanding the permitted ways of giving effective notice.” 

117 By contrast, Simon James of Clifford Chance, in his book on the Law of Derivatives 
(1999) refers to the fact that notice provisions in agreements generally are of two 
types, those which require that notice must be given in accordance with the 
requirements set out in the agreement or provide that notice may be given in a 
particular way but it does not prevent notice being given in other ways. He takes the 
view that s.12(a) opts for the latter approach, but does prevent certain notices being 
given in one particular way. Mr James does not explain why he reaches that view, and 
makes no reference to the Guide. Moreover, he was writing before the changes to the 
standard form in 2001 and 2002 and therefore did not have the advantage of ISDA’s 
own explanation of why it felt it desirable to alter the notice provisions. 

118 Simon Firth, of Linklaters, in his more recent book, Derivatives Law and Practice 
(2013) takes a rather more considered view and explains his reasons for it. At 
paragraph 11.177 after quoting s.12(a) of the 1992 ISDA Master Agreement, he states 
that such provisions help to promote certainty by making it clear when a notice will 
be treated as having been duly given. He goes on to add “what is less clear, however, 
is whether a notice will be valid if it is given in any other way (for example by being 
sent to an address that is not specified in the Schedule or, unless it is given under s.5 
or 6 of the 1992 Agreement, to a different fax number.)” He then argues for a 
permissive construction, so as to permit service by ordinary post if the letter is 
received by someone with actual authority to act on behalf of the recipient, and cites 
Ener-G Holdings v Hormell as an example of a case in which “the same conclusion 
was reached on the basis of a slightly differently worded provision”. Mr Firth does 
not explain how the approach he advocates is consistent with the promotion of 
certainty, which he appears to regard as a laudable objective. Ordinary post can go 
astray; the whole purpose of identifying registered or certified post is that receipt can 
be proved. Moreover, he appears not to have considered the ISDA materials, since he 
makes no reference to them. 

119 Mr Firth contends that if the notice is sent to a different address or fax number from 
the one referred to in the Schedule, but is received by someone with authority, it 
should be valid. The first point to make about that argument is that it presupposes that 
s.12(a) is mandatory. If it is not, then notice can be given in any way that the person 
giving it wishes, provided it comes to the attention of the recipient. Mr Firth describes 
the words “see the Schedule” as a “simple injunction” and states that it does not 
necessarily mean that the only information that is relevant is that provided in the 
Schedule. However he fails to explain what else it is supposed to mean, or what 
function the Schedule is supposed to serve if not to mandate the address, fax number 
or electronic messaging system details at or to which notice is to be given.  

120 The reason that Mr Firth gives for his view that the information in the Schedule 
should not be regarded as exclusive is that “the opposite conclusion would mean that, 
if the recipient had moved offices or changed its fax number without notifying the 
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sender, it would be impossible for a notice to be served.”  In those circumstances, 
however, the sender would be unlikely to have a different address or fax number to 
send the notice to, unless it made its own inquiries. Moreover, if the notice was sent to 
the specified address by certified or registered mail then it would be deemed served 
even if delivery was attempted and the recipient had moved out of that address. In any 
event, the article by Messrs Tredgett and Berry indicates that practical problems were 
indeed experienced in giving notice under the 1992 Master Agreement during the 
financial turmoil of the late 1990s because it was relatively easy for the receiving 
party to avoid delivery. The introduction of email as a specified method of giving 
notice was in part intended to overcome those problems. 

121 Having had the advantage of seeing the materials to which I have referred and hearing 
full argument by leading counsel on the rival constructions, I disagree with the view 
of Mr James and reject Mr Firth’s contentions as to how these provisions should be 
construed. Section 12(a) is mandatory and notice has to be given by the means it 
prescribes, by reference to and in accordance with the information provided in Part 4 
of the Schedule, unless there has been an amendment of that information by a notice 
given by the party to whom that information relates to the other contracting party 
under Section 12(b). If the Schedule does not provide certain information necessary 
for service by a prescribed method, then the contract must be construed as limiting the 
prescribed methods to those expressly permitted by the Schedule unless and until the 
missing information is notified under Section 12(b) or the contract is formally 
amended.  

122 The question whether the notice given under s.12(a) can be addressed to someone 
other than a person who is named in the Schedule is more difficult. Mr Auld 
submitted that s.12 should be construed as mandating that the notice be served on the 
person or persons named in the Schedule, as that would create greater certainty. He 
pointed out that in the Schedule to the ISDA Master Agreement in this case, the Bank 
had specified that s.5 or s.6 notices should be addressed to “Head of Legal, Global 
Banking and Markets”, and all other notices should be marked for the attention of 
“Swaps Administration”. If delivery to the named addressee is not mandatory, there 
would be no point in drawing that distinction and even s.5 or s.6 notices could be 
served on anyone at the Bank with authority to receive them. I see the force of that 
argument; however, they would still have to be served at the address specified in the 
Schedule for service of such notices, which lessens the chances of their going astray.  

123 The provisions relating to fax messages specifically refer to receipt by “a responsible 
employee of the recipient”. Thus if a fax number had been provided by Greenclose in 
or for the purposes of the Schedule, and a fax had been received in the office at the 
designated number by Mr Leach, it would be impossible to argue that the notice was 
ineffective even if it was not addressed to Mr Reynolds. If that is so for faxes, then as 
a matter of consistency the same logic should apply to the other specified methods of 
notice. Moreover, s.12(a) refers to giving notice to the address, number or electronic 
messaging system details provided in the Schedule, and not to the persons or 
addressees specified in the Schedule. In my judgment, if the notice is addressed to the 
receiving party or to someone with authority to receive it on behalf of that party, and 
served on such a person, that will suffice, even if it is not addressed to or received by 
a person named in the Schedule.  
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124 I do not regard the fact that the office telephone number was set out in the Schedule as 
a reason for construing s.12(a) as permissive, or construing this contract as permitting 
oral notices to be given. The telephone number, like Mr Reynolds’ name, was an 
additional piece of information not required by s.12(a). The fact that it appeared in the 
Schedule did no more than signify that this was the number to be used for telephonic 
communication with Greenclose. One cannot properly infer an intention to vary the 
methods by which notice can be given simply from the presence of that telephone 
number. Matters would have been different if the Schedule or the Confirmation had 
said, in terms, that “notices may also be given by telephone”. 

125 Given that the methods stipulated in s.12(a) are mandatory, the next issue is whether 
giving notice by email was permitted. The short answer to that is no, because 
regardless of whether the phrase “electronic messaging system” includes email, no 
email address was ever specified in the Schedule for the purposes of giving notice 
under this agreement. Thus the contracting parties did not intend notices to be served 
by email. After the signature of the Master Agreement and the Schedule, no notice 
was ever given by Greenclose to the Bank under s.12(b) changing the details in the 
Schedule.   

126 Mr Mitchell sought to argue that Mr Leach’s email address was “provided” by his 
signing the post-transaction acknowledgement combined with a course of dealing 
between the parties by which they communicated using Mr Leach’s email address. 
That argument has no merit; the post-transaction acknowledgment was not a notice 
under s.12(b) and it did not emanate from Greenclose. It was the Bank that inserted 
Mr Leach’s email address in that document in the first place. Mr Jones had asked Mr 
Leach for his fax number specifically for the purpose of sending him the post-
transaction acknowledgment; he made no request of any kind in respect of an email 
address. Mr Leach accepted in evidence that he confirmed its accuracy by signing and 
returning the fax, but he was never asked to agree to service of notices by email either 
then or subsequently, and I cannot construe his actions as amounting to an objective 
agreement by Greenclose to the addition of email to the Schedule as a permitted 
method of serving notice or to the addition of an email address. The Bank obviously 
did not consider that to have been the case, since no file note or other document has 
been produced to indicate that anyone on the Bank’s side annotated or amended the 
Schedule following receipt of the Post-Transaction acknowledgement. Moreover, 
nothing is said about it in the Confirmation, which would have been the obvious place 
for the matter to have been recorded as part of the agreed terms of this transaction.  

127 It is nothing to the point that there have been a large number of email communications 
between the Bank and Mr Leach over the years. That does not signify that there was 
ever any agreement by Greenclose that formal notices or communications under the 
Collar could be given to it by email. With the exception of the post-transaction 
acknowledgment and the quarterly reset confirmations, all important communications 
were sent to Greenclose by post.  

128 The fact that the original transaction was carried out over the telephone and the post-
transaction acknowledgment appeared in a fax exchange does not affect the agreed 
position under s.12 or the Schedule. The post-transaction acknowledgment was 
interim confirmation of the trade before the final transaction Confirmation was sent 
(by post). The definition of “Confirmation” in the ISDA Definitions is: “one or more 
documents or other confirming evidence exchanged between the parties (including by 
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means of an electronic messaging system or email) which, taken together, confirm all 
of the terms of that Swap transaction.” That makes it clear that the mandatory 
provisions of s12(a) do not extend to confirmations, any more than they do to 
transactions. The way in which a transaction is made or a confirmation is recorded has 
no bearing on the question of how a notice can be validly given. 

129 In any event, the phrase “Electronic Messaging System” in the 1992 ISDA Master 
Agreement does not include email. In 1992, email was not in common use and thus 
the reference to “electronic messaging system” is unlikely to have been intended to 
include it. Nor is it possible to conclude that over time, with the developments in 
computer technology, the meaning of that expression altered or that the expression 
must necessarily be construed as including any types of electronic messaging system 
that became more prevalent or were developed after the form was originally drafted. 
The distinction expressly drawn in the ISDA definition of “Confirmation” (referred to 
above) between electronic messaging systems and email, the suggested amendment to 
section 12(a) in 2001, the changes to that section in the 2002 Master Agreement to 
include email for the first time, and the reasons given for this by ISDA itself, make it 
plain that the expression was never intended to embrace email, and that specific 
provision had to be made to include email after it became a common form of 
communication. That view is supported by commentators. I have already referred to 
the article by Messrs Tredgett and Berry. As a further example, in his book 
“Mastering the ISDA Masters Agreements (1992 and 2002): A Practical guide for 
negotiation”, Paul Harding states: 

“Section 12 states the means by which any notice or communication in 
connection with an Agreement may be made, including by fax or electronic 
messaging systems which does not include email.”  

130 Mr Mitchell was unable to point to any commentary expressing a different view. He 
referred instead to dictionary definitions of email. The Oxford English Dictionary 
defines email as “messages distributed by electronic means from one computer user to 
another via a network” and “the system of sending messages by such electronic 
means” and the definition in Chambers English Dictionary is to like effect.  Whilst it 
is true that the expression “email” may be understood as a reference to the system of 
sending the messages, in the sense of the OED example: “a contract communicated by 
email”, that is not the sense in which “system” is being used in the Master Agreement.  

131 The language of the Master Agreement also gives clear indications that email was not 
intended to be included in the expression “electronic messaging system”. The focus is 
on the “system”, which in that context suggests a recognized system that was 
expressly set up for the purpose of transmitting electronic messages, which a 
computer is not. S.12(a) refers to the “electronic messaging system details provided” 
in the Schedule. It therefore envisages that what will be provided in the Schedule is 
not (or not just) an address but details of the particular messaging system that is going 
to be used to transmit the electronic messages. That is more consistent with the 
interpretation advocated by Greenclose; a banking counterparty could give its SWIFT 
details and number, for example.  

132 A further clue to the meaning of the expression appears from the fact that notice given 
by electronic messaging system is deemed to have been given on “receipt”. The time 
at which an email is received is difficult to ascertain and is a recipe for argument – 
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does one count receipt on the server, or receipt in the inbox? What if the recipient has 
a desktop computer and a handheld device such as a mobile phone to which emails 
are routed? Is the email received when it is loaded onto the first device or the second? 
What happens if the message is filtered out and never arrives but does not “bounce 
back”? The time when it is delivered is straightforward, which explains why ISDA 
adopted that as the point of effectiveness. By contrast, it is easy to ascertain when a 
SWIFT message is received because the time will be recorded on the message at the 
recipient’s end of the system. 

133 Mr Mitchell submitted that the distinction between email and electronic messaging 
system drawn in the 2002 ISDA Master Agreement lends support to the view that 
prior to that time the phrase “electronic messaging system” must have been taken to 
include email, and that the definition of “electronic messaging system” as excluding 
email suggests that it would otherwise be included. I cannot accept that submission. 
The definition is an express reflection of the situation as it was (and as it was 
understood) prior to the 2002 ISDA Master Agreement. The evidence before me 
shows that the distinction drawn by ISDA between “electronic messaging system” 
and “email” was designed to make it plain that email was not encompassed within the 
expression “electronic messaging system”; that its intention in 2001 and 2002 was to 
introduce email as a permitted method of serving notice, because it was not permitted 
under the 1992 Master Agreement; and the commentators suggest that the prevailing 
view in the market at all material times was that the 1992 Master Agreement does not 
permit notice to be given by email, whereas the 2002 Master Agreement does. That 
view of the 1992 Master Agreement is something of which the Bank and its legal 
department must have been aware; it explains why Mr Reynolds’ email address was 
omitted from the Schedule both in the draft version sent by Ms Lynn to Greenclose 
and in the final version signed by the parties, despite being stated in the ISDA request 
document. 

134 Thus the purported notice sent by email was not a valid and effective notice and it did 
not operate to extend the term of the Collar.  

135 I should add that I would have reached the same conclusion even if I had accepted Mr 
Mitchell’s submission that s.12(a) is permissive, because the email was not opened or 
seen by Mr Leach until after the deadline had passed. It is insufficient for the Bank to 
establish that it would have arrived in his inbox before 11am. The Confirmation 
makes it clear that the right is to be exercised by “giving notice to Greenclose”, not by 
serving a notice on Greenclose. “Giving notice to” can mean different things in 
different contexts, but as a matter of plain English it involves actual communication 
of the subject-matter of the notice to the person who receives it. It is important to bear 
in mind the specific function that this contractual notice was intended to serve. A 
valid notice would extend the duration of the contract by two years. Neither party 
expressly contemplated that notice would be given by email – so if that method is 
permitted, when are those parties to be taken as having implicitly agreed that notice 
would be “given” to Greenclose by using it?   

136 In the context of determining when an offer has been accepted, Lord Wilberforce said 
in Brinkibon v Stahag Stahl GmbH [1983] 2 AC 34, at 42D: 
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“No universal rule can cover all such cases; they must be resolved by reference to 
the intentions of the parties, by sound business practice and in some cases by a 
judgment where the risks should lie.” 

In this particular case the task of the court is to ascertain the intention of the 
contracting parties by construing the notice provisions. Since this notice concerned 
the exercise of a contractual option or right of extension, or the acceptance by the 
Bank of a unilateral and irrevocable offer to extend the contract, it seems to me to be 
wholly uncommercial to suggest that on an objective construction of the Collar the 
parties can be taken to have agreed that notice would be given to Greenclose by a 
method neither party had specified, if it was not actually communicated to someone in 
authority at Greenclose. 

137 Cases such as The Brimnes [1975] QB 929 are concerned with a very different type of 
scenario. They have nothing to do with the interpretation of a specific contractual 
term. If the parties are in an ongoing trading relationship where notices are routinely 
served by a particular method, such as a telex or fax, it makes sense to conclude that 
such a notice will be served when it is available to be read or seen during normal 
office hours. There may be many contexts in which a court would have no hesitation 
in deciding that an email was “received” when it was received on the other party’s 
computer within ordinary business hours, or “delivered” when it is transmitted and no 
“message undeliverable” bounce-back arrives in the sender’s inbox.  This is not one 
of them. These parties could have contracted on the terms of the 2002 ISDA Master 
Agreement, which would have had the effect for which the Bank contends if notice 
was given by email - but they chose not to. They cannot be treated as having made 
exactly the same bargain by choosing the 1992 form and not specifying email as a 
method of giving notice.  

138 An email is not subject to the postal acceptance rule. It is a form of near-instantaneous 
communication. I do not accept that, on an objective analysis, the parties to this 
contract can be taken to have agreed at the time of entry into the Collar, that in five 
years’ time, sending an email to the computer of someone who is not a named contact 
in the Schedule to the Master Agreement, and who would not be expecting notice to 
be given in that way, would suffice in and of itself to bring to Greenclose’s attention 
the exercise of the Bank’s unilateral right to extend the term by a further two years. If, 
as Mr Mitchell contended, notice could have been given orally, then leaving a 
voicemail message would not be good enough either. There would have to be actual 
communication (save, perhaps, were there was deliberate evasion by the recipient, 
which is not the case here). It is irrelevant that advance warning may have been given 
to the recipient to expect some form of written notice that morning. 

139 If Mr Mitchell’s analysis had been correct, and the function of s.12(a) was one of risk 
allocation, so that it would not be incumbent on the server to prove that the notice had 
actually come to the attention of the recipient if one of the prescribed methods (other 
than fax) was used, one would expect the corollary to be that such proof would be 
needed if another permitted method was used instead (and a fortiori if the parties 
expressly agreed, as they did, that the sender had to prove that a fax was received by a 
responsible employee). If the sender had to prove the actual receipt of a fax by 
someone with authority to act on behalf of the recipient, that suggests that the parties 
were concerned that there should be proof that the notice actually came to the 
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attention of Greenclose. If that is true for a fax message, the same reasoning should 
apply to an email.  

140 The burden on the sender is not particularly onerous. Modern technology easily 
enables the sender to find out when the email has been opened by setting up the 
computer to generate the appropriate message. However, as I have said, Mr Tew did 
not ask for a “read receipt”. The reason that he was so keen to get a message to Mr 
Leach to draw his attention to the email was that he had received the “out of office” 
auto reply and became worried that he had not seen it. Mr Tew’s behaviour is 
consistent with the natural interpretation of the notice clause (although he was 
unaware of what it said) because if one party is extending the term of the contract it 
would expect to have to ensure that the other party knew about it.  

141 There was nothing unbusiness-like about an “out of office” auto reply being set up on 
Mr Leach’s computer in these circumstances; quite the reverse. The Bank knew full 
well that it was the Christmas holiday period and having dealt with Greenclose for 
five years, it would have been aware that it closed the office between Christmas and 
New Year. The very reason why Mr Tew had been so anxious to collate the various 
contact details for Greenclose on 9 December 2011 and thereafter was that he 
anticipated that there might be some problem in communication given that notice had 
to be given during the week after Christmas. 

142 The Bank’s unattractive contention that it was all the fault of Greenclose that it failed 
to deliver the notice by 11am and that this somehow creates an estoppel precluding 
Greenclose from raising any objection to it, was rightly not at the forefront of Mr 
Mitchell’s submissions. The Bank took the risk of waiting to serve until the last 
minute and it made the mistake of assuming (a) that service by fax was permitted and 
(b) there would be no problems with the fax transmission. That is not to be laid at the 
door of Greenclose. Mr Leach was not expecting any communication from Mr Tew, 
with whom he had had no prior dealings; he was not expecting any emails from the 
Bank and as he had been told that notice was going to be given in writing, he was not 
expecting a telephone call either. In my judgment Mr Leach is not to be criticised for 
the fact that he did not see the email until after 11am on 30 December 2011. 

143 Accordingly, for all the above reasons, the Bank failed to give a valid notice of the 
exercise of its right to extend the termination date of the Collar and the contract came 
to an end on 4 January 2012. It follows that the Bank is liable to repay to Greenclose 
all the sums that Greenclose has paid it under the terms of the Collar since that date, 
with interest. 

IMPLIED TERMS  

144 In the light of my conclusions on the notice point, it is unnecessary for me to address 
Greenclose’s alternative case. However in deference to the detailed submissions from 
both parties, and in case this matter goes further, I will deal with the case on implied 
terms as succinctly as possible.  In my judgment none of the suggested terms meets 
the test for an implied term set out by Lord Hoffmann (delivering the judgment of the 
Privy Council) in Attorney General of Belize v Belize Telecom [2009] 1 WLER 1988 
at [16]-[27] as endorsed and clarified by the Court of Appeal in The Reborn [2009] 2 
Lloyd’s Rep 639. None of the suggested terms is necessary to give effect to the 
reasonable expectations of the parties to the Collar.   
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145 The Confirmation gives the Bank an unqualified right to extend the term of the Collar 
for a further two years. The Confirmation states that the Bank has a right, but not an 
obligation to extend. When a contract gives one of the parties an absolute right, a 
court will not usually imply any restrictions on it, even restrictions preventing the 
right from being exercised in an arbitrary, capricious or irrational manner: see e.g. the 
Court of Appeal decision in Lomas v JFB Firth Rixon [2012] EWCA Civ 419 at [46]; 
Mid Essex Hospital Services NHS Trust v Compass Group UK and Ireland Ltd 
[2013] EWCA Civ 200 at [77]-[95]. The restrictions suggested by Greenclose would 
prevent the Bank from extending the Collar in the very circumstances in which it 
would be in its economic interests to do so, namely, when at the time of the fifth 
anniversary, base rates had dropped below the floor. They would also require the 
Bank to subordinate its own commercial and economic interests to those of its 
customer, even to the extent of potentially bearing a loss on its trader’s book of 
business. 

146 Although the original purpose of the Collar was to provide protection (for both 
parties) against the possibility of a rise in base rates above 6%, which would have 
made it more difficult for Greenclose to service the loan, no derivative  product would 
have provided Greenclose with the envisaged protection unless interest rates remained 
high. The only way in which that protection could have been achieved without there 
being a potential downside for Greenclose if the market moved in the opposite 
direction would have been to purchase a cap, and that was prohibitively expensive and 
would have required a substantial up-front premium.  The Collar was the cheapest and 
the “least worst” of the remaining three possibilities. If Mr Leach had chosen a fixed 
rate swap or a vanilla collar, Greenclose would have had to pay more money to the 
Bank than it did during the initial five year term of the Collar. 

147 Mr Leach plainly understood the differences between those three products. He knew 
that the right to extend was the price Greenclose was paying for a low floor, and he 
expected that the Bank would extend the term of the Collar if the market moved in its 
favour. He never sought to bargain for any limitation on the exercise of the Bank’s 
right. Implying a term like the “Protection Condition” is not only unnecessary to make 
the contract workable, it would fly in the face of the expectations of the contracting 
parties. An agreement that the Bank would not extend the term of the Collar if to do 
so was not reasonably necessary to afford Greenclose interest rate protection, is 
tantamount to an agreement that the Bank would (or would only) extend the term of 
the Collar in circumstances in which it was reasonably necessary to afford such 
protection to Greenclose. Once it is translated into those positive terms it becomes 
plain that the alleged implied term is unreasonable and that these contracting parties 
would not have agreed to it. 

148 If the Collar could only be extended if, after five years, base rates were at or around 
the levels that they were in January 2007, the suggested implied term comes 
perilously close to requiring the Bank to extend the Collar in such circumstances, 
even though the parties have expressly agreed that it is under no obligation to extend, 
but has an unfettered right to choose. If it does not mean that, then how could one 
evaluate whether the alleged implied term has been breached? To what point would 
the market have to have moved before it was said that it was no longer “reasonably 
necessary” for Greenclose to hedge? Over what period of time is the existence of a 
sufficient risk of an increase in rates over the cap to be evaluated? Moreover, the 
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Bank would be getting nothing in return for its agreement to a lower floor if it were 
deprived of the right to exercise the option in circumstances in which it was “in the 
money”. In essence it would be taken to having agreed to act against its own 
commercial and economic interests. 

149 The Risk of Default condition is even more uncertain and again, it is unnecessary to 
imply it to make the contract effective. There is no objective yardstick by which the 
Bank can evaluate whether the exercise of its right is going to “materially increase” 
Greenclose’s risk of default in repayment of the loan. Mr Leach was unable to say 
what criteria the Bank would be required to take into account in making that 
evaluation. 

150 So far as the “Good Faith” condition is concerned, there is no general doctrine of 
good faith in English contract law and such a term is unlikely to arise by way of 
necessary implication in a contract between two sophisticated commercial parties 
negotiating at arms’ length. Leggatt J’s judgment in Yam Seng Pte Ltd International 
Trade Corporation Ltd [2011] EWHC 111, on which Greenclose heavily relies, is not 
to be regarded as laying down any general principle applicable to all commercial 
contracts. As Leggatt J expressly recognized at [147] of that judgment, the implication 
of an obligation of good faith is heavily dependent on the context. Thus in some 
situations where a contracting party is given a discretion, the Court will more readily 
imply an obligation that the discretion should not be exercised in bad faith or in an 
arbitrary or capricious manner, but the context is vital. A discretion given to the board 
of directors of a company to award bonuses to its employees may be more readily 
susceptible to such implied restrictions on its exercise than a discretion given to a 
commercial party to act in its own commercial interests.  

151 In TSG Building Services v South Anglia Housing Limited [2013] EWHC 1151 
Akenhead J refused to imply a term that an unqualified right to serve notice to 
terminate the contract should be exercised in good faith, even though in that case 
there was an express clause in that contract requiring the parties to work together in a 
spirit of trust, fairness and mutual co-operation. He  said, at [51] 

“Even if there was some implied term of good faith, it would not and could not 
circumscribe or restrict what the parties had expressly agreed in Clause 12.3, 
which was in effect that either of them for no, good or bad reason could terminate 
at any time before the term of four years was completed. That is the risk that each 
voluntarily undertook when it entered into the Contract…”  

In my judgment precisely the same reasoning applies in the context of an unqualified 
option or right given to one party to extend the contract at the end of its initial five-
year term. Greenclose took the risk that the Bank would extend the term, and in return 
for taking that risk, it received the lower floor. 

152 In any event, exercising the option did not give rise to a material risk of default and 
the Bank did not act in bad faith in exercising it. If the person exercising the option 
were to take the pessimistic view that interest rates would remain at 0.5%, 
Greenclose’s net payments under the Collar would be in the order of £230,000 per 
annum. It is clear from its financial statements that Greenclose’s cashflow (and thus 
the question whether Greenclose was able to service the debt to the Bank) depended 
to a large extent on how much money was paid out in dividends and put back by way 
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of directors’ loans. Mr Leach was very supportive of his company and as and when he 
needed to, he injected money into it or reduced the dividends. Greenclose’s 
management accounts to October  2011 showed a group trading profit of £400,000 in 
the year to date, even taking into account the costs of the Collar, and as Mr Leach 
accepted, it remained profitable throughout the recession.  

153 The Bank took the view at the time, in the absence of a forecast balance sheet, that a 
covenant breach was a possibility but most likely to be avoided by Greenclose, even if 
the risk of such a breach was potentially increased by extending the Collar. Further, 
and significantly, although Mr Leach tried very hard to persuade the Bank not to 
exercise the option once he was alerted to its intention to do so, neither he nor Mr 
Reynolds once sought to suggest that if the option were exercised it would put 
Greenclose at risk of defaulting. Their arguments were exclusively focused upon the 
fact that the purpose for which the Bank had required the hedge would no longer be 
served, and that Greenclose would get no benefit from the extension. 

154 It is understandable why Mr Leach felt aggrieved about the decision to extend; from 
his perspective the Bank was taking unfair advantage of the unprecedented economic 
situation to make money for itself when the circumstances were the polar opposite of 
those in which the Bank had insisted that Greenclose enter into a hedge. However, in 
deciding to exercise the right to extend the Collar Mr Goodfellow was entitled to have 
regard to the Bank’s own economic interests and to the exposure on his overall book. 
This was not a case of naked greed or exploitation of a vulnerable customer, even 
though from the customer’s perspective it might have had that appearance. The 
decision was taken honestly and Mr Goodfellow was under no obligation to put the 
interests of the customer above those of the Bank. 

CONCLUSION  

155 As a result of unprecedented market movements following the financial crisis, 
Greenclose made what, in hindsight, turned out to be a bad bargain, though at the time 
it looked like a good one. The Bank had an absolute and unqualified right to extend 
the Collar, and it was free to choose to exercise that right in the circumstances in 
which it made that choice. However, the express terms of the 1992 ISDA Master 
Agreement and Part 4 of the Schedule mandated the ways in which the Bank could 
give notice to Greenclose. By leaving it to the last minute to give notice, and failing to 
check the terms of the contract, the Bank took a calculated risk, and it got it wrong. 
The notice it sent by email was ineffective; it was sent by a method that was not 
permitted, to an address that was not specified, and it was not seen by Mr Leach prior 
to 11am on 30 December 2011 2011. The voicemail message left on Mr Leach’s 
phone does not improve the Bank’s position, since it was not a notice and did not 
even purport to be. 

156 It follows that Greenclose is entitled to judgment. I shall make the declarations that it 
seeks in paragraph 16 (1)(1A) and (2) of the Amended Particulars of Claim and order 
repayment of the sums it paid to the Bank under the Collar over the period of the 
extension, together with interest. The Bank’s Counterclaim is dismissed in its entirety. 
There is no useful purpose to be served in making the declarations sought in 
paragraphs 4-7 of the Counterclaim, which have no bearing on any of the issues that I 
have had to decide. 
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE COMMITTEE

SEMI-ANNUAL FOREIGN EXCHANGE VOLUME SURVEY

OCTOBER 2011

All data reported in millions of U.S. Dollars

Average Daily Volume

Instrument
Current Amount 

Reported

Dollar Change 

over Previous Year

Percent Change over 

Previous Year

Spot Transactions 564,466 122,908 27.8

Forward Transactions 135,291 13,711 11.3

Foreign Exchange Swaps Transactions 245,173 25,553 11.6

Over the Counter Options 31,816 5,525 21.0

GRAND TOTAL 976,746 167,697 20.7

Total Monthly Volume

Instrument
Current Amount 

Reported

Dollar change over 

Previous Year

Percent Change over 

Previous Year

Spot Transactions 11,853,760 2,581,091 27.8

Forward Transactions 2,841,079 287,915 11.3

Foreign Exchange Swaps Transactions 5,148,667 536,691 11.6

Over the Counter Options 668,158 115,937 21.0

GRAND TOTAL 20,511,664 3,521,634 20.7

Notes: The table reports notional amounts of total monthly volume adjusted for double reporting of trades between reporting 
dealers.

There were 21 trading days in October 2010 and 21 in October 2011.
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE COMMITTEE

SEMI-ANNUAL FOREIGN EXCHANGE VOLUME SURVEY

OCTOBER 2011

1. TOTAL FOREIGN EXCHANGE VOLUME

Millions of U.S. Dollars

AVERAGE DAILY VOLUME
a

                                        Current

Instrument                                Amount Reported

Spot transactions 564,466

Outright forwards 135,291

Foreign exchange swaps 245,173

Over-the-counter foreign exchange options 31,816

     Total 976,746

TOTAL MONTHLY VOLUME
a

                                        Current

Instrument                                Amount Reported

Spot transactions 11,853,760

Outright forwards 2,841,079

Foreign exchange swaps 5,148,667

Over-the-counter foreign exchange options 668,158

     Total 20,511,664

aThe data are adjusted for double reporting of trades between reporting dealers.
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE COMMITTEE

SEMI-ANNUAL FOREIGN EXCHANGE VOLUME SURVEY

OCTOBER 2011

2a. SPOT TRANSACTIONS, Average Daily Volume

Millions of U.S. Dollars

Reporting Other Other financial Nonfinancial

Currency Pair Dealers Dealers Customers Customers Total

U.S. DOLLAR versus

     Euro 39,825 99,689 88,846 19,503 247,863

     Japanese yen 8,731 21,765 16,516 3,224 50,236

     British pound 7,052 14,499 17,401 2,656 41,608

     Canadian dollar 7,792 14,906 13,602 2,980 39,280

     Swiss franc 2,369 4,959 5,545 912 13,785

     Australian dollar 10,040 26,873 23,316 5,597 65,826

     Argentine peso 45 64 14 12 135

     Brazilian real 708 1,164 1,148 148 3,168

     Chilean peso 336 469 181 29 1,015

     Mexican peso 3,522 5,330 3,924 1,057 13,833

     All other currencies 4,651 7,366 10,593 1,634 24,244

EURO versus

     Japanese yen 2,403 6,687 6,866 894 16,850

     British pound 1,922 4,103 4,871 620 11,516

     Swiss franc 1,667 4,268 4,501 420 10,856

ALL OTHER        

CURRENCY PAIRS       

3,889 9,620 9,763 979 24,251

Total
a 94,952 221,762 207,087 40,665 564,466

Counterparty

Notes: The table reports notional amounts of average daily volume adjusted for double reporting of trades between reporting dealers. The amounts are averaged 
over twenty one trading days in October.

aFigures may not sum to totals due to rounding.
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE COMMITTEE

SEMI-ANNUAL FOREIGN EXCHANGE VOLUME SURVEY

OCTOBER 2011

2b.OUTRIGHT FORWARDS, Average Daily Volume

Millions of U.S. Dollars

Reporting Other Other financial Nonfinancial

Currency Pair Dealers Dealers Customers Customers Total

U.S. DOLLAR versus

     Euro 2,791 3,919 21,874 5,353 33,937

     Japanese yen 919 1,986 5,853 1,263 10,021

     British pound 857 1,329 6,691 1,446 10,323

     Canadian dollar 692 1,510 6,647 2,353 11,202

     Swiss franc 214 534 1,622 329 2,699

     Australian dollar 763 1,215 5,251 949 8,178

     Argentine peso 54 120 79 18 271

     Brazilian real 2,736 3,915 5,548 551 12,750

     Chilean peso 654 1,232 561 79 2,526

     Mexican peso 404 544 1,728 234 2,910

     All other currencies 4,714 5,819 11,403 2,555 24,491

EURO versus

     Japanese yen 95 186 576 57 914

     British pound 127 305 1,187 262 1,881

     Swiss franc 177 459 640 63 1,339

ALL OTHER        

CURRENCY PAIRS       

1,168 3,124 6,730 827 11,849

Total
a 16,365 26,197 76,390 16,339 135,291

Counterparty

Notes: The table reports notional amounts of average daily volume adjusted for double reporting of trades between reporting dealers. The amounts are averaged 
over twenty one trading days in October.

aFigures may not sum to totals due to rounding.
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE COMMITTEE

SEMI-ANNUAL FOREIGN EXCHANGE VOLUME SURVEY

OCTOBER 2011

2c.FOREIGN EXCHANGE SWAPS, Average Daily Volume

Millions of U.S. Dollars

                      Reporting                       Other               Other financial                      Nonfinancial

Currency Pair                         Dealers                      Dealers                   Customers                        Customers            Total

U.S. DOLLAR versus

     Euro 9,923 37,255 18,935 3,818 69,931

     Japanese yen 7,670 17,286 7,887 1,474 34,317

     British pound 5,050 12,794 6,693 1,227 25,764

     Canadian dollar 5,376 17,783 6,392 1,794 31,345

     Swiss franc 2,835 10,859 1,983 520 16,197

     Australian dollar 3,228 8,815 4,975 667 17,685

     Argentine peso 1 2 0 0 3

     Brazilian real 0 26 94 3 123

     Chilean peso 2 69 34 0 105

     Mexican peso 2,280 5,946 2,658 1,225 12,109

     All other currencies 4,385 9,635 6,046 801 20,867

EURO versus

     Japanese yen 41 208 583 50 882

     British pound 88 893 666 461 2,108

     Swiss franc 78 423 834 315 1,650

ALL OTHER        

CURRENCY PAIRS       

727 5,717 4,465 1,178 12,087

Total
a 41,684 127,711 62,245 13,533 245,173

Counterparty

Notes: The table reports notional amounts of average daily volume adjusted for double reporting of trades between reporting dealers. The amounts are averaged 
over twenty one trading days in October.

aFigures may not sum to totals due to rounding.
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE COMMITTEE

SEMI-ANNUAL FOREIGN EXCHANGE VOLUME SURVEY

OCTOBER 2011

2d. OVER-THE-COUNTER FOREIGN EXCHANGE OPTIONS, Average Daily Volume

Millions of U.S. Dollars

                      Reporting                       Other               Other financial                     Nonfinancial

Currency Pair                         Dealers                      Dealers                   Customers                       Customers            Total

U.S. DOLLAR versus

     Euro 2,846 1,752 3,474 1,228 9,300

     Japanese yen 641 547 1,476 302 2,966

     British pound 366 241 446 463 1,516

     Canadian dollar 605 494 344 287 1,730

     Swiss franc 145 99 166 132 542

     Australian dollar 993 902 1,949 505 4,349

     Argentine peso 0 8 0 6 14

     Brazilian real 609 447 388 129 1,573

     Chilean peso 58 22 61 48 189

     Mexican peso 425 287 230 98 1,040

     All other currencies 446 633 1,649 505 3,233

EURO versus

     Japanese yen 173 103 219 24 519

     British pound 136 90 130 44 400

     Swiss franc 305 89 945 130 1,469

ALL OTHER        

CURRENCY PAIRS       

1,061 695 944 276 2,976

Total
a 8,809 6,409 12,421 4,177 31,816

Counterparty

Notes: The table reports notional amounts of average daily volume adjusted for double reporting of trades between reporting dealers. The amounts are averaged 
over twenty one trading days in October.

aFigures may not sum to totals due to rounding.
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE COMMITTEE

SEMI-ANNUAL FOREIGN EXCHANGE VOLUME SURVEY

OCTOBER 2011

2e. AVERAGE DAILY VOLUME, by Execution Method and Currency Pair

Millions of U.S. Dollars

    Interdealer      Customer      Electronic Brokering        Electronic Trading           Voice    Total Number

Currency Pair         Direct          Direct                 Systems                  Systems           Broker            Total        of Trades

U.S. DOLLAR versus

     Euro 23,312 147,574 65,769 116,866 62,892 416,413 208,974

     Japanese yen 6,864 36,366 15,539 24,478 32,252 115,499 53049

     British pound 6,562 22,366 14,465 27,321 21,819 92,533 48471

     Canadian dollar 5,517 22,652 20,327 23,479 26,044 98,019 47107

     Swiss franc 2,475 9,984 6,463 8,173 11,690 38,785 21207

     Australian dollar 6,711 28,407 25,520 30,620 19,801 111,059 67539

     Argentine peso 101 179 46 14 184 524 84

     Brazilian real 3,344 8,137 2,194 1,353 6,637 21,665 1968

     Chilean peso 672 1,751 450 236 1,775 4,884 606

     Mexican peso 3,812 8,934 9,389 6,020 8,366 36,521 13755

     All other currencies 9,138 25,021 12,589 17,932 22,347 87,027 47236

EURO versus

     Japanese yen 1,194 8,122 2,654 7,589 2,317 21,876 20475

     British pound 1025 4483 3479 6721 2468 18,176 13613

     Swiss franc 1158 6350 2288 5870 1874 17,540 12248

ALL OTHER        

CURRENCY PAIRS       4740 22348 6871 17543 6505 58,007 68865

Total
a

76,625 352,674 188,043 294,215 226,971 1,138,528 625,197

Execution Method

Notes: The amounts reported in the table are averaged over twenty one trading days in October and are not adjusted for double reporting of trades between reporting 
dealers.

aFigures may not sum to totals due to rounding.
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE COMMITTEE

SEMI-ANNUAL FOREIGN EXCHANGE VOLUME SURVEY

OCTOBER 2011

2f. AVERAGE DAILY VOLUME, by Execution Method, Instrument, and Counterparty

Millions of U.S. Dollars

    Interdealer      Customer      Electronic Brokering        Electronic Trading          Voice  Total Number

         Direct           Direct                 Systems                  Systems          Broker            Total      of Trades

INSTRUMENT

     Spot transactions 36,847 201,085 132,054 203,408 86,015 659,409 560,136

     Outright forwards 12,786 57,370 12,057 47,750 21,685 151,648 57,000

     Foreign exchange swaps 18,301 77,708 37,005 39,323 114,517 286,854 6,300

     OTC FX options 8,692 16,512 6,928 3,736 4,753 40,621 1,761

Total
a 76,626 352,675 188,044 294,217 226,970 1,138,532 625,197

COUNTERPARTY

     Reporting dealers 76,626 0 77,294 82,073 87,601 323,594 173,342

     Banks/other dealers 0 162,353 66,839 48,151 104,738 382,081 199,038

     Other financial customers 0 142,327 38,139 147,513 30,163 358,142 197,317

     Nonfinancial customers 0 47,995 5,771 16,479 4,469 74,714 55,499

Total
a 76,626 352,675 188,043 294,216 226,971 1,138,531 625,196

Execution Method

Notes: The amounts reported in the table are averaged over twenty one trading days in October and are not adjusted for double reporting of trades between reporting 
dealers.
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE COMMITTEE

SEMI-ANNUAL FOREIGN EXCHANGE VOLUME SURVEY

OCTOBER 2011

3a. SPOT TRANSACTIONS, Total Monthly Volume

Millions of U.S. Dollars

                     Reporting                      Other               Other financial                     Nonfinancial

Currency Pair                        Dealers                     Dealers                   Customers                       Customers             Total

U.S. DOLLAR versus

     Euro 836,318 2,093,473 1,865,762 409,573 5,205,126

     Japanese yen 183,342 457,066 346,844 67,699 1,054,951

     British pound 148,086 304,469 365,426 55,780 873,761

     Canadian dollar 163,624 313,028 285,640 62,581 824,873

     Swiss franc 49,757 104,145 116,438 19,144 289,484

     Australian dollar 210,837 564,334 489,641 117,527 1,382,339

     Argentine peso 945 1,337 285 259 2,826

     Brazilian real 14,861 24,439 24,100 3,118 66,518

     Chilean peso 7,052 9,845 3,797 608 21,302

     Mexican peso 73,969 111,925 82,400 22,206 290,500

     All other currencies 97,677 154,684 222,459 34,314 509,134

EURO versus

     Japanese yen 50,469 140,436 144,192 18,772 353,869

     British pound 40,371 86,168 102,299 13,016 241,854

     Swiss franc 35,014 89,618 94,511 8,827 227,970

ALL OTHER        

CURRENCY PAIRS       

81,659 202,011 205,025 20,558 509,253

Total
a 1,993,981 4,656,978 4,348,819 853,982 11,853,760

Counterparty

Notes: The table reports notional amounts of total monthly volume adjusted for double reporting of trades between reporting dealers.

aFigures may not sum to totals due to rounding.
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE COMMITTEE

SEMI-ANNUAL FOREIGN EXCHANGE VOLUME SURVEY

OCTOBER 2011

3b. OUTRIGHT FORWARDS, Total Monthly Volume

Millions of U.S. Dollars

                      Reporting                       Other               Other financial                     Nonfinancial

Currency Pair                         Dealers                      Dealers                   Customers                        Customers             Total

U.S. DOLLAR versus

     Euro 58,614 82,292 459,346 112,415 712,667

     Japanese yen 19,308 41,714 122,914 26,525 210,461

     British pound 18,000 27,917 140,512 30,361 216,790

     Canadian dollar 14,525 31,718 139,586 49,404 235,233

     Swiss franc 4,490 11,222 34,061 6,906 56,679

     Australian dollar 16,026 25,518 110,262 19,933 171,739

     Argentine peso 1,142 2,516 1,656 369 5,683

     Brazilian real 57,451 82,212 116,504 11,572 267,739

     Chilean peso 13,736 25,875 11,790 1,652 53,053

     Mexican peso 8,481 11,433 36,279 4,906 61,099

     All other currencies 98,995 122,200 239,458 53,647 514,300

EURO versus

     Japanese yen 1,995 3,905 12,091 1,197 19,188

     British pound 2,667 6,405 24,924 5,496 39,492

     Swiss franc 3,712 9,643 13,439 1,328 28,122

ALL OTHER        

CURRENCY PAIRS       

24,525 65,614 141,332 17,363 248,834

Total
a 343,667 550,184 1,604,154 343,074 2,841,079

Counterparty

Notes: The table reports notional amounts of total monthly volume adjusted for double reporting of trades between reporting dealers.

aFigures may not sum to totals due to rounding.
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE COMMITTEE

SEMI-ANNUAL FOREIGN EXCHANGE VOLUME SURVEY

OCTOBER 2011

3c. FOREIGN EXCHANGE SWAPS, Total Monthly Volume

Millions of U.S. Dollars

                      Reporting                       Other               Other financial                     Nonfinancial

Currency Pair                         Dealers                      Dealers                   Customers                       Customers           Total

U.S. DOLLAR versus

     Euro 208,383 782,351 397,631 80,174 1,468,539

     Japanese yen 161,061 363,010 165,626 30,945 720,642

     British pound 106,058 268,665 140,555 25,761 541,039

     Canadian dollar 112,901 373,452 134,229 37,684 658,266

     Swiss franc 59,541 228,033 41,653 10,910 340,137

     Australian dollar 67,790 185,118 104,484 14,012 371,404

     Argentine peso 17 52 8 0 77

     Brazilian real 0 536 1,983 55 2,574

     Chilean peso 49 1,452 717 10 2,228

     Mexican peso 47,878 124,872 55,811 25,733 254,294

     All other currencies 92,076 202,329 126,975 16,828 438,208

EURO versus

     Japanese yen 851 4,368 12,243 1,048 18,510

     British pound 1,840 18,747 13,978 9,686 44,251

     Swiss franc 1,643 8,891 17,523 6,609 34,666

ALL OTHER        

CURRENCY PAIRS       

15,270 120,059 93,775 24,728 253,832

Total
a 875,358 2,681,935 1,307,191 284,183 5,148,667

Counterparty

Notes: The table reports notional amounts of total monthly volume adjusted for double reporting of trades between reporting dealers.

aFigures may not sum to totals due to rounding.
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE COMMITTEE

SEMI-ANNUAL FOREIGN EXCHANGE VOLUME SURVEY

OCTOBER 2011

3d. OVER-THE-COUNTER FOREIGN EXCHANGE OPTIONS, Total Monthly Volume

Millions of U.S. Dollars

                       Reporting                      Other               Other financial                      Nonfinancial

Currency Pair                          Dealers                    Dealers                   Customers                       Customers         Total

U.S. DOLLAR versus

     Euro 59,757 36,800 72,964 25,797 195,318

     Japanese yen 13,468 11,489 30,988 6,347 62,292

     British pound 7,677 5,060 9,359 9,726 31,822

     Canadian dollar 12,695 10,374 7,228 6,028 36,325

     Swiss franc 3,043 2,083 3,483 2,778 11,387

     Australian dollar 20,849 18,934 40,927 10,595 91,305

     Argentine peso 1 171 10 128 310

     Brazilian real 12,788 9,394 8,157 2,712 33,051

     Chilean peso 1,220 462 1,283 998 3,963

     Mexican peso 8,925 6,025 4,825 2,059 21,834

     All other currencies 9,357 13,291 34,620 10,607 67,875

EURO versus

     Japanese yen 3,641 2,153 4,595 511 10,900

     British pound 2,856 1,898 2,720 932 8,406

     Swiss franc 6,404 1,879 19,841 2,733 30,857

ALL OTHER        

CURRENCY PAIRS       

22,291 14,603 19,821 5,798 62,513

Total
a 184,972 134,616 260,821 87,749 668,158

Counterparty

Notes: The table reports notional amounts of total monthly volume adjusted for double reporting of trades between reporting dealers.

aFigures may not sum to totals due to rounding.
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE COMMITTEE

SEMI-ANNUAL FOREIGN EXCHANGE VOLUME SURVEY

OCTOBER 2011

3e. TOTAL MONTHLY VOLUME, by Execution Method and Currency Pair

Millions of U.S. Dollars

Interdealer Customer Electronic Brokering Electronic Trading Voice Total Number

Currency Pair Direct Direct Systems Systems Broker Total of Trades

U.S. DOLLAR versus

     Euro 489,562 3,099,053 1,381,157 2,454,181 1,320,730 8,744,683 4,388,459

     Japanese yen 144,135 763,685 326,319 514,048 677,290 2,425,477 1,114,024

     British pound 137,811 469,685 303,761 573,734 458,204 1,943,195 1,017,901

     Canadian dollar 115,867 475,690 426,863 493,057 546,930 2,058,407 989,242

     Swiss franc 51,979 209,673 135,719 171,628 245,491 814,490 445,349

     Australian dollar 140,924 596,548 535,930 643,028 415,817 2,332,247 1,418,313

     Argentine peso 2,112 3,753 971 299 3,859 10,994 1,763

     Brazilian real 70,225 170,881 46,079 28,404 139,376 454,965 41,326

     Chilean peso 14,122 36,773 9,452 4,961 37,281 102,589 12,720

     Mexican peso 80,046 187,618 197,166 126,430 175,686 766,946 288,863

     All other currencies 191,899 525,437 264,375 376,578 469,287 1,827,576 991,947

EURO versus

     Japanese yen 25,078 170,570 55,724 159,368 48,652 459,392 429,966

     British pound 21527 94147 73068 141144 51821 381,707 285,870

     Swiss franc 24321 133353 48048 123276 39356 368,354 257,211

ALL OTHER        

CURRENCY PAIRS       99546 469300 144285 368397 136605 1,218,133 1,446,175

Total
a

1,609,154 7,406,166 3,948,917 6,178,533 4,766,385 23,909,155 13,129,129

Execution Method

Notes: The amounts reported in the table are not adjusted for double reporting of trades between reporting dealers.

aFigures may not sum to totals due to rounding.
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE COMMITTEE

SEMI-ANNUAL FOREIGN EXCHANGE VOLUME SURVEY

OCTOBER 2011

3f. TOTAL MONTHLY VOLUME, by Execution Method, Instrument, and Counterparty

Millions of U.S. Dollars

Interdealer Customer Electronic Brokering Electronic Trading Voice Total Number

Currency Pair Direct Direct Systems Systems Broker Total of Trades

INSTRUMENT

     Spot transactions 773,791 4,222,780 2,773,126 4,271,559 1,806,322 13,847,578 11,762,856

     Outright forwards 268,512 1,204,765 253,201 1,002,746 455,386 3,184,610 1,196,993

     Foreign exchange swaps 384,324 1,631,875 777,097 825,776 2,404,854 6,023,926 132,293

     OTC FX options 182,522 346,751 145,493 78,457 99,823 853,046 36,986

Total
a 1,609,149 7,406,171 3,948,917 6,178,538 4,766,385 23,909,160 13,129,128

COUNTERPARTY

     Reporting dealers 1,609,149 0 1,623,183 1,723,531 1,839,612 6,795,475 3,640,192

     Banks/other dealers 0 3,409,418 1,403,615 1,011,180 2,199,498 8,023,711 4,179,799

     Other financial customers 0 2,988,865 800,919 3,097,776 633,421 7,520,981 4,143,667

     Non-financial customers 0 1,007,889 121,199 346,050 93,855 1,568,993 1,165,470

Total
a 1,609,149 7,406,172 3,948,916 6,178,537 4,766,386 23,909,160 13,129,128

Execution Method

Notes: The amounts reported in the table are not adjusted for double reporting of trades between reporting dealers.

aFigures may not sum to totals due to rounding.
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE COMMITTEE

SEMI-ANNUAL FOREIGN EXCHANGE VOLUME SURVEY

OCTOBER 2011

4a. OUTRIGHT FORWARDS, Total Monthly Volume by Maturity

Millions of U.S. Dollars

Currency Pair Less Than One Month One Month to One Year More Than One Year

U.S. DOLLAR versus

     Euro 438,081 324,198 8,993

     Japanese yen 107,124 119,719 2,912

     British pound 124,620 108,475 1,688

     Canadian dollar 165,973 81,713 2,063

     Swiss franc 30,180 30,563 416

     Australian dollar 108,288 78,708 760

     Argentine peso 2,471 4,138 213

     Brazilian real 192,925 123,719 8,541

     Chilean peso 30,140 35,198 1,441

     Mexican peso 39,159 29,884 528

     All other currencies 287,753 314,630 10,894

EURO versus

     Japanese yen 12,592 8,456 129

     British pound 25,231 16,251 674

     Swiss franc 24,690 6,057 1,078

ALL OTHER        

CURRENCY PAIRS       

174,789 93,252 5,304

Total
a 1,764,016 1,374,961 45,634

Maturity

Notes: The table reports notional amounts of total monthly volume that are not adjusted for double reporting of trades between 
reporting dealers.

aFigures may not sum to totals due to rounding.
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE COMMITTEE

SEMI-ANNUAL FOREIGN EXCHANGE VOLUME SURVEY

OCTOBER 2011

4b. FOREIGN EXCHANGE SWAPS, Total Monthly Volume by Maturity

Millions of U.S. Dollars

Currency Pair Less Than One Month One Month to One Year More Than One Year

U.S. DOLLAR versus

     Euro 1,132,901 520,173 23,839

     Japanese yen 533,522 339,130 9,040

     British pound 458,488 183,591 5,008

     Canadian dollar 620,255 139,621 11,279

     Swiss franc 272,332 124,605 2,733

     Australian dollar 319,715 116,497 2,974

     Argentine peso 31 56 6

     Brazilian real 526 1,944 104

     Chilean peso 857 1,337 82

     Mexican peso 229,486 69,768 2,911

     All other currencies 400,797 125,718 3,759

EURO versus

     Japanese yen 10,067 9,280 9

     British pound 19,616 25,937 535

     Swiss franc 20,096 12,694 3,516

ALL OTHER        

CURRENCY PAIRS       

178,770 81,848 8,473

Total
a 4,197,459 1,752,199 74,268

Maturity

Notes: The table reports notional amounts of total monthly volume that are not adjusted for double reporting of trades between 
reporting dealers.

aFigures may not sum to totals due to rounding.
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE COMMITTEE

SEMI-ANNUAL FOREIGN EXCHANGE VOLUME SURVEY

OCTOBER 2011

4c. OVER-THE-COUNTER FOREIGN EXCHANGE OPTIONS, Total Monthly Volume by Maturity

Millions of U.S. Dollars

Currency Pair Less Than One Month One Month to One Year More Than One Year

U.S. DOLLAR versus

     Euro 132,993 108,310 13,761

     Japanese yen 28,146 33,829 13,777

     British pound 15,077 22,203 2,213

     Canadian dollar 19,544 24,236 5,235

     Swiss franc 8,092 5,852 481

     Australian dollar 38,642 66,957 6,547

     Argentine peso 15 295 0

     Brazilian real 21,898 18,742 5,192

     Chilean peso 2,129 2,603 450

     Mexican peso 13,044 13,062 4,651

     All other currencies 22,124 44,551 10,553

EURO versus

     Japanese yen 6,987 6,439 1,107

     British pound 5,358 3,281 2,617

     Swiss franc 11,693 18,444 7,120

ALL OTHER        

CURRENCY PAIRS       

27,438 44,167 13,191

Total
a 353,180 412,971 86,895

Maturity

Notes: The table reports notional amounts of total monthly volume that are not adjusted for double reporting of trades between 
reporting dealers.

aFigures may not sum to totals due to rounding.
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C 
Comptroller of the Currency 
Administrator of National Banks 

Washington, DC 20219 

OCC's Quarterly Report on Bank Trading and Derivatives Activities 
Fourth Quarter 2011 

Executive Summary 

• Insured U.S. commercial banks reported trading revenues of $2.5 billion in the fourth quarter, 70% 
lower than revised' third quarter revenues of $8.5 billion, and 27% lower than $3.5 billion in the fourth 
quarter of 2010. 

• Credit exposure from derivatives fell in the fourth quarter. Net  current credit exposure decreased 15%, 
or $74 billion, to $430 billion. 

• Trading risk exposure, as measured by Value-at-Risk (VaR), decreased in 2011 as dealers actively 
reduced risk in the face of increasing global financial risks. Aggregate average VaR at the 5 largest 
trading companies declined 9.3% from 2010 to $680 million. 

• The notional amount of derivatives held by insured U.S. commercial banks fell $17 trillion, or 7%, from 
the third quarter of 2011, to $231 trillion. The fourth quarter decline in notionals followed a 0.6% 
decline during the third quarter, and marks the first time notionals have declined in consecutive 
quarters. Notional derivatives at year-end were 0.2% lower than at the end of 2010, the first year-
over-year decline on record. 

• Derivative contracts remain concentrated in interest rate products, which comprise 81% of total 
derivative notional amounts. Credit derivatives, which represent 6% of total derivatives notionals, fell 
6% to $14.8 trillion. 

The OCC's quarterly report on trading revenues and bank derivatives activities is based on Call Report 
information provided by all insured U.S. commercial banks and trust companies, reports filed by U.S. financial 
holding companies, and other published data. 

A total of 1,078 insured U.S. commercial banks reported derivatives activities at the end of the fourth quarter, a 
decrease of 10 banks from the prior quarter. Derivatives activity in the U.S. banking system continues to be 
dominated by a small group of large financial institutions. Five large commercial banks represent 96% of the 
total banking industry notional amounts and 86% of industry net current credit exposure. 

The OCC and other supervisors have examiners on-site at the largest banks to continuously evaluate the credit, 
market, operational, reputation, and compliance risks of bank derivatives activities. In addition to the OCC's on-
site supervisory activities, the OCC continues to work with other financial supervisors and major market 
participants to address infrastructure issues in OTC derivatives, including development of objectives and 
milestones for stronger trade processing and improved market transparency across all OTC derivatives 
categories. 

Revenues 

Insured U.S. commercial banks reported $2.5 billion in trading revenues in the fourth quarter, 70% lower than 
revised third quarter revenues, and 27% lower than $3.5 billion in the fourth quarter of 2010. Trading 

1 3Q revenues revised due to a call report restatement. 
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revenues in the third quarter were originally reported at $13.1 billion, but were reduced to $8.5 billion to reflect 
call report revisions to properly report the results of mortgage servicing asset hedges. 

Seasonal factors typically lead to weaker trading revenues in the final quarter of each year, as market 
participants become less willing to take risks. Trading revenues have been weakest in the fourth quarter in 10 
of the past 12 years. The normal seasonal weakness, however, was exacerbated by a significant reduction in 
risk appetite, not only by bank clients but also the banks themselves, as investors were especially reluctant to 
take risks amidst lingering uncertainty associated with Europe's sovereign debt crisis. Reduced risk appetite, 
reflected not only by lower risk measures (see Market Risk section below) but also the largest decline in notional 
derivatives contracts on record, suppressed trading revenues. 

The decline in revenues occurred across asset classes, led by interest rate and foreign exchange (FX) revenues 
which together decreased 54%, or $2.5 billion, to $2.2 billion. Interest rate and FX trading are closely aligned, 
as dealers often use interest rate contracts to hedge FX risk. Therefore it is useful to view these categories 
together. Credit trading revenues fell 89%, or $1.6 billion, to $193 million, while equity revenues fell 108%, or 
$1.6 billion, to a loss of $119 million. 

Valuation adjustments for derivatives receivables and payables, which are not part of core trading revenues but 
nevertheless are accounted for as trading revenues, were not a material factor in bank trading revenues in the 
fourth quarter of 2011. 

Commercial Bank Trading Revenue 

Bank Trading Revenue Change % Change Change % Change 
4Q11 vs. 4Q11 vs. 4Q11 vs. 4Q11 vs. 

$ in millions 4Q11 3Q11 3Q11 3Q11 4Q10 4Q10 4Q10 
Interest Rate 253 2,125 (1,873) -88% 1,469 (1,216) -83% 
Foreign Exchange 1,940 2,595 (655) -25% 1,905 35 2% 
Equity (119) 1,442 (1,561) -108% 338 (457) -135% 
Commodity & Other 258 558 (300) -54% 252 6 2% 
Credit 193 1,764 1,571 -89% 485 678 140% 
Total Trading Revenues 2,525 8,484 5,959 -70% 3,479 (954) -27% 

Note: 3Q revenues revised due to a call report restatement. 

Bank Trading Revenue 4Q11 Avg Past ALL Quarters Since Q4 1996 Past 8 Quarters 
Avg Hi Low Avg Hi Low $ in millions 12 	4's 

Interest Rate 253 167 1,367 9,099 (3,420) 2,181 4,587 145 
Foreign Exchange 1,940 1,857 1,497 4,261 (1,535) 1,768 4,261 (1,047) 

Equity (119) 243 405 1,829 (1,229) 607 1,442 (119) 
Commodity & Other 258 96 159 789 (320) 257 558 (25) 
Credit* 193 N/A N/A 2,707 (11,780) 1,225 2,707 (485)  
Total Trading Revenues 2,525 6,037 
*Credit trading revenues became reportable in 1Q07. Highs and lows are for available quarters only. 
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Quarterly Bank Trading Revenues 
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Note: Beginning 1Q07, credit exposures are broken out as a separate category. 3Q revenues revised due to a call report restatement, 
Data Source: Call Reports. 

Annual Bank Trading Revenue 
Insured U.S. commercial banks reported full-year 2011 revenues of $25.8 billion, $3.3 billion higher (14%) than 
in 2010. Trading revenues for 2011 were a record, 14% higher than the previous record of $22.6 billion in 
2009. Strong trading revenues in the first half of 2011 offset weaker performance in the second half of the 
year. Trading revenues in 2011 were higher across market factors. Interest rate and FX revenues together 
increased 7%, or $1.1 billion, to $16.3 billion. Revenues from equity, commodity and credit contracts all 
exhibited substantial increases. 

Bank Trading Revenue Change % Change Change % Change 
2011 vs. 2011 vs. 2010 vs. 2010 vs, 

$ in millions 2011 2010 2010 2010 2009 2009 2009 
Interest Rate 11,285 6,162 5,123 83% 14,470 (8,307) -57% 
Foreign Exchange 5,061 9,081 (4,020) -44% 5,595 3,486 62% 
Equity 2,802 2,051 750 37% 1,061 991 93% 
Commodity & Other 1,434 618 816 132% 1,460 (842) -58% 
Credit 5,193 4,605 588 13% 6 4,599 75324% 
Total Trading Revenues 25,776 22,518 3L258 14% 22,592 (74) 0% 
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Holding Company Trading Revenues 

To get a more complete picture of trading revenues in the banking system, it is useful to consider consolidated 
holding company trading performance. As illustrated in the table below, consolidated holding company trading 
revenues of $5.1 billion in the fourth quarter of 2011 were 42% lower than revised third quarter revenues, and 
32% lower ($2.4 billion) than the fourth quarter of 2010. Bank holding companies originally reported trading 
revenues of $14.0 billion in the third quarter. The significant revision reflects the same restatement as 
discussed above for insured commercial banks, related to the reporting of results from hedges of mortgage 
servicing assets. Holding company trading revenues faced the same headwinds as did insured commercial 
banks, with seasonally soft client demand made worse by global macro uncertainties. Net  valuation 
adjustments for derivatives receivables and payables, which are included in trading revenue totals, were a 
material positive contributor to reported trading revenues. 

Holding Co. Trading Revenue Change % Change Change % Change 
4Q11 vs. 4Q11 vs. 4Q11 vs. 4Q11 vs. 

$ in millions 4Q11 3Q11 3Q11 3Q11 4Q10 4Q10 4Q10 
Interest Rate 324 1,466 (1,142) -78% (1,595) 1,919 120% 
Foreign Exchange 3,034 5,160 (2,127) -41% 4,194 (1,160) -28% 
Equity 3,047 (2,673) 5,721 214% 3,035 12 0% 
Commodity & Other 1,646 2,141 (495) -23% 1,622 24 1% 
Credit 2,912 2,792 5,704 -204% 271 3,183 -1176% 
Total HC Trading Revenues 5,139 8,885 (3,747) -42% 7,526 2,387 -32% 

Note: 3Q revenues revised due to a Y-9 restatement, 

Prior to the financial crisis, bank trading revenues typically ranged from 60-80% of consolidated holding 
company trading revenues. Since the financial crisis, and the adoption of bank charters by the former 
investment banks, the percentage of bank trading revenues to consolidated company revenues has fallen into a 
range of 30-50%. This decline reflects the significant amount of the trading activity by the former investment 

z  The OCCs Quarterly Report on Bank Trading and Derivatives Activities focuses on the activity and performance of insured commercial 
banks. Discussion of consolidated bank holding company activity and performance is limited to this section, as well as the data in Table 2 

and Graph 5D. 
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banks that, while included in holding company results, remains outside the insured commercial bank. More 
generally, insured commercial banks have more limited legal authorities than do their holding companies, 
particularly in commodity and equity products. 

In the fourth quarter, bank trading revenues represented 49% of consolidated company trading revenues, 
compared to 95% in the third quarter, and 43% in the second quarter. Third quarter holding company trading 
revenues were depressed by equity trading revenues, as banking companies sustained $2.7 billion of losses, 
compared to $3.0 billion in revenues in the fourth quarter. 

Annual Holding Company Trading Revenue 

Full-year 2011 trading revenues for banking companies of $51.8 billion fell 15%, or $9.2 billion, from 2010. The 
most significant decrease came from credit, where revenues declined $11.7 billion (54%) to $9.8 billion. During 
the financial crisis, some dealer banks incurred very large losses on certain illiquid credit assets. As the 
economy recovered, dealers recorded gains as prices on these legacy assets improved. Because legacy assets 
were largely held in the holding company, the impact on trading revenues over the past several years is more 
pronounced at the bank holding company than at the insured commercial bank. The relative absence of these 
write-ups in 2011, compared to 2010, made it challenging for bank holding companies to achieve the same level 
of trading revenues. Equity revenues declined 25%, or $3.6 billion, to $10.9 billion. Offsetting these declines, 
combined interest rate and FX revenues increased $3.7 billion, or 19%, to $23.2 billion. 

Holding Company Revenue Change % Change Change % Change 
201.1 vs. 2011 vs. 2010 vs. 2010 vs. 

in millions 2011 2010 2010 2010 2009 2009 2009 
Interest Rate 13,160 4,962 8,198 165% 23,998 (19,036) -79% 
Foreign Exchange 10,058 14,554 (4,496) -31% 11,457 3,097 27% 
Equity 10,894 14,542 (3,648) -25% 17,389 (2,848) -16% 
Commodity & Other 7,906 5,486 2,420 44% 11,000 (5,515) -50% 
Credit 9,761 21,415 11,655 -54% 4,578 16,838 368% 
Total Trading Revenues 51,778 60,959 9 181 -15% 68,422 7,463 -11% 
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Credit Risk 

Credit risk is a significant risk in bank derivatives trading activities. The notional amount of a derivative contract 
is a reference amount from which contractual payments will be derived, but it is generally not an amount at 
risk. The credit risk in a derivative contract is a function of a number of variables, such as whether 
counterparties exchange notional principal, the volatility of the underlying market factors (interest rate, 
currency, commodity, equity or corporate reference entity), the maturity and liquidity of the contract, and the 
creditworthiness of the counterparty. 

Credit risk in derivatives differs from credit risk in loans due to the more uncertain nature of the potential credit 
exposure. With a funded loan, the amount at risk is the amount advanced to the borrower. The credit risk is 
unilateral; the bank faces the credit exposure of the borrower. However, in most derivatives transactions, such 
as swaps (which make up the bulk of bank derivatives contracts), the credit exposure is bilateral. Each party to 
the contract may (and, if the contract has a long enough tenor, probably will) have a current credit exposure to 
the other party at various points in time over the contract's life, Moreover, because the credit exposure is a 
function of movements in market factors, banks do not know, and can only estimate, how much the value of 
the derivative contract might be at various points of time in the future. 

The first step to measuring credit exposure in derivative contracts involves identifying those contracts where a 
bank would lose value if the counterparty to a contract defaulted today, The total of all contracts with positive 
value (i.e., derivatives receivables) to the bank is the gross positive fair value (GPFV) and represents an initial 
measurement of credit exposure. The total of all contracts with negative value (i.e., derivatives payables) to 
the bank is the gross negative fair value (GNFV) and represents a measurement of the exposure the bank poses 
to its counterparties. 

$ in billions Gross Positive Fair Values Gross Negative Fair Values 
4011 3Q11 Chang %Change 4011 3Q11 Change %Chan e 

Interest Rates 4,478 4,735 258 -5% 4,388 4,642 254 -5% 

FX 503 636 133 -21% 477 603 126 -21% 

Equity 77 93 (17) -18% 75 87 12 -14% 

Commodity 53 66 (12) -19% 55 65 10 -16% 

Credit 418 490 (72) -15% 404 473 69 -15% 

Total 5,528 6,021 (493) -8% 5,400 5,871 471 -8% 

Gross positive fair values (i.e., derivatives receivables) decreased 8%, or $493 billion, to $5.5 trillion in the 
fourth quarter. Receivables from interest rate contracts, which make up 81% of gross derivatives receivables 
(and hence are the dominant source of credit exposure), decreased 5%, or $258 billion, notwithstanding very 
limited changes in interest rates during the quarter. Receivables from credit, FX, equity, and commodity 
contracts all had significantly larger percentage declines than receivables from interest rate contracts. 
Because banks hedge the market risk of their derivatives portfolios, the decrease in gross positive fair values 
was offset by a similar decrease in gross negative fair values (i.e., derivatives payables). Derivatives payables 
decreased 8%, or $471 billion, to $5.4 trillion, with payables declining across asset classes, consistent with the 
decline in receivables on those same asset classes. 

For a portfolio of contracts with a single counterparty where the bank has a legally enforceable bilateral netting 
agreement, contracts with negative values may be used to offset contracts with positive values. This process 
generates a "net" current credit exposure (NCCE), as shown in the example below: 

Counterparty A Portfolio # of Value of Contracts Credit Measure/Metric 
Contracts 

Contracts With Positive 6 $500 Gross Positive Fair Value 
Value 
Contracts With Negative 4 $350 Gross Negative Fair Value 
Value 
Total Contracts 10 $150 Net Current Credit Exposure (NCCE) 

to Counterparty A 
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A bank's net current credit exposure across all counterparties will therefore be the sum of the gross positive fair 
values for counterparties without legally certain bilateral netting arrangements (this may be due to the use of 
non-standardized documentation or jurisdiction considerations) and the bilaterally netted current credit 
exposure for counterparties with legal certainty regarding the enforceability of netting agreements. 

Net current credit exposure is the primary metric used by the OCC to evaluate credit risk in bank derivatives 
activities. NCCE for insured U.S. commercial banks decreased 15% ($74 billion) to $430 billion in the fourth 
quarter, as the $493 billion decrease in gross receivables (GPFV) exceeded the $419 billion decrease in the 
dollar amount of netting benefits. NCCE peaked at $800 billion at the end of 2008, during the financial crisis, 
when interest rates had plunged and credit spreads were very high. Legally enforceable netting agreements 
allowed banks to reduce GPFV exposures by a record 92.2% ($5.1 trillion) in the fourth quarter, up from 91.6% 
in the third quarter. Notwithstanding the decline in NCCE, credit exposures from derivatives remains elevated. 
Excluding the financial crisis period of 2007-2009, the $430 billion NCCE in the fourth quarter is the third 
highest exposure amount on record. 

$ in billions 4Q11 3Q11 Change % 

Gross Positive Fair value (GPFV) 5,528 6,021 (493) -8% 

Netting Benefits 5,098 5,517 (419) -8% 

Netted Current Credit Exposure (NCCE) 430 504 (74) -15% 

Potential Future Exposure (PFE) 767 795 (27) -3% 

Total Credit Exposure (TCE) 1,198 1,299 (101) -8% 

Netting Benefit % 92.2% 91.6% 0.6% 1% 

10 Year Interest Swap Rate 2.04°/n 2.11% -0.07% -3% 

Dollar Index Spot 80.2 78.6 1,6 2% 

Credit Derivative Index - North America Inv Grade 119.9 134.4 (14.4) -11% 

Credit Derivative Index - High Volatility 252.8 245.1 7.7 3% 

Russell 3000 Index Fund (RAY) 742.6 666.0 76.6 12% 

Dow Jones-UBS Commodity Index (D)UBS) 140.7 140.2 0.5 0% 

Note: Numbers may not add due to rounding. 

The second step in evaluating credit risk involves an estimation of how much the value of a given derivative 
contract might change in the bank's favor over the remaining life of the contract; this is referred to as the 
"potential future exposure" (PFE). PFE decreased 3% ($27 billion) in the fourth quarter to $767 billion, due to a 
decline in the notional amount of credit and interest rate contracts. The total credit exposure (PFE plus the net 
current credit exposure) decreased 8% in the fourth quarter to $1.2 trillion. 

The distribution of NCCE in the banking system is concentrated in banks securities firms (57%) and 
corporations (36%). Exposure to hedge funds, sovereign governments and monoline financial firms is very 
small (2% in total). However, the sheer size of aggregate counterparty exposures results in the potential for 
major losses even in sectors where exposure is a small percentage of the total. For example, notwithstanding 
the minimal share of NCCE to monolines, banks suffered material losses on these exposures during the credit 
crisis. Because banks have taken credit charges (via credit valuation adjustments) to completely write down 
their monoline exposures, current credit exposures to monolines are now virtually 0% of total net current credit 
exposure. Sovereign credit exposures are also a small component (5%) of net current credit exposure and, like 
monoline exposures, are largely unsecured. These exposures are an increasing area of focus for bank 
supervisors as they review counterparty credit risk. 

J Net Current Credit Exposure 1 
gy Counterparty Type as a % of Total NCCE 

Banks & Securities 
I 	Firms 

I 	Monollne 
Financial Firms 

Hedge 
I 	Funds 

Sovereign 
I 	Governments  

I 	Corp and All Other 
I 	Counterparties T°mil  

Total Commercial Banks 57% G% Z% 5°/ 36% 100% 

Top 5 Commercial Banks 59% 0%n 1%a 	1 5% I 	34% I 	100% 

A more risk sensitive measure of credit exposure would also consider the value of collateral held against 
counterparty exposures. Commercial banks with total assets greater than $10 billion report the fair value of 
collateral held against various classifications of counterparty exposure. 
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Reporting banks held collateral against 66% of total NCCE at the end of the fourth quarter, up from 64% in the 
third quarter of 2011. Credit exposures to banks/securities firms and hedge funds are well secured. Banks held 
collateral against 87% of their current exposure to banks and securities firms, up from 86% in the third quarter. 
Collateral held against hedge fund exposures increased to 245% in the fourth quarter, from 179% in the third 
quarter. The collateral coverage of hedge fund exposures had declined during the third quarter, as hedge funds 
were increasingly reluctant to leave idle balances at their banks given global financial uncertainties. Coverage 
of hedge fund exposures at U.S. insured banks rebounded to more historical levels in the fourth quarter, as 
concerns about the health of the global banking system focused more heavily on European institutions. Hedge 
fund exposures have always been very well secured, because banks take "initial margin" on transactions with 
hedge funds, in addition to fully securing any current credit exposure. Collateral coverage of corporate, 
monoline and sovereign exposures is much less than for financial institutions and hedge funds. 

FV of Collateral to Net Current Credit 
Exposure Banks & Securities Monoline Hedge Sovereign Corp and All Other Overall 

Firms Financial Firms Funds Governments Counterparties FV/NCCE 

Total Commercial Banks 87% 6% 245% 17% 31% 66% 

Collateral quality held by banks is very high and liquid, with 80.3% held in cash (both U.S. dollar and non-
dollar), and an additional 9% held in U.S. Treasuries and government agencies. 

Fair Value of Collateral Cash 
U.S. Dollar 

Cash 
Other 

U.S. Treas 
Securities 

U.S. Gov't 
Agency 

Corp 

I 	Bonds 
Equity 

Securities 
All Other 
Collateral 

Total 

Collateral Compostion (a/o) 48.2% 32.1% 2.7% 6.3% 0.5% 0.8% 9.6% 100.0% 

Key credit performance metrics for derivatives receivables improved in the fourth quarter, with fewer charge-
offs and lower volumes of past due contracts. The fair value of derivatives contracts past due 30 days or more 
decreased 52% to $37 million. Past-due derivative contracts represent 0.01% of NCCE. Banks charged-off $69 
million in derivatives receivables in the fourth quarter, down from $89 million in the third quarter. In the fourth 
quarter, 23 banks reported charge-offs of derivatives exposures, up from 22 in the third quarter. Charge-offs in 
the fourth quarter of 2011 represented 0.02% of the net current credit exposure from derivative contracts, the 
same as in the third quarter. [See Graph 5C.] For comparison purposes, Commercial and Industrial (C&I) loan 
net charge-offs increased $35 million, or 2%, to $2.3 billion, in the fourth quarter. Net  C&I charge-offs were 
0.19% of total C&I loans in the fourth quarter, the same as in the third quarter. 

The level of charge-offs of derivatives credit exposures is typically much less than for C&I exposures. Two 
factors account for the historically favorable charge-off performance of derivatives. First, the credit quality of 
the typical derivatives counterparty is higher than the credit quality of the typical C&I borrower. Second, most 
of the large credit exposures from derivatives, whether from other dealers, large non-dealer banks, or hedge 
funds are collateralized daily, typically by cash and/or government securities. 

Market Risk 

Banks control market risk in trading operations primarily by establishing limits against potential losses. Value-
at-Risk (VaR) is a statistical measure that banks use to quantify the maximum expected loss, over a specified 
horizon and at a certain confidence level, in normal markets. It is important to emphasize that VaR is not the 
maximum potential loss; it provides a loss estimate at a specified confidence level. A VaR of $50 million at 99% 
confidence measured over one trading day, for example, indicates that a trading loss of greater than $50 million 
in the next day on that portfolio should occur only once in every 100 trading days under normal market 
conditions. Since VaR does not measure the maximum potential loss, banks stress test trading portfolios to 
assess the potential for loss beyond the VaR measure. Banks and supervisors have been working to expand the 
use of stress analyses to complement the VaR risk measurement process that is typically used when assessing a 
bank's exposure to market risk. 
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$ in millions JPMorgan Chase 
& Co. 

Citigroup Inc. Bank of America 
Corp. 

The Goldman 
Sachs Group 

Morgan Stanley 

Average VaR 2011 $58 $213 $167 $113 $129 
Average VaR 2010 $71 $205 $201 $134 $139 
Change in Avg VaR 2011 vs 2010 ($13) $8 ($34) $21 ($10)  
% Chan e in Av VaR 2011 vs 2010 -18% 4% -17% -16% -7% 
12-31-11 Equity Capital $183,573 $177,806 $230,101 $70,379 $62,049 
2011 Net Income $18,976 $11,067 $1,446 $4,442 $4,110 
Avg VaR 2011 / Equity 0.03% 0.1% 0.1% 0.2% 0.2% 
Avg VaR 2011 / 2011 Net Income 0.3% 1.9% 11.5% 2.5% 3.1% 

Data Source: 10K & 1OQ SEC Reports. 

The large trading banks disclose average VaR data in published financial reports. To provide perspective on the 
market risk of trading activities, it is useful to compare the VaR numbers over time, and to equity capital and 
net income. As shown in the table above, market risks reported by the five largest banking companies, as 
measured by VaR, are small as a percentage of their capital. Because of mergers, and VaR measurement 
systems incorporating higher volatility price changes throughout the credit crisis (compared to the very low 
volatility environment prior to the crisis), bank VaR measures had generally increased throughout the credit 
crisis. After the peak of the financial crisis, as more normal market conditions emerged and volatility declined, 
bank VaR measures have broadly trended lower. 

Concerns about the quality of European sovereign debt led market participants to increasingly focus on the 
health of the banking system in Europe. Those European concerns, combined with uncertainty about the 
impact on derivatives markets from legislative changes and progress on reducing the U.S. budget deficit, led 
large dealers to actively reduce risk throughout 2011. Those efforts occurred throughout the year, but were 
especially notable toward the end of the year, as client demand fell substantially. Aggregate average VaR 
measures at the five largest dealer firms fell 9.3% during 2011 to $680 million. This decline in measured risk 
occurred notwithstanding an overall rise in volatility indicators during the year, and underscores the conscious 
attempt by banks to de-risk their trading exposures as higher volatility would normally lead to higher risk 
measures. 

Because of methodological differences in calculating VaR, readers are cautioned that a higher VaR figure at a 
particular bank may not necessarily imply that the bank has more trading risk than another bank with a lower 
VaR. For example, JP Morgan, Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley calculate VaR using a 95% confidence 
interval. If those firms used a 99% confidence interval, as does Bank of America and Citigroup, their VaR 
estimates would be meaningfully higher. The data series used to measure risk also is an important factor in the 
calculated risk measure. Firms using a longer period over which to measure risk may include the higher 
volatility period of the financial crisis, and therefore their measured VaR will be higher than firms that use a less 
volatile data series. Indeed, one major reason for the decline in VaR at large trading firms is the lower volatility 
environment that has prevailed since the end of the financial crisis. The VaR measure for a single portfolio of 
exposures will be different if the time period used to measure risk is not the same. 

To test the effectiveness of VaR measurement systems, trading institutions track the number of times that daily 
losses exceed VaR estimates. Under the Market Risk Rule that establishes regulatory capital requirements for 
U.S. commercial banks with significant trading activities, a bank's capital requirement for market risk is based 
on its VaR measured at a 99% confidence level and assuming a 10-day holding period. Banks back-test their 
VaR measure by comparing the actual daily profit or loss to the VaR measure. The results of the back-test 
determine the size of the multiplier applied to the VaR measure in the risk-based capital calculation. The 
multiplier adds a safety factor to the capital requirements. An "exception" occurs when a dealer has a daily loss 
in excess of its VaR measure. Some banks disclose the number of such "exceptions" in their published financial 
reports. Because of the unusually high market volatility and large write-downs in CDOs during the financial 
crisis, as well as poor market liquidity, a number of banks experienced back-test exceptions and therefore an 
increase in their capital multiplier. Currently, however, none of the large dealer banks hold additional capital for 
market risk based upon an increased multiplier, as the incidence of back-test exceptions no longer requires it, 
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Credit Derivatives 

Credit derivatives decreased 5.8% in the fourth quarter to $14.8 trillion. Credit derivatives outstanding remain 
below the peak of $16.4 trillion in the first quarter of 2008. From year-end 2003 to 2008, credit derivative 
contracts grew at a 100% compounded annual growth rate. Industry efforts to eliminate offsetting trades 
("trade compression"), as well as reduced demand for structured products, has led to a decline in credit 
derivative notionals. Tables 11 and 12 provide detail on individual bank holdings of credit derivatives by 
product and maturity, as well as the credit quality of the underlying reference entities. As shown in the first 
chart below, credit default swaps are the dominant product at 97% of all credit derivatives notionals. [See 
charts below, Tables 11 and 12, and Graph 10.] 

Note: Beginning 1Q07, credit exposures are broken out as a separate category. 
Data Source: Call Reports. 

Contracts referencing investment grade entities with maturities from 1-5 years represent the largest segment of 
the market at 40% of all credit derivatives notionals, down from 42% at end of the third quarter of 2011. 
Contracts of all tenors that reference investment grade entities are 59% of the market, down from 60% in the 
third quarter. [See chart on right above.] 

The notional amount for the 34 insured U.S. commercial banks that sold credit protection (i.e., assumed credit 
risk) was $7.3 trillion, down 6% ($436 billion) from the third quarter. The notional amount for the 31 banks 
that purchased credit protection (i.e., hedged credit risk) was $7.5 trillion, a decrease of 6% ($466 billion). 
[See Tables 1, 3, 11 and 12 and Graphs 2, 3 and 4.] 

Notionals  

Changes in notional volumes are generally reasonable reflections of business activity, and therefore can provide 
insight into potential revenue and operational issues. However, the notional amount of derivatives contracts 
does not provide a useful measure of either market or credit risks. 

The notional amount of derivatives contracts held by insured U.S. commercial banks in the fourth quarter fell by 
$17.2 trillion (6.9%) to $230.8 trillion from the third quarter. Notionals had also fallen 0.6% during the third 
quarter, The declines in notionals in the third and fourth quarter mark the first time notionals have fallen in 
consecutive quarters. The fourth quarter decline in notionals, the largest dollar decline (and third largest 
percentage decline) on record, reflects ongoing trade compression activities, in which dealers terminate trades 
among each other, as well as substantially reduced client activity toward the end of the year. The decline in 
client activity reflects not only seasonal trends but also broad-based uncertainty associated with a range of 
issues, most notably the continuing focus on European sovereign debt. The notional amount of derivatives at 
year-end 2011 is 0.2% lower than a year ago, the first time nationals have fallen on an annual basis. 
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758 28.2 59.0 73.7 25.3 29.9 32.3 83.7 46.7 34.9 92.2 5.4 1.3 14.2 23.0 8.3  

'QOfi:::. :2Q06.:.:..::.' :3QQ6 .:: 4Q06 1Q0/ 2Q07 3Q07 ::4Q07: :.. i1Q08: ::::2Q08.:.3Q08.:..4Q08'5:.1Q09 .::2Q09:::3Q09::  ; ::::4009  
3.6 (7.0) (16.0) (5.8) (2.9) (9.2) 119.4 30.7 14.8 120.0 91.9 846.7 218.1 166.3 213.9 159.3  

1010:: :. : 

103.5 

<2Q1Q  :::. 

118.6 

;:i.3Q10':: . ::..:. : :4Q10 

284.5 111.0 

::: : ..1 Q11 ::: 

1598.0 

2Q11 ::. 

71.0 

::.3Q11:.:::.4Q 

89.0 

1  
68.8 

Note 

The figures are for each quarter 
alone, not year-to-date. 

The 1Q11 charge-off figure was 
adjusted in 3Q11 to reflect an amended 
Call Report. 

Data Source: Call Reports 
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Banks 	Holding Companies 

Quarterly 	/Recoveries from Derivatives rapn 50 

Insured U.S.ommercial Bans Compared with Holding Companies 
1Q02-4Q11 

$ in Millions  
1Q02 	2Q02 	3Q02 	4Q02. 	.1Q03. 	2Q03 	3Q03 	4Q03 	1Q04 	2Q04 	3Q04 	4Q04  

	

Banks 	68 	25 	70 	70 	30 	26 	32 	10 	120 	(39) 	92 	5 	Note: 

	

Holding Companies 	76 	21 	66 	74 	25 	33 	31 	128 	51 	39 	93 	9 
The figures are for each 

1Q05 2Q05 3Q05 4Q05 1Q06 2Q06 3Q06 4Q06 1Q07 2Q07 3Q07 4Q07  quarter alone, not year-to-date. 

Banks  1 14 23 8 4 (7) (16) (6) (3) 9 119 31  
Holding Companies  55 4 45 18 35 5 (28) (7) (3) 10 119 32  

The 1Q11 charge-off figures 
were adjusted in 3411 to 

1Q08 2Q08 3Q08 4Q08 1Q09  2Q09 3Q09 4Q09 1Q10 2Q10  .... 3Q10 4Q10  
reflect an amended Call Report 
and Y-9. 

Banks  15 120 92 847 218 166 214 159 104 119 284 111  
Holding Companies  15 120 93 1191 1570 477 266 164 122 288 181 87  Data Source: Call Reports and 

Y-9 
1Q11 2Q11  3Q11 4Q11 

	

Banks 	1598 	71 	89 	69  

	

Holding Companies 	1617 	68 	92 	73 
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Graph 6A 

Quarterly Trading Revenues Cash & Derivative Positions 
Insured U.S. Commercial Banks 

1Q07-4Q11 

. 

$.:n.MI€tons.. 
.................. 

1Q07 2Q07   .3Q07  4 	07.'... 
....::.............:.:. 

.1 	08  2 QB  .3Q08.. ... 

.................:....:........ 
.4 08  1 Q9. 

:....:.....:.............. . 

. 2Q09 3Q0   4 09 1Q10 2Q10.. . 3Q10 4Q10 1Q11  2 1  3Q11 ... . .4Q11 

Interest Rate 2,413 2,950 2,896 (357) 1,853 1,449 984 (3,420) 9,099 1,108 5,451 (1,188) 333 145 4,215 1,469 4,587 4,320 2,125 253 

Foreign Exchange 1,831 1,265 2,005 1,873 2,083 2,096 3,090 4,093 2,437 2,132 (1,535) 2,560 3,962 4,261 (1,047) 1,905 35 491 2,595 1,940 

Equity 1,735 1,024 27 205 (15) 183 (954) (1,229) 1,042 (279) 154 144 965 378 371 338 743 736 1,442 (119) 

Comdty & Other 175 25 7 88 261 601 342 338 344 281 446 389 297 (25) 94 252 315 304 558 258 

Credit 878 883 (2,655) (11,780) (3,461) (2,715) 2,544 (8,958) (3,154) 1,930 1,204 27 2,707 1,840 543 (485) 1,729 1,507 1,764 193 

Total Trading Revenue* 7,032 6,146 2,281 (9,970) 721 1,614 6,005 (9,176) 9,768 5,172 5,720 1,932 8,263 6,600 4,176 3,479 7,409 7,357 8,484 2,525 

'The trading revenue figures above are for cash and derivative activities. Revenue figures are for each quarter alone, not year-to-date. 

Note: 3Q revenues revised due to a call report restatement. 

Numbers may not add due to rounding. 

Data Source: Call Reports 
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Trading Revenue to 
Gross Revenue (%)* 

.:. )

:. 
. 

....., 	. 
@ank. :  

.., 
A.me46 . 8.... :.bank ; 

Goldman  

SaCl1S..; 
: 	 ::. 

: HSSC . 
P:. 'FD 	5.: ::..  

$e1~k5  
:. All  
Banks 

IQ09 13 8 69 -4 12 6 
2Q09 9 -1 -2 63 7 4 3 
3Q09 14 3 -2 59 16 5 4 
4Q09 3 2 -12 72 -1 1 1 
1Q10 16 6 12 71 9 10 5 
2Q10 12 4 14 53 13 11 4 
3Q10 5 5 5 61 12 6 3 
4Q10 6 2 2 7 -3 4 2 
1Q11 14 6 9 54 11 11 5 
2Q11 14 6 11 58 9 12 5 
3 	11 15 9 15 57 -62 14 6 
4Q11 4 0 1 31 8 3 2 

Quarterly Trading Revenue as a Percentage of Gross Revenue Graph 6B 

Cash & Derivative Positions 
Top 5 Insured U.S. Commercial Banks by Derivative Holdings 

1Q09-4Q11 

*The trading revenue figures above are for cash and derivative activities. Revenue figures are quarterly, not year-to-date numbers. 

Note: In 1011, HSBC replaced Wells Fargo as one of the top five commercial banks in derivatives. See Table 1. 

Gross Revenue equals interest income plus non-interest income. 

Data Source: Call Reports 
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The five banks with the most derivatives activity hold 96% of all derivatives, while the largest 25 banks account 
for nearly 100% of all contracts. [See Tables 3, 5 and Graph 4.] 

Note: Beginning IQU7, credit exposures are broken out as a separate category. 
Data Source: Call Reports. 

Interest rate contracts comprise 81% of total derivatives. FX and credit derivatives are 11% and 6.4%, 
respectively, of total notionals. 

$ in billions 
4011 3Q11 $ Change % Change % of Total 

Derivatives 
Interest Rate Contracts 187,509 202,107 14,598 7% 81% 
Foreign Exchange Contracts 25,436 26,795 1,359 -5% 11% 
EquityContracts 1,589 1,786 (197) -11% 1% 
Commodity/Other 1,501 1,602 (101) -6% 1% 
Credit Derivatives 14,759 15,661 (902) -6% 6% 
Total 230,794 247,952 (17,157) -7% 100% 
Note: Numbers may not add due to rounding. 

Swap contracts, at 63% of total notional derivatives, unchanged from the third quarter, continue to represent 
the bulk of derivative contracts. 

$ in billions 
4Q11 3011 $ Change % Change % of Total 

Derivatives 
Futures & Forwards 37,248 39,791 (2,543) -6% 16% 
Swaps 146,253 156,132 9,879 -6% 63% 
Options 32,534 36,368 3,833 -11% 14% 
Credit Derivatives 14,759 15,661 902 -6% 6% 
Total 230,794 247,952 17,157 -7% 100% 
Note: Numbers may not add due to rounding. 

11 
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Bilateral Netting: A legally enforceable arrangement between a bank and a counterparty that creates a single 
legal obligation covering all included individual contracts. This means that a bank's receivable or payable, in the 
event of the default or insolvency of one of the parties, would be the net sum of all positive and negative fair 
values of contracts included in the bilateral netting arrangement, 

Credit Derivative: A financial contract that allows a party to take, or reduce, credit exposure (generally on a 
bond, loan or index). Our derivatives survey includes over-the-counter (OTC) credit derivatives, such as credit 
default swaps, total return swaps, and credit spread options. 

Derivative: A financial contract whose value is derived from the performance of underlying market factors, 
such as interest rates, currency exchange rates, commodity, credit, and equity prices. Derivative transactions 
include a wide assortment of financial contracts including structured debt obligations and deposits, swaps, 
futures, options, caps, floors, collars, forwards and various combinations thereof. 

Gross Negative Fair Value (GNFV): The sum total of the fair values of contracts where the bank owes 
money to its counterparties, without taking into account netting. This represents the maximum losses the 
bank's counterparties would incur if the bank defaults and there is no netting of contracts, and no bank 
collateral was held by the counterparties. Gross negative fair values associated with credit derivatives are 
included. 

Gross Positive Fair Value (GPFV): The sum total of the fair values of contracts where the bank is owed 
money by its counterparties, without taking into account netting. This represents the maximum losses a bank 
could incur if all its counterparties default and there is no netting of contracts, and the bank holds no 
counterparty collateral. Gross positive fair values associated with credit derivatives are included. 

Net Current Credit Exposure (NCCE): For a portfolio of derivative contracts, NCCE is the gross positive fair 
value of contracts less the dollar amount of netting benefits. On any individual contract, current credit exposure 
(CCE) is the fair value of the contract if positive, and zero when the fair value is negative or zero. NCCE is also 
the net amount owed to banks if all contracts were immediately liquidated. 

Notional Amount: The nominal or face amount that is used to calculate payments made on swaps and other 
risk management products. This amount generally does not change hands and is thus referred to as notional. 

Over-the-Counter Derivative Contracts: Privately negotiated derivative contracts that are transacted off 
organized exchanges. 

Potential Future Exposure (PFE): An estimate of what the current credit exposure (CCE) could be over time, 
based upon a supervisory formula in the agencies' risk-based capital rules. PFE is generally determined by 
multiplying the notional amount of the contract by a credit conversion factor that is based upon the underlying 
market factor (e.g., interest rates, commodity prices, equity prices, etc.) and the contract's remaining maturity. 
However, the risk-based capital rules permit banks to adjust the formulaic PFE measure by the "net to gross 
ratio," which proxies the risk-reduction benefits attributable to a valid bilateral netting contract. PFE data in this 
report uses the amounts upon which banks hold risk-based capital. 

Total Credit Exposure (TCE): The sum total of net current credit exposure (NCCE) and potential future 
exposure (PFE). 

Total Risk-Based Capital: The sum of tier 1 plus tier 2 capital. Tier 1 capital consists of common 
shareholders' equity, perpetual preferred shareholders' equity with noncumulative dividends, retained earnings, 
and minority interests in the equity accounts of consolidated subsidiaries. Tier 2 capital consists of 
subordinated debt, intermediate-term preferred stock, cumulative and long-term preferred stock, and a portion 
of a bank's allowance for loan and lease losses. 

12 
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Graph 1 

Derivative Notionals by Type of User 
Insured U.S. CommercialBanks 

S irTn lions 2005  2006 	007. ....  	 ... 	 20QB  2009. 
. 	 ...... 

	 . 

	

..  .2010 . 	 . 
  2031 : ;:: ..:.::; .. 

Q 1  Q2 Q3 Q4 	Qi 	Q 2 	Q3 	Q4 	Q 1 	Q2 	Q3 	Q4 	Q1 	Q2 	Q3  Q4 	Q 1  Q 2 	Q3 	Q4  Q 1  Q2 	Q3  Q4 Qi Q2 Q3 Q4  

Total Derivative Notionals 91.1 96.2 98.8 101.5 110.2 119.2 126.2 131.5 145.8 153.6 	173.6 	165.6 180.3 182.1 175,8 200.4 202.0 203.5 	204.3 212.8 216.5 223.4 	234.7 231.2 244.0 249.3 248.0 230.8 

Dealer (Trading) 85.5 89.6 91.1 93.0 102,1 	110.1 	115.3 119.6 131.8 138.1 	155.3 147.2 161.1 	163.9 157.1 181.9 	185.1 187.6 	189.2 196.8 200.1 207.5 	218.1 215.2 225.2 229.8 227.5 210.3 

End User (Non -Trading) 2.5 2.5 2.6 2,6 	2.6 	2.6 	3.0 	2.8 	2.9 	2.6 	2.8 	2.6 	2.8 	2.8 	2.6 2.6 	2.3 2.4 	2.1 	2.0 2.0 2.0 	2.1 1.9 3.9 4.3 4.8 5.8 

Credit Derivatives 3.1 4.1 5.1 5.8 	5.5 	6.6 	7.9 	9.0 	11.1 	12.9 	15.4 	15.9 	16.4 	15.5 	16.1 15.9 	14.6 13.4 	13.0 	14.0 14.4 13.9 	14.5 14.2 14.9 15.2 15.7 14.8 

Note: Numbers may not add due to rounding. Total derivative notionals are now reported including credit derivatives, for which regulatory reporting does not differentiate between trading and non-trading. 

Data Source: Call Reports. 
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280,000 

240.000 

11 1 111 

160, 000 

w 

120,000 °- 

Derivative Contracts by Product 
	Graph 2 

Insured U.S. Commercial Banks 
Year-ends 2001 - 2010, Quarterly 2011 

$:1n Billions 4Q01 	:` 4Q02. :.: 4Q03`' 4Q04 4Q05 .4Q06 4QQ7 4Q08 ::. Q09 4Q10 .:. 1.Q11 :2Q11 3Q11 4Q11::.: 

Futures & Fwrds 9,313 11,374 11,393 11,373 12,049 14,877 18,967 22,512 26,493 35,709 39,081 41,097 39,791 37,248 

Swaps 25,645 32,613 44,083 56,411 64,738 81,328 103,090 131,706 142,011 149,247 152,736 156,054 156,132 146,253 

Options 10,032 11,452 14,605 17,750 18,869 26,275 27,728 30,267 30,267 32,075 37,275 36,958 36,368 32,534 

Credit Derivatives 395 635 1,001 2,347 5,822 9,019 15,861 15,897 14,036 14,150 14,899 15,227 15,661 14,759 

TOTAL* 45,386 56,074 71,082 87,880 101,478 131,499 165,645 200,382 212,808 231,181 243,991 249,337 247,952 230,794 

'Notional amount of total: futures, exchange traded options, over the counter options, forwards, and swaps. 

Note: Numbers may not add due to rounding, 

Data Source: Call Reports 
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Derivative Contracts by Type 
Insured U.S. Commercial Banks 

Year-ends 2001 - 2010, Quarterly 2011 

Graph 3 

4011 Distribution 

0.7% 

tt  

j
i 

eLntereSt Rate 	OForeign Exch OEquities 

OCommoddies 	OCredrt Derivatives 

280 

aCredit Derivatives 
240 

DCommodities 

17 Equities 	
200 

17Foreign Exch 

Fdinterest Rate 	 160 

0 

120 

80 

40 

0 

4001 4Q02 4003 4,,0 	 4008 4007 !Q08 	QC5 EQiO 1011 	Qi' 301. 4Q11 

in 	Billions 	. : 	 .:... 	 ...::. 4Q01 4 02  4003  4  004 ..:.:. 4005 	:. :AQ06 	.....4007 .. : ..4008 	.. ,.. :4Q09 ...... 4010:: :.1011 	.... 2Q11 3Q11 4Q11. . :  ;. 

Interest Rate 38,305 48,347 61,856 75,518 84,520 107,415 129,574 164,404 179,555 193,482 199,532 204,620 202,107 187,509 

Foreign Exch 5,736 6,076 7,182 8,607 9,282 11,900 16,614 16,824 16,553 20,990 26,712 26,483 26,795 25,436 

Equities 770 783 829 1,120 1,255 2,271 2,522 2,207 1,685 1,364 1,471 1,654 1,786 1,589 

Commodities 179 233 214 289 598 893 1,073 1,050 979 1,195 1,377 1,352 1,602 1,501 

Credit Derivatives 395 635 1,001 2,347 5,822 9,019 15,861 15,897 14,036 14,150 14,899 15,227 15,661 14,759 

TOTAL* 45,385 56,075 71,082 87,880 101,477 131,499 165,645 200,382 212,808 231,181 243,991 249,337 247,952 230,794 

'Notional amount of total: futures, exchange traded options, over the counter options, forwards, and swaps. 

Note: As of 2Q06 equities and commodities types are shown as separate categories. They were previously shown as "Other Derivs." 
Numbers may not add due to rounding. 

Data Source: Call Reports 
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Five Banks Dominate in Derivatives 	
Graph 4 

Insured U.S. Commercial Banks, 4Q11 

Concentration of Derivative Contracts 

$ rr Billions Top 5 Bks Tot Derivs All Daher Bks > :. 
%. 
. ... 

Tod Derr~s  
$ 

...::...:... 	:: 	..:: AU Bks ` 

°lo 
: Tot Derivs 

Futures & Fwrds 34,449 14.9 2,798 1.2 37,248 16.1 

Swaps 140,449 60.9 5,804 2.5 146,253 63.4 

Options 31,377 13.6 1,158 0.5 32,534 14.1; 

Credit Derivatives 14,628 6.3 131 0.1 14,759 6.4 1  
TOTAL* 220,904 95.7 9,891 4.3 230,794 100.0 

'Notional amount of total: futures, exchange traded options, over the counter options, forwards, and swaps. 

Note: In 1Q11, HSBC replaced Wells Fargo as one of the top five commercial banks in derivatives. See Table 1. 

Data Source: Call Reports 
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Total Credit Exposure to 
Risk Based Capital (%) 

a/a 
.......... 

]Pi41C : 

Sank:.:.:.Ainerrca 
... Gapkof : :. ::.iti: : 	 . 

 :: : bank::" 
Goldman :::.::: : 	 ...:.:....... 

:.:.:.. 

Sanic 

:.. ::::.:: 	.. 
Top  5..:. 

Banks:.: 
1Q09 323 169 213 1048 475 286 
2Q09 283 137 209 921 304 207 
3Q09 290 135 203 858 213 311 
4Q09 265 151 180 766 192 284 
1Q10 266 161 180 672 185 267 
2Q10 257 162 171 690 183 293 
3Q10 267 172 194 638 172 289 
4Q10 265 174 180 629 167 261 
1Q11 275 182 183 781 168 318 
2Q11 274 182 203 788 168 323 
3Q11 285 187 195 801 200 334 
4Q11 256 176 177 794 179 316 

Graph 5A 

Percentage of Total Credit Exposure to Risk Based Capital 
Top 5 Insured U.S. Commercial Banks by Derivative Holdings 

1Q09-4Q11 

Note: In 1011, HSBC replaced Wells Fargo as one of the top five commercial banks in derivatives. See Table 1. 

Beginning in the 2009, the methodology to calculate the Credit Risk Bxposure to Capital ratio for the Top 5 category was adjusted to a summing methodology. 

Data Source: Call Reports 
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Netting Benefit: Amount of Gross Credit Exposure Graph 5B 

Eliminated Through Bilateral Netting 
Insured U.S. Commercial Banks with Derivatives 

1Q98--4Q11 

Netting Benefit (%)* 
 .. *The netting benefit is defined as: 

109$ 0 9$ :.3 	9$ Q 9$ Q 99 ? 99 0 3 99 
Q  

4Q99 0 
Q 

 00  .3: 
 00 
0 

: 3 . 	00 Q 
4Q  

00 Q 01 2 01 Q 301 ..i4 
Q 

Q 	
s 
 :.  $ amount of netting benefitslgross positive 

50.6 54.6 58.9 61.7 61.5 62.9 62.7 60.9 66.8 66.8 65.4 69.3 70.4 71.5 75.5 73.8 fair value. 

1002 ! :2002 : 3002 :4002 : 1Q8 :2003 3003':; 4003 :.1004.;.2004 :.:3004 4.004 :1QQ5 2005: -3005 :;;4005 :' 
Data Source: Call Reports 

75.7 76.2 79.9 81.5 81.7 83.3 83.8 81.7 84.2 83.1 84.3 83.7 83.9 86.9 84.7 84.9 

1Q06.`..2Q06..;.3Q06 ::4006 :. : 1007 .2Q07 :3007 :.4007 ::1008 .:7 2Q08 :: 3008:' 4Q08 1Q09 2Q09  

84.9 85.4 85.5 84.7 85.2 86.4 83.9 84.8 85.6 85.3 84.3 88.7 89.0 88.0 89.7 90.2 

1010.:: 2Q10 3010 4Q10 `:1Q11 :.2Q11:; 3Q11 :4Q12 . . 
91.0 91.9 92.1 91.1 90.4 90.8 91.6 92.2 
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Notional Amounts of Interest Rate and 
Foreign Exchange Contracts by Maturity 

Insured U.S. Commercial Banks 
Year-ends 2001 - 2010 Quarterly 2011 

Graph 7 

180, 000 

160,000 

140,000 

120,000 

100, 000 0 
80,000 

60,000 

40.000 

20,000 

4Q01 	4002 	4Q03 	4Q04 	4005 	A006 	4007 	4Q08 	4Q09 	4Q10 	1Q11 	2Q11 	3Q1 	4Q11 

S in 8i€lons `.::;::.::4001:.'. :.4Q02.: 4Q03: : : 	Q04::;::4Q€15 : : 4Q06.:.:. 4007::: ::.'4008. >.:;:4Q09:.: >.1Q10:s'::2. 0.....:3Q10..;.:::4Q10 ::>1Q11 .: 	 '2011': :::3011'::: 4013 

IR: < 1 yr 10,357 12,972 13,573 15,914 18,482 29,546 39,083 47,147 80,976 84,013 88,995 90,912 90,838 92,440 94,638 95,371 87,805 

IR:1-5yr 11,809 14,327 20,400 25,890 27,677 31,378 37,215 47,289 33,632 33,329 33,342 35,133 33,491 34,891 35,295 34,128 32,745 

IR: > 5 yrs 7,523 9,733 13,114 15,489 19,824 23,270 27,720 36,780 26,144 24,117 23,096 24,547 24,303 24,919 25,207 24,965 24,163 

FX: < 1 yr 3,785 4,040 4,470 5,348 5,681 7,690 11,592 10,868 10,416 11,092 11,960 13,363 14,467 18,024 17,820 19,220 17,538 

FX: 1-5 yr 661 829 1,114 1,286 1,354 1,416 1,605 2,171 2,449 2,440 2,356 2,582 2,433 2,741 3,180 2,990 3,088 
FX: > 5 yrs 492 431 577 760 687 593 619 1,086 1,344 1,329 1,307 1,432 1,289 1,433 1,530 1,474 1,502 

Note: Figures above 
exclude foreign exchange 
contracts with an original 
maturity of 14 days or 
less, futures 
contracts, written 
options, basis swaps. and 
any other contracts not 
subject to risk-based capital 
requirements. 

Data Source: Call Reports 
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Notional Amounts of Gold and 	 Graph 8 

Precious Metals Contracts by Maturity 
Insured U.S. Commercial Banks 

Year-ends 2001 — 2010, Quarterly 2011 

+r Bill ors 	::::.:: 	. 	?: 4Q01>:' :4Q02 .: 4Q03 4Q04 :.:9Q05: ;.!4Q06 ::4Q07:?::: 4Q08 4Q09 ., ::4Q10 %.1Q1 	' ., ' .`2Q1.1::a3Q11;::4Q11 

Gold: < 1 yr 31 36 40 35 42 40 72 78 74 162 109 89 113 94 

Gold: 1-5 yr 26 28 32 31 27 36 37 27 25 29 27 31 33 28 

Gold: a 5 yrs 7 8 5 2 1 1 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Prec Met: < 1 yr 2 3 4 4 9 10 11 8 12 17 24 20 24 21 

Prec Met: 1-5 yr 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 4 4 5 5 

Prec Met, > 5 yrs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Note: Figures above exclude 
foreign exchange contracts 
with an original maturity of 14 
days or less, futures 
contracts, written 
options, basis swaps, and any 
other contracts not subject to 
risk-based capital 
requirements. 

Data Source: Call Reports 
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Notional Amounts of Commodity and 	Graph 9 

Equity Contracts by Maturity 
Insured U.S. Commercial Banks 

Year-ends 2001 — 2010, Quarterly 2011 

$:in.Esitions 4Q01 ::4Q02 :  4Q03 4Q04 4Q05: .4Q06:4Q07.;:.4Q08:. 4Q09 4 10 1Q11 2Q11 3Q11 4Q11 

Oth Comm: < 1 yr 28 55 41 68 165 185 205 179 176 203 371 329 297 261 

Oth Comm: 1-5 yr 23 35 102 206 714 235 298 233 198 209 194 203 229 209 

Oth Comm: > 5 yrs 2 9 14 40 175 20 23 43 33 25 24 29 28 46 

Equity: < 1 yr 124 127 197 273 321 341 473 409 312 296 350 358 375 427 

Equity: 1-5 yr 195 249 674 736 1,428 221 297 256 228 191 204 226 242 210 

Equity: > 5 yrs 23 25 84 140 383 45 70 72 82 85 84 93 98 94 

Note: Figures above exclude 
foreign exchange contracts 
with an original maturity of 14 
days or less, futures 
contracts, written 
options, basis swaps, and any 
other contracts not subject to 
risk-based capital 
requirements. 

Data Source: Call Reports 
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Graph 10 

Notional Amounts of Credit Derivative Contracts by Credit Quality and Maturity 
Insured U.S. Commercial Banks 

1Q07-4Q11  

Ll 	1 1I111H 	~~ 	.~ 	111 	1~IIJIII 	1111  
1Q07 2007 3Q07 4007 1Q08 2Q08 3Q08 4Q08 1Q09 2009 3009 4Q09 1Q10 2Q10 3010 4Q10 1011 2011 3Q11 4Q11 

3i10ons 	:: ::..:................. 1Q07 2Q07 3Q07 4Q07 1Q08 :.2Q08 :.:::3Q08; ;4008 	:: 1009 .r >2Q09::.. 3009:::
....

4 9' ' IQ10 ::  2Q10: 3Q10 ': 4Q10:. :.1Q11':' "2Q11:: .3Q11..:.:.4Q111 

Investment Grade : < 1 yr 281 328 307 304 319 685 839 741 765 997 869 1,079 985 966 870 856 905 1,002 1,119 1,559 

Investment Grade: 1-5 yr 2,768 3,359 3,545 3,860 4,088 7,130 6,852 6,698 5,527 5,520 5,202 5,888 6,229 6,320 5,800 5,731 5,927 6,564 6,507 5,963 

Investment Grade: > 5 yrs 1,917 2,210 2,154 2,138 2,127 3,197 3,345 2,900 2,432 2,221 2,087 2,063 2,275 1,767 1,645 1,446 1,614 1,586 1,699 1,220 

Subtotal Investment Grade 4,966 5,898 6,006 6,302 6,534 11,012 11,036 10,339 8,724 8,739 8,158 9,030 9,489 9,053 8,315 8,033 8,447 9,151 9,326 8,742 

Sub-Investment Grade: < 1 yr 164 144 158 149 134 343 400 457 513 615 575 635 574 587 753 791 833 939 1,024 1,335 

Sub-Investment Grade: 1-5 yr 1,201 1,405 1,416 1,400 1,608 2,849 3,058 3,472 3,660 3,098 3,167 3,248 3,201 3,267 4,004 4,073 4,217 4,056 4,131 3,797 

Sub-Investment Grade: > 5 yrs 537 629 621 543 672 1,160 1,394 1,388 1,492 989 1,086 1,121 1,101 968 1,400 1,254 1,401 1,081 1,180 885 

Subtotal Sub-Investment Grade 1,901 2,178 2,195 2,092 2,414 4,353 4,852 5,318 5,665 4,701 4,827 5,005 4,876 4,823 6,157 6,118 6,452 6,076 6,336 6,017 

Orierall Total .:;: .6 867 ' 201'1'. +8 394 i8 948 15,365 =15 888 :" S5'656 ;'1 389 ' -13'440 - 12 986." 14036 :-14364.>: 13 876 ';':I4 472:r 14150 > 14 ,899.15227: 661 > 14`759 

Note: Figures above exclude foreign exchange contracts with an original maturity of 14 days or less, futures contracts, written options, basis swaps, and any other contracts not subject to risk-based capital 
requirements. 

Notional amounts as reported in Schedules RC-L and RC-R of Call reports. As of March 31, 2006, the Call Report began to include maturity breakouts for credit derivatives. 

Data Source: Call Reports 
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TABLE 1 

NOTIONAL AMOUNT OF DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS 
TOP 25 COMMERCIAL BANKS AND TRUST COMPANIES IN DERIVATIVES 

DECEMBER 31, 2011, $ MILLIONS 

TOTAL 
TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL CREDIT 

TOTAL TOTAL FUTURES OPTIONS FORWARDS SWAPS OPTIONS DERIVATIVES SPOT 
RANK BANK NAME STATE ASSETS DERIVATIVES (EXCH TR) (EXCH TR) OTC (OTC) (OTC) OTC FX 
1 3PMORGAN CHASE BANK NA OH 51,811,678 $70,151,755 $1,054,889 $1,604,737 $10,519,547 $42,193,147 $9,003,696 $5,775,740 $116,741 
2 CMBANK NATIONAL ASSN SD 1,288,658 52,102,260 417,068 1,188,019 6,290,464 32,991,242 8,240,371 2,975,096 518,436 
3 BANK OF AMERICA NA NC 1,451,969 50,135,890 1,469,653 406,328 9,309,135 31,203,103 3,027,351 4,720,320 254,991 
4 GOLDMAN SACHS BANK USA NY 103,790 44,192,474 942,082 391,465 3,550,525 31,536,163 7,272,498 499,741 2,912 
5 HSBC BANK USA NATIONAL ASSN VA 206,010 4,321,240 58,874 72,342 837,018 2,525,646 170,126 657,234 60,127 
6 WELLS FARGO BANK NA SD 1,161,490 3,332,642 208,049 57,777 609,909 1,952,377 423,287 81,243 8,554 
7 MORGAN STANLEY BANK NA UT 67,047 1,722,966 6,732 0 10,853 1,610,050 70,920 24,411 34,713 
8 STATE STREET BANK&TRUST CO MA 212,293 1,390,579 66,618 0 861,509 395,072 67,275 105 19,189 
9 BANK OF NEW YORK MELLON NY 256,205 1,375,225 25,498 17,161 330,708 734,791 266,734 333 37,262 
10 PNC BANK NATIONAL ASSN DE 263,310 389,730 64,250 9,250 24,627 237,975 50,065 3,563 705 
11 SUNTRUST BANK GA 171,292 309,154 28,340 20,842 32,737 177,303 45,929 4,003 113 
12 NORTHERN TRUST CO IL 99,831 244,337 0 0 235,976 8,199 100 61 6,688 
13 REGIONS BANK AL 123,368 150,281 4,365 0 66,309 75,630 3,367 610 100 
14 U S BANK NATIONAL ASSN OH 330,471 107,934 400 2,000 45,960 47,616 9,255 2,703 339 
15 TD BANK NATIONAL ASSN DE 188,913 73,794 0 0 8,064 62,503 1,285 1,943 3 
16 KEY BANK NATIONAL ASSN OH 86,199 70,700 3,279 20 9,306 49,791 5,094 3,210 517 
17 BRANCH BANKING&TRUST CO NC 168,868 69,027 342 0 16,371 39,404 12,910 0 31 
18 FIFTH THIRD BANK OH 114,540 68,382 201 0 13,335 32,304 21,379 1,163 557 
19 UNION BANK NATIONAL ASSN CA 88,968 53,238 5,062 0 2,522 31,885 13,768 0 390 
20 RBS CITIZENS NATIONAL ASSN RI 106,941 39,572 0 0 7,011 29,799 1,945 817 47 
21 ALLY BANK UT 85,332 32,692 0 0 9,823 16,312 6,557 0 0 
22 TD BANK USA NATIONAL ASSN ME 13,521 30,300 0 0 9,199 21,100 0 0 0 
23 CAPITAL ONE NATIONAL ASSN VA 133,478 27,448 245 0 723 25,727 31 721 7 
24 DEUTSCHE BANK TR CO AMERICAS NY 51,180 27,370 0 0 300 22,726 414 3,930 0 
25 BMO HARRIS BANK NA IL 97,264 25,586 0 0 950 21,699 2,920 16 12 

TOP 25 COMMERCIAL BANKS & TCS WITH DERIVATIVES $8,682,613 $230,444,576 $4,355,947 $3,769,940 $32,802,883 $146,041,566 $28,717,278 $14,756,962 $1,062,435. 
OTHER COMMERCIAL BANKS & TCs WITH DERIVATIVES 2,554,276 349,810 9,831 2,868 78,956 211,670 44,392 2,094 743': 
TOTAL COMMERCIAL BANKS & TCs WITH DERIVATIVES 11,236,890 230,794,386 4,365,777 3,772,808 32,881,838 146,253,236 28,761,670 14,759,056 1,063,1771 

Note: Credit derivatives have been included in the sum of total derivatives. Credit derivatives have been included as an "over the counter' category, although the Call Report does not differentiate by market currently. 
Note: Before the first quarter of 1995 total derivatives included spot foreign exchange. Beginning in the first quarter, 1995. spot foreign exchange was reported separately. 
Note: Numbers may not add due to rounding. 
Data source: Call Reports, schedule RC-L 
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TABLE 2 

NOTIONAL AMOUNT OF DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS 
TOP 25 HOLDING COMPANIES IN DERIVATIVES 

DECEMBER 31, 2011, $ MILLIONS 

CREDIT 
TOTAL TOTAL FUTURES OPTIONS FORWARDS SWAPS OPTIONS DERIVATIVES SPOT 

RANK HOLDING COMPANY STATE ASSETS DERIVATIVES (EXCH TR) (EXCH TR) OTC (OTC) (OTC) (OTC) FX 
I JPMORGAN CHASE & CO. NY $2,265,792 $71,040,875 $1,573,422 $1,701,890 $10,936,497 $42,095,596 $8,959,674 $5,773,796 $116,610 
2 BANK OF AMERICA CORPORATION NC 2,136,578 68,567,203 2,297,428 1,204,833 12,677,737 43,004,545 5,516,596 3,866,064 202,016 
3 MORGAN STANLEY NY 749,898 52,162,976 142,939 896,223 6,464,333 33,675,187 6,075,566 4,908,728 132,311 
4 CITIGROUP INC. NY 1,873,878 50,205,275 322,181 2,435,783 6,635,391 29,695,160 8,209,342 2,907,418 464,254 
5 GOLDMAN SACHS GROUP, INC., THE NY 923,718 48,272,746 1,902,843 1,592,151 4,887,670 26,945,555 8,912,164 4,032,363 150,917 
5 HSBC NORTH AMERICA HOLDINGS INC. NY 331,403 4,304,431 59,450 93,592 839,852 2,484,437 170,124 656,976 60,069 
7 WELLS FARGO & COMPANY CA 1,313,867 3,274,244 218,243 62,374 629,199 1,875,577 414,167 74,684 8,554 
8 STATE STREET CORPORATION MA 216,436 1,392,353 66,622 0 861,529 396,822 67,275 105 19,189 
9 BANK OF NEW YORK MELLON CORPORATION, THE NY 325,793 1,358,252 25,884 17,511 330,434 717,386 266,704 333 37,270 
10 TAUNUS CORPORATION NY 354,737 792,674 83,912 101,271 388,105 137,614 52,416 29,356 4,126 
11 ALLY FINANCIAL INC. MI 183,940 642,261 127,921 743 68,695 409,568 35,304 30 0 
12 PNC FINANCIAL SERVICES GROUP, INC., THE PA 271,407 390,624 65,033 9,250 24,738 237,975 50,065 3,563 705 
13 SUNTRUST BANKS, INC. GA 176,900 310,795 28,621 20,842 32,737 176,303 48,289 4,003 113 
14 METLIFE, INC. NY 799,625 290,021 22,652 0 37,514 102,291 114,429 13,136 0 
15 NORTHERN TRUST CORPORATION IL 100,224 244,937 0 0 235,976 8,799 100 61 6,688 
16 REGIONS FINANCIAL CORPORATION AL 127,050 157,587 4,365 0 66,309 82,572 3,731 610 100 
17 U.S. BANCORP MN 340,122 109,170 400 2,000 45,959 49,155 9,256 2,400 339 
18 TD BANK US HOLDING COMPANY ME 201,057 104,094 0 0 17,263 83,603 1,285 1,943 3 
19 KEYCORP OH 88,763 74,544 3,369 20 9,306 52,501 6,138 3,210 517 
20 CAPITAL ONE FINANCIAL CORPORATION VA 206,104 73,234 245 0 5,300 66,936 31 721 7 
21 FIFTH THIRD BANCORP OH 116,967 72,210 201 0 13,335 36,132 21,379 1,163 557 
22 6B&T CORPORATION NC 174,579 67,626 342 0 16,371 39,063 11,850 0 31 
23 RBC USA HOLDCO CORPORATION NY 83,153 55,834 912 11,919 37,797 4,364 158 584 0 
24 UNIONBANCAL CORPORATION CA 89,677 53,238 5,062 0 2,522 31,885 13,768 0 390 
25 CITIZENS FINANCIAL GROUP, INC. RI 129,811 48,261 0 0 7,011 36,870 2,226 2,153 47 

TOP 25 HOLDING COMPANIES WITH DERIVATIVES $13,581,477 $304,065,465 $6,952,046 $8,150,401 $45,271,581 $182,445,899 $38,952,038 $22,283,500 $1,204,813 

Note: Currently, the Y-9 report does not differentiate credit derivatives by contract type. Credit derivatives have been included in the sum of total derivatives. 
Note: Prior to the first quarter of 2005, total derivatives included spot foreign exchange. Beginning in that quarter, spot foreign exchange has been reported separately. 
Note: Numbers may not add due to rounding. 
Data source: Consolidated Financial Statements for Bank Holding Companies, FRY- 9, schedule HC-L 
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TABLE 3 

DISTRIBUTION OF DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS 
TOP 25 COMMERCIAL BANKS AND TRUST COMPANIES IN DERIVATIVES 

DECEMBER 31, 2011, $ MILLIONS 

PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT 
TOTAL TOTAL EXCH TRADED OTC INT RATE FOREIGN EXCH OTHER CREDIT 

RANK 	BANK NAME STATE ASSETS DERIVATIVES CONTRACTS CONTRACTS CONTRACTS CONTRACTS CONTRACTS DERIVATIVES 
(%) (%) (%) (%) (IA) (0/0) 

1 	JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA OH $1,811,678 $70,151,756 3.8 95.2 76.6 12.4 2.8 8.2 
2 	C17BANK NATIONAL ASSN SD 1,286,658 52,102,260 3.1 96.9 81.7 11.5 1.1 5.7 
3 	BANK OF AMERICA NA NC 1,451,969 50,135,890 3.7 96.3 81.4 8.8 0.4 9.4 
4 	GOLDMAN SACHS BANK USA NY 103,790 44,192,474 3.0 97.0 94.4 4.4 0.0 1.1 
5 	HSBC BANK USA NATIONAL ASSN VA 206,010 4,321,240 3.0 97.0 64.4 18.7 1.7 15.2 
5 	WELLS FARGO BANK NA SD 1,161,490 3,332,642 8.0 92.0 88.0 5.1 4.4 2.4 
7 	MORGAN STANLEY BANK NA UT 67,047 1,722,966 0.4 99.6 0.4 98.2 0.0 1.4 
8 	STATE STREET BANK&TRUST CO MA 212,293 1,390,579 4.8 95.2 22.3 74.8 2.9 0.0 
9 	BANK OF NEW YORK MELLON NY 256,205 1,375,225 3.1 96.9 73.5 25.9 0.6 0.0 
10 	PNC BANK NATIONAL ASSN DE 263,310 389,730 18.9 81.1 96.1 3.0 0.0 0.9 
11 	SUNTRUST BANK GA 171,292 309,154 15.9 84.1 89.8 1.9 7.1 1.3 
12 	NORTHERN TRUST CO IL 99,831 244,337 0.0 100.0 3.0 97.0 0.0 0.0 
13 	REGIONS BANK AL 123,366 150,281 2.9 97.1 99.2 0.3 0.1 0.4 
14 	U 5 BANK NATIONAL ASSN OH 330,471 107,934 2.2 97.8 80.0 17.4 0.1 2.5 
15 	TD BANK NATIONAL ASSN DE 188,913 73,794 0.0 100.0 85.9 11.5 0.0 2.6 
16 	KEYBANK NATIONAL ASSN OH 86,199 70,700 4.7 95.3 86.0 8.6 0.8 4.5 
17 	BRANCH BANKING&TRUST CO NC 168,868 69,027 0.5 99.5 99.1 0.9 0.0 0.0 
18 	FIFTH THIRD BANK OH 114,540 68,382 0.3 99.7 67.4 25.4 5.5 1.7 
19 	UNION BANK NATIONAL ASSN CA 88,968 53,238 9.5 90.5 77.6 7.1 15.4 0.0 
20 	PBS CITIZENS NATIONAL ASSN RI 106,941 39,572 0.0 100.0 82.0 15.9 0.0 2.1 
21 	ALLY BANK UT 85,332 32,692 0.0 100.0 95.8 0.0 4.2 0.0 
22 	TD BANK USA NATIONAL ASSN ME 13,521 30,300 0.0 100.0 67.3 32.7 0.0 0.0 
23 	CAPITAL ONE NATIONAL ASSN VA 133,478 27,448 0.9 99.1 97.1 0.3 0.0 2.6 
24 	DEUTSCHE BANK TR CO AMERICAS NY 51,180 27,370 0.0 100.0 59.2 26.5 0.0 14.4 
25 	8MO HARRIS BANK NA IL 97,264 25,586 0.0 100.0 89.9 3.1 7.0 0.1 

TOP 25 COMMERCIAL BANKS & TC5 WITH DERIVATIVES $8,682,613 $230,444,576 $8,125,887 $222,318,689 $187,211,773 $25,402,001 $3,073,839 514,756,962 
OTHER COMMERCIAL BANKS & TCs WITH DERIVATIVES 2,554,276 349,810 12,699 337,111 297,479 34,335 15,902 2,094 
TOTAL FOR COMMERCIAL BANKS & TCs WITH DERIVATIVES 11,236,890 230,794,386 8,138,586  222 655,800 187509,252 25,436,336 3,089,741 14,759,056 

(%) (%) (IL) ( 0/) (I) ( 0/) (%) 
TOP 25 COMMERCIAL BANKS & TC: % OF TOTAL COMMERCIAL BKS &TCs WITH DERIVATIVES 99.8 3.5 96.3 81.1 11.0 1.3 6.4 
OTHER COMMERCIAL BANKS & TCs: % OF TOTAL COMMERCIAL $Ks & TEl WITH DERIVATIVES 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
TOTAL FOR COMMERCIAL BANKS & TCS: % OF TOTAL COMMERCIAL BANKS &TCs WITH DERIVATIVES 100.0 3.5 96.5 81.2 11.0 1.3 6.4 

Note: Currently, the Call Report does not differentiate credit derivatives by over the counter or exchange traded. Credit derivatives have been included in the "over the counter" category as well as in the sum of total derivatives here. 
Note: "Foreign Exchange" does not include spot Sc 

Note: "Other" is defined as the sum of commodity and equity contracts. 
Note; Numbers may not add due to rounding. 
Data source: Call Reports, schedule RC-L 
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TABLE 4 

CREDIT EQUIVALENT EXPOSURES 
TOP 25 COMMERCIAL BANKS AND TRUST COMPANIES IN DERIVATIVES 

DECEMBER 31, 2011, $ MILLIONS 

BILATERALLY TOTAL CREDIT (0/O) 

TOTAL NETTED CURRENT POTENTIAL EXPOSURE TOTAL CREDIT 
TOTAL TOTAL RISK-BASED CREDIT FUTURE FROM ALL EXPOSURE 

RANK 	BANK NAME STATE ASSETS DERIVATIVES CAPITAL EXPOSURE EXPOSURE CONTRACTS TO CAPITAL 
1 	3PMORGAN CHASE BANK NA OH $1,811,678 $70,151,756 $136,017 $172,723 $175,376 $5.348,099 256 
2 	CITIBANK NATIONAL ASSN SD 1,288,658 52,102,260 134,284 72,044 165,707 237,751 177 
3 	BANK OF AMERICA NA NC 1,451,969 50,135,890 154,317 64,303 207,342 271,645 176 
4 	GOLDMAN SACHS BANK USA NY 103,790 44,192,474 19,257 30,063 122,845 152,908 794 
5 	HSBC BANK USA NATIONAL ASSN VA 206,010 4,321,240 22,328 8,071 31,844 39,915 179 
6 	WELLS FARGO BANK NA SD 1,161,490 3,332,642 117,925 30,206 20,695 50,901 43 
7 	MORGAN STANLEY BANK NA UT 67,047 1,722,966 10,221 2,244 10,317 12,561 123 
8 	STATE STREET BANK&TRUST CO MA 212,293 1,390,579 13,607 9,899 15,458 25,357 186 
9 	BANK OF NEW YORK MELLON NY 256,205 1,375,225 15,421 7,260 5,426 12,686 82 
10 	PNC BANK NATIONAL ASSN DE 263,310 389,730 32,299 3,797 610 4,407 14 
11 	SUNTRUST BANK GA 171,292 309,154 17,209 3,149 1,480 4,629 27 
12 	NORTHERN TRUST CO IL 99,831 244,337 7,763 3,861 2,486 6,348 82 
13 	REGIONS BANK AL 123,368 150,281 14,447 1,002 244 1,246 9 
14 	U S BANK NATIONAL ASSN OH 330,471 107,934 32,542 1,457 255 1,711 5 
15 	TO BANK NATIONAL ASSN DE 188,913 73,794 14,441 2,391 771 3,163 22 
16 	KEYBANKNATIONALASSN OH 86,199 70,700 11,628 1,170 125 1,296 11 
17 	BRANCH BANKING&TRUST CO NC 168,868 69,027 17,855 1,494 426 1,920 11 
18 	FIFTH THIRD BANK OH 114,540 68,382 13,859 1,752 647 2,399 17 
19 	UNION BANK NATIONAL ASSN CA 88,968 53,238 10,004 988 886 1,874 19 
20 	RBS CITIZENS NATIONAL ASSN RI 106,941 39,572 10,536 1,138 290 1,428 14 
21 	ALLY BANK UT 85,332 32,692 13,643 112 213 326 2 
22 	TD BANK USA NATIONAL ASSN ME 13,521 30,300 1,081 693 343 1,035 96 
23 	CAPITAL ONE NATIONAL ASSN VA 133,478 27,448 11,229 619 184 803 7 
24 	DEUTSCHE BANK TR CO AMERICAS NY 51,180 27,370 8,430 1,585 812 2,397 28 
25 	BMO HARRIS BANK NA IL 97,264 25,586 10,289 717 260 978 10 

TOP 25 COMMERCIAL BANKS &TCs WITH DERIVATIVES $8,682,613 $230,444,576 $850,632 $422,738 $765,042 $1,187,780 140 
OTHER COMMERCIAL BANKS & TCs WITH DERIVATIVES 2,554,276 349,810 289,592 7,730 2,247 9,976 3 
TOTAL AMOUNT FOR COMMERCIAL BANKS &TCs WITH DERIVATIVES 11,236,890 230,794,386 1,140,224  430,467 767,289 1,197,756 105 

Commercial banks also hold on-balance sheet assets in volumes that are multiples of bank capital. For example: 

EXPOSURES FROM OTHER ASSETS EXPOSURE TO RISK 
ALL COMMERCIAL BANKS  BASED CAPITAL  
1-4 FAMILY MORTGAGES 161% 
C&I LOANS 99% 
SECURITIES NOT IN TRADING ACCOUNT 196% 

Note: Total credit exposure is defined as the credit equivalent amount from derivative contracts (RC-R line 54), which is the sum of netted current credit exposure and PFE. 
Note: The total credit exposure to capital ratio is calculated using risk based capital (tier one plus tier two capital). 
Note: Currently, the Call Report does not differentiate credit derivatives by contract type. Credit derivatives have been included in the sum of total derivatives here. 
Note. Numbers may not add due to rounding. 
Note: Beginning in 2Q09, the methodology to calculate the Credit Risk Exposure to Capital ratio for the aggregated categories (Top 25, Other and Overall Total) was adjusted 
to a summing methodology. 
Data source: Call Reports, Schedule RC-R. 
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TABLE 5 

NOTIONAL AMOUNTS OF DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS HELD FOR TRADING 
TOP 5 COMMERCIAL BANKS AND TRUST COMPANIES IN DERIVATIVES 

DECEMBER 31, 2011, $ MILLIONS 

TOTAL a/o TOTAL 0/o 
HELD FOR HELD FOR NOT FOR NOT FOR 

TOTAL TOTAL TRADING TRADING TRADING TRADING 
RANK 	BANK NAME STATE ASSETS DERIVATIVES & MTM & MTM MTM MTM 
1 	JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA OH $1,811,678 $64,376,016 $63,747,610 99.0 $628,406 1.0 
2 	CITIBANK NATIONAL ASSN SD 1,288,658 49,127,164 49,069,552 99.9 57,612 0.1 
3 	BANK OF AMERICA NA NC 1,451,969 45,415,570 41,647,501 91.7 3,768,069 8.3 
4 	GOLDMAN SACHS BANK USA NY 103,790 43,692,733 43,686,955 100.0 5,778 0.0 
5 	HSBC BANK USA NATIONAL ASSN VA 206,010 3,664,006 3,636,376 99.2 27,630 0.8 

TOP 5 COMMERCIAL BANKS & TCs WITH DERIVATIVES $4,862,105 $206,275,489 $201,787,994 97.8 $4,487,495 2.2 
OTHER COMMERCIAL BANKS & TCs WITH DERIVATIVES 6,374,785 9,759,841 8,474,911 86.8 1,284,930 13.2 
TOTAL AMOUNT FOR COMMERCIAL BANKS & TCs WITH DERIVATIVES 11,236,890 216,035,329 210,262,905 97.3 5,772,425 2.7 

Note: Currently, the Call Report does not differentiate between traded and not-traded credit derivatives. Credit derivatives have been excluded from the sum of total derivatives here. 
Note: Numbers may not add due to rounding. 
Data source: 	Call Reports, schedule RC-L 
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TABLE 6 

GROSS FAIR VALUES OF DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS 
TOP 5 COMMERCIAL BANKS AND TRUST COMPANIES IN DERIVATIVES 

DECEMBER 31, 2011, $ MILLIONS 

TRADING NOT FOR TRADING CREDIT DERIVATIVES 
GROSS GROSS GROSS GROSS GROSS GROSS I  

RANK 	BANK NAME 	 STATE 
TOTAL 

ASSETS 
TOTAL 

DERIVATIVES 

	

POSITIVE 	NEGATIVE 

	

FAIR VALUE* 	FAIR VALUE** 
POSITIVE 

FAIR VALUE* 
NEGATIVE 

FAIR VALUE** 
POSITIVE 

FAIR VALUE* 	FAIR 
NEGATIVE 

VALUE** 
1 	JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA 	 OH 
2 	CITIBANK NATIONAL ASSN 	 SD 
3 	BANK OF AMERICA NA 	 NC 
4 	GOLDMAN SACHS BANK USA 	 NY 
S 	HSBC BANK USA NATIONAL ASSN 	 VA 

$1,811,678 
1,288,658 
1,451,969 

103,790 
206,010 

$70,151,756 
52,102,260 
50,135,890 
44,192,474 
4,321,240 

$1,674,434 
1,007,527 
1,101,730 

869,895 
77,930 

$1,649,247 
992,887 

1,085,234 
821,072 
77,052 

$17,221 
841 

130,597 
388 

15 

$9,673 
2,404 

141,269 
2 

1,609 

$169,710 
89,873 

122,942 
14,389 
14,630 

$166,260 
84,444 

119,024 
13,827 
14,434 

TOP 5 COMMERCIAL BANKS & TCs WITH DERIVATIVES 
OTHER COMMERCIAL BANKS & TCS WITH DERIVATIVES 
TOTAL AMOUNT FOR COMMERCIAL BANKS & TCS WITH DERIVATIVES 

$4,862,105 
6,374,785 

11,236,890 

$220,903,620 
9,890,766 

230,794,386 

$4,731,616 
203,542 

4,935,158 

$4,625,492 
199,160 

4,824,652 

$149,062 
26,306 

175,369 

$154,957 
15,875 

170,832 

$411,544 
6,220 

417,764 

$397,990 
6,071 

404,060 

Note: Currently, the Call Report does not differentiate between traded and non-traded 
*Market value of contracts that have a positive fair value as of the end of the quarter. 

credit derivatives. 	Credit derivatives have been included in the sum of total derivatives here. Numbers may not sum due to rounding. 

**Market value of contracts that have a negative fair value as of the end of the quarter. 
Data source: Call Reports, schedule RC-L 
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TABLE 7 

TRADING REVENUES FROM CASH INSTRUMENTS AND DERIVATIVES 
TOP 5 COMMERCIAL BANKS AND TRUST COMPANIES IN DERIVATIVES 

DECEMBER 31, 2011, $ MILLIONS 
NOTE: REVENUE FIGURES ARE FOR THE QUARTER {NOT YEAR-TO-DATE) 

TOTAL TRADING TRADING REV TRADING REV TRADING REV TRADING REV TRADING REV 
REV FROM CASH & FROM FROM FROM FROM FROM 

TOTAL TOTAL OFF BAL SHEET INT RATE FOREIGN EXCH EQUITY COMMOD & 0TH CREDIT 
RANK 	BANK NAME 	 STATE ASSETS DERIVATIVES POSITIONS POSITIONS POSITIONS POSITIONS POSITIONS POSITIONS 
1 	JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA 	 OH $1,811,578 $70,151,756 $778 46) $163 569) $270 $460 
2 	CITIBANK NATIONAL ASSN 	 SD 1,268,658 52,102,260 196 100 389 41 (73) ( 174) 
3 	BANK OF AMERICA NA 	 NC 1,451,969 50,135,890 11 46 235 21 2 (293) 
4 	GOLDMAN SACKS BANK USA 	 NY 103,790 44,192,474 219 22 214 0 0 '17; 
5 	HSBC BANK USA NATIONAL ASSN 	 VA 206,010 4,321,240 104 81 94 3 11 (861 

TOP 5 COMMERCIAL BANKS & TCs WITH DERIVATIVES $4,862,105 $220,903,620 $1,308 $203 $1,095 (946) $205 (5110) 
OTHER COMMERCIAL BANKS & TCs WITH DERIVATIVES 6,374,785 9,890,766 1,217 50 845 (33) 53 303 
TOTAL AMOUNT FOR COMMERCIAL BANKS & TCs WITH DERIVATIVES 11,236,590 230,794,386 2,525 253 1,940 119) 258 193 

Note: Effective in the first quarter of 2007, trading revenues from credit exposures are reported separately, along with the four other types of exposures. The total derivatives column includes credit exposures. 
Note: Trading revenue is defined here as "trading revenue from cash instruments and off balance sheet derivative instruments," 
Note: Numbers may not sum due to rounding. 
Data source: Call Reports, schedule RI 
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TABLE 8 

NOTIONAL AMOUNTS OF DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS BY CONTRACT TYPE & MATURITY 
TOP 5 COMMERCIAL BANKS AND TRUST COMPANIES IN DERIVATIVES 

DECEMBER 31, 2011, $ MILLIONS 

INT RATE INT RATE INT RATE INT RATE FOREIGN EXCH FOREIGN EXCH FOREIGN EXCH FOREIGN EXCH 
TOTAL TOTAL MATURITY MATURITY MATURITY ALL MATURITY MATURITY MATURITY ALL 

RANK BANK NAME 	 STATE ASSETS DERIVATIVES <1 YR 1 - 5 YRS > 5 YRS MATURITIES <1 YR 1 - 5 YRS > S YRS MATURITIES 
I 	3PMORGAN CHASE BANK NA 	 OH $1,811,678 $70,151,755 $30,653,752 58,799,877 $6 334,023 $45,767,662 $6,558,039 $652,279 8202,974 $7,413,292 
2 	OTI1EANK NATIONAL ASSN 	 SD 1,288,658 52,102,260 22,850,480 7,164,433 5,115,756 35,130,669 4,446,875 377,679 155,315 4,979,869 
3 	BANK OF AMERICA NA 	 NC 1,451,969 50,135,890 10,329,005 6,063,655 4,481,718 20,874,378 2,863,359 859,410 386,409 4,109,187 
4 	GOLDMAN SACHS BANK USA 	 NY 103,790 44,192,474 21,967,393 8,303,772 6,715,542 36,985,807 408,321 775,044 666,241 1,849,606 
5 	HSBC BANK USA NATIONAL ASSN 	 VA 206,010 4,321,240 696,402 1,073,780 659,909 2,430,091 551,271 127,319 51,437 730,028 

TOP 5 COMMERCIAL BANKS & its WITH DERIVATIVES 54,862,105 $226,903,620 $56,497,042 $31,405,517 $23,307,048 $141,209,607 $14,827,875 $2,791,731 $1,462,376 $19,081,083 
OTHER COMMERCIAL BANKS & TCs WITH DERIVATIVES 6,374,785 9,890,766 1,308,142 1,339,316 856,137 3,51)3,595 2,710,380 296,437 39,986 3,046,802 
TOTAL AMOUNT FOR COMMERCIAL BANKS & TCS WITH DERIVATIVES 11 236,890 230,794,386 87,805,184 32,744,833 24,163,184 144,713,262 17,538,255 3,088,168 1,502,362 22,128,785 

Note: Figures above xdude any contracts not subject to risk-based capital requirements, such as foreign exchange c ntracs with an original maturity of 14 days or less, futures contracts, written options, and basis swaps. 
Therefore, the toal notional amount of derivatives by maturity will not add to She total derivatives figure in this table, 

Note: Numbers may not add due to rounding. 
Data source: Call R 	:ts, Schedule RC-R 

t 

. 
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TABLE 9 

NOTIONAL AMOUNTS OF DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS BY CONTRACT TYPE & MATURITY 
TOP 5 COMMERCIAL BANKS AND TRUST COMPANIES IN DERIVATIVES 

DECEMBER 31, 2011, S MILLIONS 

GOLD GOLD GOLD GOLD PREC METALS PREC METALS PREC METALS PREC METALS 
TOTAL TOTAL MATURITY MATURITY MATURITY ALL MATURITY MATURITY MATURITY ALL 

RANK BANK NAME 	 STATE ASSETS DERIVATIVES c 1 Y R 1-5 YRS > 5 YRS MATURITIES <1 YR 1 - 5 YRS > 5 YRS MATURITIES 
1 	3PMORGAN CHASE BANK NA 	 OH $1,811,678 $70,151,756 $58,551 $27,767 $576 $85,894 $13,542 $2,834 $85 $16,461, 
2 	CITIBANK NATIONAL ASSN 	 SD 1,288,658 52,102,260 398 0 0 398 44 0 0 44 
3 	BANK OF AMERICA NA 	 NC 1,451,969 50,135,890 0 0 0 0 7 253 0 260 
4 	GOLDMAN SACHS BANK USA 	 NY 103,790 44,192,474 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 	HSSC BANK USA NATIONAL ASSN 	 VA 206,010 4,321,2403 34,900 545 0 35,445 7,530 1,653 18 9,201 

TOP 5 COMMERCIAL BANKS & TCs WITH DERIVATIVES $4,862,105 $220,903,620 $93,849 $28,312 $576 $122,737 $21,123 $4,740 $103 $25,965 
OTHER COMMERCIAL BANKS & TCS WITH DERIVATIVES 6,374,785 9,890,766 104 86 0 190 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL FOR COMMERCIAL BANKS & TCs WITH DERIVATIVES 11,236,890 230,794,386 93,953 28,398 576 122,927 21,123 4,740 103 25965 

Note: Figures above exclude any contracts not subject to risk-based capital requirements, such as foreign exchange contracts with an original maturity of 14 days or less, futures contracts, written options, and basis swaps. 
Therefore, the total notional amount of derivatives by maturity will not add to the total derivatives figure in this table. 

Note: Numbers may not add due to rounding. 
Data source: Call Reports, schedule RC-R 
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TABLE 10 

NOTIONAL AMOUNTS OF DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS BY CONTRACT TYPE & MATURITY 
TOP 5 COMMERCIAL BANKS AND TRUST COMPANIES IN DERIVATIVES 

DECEMBER 31, 2011, $ MILLIONS 

OTHER COMM OTHER COMM OTHER COMM OTHER COMM EQUITY EQUITY EQUITY EQUITY 
TOTAL TOTAL MATURITY MATURITY MATURITY ALL MATURITY MATURITY MATURITY ALL 

RANK 	BANK NAME STATE ASSETS DERIVATIVES <1 YR 1-5  YRS > S YRS MATURITIES <1 YR 1 - 5 YRS > 5 YRS MATURITIES 
1 	IPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA OH $1,811,678 $70,151,756 $177,331 $172,866 $43,146 $393,343 $204,111 $113,961 $43,215 $361,287 
2 	CITIBANK NATIONAL ASSN SD 1,288,658 52,102,260 39,743 16,505 505 56,753 104,194 44,440 23,647 172,281 
3 	BANK OF AMERICA NA NC 1,451,969 50,135,890 5,090 651 0 5,941 88,185 21,959 15,977 126,120 
4 	GOLDMAN SACHS BANK USA NY 103,790 44,192,474 11,865 0 0 11,885 0 85 22 107 
5 	HSBC BANK USA NATIONAL ASSN VA 206,010 4,321,240 145 0 0 145 7,649 7,560 4,550 19,760 

TOP 5 COMMERCIAL BANKS &TC5 WITH DERIVATIVES $4,862,105 $220,903,620 $234,195 $190,222 $43,651 $468,068 $404,139 $188,005 $67,411 $679,554 
OTHER COMMERCIAL BANKS &TCs WITH DERIVATIVES 6,374,785 9,890,766 26,605 18,363 1,851 46,819 22,482 22,384 6,242 51,108 
TOTAL FOR COMMERCIAL BANKS & TCs WITH DERIVATIVES 11,236,890 230,794,386 260,799 208,585 45,502 514,887 426,621 210,389 93,653 730,663 

Note: Figures above exdude any contracts not subject to risk-based capital requirements, such as foreign exchange contracts with an original maturity of 14 days or less, futures contracts, written options, and basis swaps. 
Therefore, the total notional amount of derivatives by maturity will not add to the total derivatives figure in this table. 

Note: Numbers may not add due to rounding. 
Data source: Call Reports, schedule RC-R 
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TABLE 11 

NOTIONAL AMOUNTS OF CREDIT DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS BY CONTRACT TYPE & MATURITY 
TOP 5 COMMERCIAL BANKS AND TRUST COMPANIES IN DERIVATIVES 

DECEMBER 31, 2011, S MILLIONS 

CREDIT DERIVATIVES CREDIT DERIVATIVES 
INVESTMENT GRADE SUB-INVESTMENT GRADE 

TOTAL TOTAL 	TOTAL CREDIT MATURITY MATURITY MATURITY ALL MATURITY MATURITY MATURITY ALL 
RANK BANK NAME 	 STATE ASSETS DERIVATIVES 	DERIVATIVES  < 1 YR 1-5  YRS 5 YRS MATURITIES < 1 YR 1-S  YRS >5 YRS MATURITIES 
1 	JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA 	 OH 41,811,676 570,151,756 55,775,740 5737,509 12,530,564 5642,577 53,9I0,650 5472,496 53,148,604 5243,990 51,665,090 
2 	C1TIBANK NATIONAL ASSN 	 SD 1,266,658 52,102,260 2,975,096 215,463 378,465 175,964 1,269,892 320,312 1,169,134 215,756 1,705,204 
3 	BANK OF AMERICA NA 	 NC 1,451,969 50,135,890 4,720,320 489,664 2,135,236 338,336 2,964,235 346,746 1,063,915 345,424 1,756,085 
4 	GOLDMAN SACHS BANK USA 	 NY 103,790 44,192,474 499,741 38,094 183,664 24,709 246,467 83,645 159,551 00,076 253,274 
S 	HSBC BANK U5A NATIONAL ASSN 	 VA 206,010 4,321,240 657,234 64 794 190,554 27,934 283,281 101,149 222,791 50,012 373,952 

TOP 5 COMMERCIAL BANKS & TOs WITH DERIVATIVES 14,862,105 5220,903,620 314,528,131 51,545,523 05,919,483 51,209,520 58,674,523, 51,324,348 53,763,995 3865,252 3,605 
OTHER COMMERCIAL BANKS & TOo WITH DERIVATIVES 6,374,785 9,690,766 130,926 13,615 43,147 10,492 67,254 10,738 32,801 20,133 ,572 

~11 TOTAL AMOUNT FOR COMMERCIAL BANKS & TC5 WITH DERIVATIVES 11 236,890 230,794,386 14,759.056 1559138 5,962,630 1,220 011 8,741,779 1,335086 3,796,796 865,395 7 277 

Note: Figures above exclude any contracts not subject to risk-based Capital requirements, such as foreign exchange contracts with an original maturity of 14 days or less, futures contracts, writer options, and basis s+vaps. 
Therefore, the total notional amount of derivatives by maturity will not add to the total derivatives figure in this table. 

Note: Numbers may not add due to rounding. 
Note: Beginning in 2Q10, HSBC replaced Wells Fargo as one of the top five Commerical banks A derivatives. See Table 1. 
Data source: Call Re 	Rs, schedule RC-L and RC-R 
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TABLE 12 

DISTRIBUTION OF CREDIT DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS 
TOP 25 COMMERCIAL BANKS AND TRUST COMPANIES IN DERIVATIVES 

DECEMBER 31, 2011, $ MILLIONS 

TOTAL CREDIT BOUGHT SOLD 
TOTAL DERIVATIVES CREDIT TOTAL OTHER CREDIT TOTAL OTHER 

TOTAL TOTAL CREDIT DEFAULT RETURN CREDIT CREDIT DEFAULT RETURN CREDIT CREDIT 
RANK 	BANK NAME  STATE ASSETS  DERIVATIVES DERVATIVES BOUGHT SOLD SWAPS SWAPS OPTIONS DERIVATIVES SWAPS SWAPS OPTIONS DERIVATIVES 
1 	IPMORGAN CASE BANK NA OH $1,811,678 564,376,016 55,775,740 52,654,854 52,920,886 SZ,827,607 514,258 $4,922 58,067 $2,841,186 51,109 $6,476 572,115 
2 	CIITBANK NATIONAL ASSN SD 1,288,658 49,127,164 2,975,096 1,535,348 1,439,748 1,505,846 23,354 6,148 0 1,427,209 4,377 8,162 0 
3 	BANK OF AMERICA NA NC 1,451,969 45,415,570 4,720,320 2,377,776 2,342,544 2,366,731 362 10,684 0 2,330,093 1,718 10,734 0 
4 	GOLDMAN SACHS BANK USA NY 103,790 43,692,733 499,742 296,018 203,723 235,984 3,999 3,014 53,021 198,417 3,950 1,349 7 
5 	HSSC BANK USA NATIONAL ASSN VA 206,010 3,664,006 657,234 319,773 337,461 306,217 13,556 0 0 318,732 18,726 0 0 
6 	WELLS FARGO BANK NA 50 1,161,490 3,251,399 81,243 40,501 40,742 36,079 110 0 4,312 37,217 294 0 3,231 
7 	MORGAN STANLEY BANK NA LT 67,047 1,698,555 24,411 22,382 2,029 22,382 0 0 0 2,029 D 0 0 
8 	STATE STREET SANK&TRUST CO MA 212,293 1,390,474 105 105 0 IDS 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 
9 	BANK OF NEW YORK MELLON NY 256,205 I,374,892 333 331 2 331 D 0 0 2 0 0 0 
10 	PNC BANK NATIONAL ASSN DE 263,310 386,168 3,563 1,901 1,561 210 0 0 1,691 94 0 0 1,568 
11 	SUNTRUST BANK CA 171,292 305,151 4,003 2,180 1,623 528 1,650 0 2 167 1,650 0 6 
12 	NORTHERN TRUST CO IL 99,831 244,276 61 61 0 61 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 	REGIONS BANK AL 123,368 149,671 610 128 482 0 0 0 128 0 0 0 482 
14 	U S BANK NATIONAL ASSN OH 330,471 105,231 2,703 978 1,725 503 0 0 475 310 0 0 1,415 
15 	TD BANK NATIONAL ASSN DE 168,913 71,651 1,943 1,892 51 1,892 0 0 0 51 0 0 0 
16 	KEYBANK NATIONAL ASSN OH 66,199 67,490 3,210 1,846 1,364 1,846 D 0 D 1,239 125 0 0 
17 	BRANCH BANKING&TRUST CO NC 166,868 69,027 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 	FIFTH THIRD BANK OH 114,540 67,219 1,163 355 BOB 0 0 0 355 0 0 0 808 
19 	UNION BANK NATIONAL ASSN CA 66,966 53,238 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20 	RBS CITIZENS NATIONAL ASSN RI 106,941 38,755 817 0 617 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 817 
21 	ALLY BANK UT 65,332 32,592 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 	TO BANK USA NATIONAL ASSN ME 13,521 30,300 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 
23 	CAPITAL ONE NATIONAL ASSN VA 133,478 26,727 721 193 528 0 0 11 182 0 0 131 397 
24 	DEUTSCHE BANK TI CO AMERICAS NY 51,180 23,440 3,930 3,930 0 19 3,912 0 0 0 0 0 0 
25 	0M0 HARRIS BANK NA IL 97,264 25,569 16 14 3 3 0 0 10 3 0 0 0 

TOP 25 COMMERCIAL BANKS & TCS WITH DERIVATIVES 58,682,613 5215,687,614 514,756,962 57,460,566 67,296,390 97,306,343 06I,200 504,779 568,244 $7,156,746 $31,951 526,852 580,846 
OTHER COMMERCIAL BANKS & ICs WITH DERIVATIVES 2,554,276 347,716 2,194 1,118 977 30 37 0 1,050 46 0 0 931 
TOTAL AMOUNT FOR COMMERCIAL BANKS & ICs WITH DERIVATIVES 11,236,890 216,035,329 14,759,056 7,461,683 7,297,373 7,306,373 61,237 24,779 69,294 7,156,794 31,951 26,852 81,777 

(%) (%) (%a) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (Wo) (95) 
TOP 25 COMMERCIAL BANKS & IC: % OF TOTAL COMMERCIAL BANKS &TCs WITH DERIVATIVES 100.0 50.5 494 49.5 OA 0.2 0.5 48.5 0.2 0.2 0.5 
OTHER COMMERCIAL BANKS & TCS: 55 OF TOTAL COMMERCIAL BANKS & TCS WITH DERIVATIVES 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 OA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
TOTAL AMOUNT FOR COMMERCIAL BANKS &TCs: 9509 TOTAL COMMERCIAL BANKS &TCs WITH DERIVATIVES 100.0 50.6 49.4 49.5 0.4 0.2 0.5 48.5 0.2 0.2 0.6 

Note: Credit dervaSves have been excluded from the sum of total dervatrves here. 
Note: Numbers may not add due to rounding. 
Data source: Catl Re 	rts, schedule RCA 
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World’s No.1 FX Bank 
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www.db.com/fx  Reprinted from EUROMONEY May 2011

Foreign exchange survey

Overall Market Share
’11 ’10 Bank Market share

1 1 Deutsche Bank 15.64%

2 3 Barclays Capital 10.75%

3 2 UBS 10.59%

4 4 Citi 8.88%

5 6 JPMorgan 6.43%

6 7 HSBC 6.26%

7 5 RBS 6.20%

8 8 Credit Suisse 4.80%

9 9 Goldman Sachs 4.13%

10 10 Morgan Stanley 3.64%

Spot/Forward Market Share
’11 ’10 Bank Market share

1 1 Deutsche Bank 17.28%

2 2 Barclays Capital 11.93%

3 3 Citi 10.09%

4 4 UBS 7.12%

5 5 JPMorgan 7.00%

6 9 HSBC 5.65%

7 6 RBS 5.37%

8 10 Morgan Stanley 5.22%

9 7 Goldman Sachs 4.96%

10 8 Credit Suisse 4.13%

Swap Market Share
’11 ’10 Bank Market share

1 2 UBS 14.81%

2 1 Deutsche Bank 13.63%

3 3 Barclays Capital 9.59%

4 4 Citi 7.84%

5 5 RBS 7.09%

6 7 HSBC 6.97%

7 6 JPMorgan 5.80%

8 8 Credit Suisse 5.16%

9 10 BNP Paribas 2.98%

10 9 Goldman Sachs 2.61%

 

optionS Market Share 
’11 ’10 Bank Market share

1  Deutsche Bank 17.32%

2  Goldman Sachs 10.31%

3  Credit Suisse 9.00%

4  Barclays Capital 8.99%

5  UBS 7.44%

6  RBS 6.70%

7  JPMorgan 6.42%

8  HSBC 6.15%

9  Citi 5.24%

10  Morgan Stanley 5.00%

Market Share By inStitutiOn type

non-Financial corporationS
’11 ’10 Bank Market share

1 1 Citi 12.67%

2 2 HSBC 10.29%

3 4 RBS 8.02%

4 3 Deutsche Bank 6.98%

5 5 BNP Paribas 6.10%

6 6 Barclays Capital 5.91%

7 7 Société Générale 5.81%

8 8 JPMorgan 4.96%

9 9 UBS 3.98%

10 10 Bank of America Merrill Lynch 3.40%

real Money
’11 ’10 Bank Market share

1 1 Deutsche Bank 10.70%

2 5 UBS 9.02%

3 3 JPMorgan 8.89%

4 2 Barclays Capital 8.18%

5 4 Citi 7.86%

6 6 RBS 6.70%

7 10 HSBC 6.40%

8 15 Bank of America Merrill Lynch 4.28%

9 11 Goldman Sachs 3.93%

10 8 Morgan Stanley 3.51%

BankS 
’11 ’10 Bank Market share

1 1 Deutsche Bank 17.86%

2 2 UBS 14.57%

3 3 Barclays Capital 12.47%

4 4 Citi 8.21%

5 8 HSBC 6.71%

6 7 Credit Suisse 6.25%

7 5 RBS 6.04%

8 6 JPMorgan 5.29%

9 9 Goldman Sachs 2.97%

10 10 BNP Paribas 2.77%

leveraged FundS
’11 ’10 Bank Market share

1 1 Deutsche Bank 19.12%

2 2 Barclays Capital 12.89%

3 8 Morgan Stanley 8.26%

4 3 UBS 8.21%

5 4 Citi 7.97%

6 5 JPMorgan 6.68%

7 6 Credit Suisse 6.07%

8 7 Goldman Sachs 5.60%

9 9 RBS 5.36%

10 11 HSBC 4.80%

Market Share By Size

over $250Bln
’11 ’10 Bank Market share

1 1 Deutsche Bank 17.75%

2 2 Barclays Capital 11.12%

3 3 UBS 10.21%

4 5 JPMorgan 7.99%

5 6 Citi 7.14%

6 4 RBS 6.90%

7 8 Credit Suisse 5.52%

8 7 Goldman Sachs 5.32%

9 9 HSBC 4.76%

10 10 Morgan Stanley 3.46%

Deutsche Bank continues to lead the pack for the 7th year running, with a 
market share of 15%, and ranks No. 1 in Western Europe, North America, Asia, 
Australasia and Japan

Deutsche Voted World’s No 1 
FX Bank 2005 - 2011

Methodology: 
euromoney collects data for its annual foreign exchange survey by polling named individuals at industrial and commercial corpora-
tions, financial institutions, institutional investors and state agencies.   they received 13,039 valid votes this year and total business 

placed with FX providers totalled $177.6 trillion. 
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$100Bln to $250Bln 
’11 ’10 Bank Market share

1 1 Deutsche Bank 14.75%

2 2 UBS 13.37%

3 3 Barclays Capital 11.72%

4 5 Citi 9.11%

5 4 RBS 8.00%

6 8 HSBC 5.60%

7 9 Credit Suisse 4.73%

8 6 JPMorgan 4.57%

9 7 Goldman Sachs 3.68%

10 11 Morgan Stanley 3.14%

$25Bln to $100Bln
’11 ’10 Bank Market share

1 1 Deutsche Bank 14.29%

2 3 Barclays Capital 10.82%

3 2 UBS 10.77%

4 4 Citi 9.93%

5 8 HSBC 7.04%

6 5 JPMorgan 5.23%

7 7 Credit Suisse 4.63%

8 6 RBS 4.15%

9 10 Morgan Stanley 4.14%

10 9 BNP Paribas 3.27%

$10Bln to $25Bln
’11 ’10 Bank Market share

1 3 Citi 13.30%

2 1 Deutsche Bank 11.75%

3 7 HSBC 9.94%

4 4 UBS 8.64%

5 2 Barclays Capital 8.25%

6 5 JPMorgan 6.10%

7 10 Morgan Stanley 4.46%

8 6 RBS 4.19%

9 8 BNP Paribas 3.56%

10 9 Credit Suisse 2.84%

$5Bln to $10Bln
’11 ’10 Bank Market share

1 1 Deutsche Bank 11.18%

2 6 HSBC 10.34%

3 2 Citi 9.95%

4 3 Barclays Capital 9.15%

5 4 UBS 7.76%

6 5 JPMorgan 5.56%

7 8 Morgan Stanley 5.12%

8 9 RBS 4.11%

9 7 BNP Paribas 4.07%

10 12 Société Générale 3.99%

 

 

leSS than $5Bln 
’11 ’10 Bank Market share

1 1 Citi 14.62%

2 5 HSBC 14.18%

3 2 Deutsche Bank 11.86%

4 3 Barclays Capital 6.81%

5 4 UBS 5.87%

6 6 JPMorgan 4.65%

7 8 RBS 4.55%

8 7 BNP Paribas 3.23%

9 10 Morgan Stanley 3.20%

10 12 Société Générale 2.78%

Market Share By regiOn

weStern europe
’11 ’10 Bank Market share

1 1 Deutsche Bank 13.86%

2 2 UBS 13.60%

3 3 Barclays Capital 10.30%

4 4 Citi 7.34%

5 6 Credit Suisse 7.06%

6 8 HSBC 6.93%

7 5 RBS 6.90%

8 7 JPMorgan 5.36%

9 9 Goldman Sachs 3.07%

10 12 Morgan Stanley 3.00%

north aMerica
’11 ’10 Bank Market share

1 1 Deutsche Bank 14.95%

2 2 Barclays Capital 11.81%

3 5 Citi 10.66%

4 3 UBS 9.32%

5 4 JPMorgan 8.19%

6 8 Morgan Stanley 6.75%

7 6 RBS 6.31%

8 7 Goldman Sachs 5.89%

9 9 Bank of America Merrill Lynch 4.43%

10 12 BNP Paribas 3.28%

aSia
’11 ’10 Bank Market share

1 1 Deutsche Bank 20.90%

2 2 Barclays Capital 10.79%

3 3 Citi 10.18%

4 5 HSBC 9.31%

5 4 UBS 6.29%

6 9 RBS 5.87%

7 6 JPMorgan 5.38%

8 7 BNP Paribas 4.83%

9 10 Standard Chartered 3.10%

10 27 Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group 2.69%

auStralaSia 
’11 ’10 Bank Market share

1 2 Deutsche Bank 26.26%

2 1 Barclays Capital 9.91%

3 5 Citi 9.47%

4 3 UBS 7.17%

5 4 JPMorgan 6.25%

6 9 Goldman Sachs 5.74%

7 11 RBS 5.56%

8 7 Westpac Banking Corporation 4.90%

9 16 HSBC 4.12%

10 8 Commonwealth Bank of Australia 3.07%

Japan
’11 ’10 Bank Market share

1 2 Deutsche Bank 19.48%

2 8 JPMorgan 9.17%

3 3 Barclays Capital 8.65%

4 4 RBS 8.12%

5 7 Mitsubishi UFJ 7.40%

6 6 Citi 7.30%

7 1 UBS 7.06%

8 11 Mizuho Financial Group 5.99%

9 16 HSBC 3.67%

10 5 Goldman Sachs 3.66%

 
Qualitative rankingS 
BeSt For currencieS 
aSian currencieS 
’11 ’10 Bank Score

1 4 HSBC 5.73

2 2 Deutsche Bank 5.63

3 3 Citi 5.58

eaSt european currencieS
’11 ’10 Bank Score

1 2 Deutsche Bank 5.56

2 7= HSBC 5.55

3 3= Citi 5.54

Middle eaStern currencieS
’11 ’10 Bank Score

1 3 HSBC 5.59

2 5 Deutsche Bank 5.39

3= 4 Citi 5.36

3= 6 Société Générale 5.36

nordic and Baltic currencieS
’11 ’10 Bank Score

1 2 Deutsche Bank 5.42

2= 3= Citi 5.41

2= 6= Société Générale 5.41

“Staying at no. 1 for seven years has been about continuous innovation,  
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regiOnS 
BeSt fOr Client ServiCe

europe tiMezone
’11 ’10 Bank Score

1= 1 Deutsche Bank 5.71

1= 2 Société Générale 5.71

3= 4 Citi 5.7

3= 11= HSBC 5.7

5 3 Barclays Capital 5.69

aSia tiMezone
’11 ’10 Bank Score

1 4 HSBC 5.84

2 1 Deutsche Bank 5.7

3 6= Barclays Capital 5.68

4 5 Citi 5.65

5 3 Morgan Stanley 5.63

reSearCh & Strategy

reSearch – g10
’11 ’10 Bank Score

1 1 Goldman Sachs 5.75

2 4 Deutsche Bank 5.59

3= 3 Barclays Capital 5.54

3= 6= Citi 5.54

5 2 Morgan Stanley 5.53

reSearch – eMerging MarketS
’11 ’10 Bank Score

1 1 Goldman Sachs 5.61

2 9 HSBC 5.57

3 6 Citi 5.52

4 2 Deutsche Bank 5.51

5 8 Barclays Capital 5.42

Quantitative reSearch
’11 ’10 Bank Score

1 2 Goldman Sachs 5.51

2 3 Citi 5.46

3 1 Deutsche Bank 5.45

4 10 HSBC 5.4

5 5= Morgan Stanley 5.39

Flow reSearch
’11 ’10 Bank Score

1 2= Deutsche Bank 5.42

2 11 HSBC 5.39

3 1 Citi 5.38

4= 7= Goldman Sachs 5.3

4= 4 Morgan Stanley 5.3

OptiOnS

vanilla optionS/ 
FirSt generation eXoticS
’11 ’10 Bank Score

1  Deutsche Bank 5.56

2  UBS 5.49

3  HSBC 5.48

4  Barclays Capital 5.45

5=  Credit Suisse 5.41

5=  Goldman Sachs 5.41

eMerging Market optionS
’11 ’10 Bank Score

1  HSBC 5.5

2  Deutsche Bank 5.47

3  Goldman Sachs 5.34

4  Credit Suisse 5.31

5  Citi 5.3

Structured optionS/ 
FX-linked productS
’11 ’10 Bank Score

1  Deutsche Bank 5.64

2  HSBC 5.58

3  RBS 5.48

4=  Barclays Capital 5.46

4=  Credit Suisse 5.46

CurrenCieS

currencieS g10 trading –  
Spot/Forward
’11 ’10 Bank Score

1 1= Deutsche Bank 5.83

2= 1= Barclays Capital 5.8

2= 9 HSBC 5.8

4 5 Citi 5.77

5 3 Société Générale 5.73

currencieS eMerging Market 
trading – Spot/Forward
’11 ’10 Bank Score

1 8 HSBC 5.77

2 2 Deutsche Bank 5.7

3 3 Citi 5.67

4 1 Société Générale 5.6

5 5= Barclays Capital 5.58

e-traDing

overall e-trading Market Share
’11 ’10 Bank Market share

1 1 Deutsche Bank 17.14%

2 3 UBS 12.05%

3 2 Barclays Capital 11.21%

4 4 Citi 11.07%

5 10 RBS 6.42%

6 5 JPMorgan 6.39%

7 7 Goldman Sachs 5.13%

8 8 HSBC 4.63%

9 6 Credit Suisse 4.09%

10 17 BNP Paribas 3.31%

e-traDing Qualitative 
rankingS 

algorithMic eXecution 
capaBilitieS
’11 ’10 Bank Score

1  Barclays Capital 5.64

2  Citi 5.62

3  Deutsche Bank 5.56

4  Goldman Sachs 5.55

5  HSBC 5.53

conSiStent pricing: g-10 Spot/
Forward
’11 ’10 Bank Score

1  Barclays Capital 5.85

2  Citi 5.75

3  Deutsche Bank 5.74

4  Morgan Stanley 5.7

5  Goldman Sachs 5.67

conSiStent pricing:  
eMerging Market-Spot/Forward
’11 ’10 Bank Score

1  Deutsche Bank 5.63

2  Barclays Capital 5.62

3=  Citi 5.57

3=  HSBC 5.57

5  Morgan Stanley 5.48

optionS capaBilitieS
’11 ’10 Bank Score

1  Barclays Capital 5.65

2  Deutsche Bank 5.55

3  HSBC 5.52

4  Credit Suisse 5.47

5  UBS 5.46

order Book depth tranSparency
’11 ’10 Bank Score

1=  Citi 5.51

1=  HSBC 5.51

3  Deutsche Bank 5.47

4  Barclays Capital 5.44

5  Credit Suisse 5.21

reSearch & analytical toolS
’11 ’10 Bank Score

1  Goldman Sachs 5.55

2=  Deutsche Bank 5.52

2=  Barclays Capital 5.52

2=  Citi 5.52

5  HSBC 5.48

eFFective riSk ManageMent toolS
’11 ’10 Bank Score

1  Citi 5.44

2  HSBC 5.43

3  Deutsche Bank 5.42

4  Barclays Capital 5.33

5  RBS 5.24

For more information,
please contact:

Deutsche Bank
Tel: +44 207 547 7732 
Email: gffx.gfx@db.com 
www.db.com/fx 
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Conventions used in the tables and graphs 

0 = Value close to zero. 

... = Reported to be nil, not reported, not shown for reasons of confidentiality, 
not meaningful or not applicable. 

  Owing to rounding and incomplete reporting of various breakdowns, the 
component items do not always sum to the total for the category in 
question. 

 
Lhs, rhs =  left-hand scale, right-hand scale 
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Participating institutions 

Data on foreign exchange national turnover and amounts outstanding were provided by the 
following institutions: 
Argentina  Central Bank of Argentina 
Australia  Reserve Bank of Australia 
Austria  Central Bank of the Republic of Austria 
Bahrain Bahrain Monetary Agency 
Belgium National Bank of Belgium 
Brazil  Central Bank of Brazil 
Bulgaria Bulgarian National Bank 
Canada Bank of Canada 
Chile  Central Bank of Chile 
China People’s Bank of China 
 State Administration of Foreign Exchange 
Chinese Taipei  Central Bank of China 
Colombia Bank of the Republic 
Czech Republic Czech National Bank 
Denmark  National Bank of Denmark 
Estonia  Bank of Estonia 
Finland  Bank of Finland 
France  Bank of France 
Germany  Deutsche Bundesbank 
Greece  Bank of Greece 
Hong Kong SAR  Hong Kong Monetary Authority 
Hungary  Magyar Nemzeti Bank 
India  Reserve Bank of India 
Indonesia  Bank Indonesia 
Ireland  Central Bank of Ireland 
Israel  Bank of Israel 
Italy  Bank of Italy 
Japan  Bank of Japan 
Korea  Bank of Korea 
Latvia  Bank of Latvia 
Lithuania  Bank of Lithuania 
Luxembourg  Central Bank of Luxembourg 
Malaysia  Central Bank of Malaysia 
Mexico  Bank of Mexico 
Netherlands  Netherlands Bank 
New Zealand  Reserve Bank of New Zealand 
Norway  Central Bank of Norway 
Peru  Central Reserve Bank of Peru 
Philippines Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas 
Poland  National Bank of Poland 
Portugal  Bank of Portugal 
Romania National Bank of Romania 
Russia  Central Bank of the Russian Federation 
Saudi Arabia  Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency 
Singapore Monetary Authority of Singapore 
Slovakia  National Bank of Slovakia 
South Africa  South African Reserve Bank 
Spain  Bank of Spain 
Sweden  Sveriges Riksbank 
 Statistics Sweden 
Switzerland  Swiss National Bank 
Thailand  Bank of Thailand 
Turkey Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey 
United Kingdom  Bank of England 
United States  Federal Reserve Bank of New York 
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A.  Summary of main findings on global foreign exchange markets 

Previous triennial surveys have used the expression “traditional foreign exchange markets” 
to refer to spot transactions, outright forwards and foreign exchange swaps. This expression 
excluded currency swaps and currency options, which were discussed separately. Starting 
with the 2010 survey, the expression “global foreign exchange markets” includes all five 
categories of foreign exchange instruments. The analysis distinguishes between spot 
transactions and other related foreign exchange instruments (outright forwards, foreign 
exchange swaps, currency swaps, currency options and other foreign exchange products).  
In addition, the format of the 2010 survey includes the following main refinements and 
clarifications of reporting procedures compared with the 2007 survey: 

 The list of currency pairs has been expanded in order to capture transactions 
involving currencies typically used in carry trade strategies, namely AUD/JPY, 
NZD/JPY, USD/ZAR and USD/HKD. Trades in the Brazilian real, Chinese renminbi, 
Indian rupee and Korean won against the US dollar were also collected. 

 A more detailed counterparty breakdown for each instrument has been collected for 
identification of execution method in order to include a distinction between “with 
reporting dealers, local” and “with reporting dealers, cross-border”. 

Despite these changes, the data presented here can be considered as being largely 
comparable with those of the previous triennial survey in 2007, notwithstanding the different 
structure of the results. Weighted average coverage of foreign exchange markets in reporting 
countries increased from 96% in 2007 to 97% in 2010. 

1.  Turnover in April 2010 

 Global foreign exchange market turnover was 20% higher in April 2010 than in April 
2007, with average daily turnover of $4.0 trillion compared with $3.3 trillion. The 
increase was driven by the 48% growth in turnover of spot transactions, which 
represent 37% of foreign exchange market turnover. Spot turnover rose to 
$1.5 trillion in April 2010 from $1.0 trillion in April 2007. 

 The increase in turnover of other foreign exchange instruments was more modest at 
7%, with average daily turnover of $2.5 trillion in April 2010. Turnover in outright 
forwards and currency swaps grew strongly (by 31% and 36%, respectively). 
Turnover in the large foreign exchange swaps segment was flat relative to the 
previous survey, while trading in currency options fell. 

 As regards counterparties, the higher global foreign exchange market turnover is 
associated with the increased trading activity of “other financial institutions” – a 
category that includes non-reporting banks, hedge funds, pension funds, mutual 
funds, insurance companies and central banks. Turnover by this category grew by 
42%, rising to $1.9 trillion in April 2010 from $1.3 trillion in April 2007. At 13%, the 
share of trading with non-financial customers was the lowest since 2001.  

 Foreign exchange market activity became more global, with cross-border 
transactions representing 65% of trading activity in April 2010, while local 
transactions accounted for 35%, the lowest share ever. 

 The relative ranking of foreign exchange trading centres has changed slightly from 
the previous survey. Banks located in the United Kingdom accounted for 37% of all 
foreign exchange market turnover, against 35% in 2007, followed by the United 
States (18%), Japan (6%), Singapore (5%), Switzerland (5%), Hong Kong SAR (5%) 
and Australia (4%).  
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2.  Amounts outstanding and market values at end-June 2010 

 Growth in the positions of OTC foreign exchange instruments was moderate at 9%, 
compared with an increase of 83% in notional amounts outstanding of currency 
instruments in the 2004–07 period.  

 In contrast, market values of these instruments almost doubled against a backdrop 
of increased financial market volatility during mid-April and early June 2010. 

 

B.  Turnover in the global foreign exchange markets in April 2010 

1.  Growth of global foreign exchange turnover 

The 2010 triennial survey shows another substantial increase in global foreign exchange market 
activity (spot transactions, outright forwards, foreign exchange swaps, currency swaps, currency 
options and other foreign exchange products1) since the last survey in 2007, following the 
unprecedented 72% rise in activity between 2004 and 2007.2  In the wake of the financial crisis, 
global foreign exchange market turnover was 20% higher in April 2010 than in April 2007 (Table 
B.1). This increase brought average daily turnover to $4.0 trillion (from $3.3 trillion) at current 
exchange rates. Because euro/dollar exchange rates were almost unchanged in April 2007 and 
2010, growth calculated at constant exchange rates was similar at 18%.3, 4  

Instrument/maturity 1998 2001 2004 2007 2010

Foreign exchange instruments 1,527 1,239 1,934 3,324 3,981
Spot transactions² 568 386 631 1,005 1,490
Outright forwards² 128 130 209 362 475
   Up to 7 days 65 51 92 154 219
   Over 7 days 62 80 116 208 256
Foreign exchange swaps² 734 656 954 1,714 1,765
   Up to 7 days 528 451 700 1,329 1,304
   Over 7 days 202 204 252 382 459
Currency swaps 10 7 21 31 43
Options and other products³ 87 60 119 212 207

Memo:

Turnover at April 2010 exchange rates 4 1,705 1,505 2,040 3,370 3,981
Estimated gaps in reporting 49 30 116 152 144

Exchange-traded derivatives 5 11 12 26 80 168

Global foreign exchange market turnover1

Daily averages in April, in billions of US dollars

1 Adjusted for local and cross-border inter-dealer double-counting (ie “net-net” basis). 2 Previously classified as part of the so-called “Traditional
FX market”.   3  The category “other FX products” covers highly leveraged transactions and/or trades whose notional amount is variable and where a 
decomposition into individual plain vanilla components was impractical or impossible. 4 Non-US dollar legs of foreign currency transactions were
converted into original currency amounts at average exchange rates for April of each survey year and then reconverted into US dollar amounts at
average April 2010 exchange rates. 5 Sources: FOW TRADEdata; Futures Industry Association; various futures and options exchanges. Reported
monthly data were converted into daily averages of 20.5 days in 1998, 19.5 days in 2001, 20.5 in 2004, 20 in 2007 and 20 in 2010.

Table B.1  

                                                 
1  Instrument definitions are provided in Section D (Methodology). See M King and C Mallo, BIS Quarterly 

Review, December 2010 (forthcoming), for a discussion of methodological issues that are important for correct 
interpretation of the survey data.  

2  Growth rates in this section refer to changes over three years unless otherwise noted.  
3  Foreign exchange growth in the earlier period was driven – apart from valuation effects – by factors such as low levels 

of financial market volatility and of risk aversion, and by expansion in hedge fund activity. 
4  For more details on the results of the 2007 triennial survey, see G Galati and A Heath, “What drives the 

growth in FX activity? Interpreting the 2007 triennial survey”, BIS Quarterly Review, December 2007. 
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Turnover of outright forwards, foreign exchange swaps, currency swaps, currency options 
and other OTC foreign exchange products continues to be many times larger than the 
volumes traded on organised exchanges. Daily turnover for currency instruments on 
organised exchanges was $168 billion, less than 7% of the $2.5 trillion average daily 
turnover in those instruments (Table B.1).  

2.  Turnover by counterparty  

Data for turnover by counterparty show that the increase in global foreign exchange market 
turnover in 2010 is largely due to the enlarged trading activity of other financial institutions – 
a category that includes non-reporting banks, hedge funds, pension funds, mutual funds, 
insurance companies and central banks5 (Graph B.1). Turnover by this category grew by 
42% to $1.9 trillion in April 2010 from $1.3 trillion in April 2007.  

Reported foreign exchange market turnover by counterparty1 
Daily averages in April 

1995–20102                  2007                  2010 

 

 

41.9%

17.8%

40.3%

 Reporting dealers
Non-financial
customers
Other financial
institutions

3,000

38.9%

13.4%

47.7%
2,000

1,000

0

1995 1998 2001 2004 2007 2010

1  Adjusted for local and cross-border inter-dealer double-counting, ie “net-net” basis. Excludes estimated gaps in reporting. Due to 
incomplete counterparty breakdown, components do not always sum to totals.    2  In billions of US dollars. 
  Graph B.1 

Although a surge in activity with other financial institutions had already accounted for most of the 
growth in total turnover in 2007, this category’s share (48%) surpassed transactions between 
reporting dealers (39%) for the first time in 2010 (Graph B.1). Other financial institutions 
increased their activity mainly in the spot market, with their share of turnover rising from 39% to 
51%. In outright forwards, their share rose from 44% to 54% (Annex Table E.1). 

Transactions between reporting dealers in the interbank market grew by 11% to $1.5 trillion 
in April 2010 from $1.4 trillion in April 2007 (Table B.2). Some of the factors identified as 
drivers of the downward trend in the share of the interbank market in analyses of previous 
triennial surveys, such as the increased concentration of the banking sector and the spread 
of electronic broking platforms, may also have had a dampening effect on interbank 
turnover.6 
 

                                                 
5  M King and D Rime, BIS Quarterly Review, December 2010 (forthcoming), analyse in depth how the trading 

activity of participants in the “other financial institutions” sector has contributed to recent foreign exchange 
market turnover growth. 

6  See G Galati and M Melvin, “Explaining the surge in FX turnover”, BIS Quarterly Review, December 2004, and 
G Galati, “Why has global FX turnover declined? Explaining the 2001 triennial survey”, BIS Quarterly Review, 
December 2001.  
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Amount % Amount % Amount % Amount % Amount %

TOTAL 1,527 100 1,239 64 1,934 100 3,324 100 3,981 100
       with reporting dealers 961 63 719 37 1,018 53 1,392 42 1,548 39
       with other financial institutions 299 20 346 18 634 33 1,339 40 1,900 48
       with non-financial customers 266 17 174 9 276 14 593 18 533 13

Local 698 46 525 42 743 38 1,274 38 1,395 35
Cross-border 828 54 713 58 1,185 61 2,051 62 2,586 65

Global foreign exchange market turnover by counterparty1

Daily averages in April, in billions of US dollars and per cent

Table B.2

1998 2001 2004 2007Instrument/counterparty/
maturity

2010

1 Adjusted for local and cross-border inter-dealer double-counting (ie “net-net” basis). Due to incomplete reporting, components do not always 
sum to totals.

 
 

The lower share of turnover between reporting dealers is consistent with ongoing 
concentration in the FX industry. Among the top 13 global FX centres (covering 90% of 
global turnover), a decrease in the number of banks accounting for 75% of the turnover was 
reported between 2007 and 2010 in most centres. In contrast, in Denmark, Hong Kong SAR 
and Korea, an increase in competition is evident (Table B.3). 

Country 1998 2001 2004 2007 2010

Switzerland 7 6 5 3 2
Denmark 3 3 2 2 3
Sweden 3 3 3 3 3
France 7 6 6 4 4
Canada 6 5 4 6 5
Germany 9 5 4 5 5
Australia 9 10 8 8 7
United States 20 13 11 10 7
Japan 19 17 11 9 8
United Kingdom 24 17 16 12 9
Singapore 23 18 11 11 10
Hong Kong SAR 26 14 11 12 14
Korea 21 14 12 12 1

Concentration in the banking industry

Number of banks accounting for 75% of foreign exchange turnover1

Table B.3

1  Spot transactions, outright forwards and FX swaps.                                                                                                                   

6

 

Foreign exchange market transactions with non-financial customers declined by 10%, falling 
to $533 billion in April 2010 from $593 billion in April 2007 (Table B.2). This category, which 
includes corporations and governments, now represents around 13% of global foreign 
exchange market activity, its lowest share since 2001. An increase in spot transactions by 
these counterparties was offset by a decrease in the use of foreign exchange swaps and 
currency options. The use of outright forwards and currency swaps by non-financial 
customers was relatively unchanged (Annex Table E.1). 
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3.  Turnover by instrument 

Foreign exchange spot turnover rose to $1.5 trillion in April 2010 from $1.0 trillion, an 
increase of 48% at current exchange rates (Table B.1). The increase in spot market turnover 
to a share of 37% of the global activity accounts for three quarters of the overall increase in 
global foreign exchange market activity relative to the previous survey (Graph B.2). The 
higher turnover in spot transactions is largely due to more active trading by other financial 
institutions, followed by inter-dealer trading (Annex Table E.1). 

Reported foreign exchange market turnover by instrument1 
Daily averages in April 

1995–20102                  2007                  2010 

 

 

30.2%

62.5%

6.4%

 Spot transactions
Outright forwards 
and FX swaps
Currency swaps
Options and other

37.4%

56.3%

5.2%
3,000

2,000

1,000

0

1995 1998 2001 2004 2007 2010

1  Adjusted for local and cross-border inter-dealer double-counting, ie “net-net” basis. Excludes estimated gaps in reporting.  2  In 
billions of US dollars.  Graph B.2 

Trading activity in other related foreign exchange instruments continued to expand, but at a 
much more moderate pace than in the three years to April 2007. Average daily turnover in 
these instruments grew by 7% to $2.5 trillion in April 2010, compared with an increase of 
78% in the previous three-year period (Table B.1). Turnover in outright forwards increased by 
31% to $475 billion. Trading in currency swaps also grew strongly, by 39%, albeit from a 
much lower level, to $43 billion.  

Foreign exchange swaps, the most actively traded foreign exchange instrument by far, are 
widely used by banks to raise liquidity across money markets for different currencies.7  The 
dominance of reporting banks in this market has declined markedly over time, falling from 
70% of total turnover in 1998, and around 60% in 2001 and 2004, to just 47% in 2010. At 
$1.8 trillion (+3%), the level of turnover is largely unchanged from the prior survey. The 
distribution of trading across other counterparties and maturities was also largely unchanged 
from 2007 (Annex Table E.1). 

Finally, the use of currency options declined by 2% between surveys, with average daily 
turnover of $207 billion in April 2010. However, turnover in currency options with other 
financial institutions increased, their share in this sector rising from 43% to 55% (Annex 
Table E.1). 

                                                 
7  Disruptions to the foreign exchange swap market during the 2007–09 financial crisis attracted considerable 

attention; see N Baba and F Packer, “From turmoil to crisis: dislocations in the FX swap market before and 
after the failure of Lehman Brothers”, BIS Working Papers, no 285, July 2009. 
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4.  Turnover by maturity8  

The distribution of turnover by maturity, which is collected only for outright forwards and 
foreign exchange swaps (Table B.1 and Graph B.3), shows that the increase in instruments 
with a maturity of up to seven days was instrumental in the surge in turnover reported in 
2007. Since then, the maturity distribution has remained fairly stable, with the share of short-
term instruments dropping back slightly from 72% to 68% of turnover. With spot transactions 
having increased by almost half since 2007, it would, however, be unwarranted to conclude 
that the significance of short-term trades in the foreign exchange market has decreased.  

Reported foreign exchange market turnover by maturity1 
Daily averages in April 

1995–20102                  2007                 2010 

 

 

27.3%
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 More than 1 month
Over 7 days and
up to 1 month
Up to 7 days
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30.8%

68%

1,500

1,000

500

0

1995 1998 2001 2004 2007 2010

1  Adjusted for local and cross-border double-counting, ie “net-net” basis. Excludes estimated gaps in reporting. Due to incomplete 
maturity breakdown, components do not always sum to totals.    2  In billions of US dollars.     Graph B.3 

5.  Turnover by currency  

The currency composition of turnover has changed only slightly over the past three years, 
with the relative share of the main currencies diverging somewhat (Table B.4).9  The market 
share of the top three currencies (the US dollar, euro and Japanese yen) increased by 
3 percentage points, with the market share of the top 10 increasing by only 1.4 percentage 
points. The biggest increases were seen for the euro and yen, and the biggest decline for 
sterling. The most significant increases in emerging market currencies were seen for the 
Turkish lira, Chinese renminbi and Korean won, followed by the Brazilian real and Singapore 
dollar.10  The renminbi now accounts for almost 1% of global turnover, on a par with the 
Indian rupee and the Russian rouble. 

 
 

                                                 
8  Original maturity. 
9  Because each transaction involves two currencies, the shares sum to 200%. 
10  The shares of some currencies, in particular the Brazilian real, the Chinese renminbi and the Korean won, have 

benefited at the margin from a refinement in the data collection process, which encouraged reporting banks to report 
turnover for a more comprehensive set of currency pairs. For more details on the set of currencies covered by the 
survey, see the statistical notes in Section D. 
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Currency 1998 2001 2004 2007 2010

US dollar 86.8 89.9 88.0 85.6 84.9
Euro ... 37.9 37.4 37.0 39.1
Japanese yen 21.7 23.5 20.8 17.2 19.0
Pound sterling 11.0 13.0 16.5 14.9 12.9
Australian dollar 3.0 4.3 6.0 6.6 7.6
Swiss franc 7.1 6.0 6.0 6.8 6.4
Canadian dollar 3.5 4.5 4.2 4.3 5.3
Hong Kong dollar 1.0 2.2 1.8 2.7 2.4
Swedish krona 0.3 2.5 2.2 2.7 2.2
New Zealand dollar 0.2 0.6 1.1 1.9 1.6
Korean won 0.2 0.8 1.1 1.2 1.5
Singapore dollar 1.1 1.1 0.9 1.2 1.4
Norwegian krone 0.2 1.5 1.4 2.1 1.3
Mexican peso 0.5 0.8 1.1 1.3 1.3
Indian rupee 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.7 0.9
Russian rouble 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.7 0.9
Chinese renminbi 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.5 0.9
Polish zloty 0.1 0.5 0.4 0.8 0.8
Turkish lira ... 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.7
South African rand 0.4 0.9 0.7 0.9 0.7
Brazilian real 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.7
Danish krone 0.3 1.2 0.9 0.8 0.6
New Taiwan dollar 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5
Hungarian forint 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.4
Malaysian ringgit 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3
Thai baht 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Czech koruna 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Philippine peso 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2
Chilean peso 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2
Indonesian rupiah 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2
Israeli new shekel ... 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2
Colombian peso ... 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1
Romanian leu ... ... 0.0 0.0 0.1
Saudi riyal 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1
Argentine peso 0.1 ... 0.0 0.0 0.0
Peruvian nuevo sol ... 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Lithuanian litas ... ... 0.0 0.0 0.0
Other currencies  8.7 6.6 6.5 7.6 4.6

All currencies 200.0 200.0 200.0 200.0 200.0

Table B.4

1 Because two currencies are involved in each transaction, the sum of the percentage shares of individual currencies totals 200% instead of 100%. 
Adjusted for local and cross-border inter-dealer double-counting (ie “net-net” basis).

Currency distribution of global foreign exchange market turnover1

Percentage shares of average daily turnover in April
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Reported foreign exchange market turnover by currency1 
Daily averages in April 

1995–20102                  2007                 2010 
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1  Adjusted for local and cross-border inter-dealer double-counting, ie “net-net” basis. Excludes estimated gaps in reporting. Because two 
currencies are involved in each transaction, the sum of transactions in individual currencies comes to twice the total reported turnover.    2  In 
billions of US dollars.                                                                                                                                                                                   Graph B.4 

 

 

The US dollar continued the slow retreat from its 90% peak share of all transactions, reached in the 
2001 survey just after the introduction of the euro. The share of foreign exchange transactions 
involving the US dollar has fallen over time, to 85% in April 2010 (Graph B.4). This decline 
benefited the euro, which gained 2 percentage points in market share since the last survey and 
accounted for 39% of all transactions. The Japanese yen also increased its market share by 
2 percentage points, to 19%, a recovery relative to the 2007 survey but still below its 2001 peak of 
24%. 

Sterling gave up most of its post-euro gains, with its share returning to the immediate post-
euro level of around 13%. Trading in the Swiss franc also declined marginally to 6.4% from 
6.8% in April 2007. The Australian and Canadian dollars both increased their share by 
around 1 percentage point, to 7.6% and 5.3%, respectively. 
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Currency Spot
Outright 
forwards

Foreign 
exchange 

swaps

Currency 
swaps

Options    
and other 

instruments

US dollar 35.2 11.6 47.4 1.1 4.7
Euro 44.4 9.6 39.2 1.1 5.6
Japanese yen 39.7 15.2 36.9 0.9 7.2
Pound sterling 41.6 10.7 43.4 0.5 3.9
Swiss franc 36.4 7.5 50.2 0.7 5.3
Australian dollar 36.8 9.6 46.7 1.9 5.1
Canadian dollar 37.0 12.5 46.2 1.4 2.9
Swedish krona 21.5 9.8 64.4 0.8 3.4
Hong Kong dollar 19.9 4.0 74.0 0.4 1.8
Norwegian krone 23.4 11.7 60.0 1.2 3.6
Korean won 35.1 29.9 27.5 1.6 5.9
Mexican peso 36.3 10.8 47.5 0.7 4.6
New Zealand dollar 34.2 8.0 52.3 1.0 4.4
Singapore dollar 27.7 7.8 59.6 0.1 4.8
Danish krone 21.2 12.4 65.0 0.5 0.9
South African rand 31.7 9.9 54.3 0.5 3.6
Russian rouble 50.6 6.3 39.7 0.5 2.9
Polish zloty 22.4 11.1 59.4 0.6 6.5
New Taiwan dollar 31.9 35.9 25.0 0.5 6.7
Indian rupee 35.8 36.1 18.0 0.1 9.9
Brazilian real 31.3 47.3 2.9 1.4 17.1
Czech koruna 17.4 8.0 71.3 0.4 2.8
Thai baht 37.1 14.5 45.8 1.4 1.2
Hungarian forint 24.1 10.6 57.8 0.3 7.2
Chilean peso 38.8 48.2 9.0 3.5 0.5
Malaysian ringgit 38.0 37.9 20.2 1.2 2.7
Chinese renminbi 23.7 41.6 19.9 0.2 14.6
Israeli new shekel 23.1 7.3 58.6 1.3 9.6
Turkish lira 27.2 10.4 43.1 6.5 12.8
Philippine peso 33.5 35.7 17.7 2.8 10.2
Indonesian rupiah 40.9 44.2 11.1 1.1 2.7
Saudi riyal 50.6 11.6 37.8 0.0 0.1
Colombian peso 43.6 24.3 0.8 30.9 0.4
Argentine peso 85.0 13.9 0.3 0.0 0.7
Bulgarian lev 91.2 1.0 7.7 0.2 0.0
Bahraini dinar 31.1 22.2 45.6 0.7 0.4
Estonian kroon 39.5 4.6 55.9 0.0 0.0
Lithuanian litas 19.4 0.8 79.7 0.0 0.0
Latvian lats 18.8 2.4 78.8 0.0 0.0
Peruvian nuevo sol 64.6 34.6 0.3 0.3 0.2
Romanian leu 34.8 4.3 58.7 0.7 1.6
All currencies 37.4 11.9 44.3 1.1 5.2

Table B.5

1 Adjusted for local and cross-border inter-dealer double-counting (ie “net-net” basis).

Currency and instrument distribution of global foreign exchange market turnover1

Percentage shares of average daily turnover in April 2010
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6.  Turnover by currency pair 
 

Reported foreign exchange market turnover by currency pair1 
Daily averages in April, in billions of US dollars 

US dollar currency pairs Euro currency pairs New currency pairs in 2010 
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1  Adjusted for local and cross-border double-counting, ie “net-net” basis. Excludes estimated gaps in reporting.     Graph B.5 

Turnover by currency pair in April 2010 (Table B.6) showed no major changes in ranking from three 
years earlier, although absolute turnover in the major currency pairs tended to increase, with the 
exception of dollar/sterling transactions (Graph B.5). USD/EUR remained by far the dominant pair 
(with a 28% share), followed at some distance by USD/JPY with a slight increase to 14% of 
turnover. The USD/GBP pair continued to retreat from its 2004 peak to a 9% share or about the 
level reached in pre-euro 1998, but the EUR/GBP pair gained almost 60% in absolute terms.  

Amount % Amount % Amount % Amount %

US dollar/euro 372 30 541 28 892 27 1,101 28
US dollar/yen 250 20 328 17 438 13 568 14
US dollar/sterling 129 10 259 13 384 12 360 9
US dollar/Australian dollar 51 4 107 6 185 6 249 6
US dollar/Swiss franc 59 5 83 4 151 5 168 4
US dollar/Canadian dollar 54 4 77 4 126 4 182 5
US dollar/Swedish krona 6 0 7 0 57 2 45 1
US dollar/other 193 16 300 16 612 18 705 18
Euro/yen 36 3 61 3 86 3 111 3
Euro/sterling 27 2 47 2 69 2 109 3
Euro/Swiss franc 13 1 30 2 62 2 72 2
Euro/other 22 2 44 2 123 4 162 4
Other currency pairs 28 2 50 3 139 4 149 4

All currency pairs 1,239 100 1,934 100 3,324 100 3,981 100

Table B.6

Global foreign exchange market turnover by currency pair1

Daily averages in April, in billions of US dollars and percentages

20102004 2007
Currency pair

2001

1  Adjusted for local and cross-border inter-dealer double-counting (ie “net-net” basis).

 

The 2010 survey has expanded the detailed coverage of emerging economy currencies, 
including additional currency pairs. New currency pairs relate mainly to transactions between 
the US dollar and Asian currency pairs (Graph B.5).  
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7.  Turnover by execution method 

Reporting institutions were asked to provide information on the execution method11 used to 
settle their foreign exchange transactions. In the 2010 survey, the data on execution method 
now distinguish between trades “with reporting dealers, local” and those “with reporting 
dealers, cross-border”, to allow more accurate elimination of double-counting. Separate 
information was requested for spot transactions, outright forwards, foreign exchange swaps 
and options: the data reveal that 40% of spot transactions are conducted on electronic 
trading systems12 (Annex Table E.24), compared with 12–27% for other foreign exchange 
instruments. As noted in previous surveys, the spread of electronic trading platforms has also 
contributed to greater activity by other financial institutions, particularly algorithmic trading 
(Graph B.6).  

 

Foreign exchange market turnover by execution method1 
Daily averages in April 2010  

 Total  Electronic methods 
 

41.3%15.9%

18.5%

24.3%

18.8%

11.1%

11.4%

Broking systems
Multibank trading systems
Single-bank trading systems

Inter-dealer direct
Voice broker

Customer direct
Electronic methods

1  Adjusted for local and cross-border inter-dealer double-counting, ie “net-net” basis. Graph B.6 

8.  Geographical distribution of turnover  

Foreign exchange market activity was more global in April 2010, with the share of cross-
border transactions increasing to 65% from 62% in April 2007 (Table B.2). Local transactions 
fell to 35% of total turnover. Cross-border trading has increased slowly but steadily over the 
past five surveys. 

The geographical distribution of foreign exchange trading typically changes slowly over time, 
and the 2010 results are no exception (Table B.8). Banks located in the United Kingdom 
accounted for 37% of global foreign exchange market turnover, followed by those in the 
United States (18%), Japan (6%), Singapore (5%), Switzerland (5%), Hong Kong SAR (5%) 
and Australia (4%). Japan has recovered its third-place ranking, which it lost in the 2007 
survey. Singapore has moved ahead of Switzerland in 2010 (Graph B.7).  

                                                 
11  Detailed definitions of execution methods are provided in Section D.7 of the Methodology.  
12  Most inter-dealer trading is also executed electronically. 
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Geographical distribution of foreign exchange market turnover1  
Daily averages in April, in per cent 
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1  Adjusted for local double-counting, ie “net-gross” basis.                                                                      Graph B.7 

 

In dollar terms, the greatest increases in trading activity were in the United Kingdom 
($370 billion), the United States ($159 billion), Japan ($62 billion) and Hong Kong SAR 
($57 billion). Other countries that saw significant growth relative to the 2007 survey include 
Denmark, France, Singapore, Finland, Turkey, Australia and Spain.13   

Regional foreign exchange turnover by instrument1 
Daily averages in April 2010, in billions of US dollars 
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1  Regional aggregates are adjusted for local inter-dealer double-counting, ie trades between reporting dealers 
located in the same countries were halved, ie “net-gross” basis. Regional aggregates are not adjusted for intra-
regional double-counting, ie trades between reporting dealers located in different countries of the same region 
were not halved.                                                                                                                                      Graph B.8 

 

                                                 
13  D Mihaljek and F Packer, BIS Quarterly Review, December 2010 (forthcoming), discuss in depth what 

distinguishes turnover in FX derivatives in emerging markets from that in developed countries. 
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Foreign exchange trading is concentrated in western Europe, which accounts for 55% of 
global turnover on a net-gross basis, thanks to the presence of the London market and a 
number of other important trading centres. The Americas and Asia account for about 20% 
each (Graph B.8). These shares are approximate, since the data do not allow double-
counting between reporting dealers located in different countries of the same region to be 
corrected. Regional turnover by instrument is fairly evenly divided between spot transactions, 
which account for about 50% of turnover in North and Latin America and for about a third of 
turnover in other regions, and outright forwards and FX swaps, which account for almost two 
thirds of turnover in most regions but around 45% in the Americas. The remainder comprises 
options, which account for around 5% of turnover (Table B.7).  

Region Spot
Outright 

forwards and 
FX swaps

Currency Options Total

North America 491 423 10 42 966

Western Europe 916 1,672 29 163 2,780

Asia-Pacific 361 743 16 38 1,159

Eastern Europe 30 38 0 0 68

Latin America 21 20 1 1 42

Africa and Middle East 13 25 1 2 41

All regions ( “net-gross”) 1,832 2,921 57 246 5,056
Adjustment for cross-border double-
counting -342 -681 -14 -39 -1,075

Global turnover ( “net-net”) 2 1,490 2,240 43 207 3,981

Table B.7

Regional FX turnover by instrument1

Daily averages in April 2010, in billions of US dollars

1  Regional aggregates are adjusted for local inter-dealer double-counting, ie trades between reporting dealers located in the same countries were
halved, ie “net-gross” basis. Regional aggregates are not adjusted for intraregional double-counting, ie trades between reporting dealers located in
different countries of the same region were not halved. 2 Global aggregates are adjusted for both local and cross-border inter-dealer double-
counting, ie “net-net” basis.
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Amount % Amount % Amount % Amount % Amount %

Argentina 2                  0          … … 1                 0        1                  0          2                  0        
Australia 48                2          54                3        107             4        176             4          192              4        
Austria 12                1          8                  0        15               1        19                0          20                0        
Bahrain 3                  0          3                  0        3                 0        3                  0          5                  0        
Belgium 27                1          10                1        21               1        50                1          33                1        
Brazil² 5                  0          6                  0        4                 0        6                  0          14                0        
Bulgaria … … … … … … 1                  0          1                  0        
Canada 38                2          44                3        59               2        64                1          62                1        
Chile 1                  0          2                  0        2                 0        4                  0          6                  0        
China³ 0                  0          … … 1                 0        9                  0          20                0        
Chinese Taipei 5                  0          5                  0        9                 0        16                0          18                0        
Colombia … … 0                  0        1                 0        2                  0          3                  0        
Czech Republic 5                  0          2                  0        2                 0        5                  0          5                  0        
Denmark 28                1          24                1        42               2        88                2          120              2        
Estonia … … … … 0                 0        1                  0          1                  0        
Finland 4                  0          2                  0        2                 0        8                  0          31                1        
France 77                4          50                3        67               3        127             3          152              3        
Germany 100              5          91                5        120             5        101             2          109              2        
Greece 7                  0          5                  0        4                 0        5                  0          5                  0        
Hong Kong SAR 80                4          68                4        106             4        181             4          238              5        
Hungary 1                  0          1                  0        3                 0        7                  0          4                  0        
India 2                  0          3                  0        7                 0        38                1          27                1        
Indonesia 2                  0          4                  0        2                 0        3                  0          3                  0        
Ireland 11                1          9                  1        8                 0        11                0          15                0        
Israel … … 1                  0        5                 0        8                  0          10                0        
Italy 29                1          18                1        23               1        38                1          29                1        
Japan 146              7          153              9        207             8        250             6          312              6        
Korea 4                  0          10                1        21               1        35                1          44                1        
Latvia … … … … 2                 0        3                  0          2                  0        
Lithuania … … … … 1                 0        1                  0          1                  0        
Luxembourg 23                1          13                1        15               1        44                1          33                1        
Malaysia 1                  0          1                  0        2                 0        3                  0          7                  0        
Mexico 9                  0          9                  1        15               1        15                0          17                0        
Netherlands 43                2          31                2        52               2        25                1          18                0        
New Zealand 7                  0          4                  0        7                 0        13                0          9                  0        
Norway 9                  0          13                1        14               1        32                1          22                0        
Peru … … 0                  0        0                 0        1                  0          1                  0        
Philippines 1                  0          1                  0        1                 0        2                  0          5                  0        
Poland 3                  0          5                  0        7                 0        9                  0          8                  0        
Portugal 4                  0          2                  0        2                 0        4                  0          4                  0        
Romania … … … … … … 3                  0          3                  0        
Russia 7                  0          10                1        30               1        50                1          42                1        
Saudi Arabia 2                  0          2                  0        2                 0        4                  0          5                  0        
Singapore 145              7          104              6        134             5        242             6          266              5        
Slovakia … … 1                  0        2                 0        3                  0          0                  0        
Slovenia … … 0                  0        0                 0        0                  0          … …
South Africa 9                  0          10                1        10               0        14                0          14                0        
Spain 20                1          8                  0        14               1        17                0          29                1        
Sweden 16                1          25                1        32               1        44                1          45                1        
Switzerland 92                4          76                4        85               3        254             6          263              5        
Thailand 3                  0          2                  0        3                 0        6                  0          7                  0        
Turkey … … 1                  0        3                 0        4                  0          17                0        
United Kingdom 685              33        542              32      835             32      1,483          35        1,854            37      
United States 383              18        273              16      499             19      745             17        904              18      
Total4 2,099           100      1,705            100      2,608             100      4,281            100      5,056            100      

Table B.8

1 Adjusted for local inter-dealer double-counting (ie “net-gross” basis). 2 Data for 1998 only cover spot transactions. 3 Data from 1998 to 2004 
only cover spot transactions.  4  Estimated coverage of the FX market ranged between 90% and 100% in most countries.

Geographical distribution of global foreign exchange market turnover1

Daily averages in April, in billions of US dollars and per cent

2010
Country

1998 2001 2004 2007
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C.  Amounts outstanding at end-June 2010 

1.  Growth of global foreign exchange positions  

This part of the report focuses on the results of the second part of the Triennial Central Bank 
Survey of Foreign Exchange and Derivatives Market Activity together with those of the 
semiannual OTC derivatives market statistics, both at end-June 2010. The triennial survey 
provides a benchmark for the regular semiannual survey of positions in the global OTC 
derivatives market. Graph C.1 combines the triennial end-June survey data (blue dots on 
vertical lines) with the more frequent semiannual data. While the semiannual survey relies on 
data provided by 59 major dealers in the G10 countries, the triennial survey expands 
coverage to over 400 market participants in 42 countries and jurisdictions worldwide 
(including the regular semiannual participants). Both surveys cover the worldwide 
consolidated positions of reporting dealers (notional amounts outstanding and gross market 
values) of foreign exchange instruments traded in OTC markets (outright forwards, foreign 
exchange swaps, currency swaps, currency options and other foreign exchange 
instruments). The coverage of the triennial surveys has been 9% higher than that of the 
semiannual surveys in terms of amounts outstanding in both 2007 and 2010. 

 

Global OTC foreign exchange market1 
BIS triennial and semiannual surveys, notional amounts outstanding,2 in trillions of US dollars 

By data type 
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Gross market values (lhs)

1  Outright forwards, foreign exchange swaps, currency swaps, currency options and other foreign 
exchange instruments.     2  Dots mark triennial survey dates and notional amounts outstanding in the 
triennial survey data. 

Source: BIS. Graph C.1 
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Notional 
amounts

Gross 
market 
values

%2 Notional 
amounts

Gross 
market 
values

%2

Foreign exchange contracts 57,604   1,612     2.8         62,933   3,158     5.0         
     Outright forwards and FX swaps 29,775   668        2.2         31,935   1,330     4.2         
     Currency swaps 14,130   666        4.7         18,890   1,372     7.3         
     Options 13,662   279        2.0         12,107   456        3.8         
     Other 37          ...           ...           1            ...           ...           

Memo: Exchange-traded currency contracts3 326        ...           ...           386        ...           ...           

Global positions in OTC derivatives markets by type of instrument1

Amounts outstanding, in billions of US dollars

Table C.1

1 Adjusted for inter-dealer double-counting.   2  Gross market values as a percentage of notional amounts.   3  Sources: FOW TRADEdata; 
Futures Industry Association; various futures and options exchanges.

Positions at end-June 2007 Positions at end-June 2010

 

Growth in the positions of OTC foreign exchange instruments was moderate at 9%, 
compared with an increase of 83% in notional amounts outstanding of currency instruments 
in the 2004–07 period. The 2007 and 2010 BIS triennial surveys bracket a period of strong 
growth in amounts outstanding, as shown by comparison with the semiannual data in 
Graph C.1. Notional amounts outstanding in all instruments peaked in June 2008, declined 
thereafter and recovered somewhat by June 2010.  

Notional amounts outstanding provide useful information on the structure of the OTC foreign 
exchange market but should not be interpreted as a measure of the counterparty risk of 
these positions. While no single comprehensive measure of risk exists, a useful concept is 
the cost of replacing all open contracts at the prevailing market prices. This measure, called 
gross market value, increased at a considerably higher rate (96%) than notional amounts 
during the reporting period, to $3.2 trillion at the end of June 2010.  

Sharp asset price movements following the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers in September 
2008 resulted in a strong rise of gross market values (Graph C.1, left-hand scale) in the 
second half of 2008. Gross market values declined rapidly again in subsequent periods as 
prices moved closer to their pre-crisis values, but increased again in the first half of 2010 as 
foreign exchange markets went through another bout of turbulence. 

2.  Positions by counterparty  

Data for amounts outstanding by counterparty show that the increase in global foreign 
exchange market positions in 2010 is also due mainly to the enlarged trading activity of other 
financial institutions (counterparties such as non-reporting banks, hedge funds, pension 
funds, mutual funds, insurance companies and central banks). While a surge in activity with 
both reporting dealers and other financial institutions had already accounted for most of the 
growth in total amounts outstanding in 2007, the latter category’s share (45%) surpassed 
transactions between reporting dealers (36%) for the first time in 2010 (Graph C.2). 
Reporting dealers and non-financial customers had both accounted for a 39% share of 
outstanding OTC foreign exchange instruments in June 2007.  

In terms of counterparty risk, as measured by gross market values, the position appears 
largely the same in relative terms. While absolute amounts at risk have doubled (Graph C.2), 
this doubling has been distributed fairly evenly in all market segments.  
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Global positions in OTC foreign exchange market by counterparty1 

Notional amounts outstanding 
1998–20102                  2007                  2010 

 

 

22%
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19%
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1998–20102                2007                 2010 

 

 

25%
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21%

44%

35%
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1  Adjusted for inter-dealer double-counting.    2  In billions of US dollars.  Graph C.2 

3.  Positions value by instrument 

Not all foreign exchange OTC instruments showed limited growth in amounts outstanding. 
Currency swaps increased to almost $19 trillion outstanding in June 2010, growing by a third 
relative to 2007, increasing their share of outstanding instruments to 30% (Graph C.3). In 
contrast, currency options outstanding fell 12% to $12 trillion, or 19% of the total outstanding. 
Gross market values, which had been rather low in June 2007, despite large amounts 
outstanding, doubled for most instruments against a backdrop of currency volatility, with the 
value of options trailing behind somewhat, but still increasing by 63%.  
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Global positions in OTC foreign exchange market by instrument1 

Notional amounts outstanding 
1998–20102                  2007                  2010 
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1  Adjusted for inter-dealer double-counting.    2  In billions of US dollars.  Graph C.3 

 

4.  Positions by maturity 

The maturity distribution of outstanding instruments is dominated by short-term instruments, 
with 65% of the outstanding total having a remaining maturity of less than a year 
(Graph C.4), which is consistent with the dominance of very short-term (seven days or less) 
instruments in turnover.  

The instrument breakdown for notional amounts outstanding of FX derivatives reflects typical 
differences in the maturities of the various types of contracts. Outright forwards and FX 
swaps, which tend to have comparatively short maturities (Table C.2), accounted for a 
noticeably smaller share of open positions (42%) than of turnover (56%). By contrast, 
currency swaps, which tend to have much longer maturities than forwards or FX swaps, had 
a share of 43% in notional amounts outstanding, but only of 1% in turnover.14 

                                                 
14  The maturity distribution of currency swaps, outright forwards and FX swaps is not reported individually in the 

reporting template for amounts outstanding.  
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Global positions in OTC foreign exchange market by maturity1 
Notional amounts outstanding 

1998–20102                  2007                 2010 
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Over five years
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65%

20%

15%

40

20
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1  Adjusted for inter-dealer double-counting.   2  In billions of US dollars..  Graph C.4 

5.  Positions by currency15 

Global positions in OTC foreign exchange markets by currency (Graph C.5) showed only 
limited change in amounts outstanding. US dollar-denominated instruments were up slightly, 
being involved on one side of 85.5% of total amounts outstanding, compared with 83.0% in 
2007. The weight of instruments denominated in sterling fell, with only 11.7% of positions 
including the currency on one side, compared with 15.5% in April 2007.  

 

 

                                                 
15 Because each transaction involves two currencies, the shares sum to 200%. 
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2004 2007 2010 2004 2007 2010 2004 2007 2010

Total 31,499 57,604 62,933 24,702 43,905 50,825 6,789 13,662 12,107

  by currency
     US dollar 28,402 47,783 53,821 22,024 37,407 44,205 6,378 10,376 9,615
     Euro 11,726 21,356 22,710 9,248 16,205 18,528 2,478 5,151 4,182
     Yen 7,265 12,178 12,611 5,178 7,130 8,411 2,088 5,048 4,200
     Pound sterling 5,078 8,933 7,383 4,013 7,701 6,426 1,065 1,232 957
     Swiss franc 1,590 3,451 4,319 1,276 2,424 3,358 313 1,027 961
     Canadian dollar 1,261 2,604 2,801 1,044 2,183 2,482 217 421 318
     Australian dollar 1,583 3,056 3,892 1,169 2,344 3,265 414 712 627
     Swedish krona 877 1,601 1,590 790 1,434 1,453 88 167 136
     Other     5,216   14,246  16,739   4,663  10,984  13,521     538   3,189    3,216 

  by maturity4

     One year or less 24,706 43,830 40,671 18,618 5,519 6,328 6,089 10,605 8,388
     Over 1 year and up to 5 years 4,712 9,793 12,744 4,114 1,267 1,787 598 2,702 2,584
     Over 5 years 2,067 4,222 9,526 1,966 535 746 101 375 1,136

Table C.2

1 Adjusted for inter-dealer double-counting.   2   Including “other” instruments. Counting both currency sides of every foreign exchange transaction 
means that the currency breakdown sums to 200% of the aggregate.   3  Outright forwards, foreign exchange swaps and currency swaps.   4  Due to 
incomplete maturity breakdown, components do not always sum to totals.

Options

Global positions in OTC foreign exchange markets1

Amounts outstanding at end-June, in billions of US dollars

Total2
Of which

Forwards and swaps3
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Gross market values increased particularly strongly in euro- and sterling-denominated 
instruments by end-June 2010. Market values for US dollar-denominated instruments 
declined on a relative basis from 91% of the total to 81% (Graph C.5). 

Global positions in OTC foreign exchange market by currency1 

Notional amounts outstanding 
1995–20102                  2007                  2010 
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1  Adjusted for inter-dealer double-counting.    2  In billions of US dollars.  Graph C.5
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D.  Methodology 

I. Background to the Triennial Central Bank Survey 

In April and at end-June of this year, 53 and 42 central banks and monetary authorities, 
respectively, participated in both parts of the eighth Triennial Central Bank Survey of Foreign 
Exchange and Derivatives Market Activity (“the triennial survey”). The objective of the survey is to 
provide the most comprehensive and internationally consistent information on the size and 
structure of global foreign exchange markets, allowing policymakers and market participants to 
better monitor patterns of activity in the global financial system.16  Coordinated by the BIS, 
participating institutions collect data in April from 1,30917 banks and other dealers (so-called 
reporting dealers) on turnover in foreign exchange instruments. For the survey, each participating 
institution is requested to collect data from the reporting dealers in its jurisdiction and calculate 
aggregate national data. These data are then provided to the BIS, which compiles and publishes 
the global aggregates. In addition, more than 4,000 institutions located around the world 
participated in the second part of the triennial survey, which covers data on amounts outstanding at 
end-June 2010 and complements the turnover data collected in the first part of the survey.18  The 
triennial survey has been conducted every three years since April 1989, covering data on amounts 
outstanding since 1995.  
It should be noted that previous triennial surveys have used the expression “traditional foreign 
exchange markets” to refer to spot transactions, outright forwards and foreign exchange swaps. 
This expression excludes currency swaps, currency options and other foreign exchange 
instruments, which are classified under OTC derivative instruments. Starting with the 2010 survey, 
the expression “global foreign exchange markets” includes all six foreign exchange instruments. 
The analysis will henceforth distinguish between spot transactions and other related foreign 
exchange instruments (outright forwards, foreign exchange swaps, currency swaps, currency 
options and other foreign exchange products).  

II. Statistical notes 

This section contains a description of the methodology, general definitions, classification principles 
and compilation procedures for the most recent Triennial Central Bank Survey of Foreign 
Exchange and Derivatives Market Activity carried out by central banks and monetary authorities in 
April and at end-June 2010. The main purpose of the statistics collected by the triennial survey is to 
provide a measure of the size and structure of foreign exchange and other derivatives markets and 
to monitor key developments in these segments. In conjunction with the banking and securities 
statistics, the data provide a more comprehensive picture of activity in global financial markets. 

Two main statistical frameworks are implemented by the BIS for the collection of foreign exchange 
and derivatives statistics: the triennial survey and the semiannual OTC derivatives market statistics. 
The triennial survey covers data not only on turnover in foreign exchange in the month of April, 
ie the first part of the triennial survey, but also on OTC derivatives amounts outstanding at end-
June, ie the second part of the triennial survey. The amounts outstanding part of the survey covers 
positions across a wider range of market risk categories and is used to benchmark the 
representativeness of the more frequent semiannual survey on OTC derivatives market activity.19 

                                                 
16  The triennial survey complements more frequent regional surveys conducted in the following financial centres by local 

foreign exchange committees: Australia, Canada, Hong Kong SAR, London, New York, Singapore and Tokyo. 
17  Compared with 1,260 in 2007. 
18  The second part of the triennial survey is conducted on a consolidated basis and covers not only positions in FX-related 

instruments but also those in interest rate, equity-linked, commodity, credit and other derivative products.  
19 Detailed results of the June 2010 semiannual and triennial Surveys are available on the BIS website at 

www.bis.org/publ/otc_hy1011.htm. 
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The present report is focused exclusively on the statistics covering foreign exchange market 
instruments.  

The format of the 2010 survey includes the following main refinements and clarifications of 
reporting procedures as compared with the previous survey: 
– The list of currency pairs has been expanded in order to capture transactions involving 

currencies typically used in carry trade strategies, namely AUD/JPY, NZD/JPY, USD/ZAR 
and USD/HKD. Trades in the Brazilian real, Chinese renminbi, Indian rupee and Korean won 
against the US dollar were also collected. 

– A more detailed counterparty breakdown for each instrument has been collected for 
identification of execution method in order to include a distinction between “with reporting 
dealers, local” and “with reporting dealers, cross-border”. The more detailed counterparty 
breakdown allows for a more accurate correction of inter-dealer double-counting. 

Despite these changes, the data presented here can be considered as being largely comparable 
with those of the previous triennial survey in 2007, notwithstanding the different structure of the 
results. Weighted average coverage of foreign exchange markets in reporting countries increased 
from 96% in 2007 to 97% in 2010. 

1. Coverage and basic features of the 2010 survey 

The triennial survey collects data on the following foreign exchange instruments that can be 
divided into two groups: spot transactions, for which only turnover data are collected; and 
outright forwards, foreign exchange swaps, currency swaps, currency options and other 
foreign exchange instruments, for which both turnover and amounts outstanding are 
reported.  
In the turnover part, the instrument breakdown distinguishes between spot transactions, forwards, 
swaps, options and other foreign exchange products (see Section B.3). The counterparty 
breakdown distinguishes between transactions with reporting dealers, with other financial 
institutions and with non-financial customers. A further local/cross-border breakdown was 
requested (see Section B.4). The currency breakdown includes separate reporting of all reporting 
countries’ currencies (see Section B.5). The maturity breakdown distinguishes between 
transactions with original maturity up to seven days, over seven days and up to one year, and over 
one year (see Section B.6). Information on the execution method was also requested for foreign 
exchange transactions (see Section B.7). Central banks and monetary authorities were also 
requested to provide information on the percentage coverage of the survey in their country, the 
number of banks covering 75% of the reported totals, the number of participants, the number of 
trading days20 and the nature of the turnover in April 2010 and during the preceding six months. 
The results are shown in Table D.1. 

The second part of the triennial survey covers notional amounts outstanding and gross 
market values of foreign exchange, but also of interest rate, equity, commodity, credit and 
other derivatives. The following instrument breakdown was requested for the foreign 
exchange market risk category: forwards and swaps,21 currency swaps, currency options 
sold, currency options bought and other foreign exchange products. As in the turnover part of 
the survey, data for the OTC foreign exchange instruments are broken down by counterparty 
(see Section C.2), currency (see Section C.5) and remaining maturity (see Section C.4).  

                                                 
20  Trading days are requested so that daily averages can be calculated. 
21  This category covers outright forwards and foreign exchange swaps. 
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April Preceding six months

Argentina            98           10             67           20 Above normal Increasing
Australia            95            7            27          19 Normal Steady
Austria            92            3            14          21 Below normal Steady
Bahrain            90            4            26          24 Below normal Decreasing
Belgium            95            3              4          21 Normal Steady
Brazil            70            7            14          20 Normal Increasing
Bulgaria            90            3            11          20 Below normal Decreasing
Canada            99            5            16          21 Normal Steady
Chile          100            9            29          21 Normal Steady
China            70          10            15          22 Normal Steady
Chinese Taipei            86          16            29          21 Above normal Increasing
Colombia            85          13            17          20 Normal Steady
Czech Republic            95            5            13          21 Normal Steady
Denmark            98            3              6          18 Normal Steady
Estonia            96            2              3          21 Normal Steady
Finland            99            1            12          20 Normal Steady
France            98            4            35          21 Normal Increasing
Germany            90            5            27          20 Normal Steady
Greece            89            4              5          20 Below normal Decreasing
Hong Kong SAR            95          14            67          19 Normal Steady
Hungary            88            6            10          21 Normal Steady
India            75          19            19          20 Normal Steady
Indonesia            76          19            20          21 Normal Normal
Ireland          100            5            20          21 Normal Steady
Israel          100            4            12          19 Normal Steady
Italy            88            4            35          21 Normal Increasing
Japan            98            8            45          21 Normal Increasing
Korea            99          16            41          22 Normal Steady
Latvia            31            3              5          20 Normal Steady
Lithuania            96            2              7          21 Normal Steady
Luxembourg          100          10          148          20 Normal Steady
Malaysia          100            6            10          22 Normal Steady
Mexico            92            7            17          20 Normal Steady
Netherlands            95            3              7          20 Normal Steady
New Zealand            95            3              5          20 Above normal Steady
Norway            90            2              7          19 Normal Steady
Peru            95            6            16          20 Normal Steady
Philippines          100            9            32          19 Normal Increasing
Poland            93            8            17          21 Normal Steady
Portugal          100            4            75          21 Normal Steady
Romania            99            8            33          21 Normal Steady
Russia            94          16            40          22 Normal Steady
Saudi Arabia            90            5            16          30 Normal Steady
Singapore            99          10            54          21 Normal Steady
Slovakia            60            5              3          20 Normal Steady
South Africa            95            5            11          19 Below normal Steady
Spain            91            2              9          20 Normal Steady
Sweden            90            3              4          20 Normal Steady
Switzerland          100            2            27          19 Normal Steady
Thailand          100          10            27          18 Normal Steady
Turkey            86            7            20          21 Normal Increasing
United Kingdom            99            9            47          20 Normal Steady
United States            95            7            24          21 Normal Increasing

Table D.1

Basic features of the April 2010 foreign exchange market survey1

Nature of turnoverTrading 
days

Number of 
participants

Banks 
covering 

75%

Coverage, 
in per cent

1  Spot transactions, outright forwards and FX swaps.  
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2. Types of data collected 

2.1 Turnover data 

Turnover data provide a measure of market activity as well as an indication of market 
liquidity. Turnover is defined as the absolute gross value of all new deals entered into during 
the month of April 2010, and is measured in terms of the nominal or notional amount of the 
contracts. 

No distinction is made between sales and purchases (ie a purchase of $5 million against 
sterling and a sale of $7 million against sterling would amount to a gross turnover of 
$12 million). Direct cross-currency transactions are counted as single transactions; however, 
cross-currency transactions passing through a vehicle currency are recorded as two 
separate deals against the vehicle currency. The gross amount of each transaction is 
recorded once, and netting arrangements and offsets are ignored. For turnover of 
transactions with variable nominal or notional principal amounts, the nominal or notional 
principal amount on the transaction date is reported. 

The basis for reporting is in principle the location of the sales desk of any trade, even if deals 
entered into in different locations are booked in a central location. Thus, transactions 
concluded by offices located abroad are not reported by the country of location of the head 
office, but by that of the office abroad (insofar as the latter is a reporting institution in one of 
the other 52 reporting countries). Where no sales desk was involved in a deal, the trading 
desk is used to determine the location of deals. 

In all cases, transactions are reported to the BIS in US dollar equivalents, with non-dollar 
amounts generally converted into US dollars using the exchange rate prevailing on the date 
of the trade. 

As in the previous triennial foreign exchange market surveys, turnover data are collected 
over a one-month period, the month of April, in order to reduce the likelihood of very short-
term variations in activity contaminating the data. The data collected for the survey reflect all 
transactions entered into during the calendar month of April 2010, regardless of whether 
delivery or settlement was made during that month. 
In order to allow a comparison across countries, daily turnover averages are computed by 
dividing aggregate monthly turnover for the country in question by the number of days in April 
on which the foreign exchange and derivatives markets in that country were open. The 
number of trading days ranged from 18 to 22 in April 2010, with the exception of Saudi 
Arabia (30 days) and Bahrain (24 days). 

2.2 Nominal or notional amounts outstanding 

Nominal or notional amounts outstanding provide a measure of market size, and can also 
provide a rough proxy for the potential transfer of price risk in derivatives markets. They are 
also comparable to measures of market size in related underlying cash markets and shed 
useful light on the relative size and growth of cash and derivatives markets. 

Nominal or notional amounts outstanding are defined as the absolute gross nominal or 
notional value of all deals concluded and still open on the last business day of June 2010; 
end-June is chosen to provide consistency with the semiannual OTC derivatives market 
statistics for the G10 countries. 

As in the case of the turnover data, no distinction is made between sales and purchases of 
derivative instruments and the resulting claims and liabilities of open contracts. In the case of 
foreign exchange swaps, which are concluded as spot/forward transactions, only the 
unsettled forward part of the deal is reported. If foreign exchange swaps are executed on a 
forward/forward basis, amounts outstanding are reported separately for both legs. For other 
forward contracts and swaps, the transactions are always reported as one transaction only. 
For transactions with variable notional principal amounts, notional principal amounts at the 
reporting date are provided. 
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In contrast to the turnover part of the survey, data on notional amounts outstanding data are 
collected on a consolidated basis, ie including positions of all branches and (majority-owned) 
subsidiaries of a given institution. All these positions were added together and reported by 
the parent institution only to the monetary institution in the country where the parent 
institution had its head office. In addition, all in-house deals and deals with other domestic 
and foreign offices of the same institution were netted out.  

Amounts outstanding are reported to the BIS in US dollar equivalents, with non-dollar 
amounts converted into US dollars using end-of-period exchange rates. 

2.3 Gross market values 

Another measure of the size of derivatives markets is provided by the gross market values. Gross 
market values also supply information about the scale of gross transfer of price risks in the 
derivatives markets. Furthermore, gross market values at current market prices provide a measure 
of derivatives market size and economic significance that is readily comparable across markets 
and products. 

Gross market values are defined as the sums of the absolute values of all open contracts with 
either positive or negative replacement values calculated at market prices prevailing on the 
reporting date. Replacement value denotes the price to be received or paid if the instrument were 
sold in the market at the time of reporting. Market values are therefore the amounts at which a 
contract could be exchanged in a current transaction between willing parties, other than in a forced 
or liquidation sale. If a quoted price was available for a contract, the number of trading units was 
multiplied by that market price. If a quoted market price was not available, the reporting institution 
provided its best estimate of market value based on the quoted price of a similar contract or on 
valuation techniques such as discounted cash flows. 

Gross market value is defined as the value of all open contracts before counterparty or any other 
netting. Thus, the gross positive market value of a firm’s outstanding contracts is the sum of all 
positive replacement values of a firm’s contracts. Similarly, the gross negative market value is the 
sum of all negative values of a firm’s contracts. 

The term “gross” is used to indicate that contracts with positive and negative replacement values 
with the same counterparty should not be netted. Nor should the sums of positive and negative 
contract values be set off against each other within a risk category. 

In the case of forwards and swaps, the market (or replacement) value of outstanding contracts to 
which the reporter is a counterparty is either positive, zero or negative, depending on how 
underlying prices have moved since the contract’s initiation. 

Unlike forwards or swaps, OTC options have a market value at initiation, which is equal to the 
premium paid to the writer of the option. Throughout their life, option contracts can only have a 
positive market value for the buyer and a negative market value for the seller. If a quoted market 
price is available for a contract, the market value for that contract is the product of the number of 
trading units of the contract multiplied by that market price. If a quoted market price is not available, 
the market value of an outstanding option contract is determined on the basis of secondary market 
prices for options with the same strike prices and remaining maturities as the options being valued, 
or by using option pricing models. In an option pricing model, current quotes of forward prices for 
the underlying (spot prices for American options) and the implied volatility and market interest rate 
relevant to the option’s maturity would normally be used to calculate the “market” values. 
In the case of options, the gross positive market value is the sum of the current market values of all 
purchased options, and gross negative market value is the sum of the values of sold options. As is 
the case for other instruments, options sold and purchased with the same counterparty are not 
netted against each other, nor are options that are bought and sold against the same underlying 
offset against each other. 

Data on gross market values are reported, in US dollar equivalents, with non-dollar amounts 
converted into US dollars using end-of-period exchange rates. 
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3. Instruments 

Foreign exchange transactions are broken down into spot transactions and three types of plain 
vanilla derivative instrument, ie forwards, swaps and options. Plain vanilla instruments are defined 
as products traded in generally liquid markets according to more or less standardised contracts and 
market conventions. If a transaction is composed of several plain vanilla components, each part is 
in principle to be reported separately. In addition, there is a separate category for “other foreign 
exchange products”. This mainly includes transactions with a variable notional principal amount or 
contract features which act to multiply leverage.  

The definitions used for foreign exchange market instruments are the following: 

Spot transaction: single outright transaction involving the exchange of two currencies at a 
rate agreed on the date of the contract for value or delivery (cash settlement) within two 
business days. 

Outright forward: transaction involving the exchange of two currencies at a rate agreed on 
the date of the contract for value or delivery (cash settlement) at some time in the future 
(more than two business days later). This category also includes non-deliverable forwards 
and other forward contracts for differences. 

Foreign exchange swap: transaction which involves the actual exchange of two currencies 
(principal amount only) on a specific date at a rate agreed at the time of the conclusion of the 
contract (the short leg), and a reverse exchange of the same two currencies at a date further 
in the future at a rate (generally different from the rate applied to the short leg) agreed at the 
time of the contract (the long leg). 

Currency swap: contract which commits two counterparties to exchange streams of interest 
payments in different currencies for an agreed period of time and usually to exchange 
principal amounts in different currencies at a pre-agreed exchange rate at maturity.  

Currency option/warrant: option contract that gives the right to buy or sell a currency with 
another currency at a specified exchange rate during a specified period. This category also 
includes exotic currency options such as average rate options and barrier options. 

Currency swaption: option to enter into a currency swap contract. 

Other foreign exchange products: the options section takes precedence in the instrument 
classification, so that any foreign exchange derivative product with an embedded option is to 
be reported as an option. All other foreign exchange derivative products are in principle to be 
reported in the forwards or swaps section. However, foreign exchange derivative instruments 
which involve several features and where a breakdown into individual plain vanilla 
components is impractical or impossible, such as swaps with underlying notional principal in 
one currency and fixed or floating interest rate payments based on interest rates in 
currencies other than the notional (differential swaps or diff swaps), are to be allocated to the 
residual category of “other” foreign exchange products. 

4. Counterparties 

Following the methodology of previous triennial central bank surveys, reporting institutions 
were requested to provide a counterparty breakdown for each instrument depending on 
whether the counterparty was a reporting dealer, another financial institution or a non-
financial customer.22  In the turnover part of the survey, reporters were also requested to 

                                                 
22  One of the main purposes of this counterparty breakdown is to eliminate double-counting; see Section 8. 
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provide separate information on local and cross-border transactions according to the location 
of the counterparty.23 

To enable survey participants to identify other reporting dealers and thereby perform the 
counterparty allocation, a list containing all institutions that participated in the turnover part of 
the survey was circulated to all market participants together with the main reporting 
templates. For the amounts outstanding part, however, the list of institutions circulated for the 
counterparty allocation comprised only those 59 reporters that regularly participate in the 
semiannual OTC derivatives survey. The reason for not including all reporting institutions 
was to ensure consistency with the regular derivatives market statistics and to limit the 
reporting burden. While this approach makes it difficult to accurately eliminate double-
counting of trades between non-regular reporters (see Section 8), the amounts involved are 
believed to be small. 

The following three counterparty categories are covered in both parts of the triennial survey:  
“Reporting dealers” are defined as financial institutions that actively participate in local and 
global foreign exchange and derivatives markets. These are mainly large commercial and 
investment banks and securities houses that (i) participate in the inter-dealer market and/or 
(ii) have active business with large customers, such as large corporate firms, governments 
and other non-reporting financial institutions; in other words, reporting dealers are institutions 
that are actively buying and selling currency and OTC derivatives both for their own account 
and/or to meet customer demand. In practice, reporting dealers are often those institutions 
that actively or regularly deal through electronic platforms, such as EBS or Reuters dealing 
facilities. The category of reporting dealers also includes the branches and subsidiaries of 
institutions operating in multiple locations that have sales desks, but not necessarily trading 
desks, which conduct active business with large customers. 

“Other financial institutions” are defined as those financial institutions that are not classified as 
reporting dealers. Thus, the term mainly covers all other financial institutions, such as smaller 
commercial banks, investment banks and securities houses, and in addition mutual funds, 
pension funds, hedge funds, currency funds, money market funds, building societies, leasing 
companies, insurance companies, financial subsidiaries of corporate firms and central banks. 

“Non-financial customers” are defined as any counterparty other than those described above, 
ie mainly non-financial end users, such as corporations and governments. 

5. Currency and other market risk breakdowns 

5.1 Turnover  

In order to obtain consistent data on turnover in principal currency segments of the foreign 
exchange market, reporting institutions are asked to report turnover data on foreign 
exchange contracts and to identify the main currency pairs. Thus, data should be provided 
separately for trading in the domestic currency, the US dollar and the euro against each 
other and against the individual currencies listed below. 

 JPY: Japanese yen 
 GBP: pound sterling 
 CHF: Swiss franc 
 CAD: Canadian dollar 
 AUD: Australian dollar 
 SEK: Swedish krona 
 Other currencies 

                                                 
23 In other words, not according to its nationality. 
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Due to the importance of carry trade activities, data are also collected for transactions 
involving certain combination of currencies that – not being explicitly listed with the main 
currency pairs above – are typically present in carry trade strategies, namely USD/ZAR, 
USD/HKD, AUD/JPY and NZD/JPY. Data on trades in the Brazilian real, Chinese renminbi, 
Indian rupee and Korean won against the US dollar were also collected. 

Moreover, given the increasing interest in the identification of turnover in all reporting 
countries’ currencies, reporting dealers were requested to provide supplementary information 
on total turnover for the following currencies: 

Argentine peso, Australian dollar, Bahraini dinar, Brazilian real, Bulgarian lev, Canadian 
dollar, Chilean peso, Chinese renminbi, New Taiwan dollar, Colombian peso, Czech koruna, 
Danish krone, Estonian kroon, Hong Kong dollar, Hungarian forint, Indian rupee, Indonesian 
rupiah, Israeli new shekel, Japanese yen, Korean won, Latvian lats, Lithuanian litas, 
Malaysian ringgit, Mexican peso, New Zealand dollar, Norwegian krone, Peruvian new sol, 
Philippine peso, Polish zloty, Romanian leu, Russian rouble, Saudi riyal, Singapore dollar, 
South African rand, Swedish krona, Swiss franc, Thai baht, Turkish lira and pound sterling. 

5.2 Amounts outstanding 

For amounts outstanding of foreign exchange contracts, the following currency breakdown 
was requested: USD, EUR, JPY, GBP, CHF and other currencies. 

In addition, reporting institutions were asked to identify amounts for other individual 
currencies if they had a material amount of outstanding contracts in those currencies, ie if a 
notional amount outstanding in a currency for a given instrument was greater than 2% of the 
total notional amounts outstanding for that instrument. However, participating central banks 
had discretion in defining a “material” amount for reporting of other individual currencies. 

In contrast to the turnover part of the survey, amounts outstanding of foreign exchange 
contracts are broken down on a single currency basis. This means that the notional amount 
outstanding and the gross positive or negative market value of each contract are reported 
twice, according to the currencies making up the two “legs” of the contract. The total of the 
amounts reported for individual currencies thus sums to 200% of total contracts outstanding, 
while total reported contracts represent only half of the sum of the individual currency 
components. For example, a reporting institution entering into a forward contract to purchase 
US dollars in exchange for euros with a notional principal amount of $100 million will have 
reported $100 million in the US dollar column, another $100 million in the euro column and 
$100 million in the “Total” column. 

6. Maturities 

6.1 Turnover 

Transactions in outright forwards and foreign exchange swaps are broken down on an 
original maturity basis according to the following maturity bands:  

 seven days or less 

 over seven days and up to one year 

 over one year 

For outright forward contracts, the maturity band of the transaction is determined by the 
difference between the delivery date and the date of the initiation of the contract. For both 
spot/forward and forward/forward foreign exchange swaps, the maturity band for the contract 
is determined by the difference between the due date of the second or long leg of the swap 
and the date of the initiation of the contract. 
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6.2 Amounts outstanding 

For amounts outstanding of foreign exchange contracts, a breakdown is requested by 
residual maturity between the following bands: 

 one year or less 
 over one year and up to five years 
 over five years 

In the case of transactions where the first leg has not come due, the remaining maturity of 
each leg is determined as the difference between the reporting date and the settlement or 
due date, respectively, of the near- and far-end legs of the transaction. 

7. Execution methods 

Reporting institutions were asked to provide information on the execution method used to 
settle their foreign exchange transactions. Separate information was requested for spot, 
outright forwards, foreign exchange swaps and currency options. 

Amounts outstanding are reported separately according to the following categories: 

 
Interbank direct (inter-
reporting dealer) 

Executed between two dealers participating in the 
triennial survey and not intermediated by a third 
party. For example, a transaction executed via direct 
telephone communication or direct electronic dealing 
systems such as Reuters Conversational Dealing. 

Customer direct (inter- 
dealer/customer) 

Executed between a reporting dealer and either a 
customer or a non-reporting dealer, and not 
intermediated by a third party. For example, a deal 
executed via direct telephone communication or 
direct electronic dealing systems such as Reuters 
Conversational Dealing. 

Electronic broking systems Executed via automated order matching system for 
foreign exchange dealers. Examples of such systems 
are EBS and Reuters Matching 2000/2. 

Electronic trading systems Executed via a single-bank proprietary platform or a 
multibank dealing system. These systems are 
generally geared towards customers. Examples of 
multibank systems include FXAll, Currenex, 
FXConnect, Globalink and eSpeed. 

Voice broker Executed via telephone communication with a foreign 
exchange voice broker. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. Elimination of double-counting 

Double-counting arises because transactions between two reporting entities are recorded by 
each of them, ie twice. In order to derive meaningful measures of overall market size, it is 
therefore necessary to halve the data on transactions between reporting dealers. To permit this, 
reporters are asked to distinguish deals contracted with other reporters (dealers) (see Section 4). 
The following methods of adjustment are applied for the three different types of data collected in 
the survey: turnover, notional amounts outstanding and gross market values.  
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Double-counting and the specific case of overnetting 

In the case of turnover data, the procedure used to eliminate double-counting between reporting 
dealers across countries implicitly assumes that each transaction is reported twice. This assumption 
can introduce a bias at the currency level if, for example, one country accurately reports cross-border 
transactions in their local currency with reporting dealers in the rest of the world, but counterparties in 
the rest of the world do not separately identify those deals under the relevant currency but under the 
residual category instead. In this case, the method of halving inter-dealer cross-border transactions will 
underestimate the size of trade for this currency. The resulting effect is referred to as overnetting. 

Overnetting is likely to be more relevant for currencies with lower turnover since they are 
less likely to be separately identified by large centres. The consequence can be that the global 
turnover for the segment “with reporting dealers, cross-border” for a given currency could be less 
than the turnover reported by the currency’s home country. 

One way of partially correcting for overnetting is to use only the domestic report of cross-
border trade in local currency as an estimate in cases where the overnetting is evident. The 
reasoning behind this methodology is that global turnover for each currency should be at least 
equal to the turnover reported by the currency’s home country. 

After measuring the extent to which the overnetting could affect each individual currency 
covered by the survey, results suggested that, at an aggregate level, some cases of overnetting 
can be found in currencies such as the Hong Kong dollar, Russian rouble, Slovak koruna and 
Danish krone. A selection of the currencies affected by this bias is presented in Table D.2 below. 

 

 

Overnetting estimation for inter-dealer cross-border transactions 

Foreign exchange turnover in April 2010, in millions of US dollars1 

  Reported by 
country of origin 

Reported by rest 
of the world 

Calculated net-
net figure 

Overnetting 

Bulgarian lev 47 11 29 18 

Colombian peso 321 152 237 85 

Danish krone 11,627 6,714 9,171 2,457 

Hong Kong dollar 37,935 17,295 27,615 10,320 

Lithuanian litas 783 736 760 24 

Russian rouble 4,766 4,270 4,518 248 

1 Including spot transactions, outright forwards, foreign exchange swaps, currency swaps, currency options and other foreign 
exchange transactions.   

Table D.2
 

It is acknowledged that this bias can also be present for other major currencies; however, the 
lack of a vis-à-vis country breakdown makes it impossible to measure the size of the bias.  
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8.1  Double-counting: netting of turnover data 

In the case of turnover data, in order to obtain country aggregates, the BIS deducts one half of the 
amounts reported under “with local reporting dealers” to arrive at the so-called “net-gross” figure, 
ie country aggregates net of local inter-dealer double-counting. In a second step, to obtain global 
aggregates, the BIS performs an additional calculation, which is the deduction of one half of the 
amount reported under “with cross-border reporting dealers”, to arrive at the so-called “net-net” 
figure, ie the overall global turnover figure net of local and cross-border inter-dealer double-
counting. Based on this principle, country aggregates are systematically shown in all tables as net-
gross figures while global aggregates are presented as net-net totals.24 

8.2  Double-counting: netting of data on amounts outstanding 

The same methodology is applied to notional amounts outstanding. The only distinction from the 
turnover data is that amounts outstanding are collected on a worldwide consolidated basis, which 
implies that there is no relevant local/cross-border distinction. Double-counting is therefore 
eliminated by deducting half of the amount reported under “with reporting dealers”. 

8.3  Double-counting: netting of gross market values 

In the case of gross market values, for which data are also collected on a worldwide consolidated 
basis without distinction between local and cross-border deals, the adjustments for double-counting 
are performed as follows: in a first step, gross positive and negative market values of contracts held 
by reporting institutions are added together to obtain data on a “gross-gross” basis; in a second 
step, the gross negative market value of contracts with other reporting dealers is subtracted from 
the “gross-gross” data to immediately arrive at “net-net” figures. For gross market values reported 
by non-regular reporting institutions, ie dealers that did not participate in the regular derivatives 
market statistics exercise in the G10 countries, the adjustments for double-counting are assumed 
to be proportionate to those of the regular reporting institutions.  

9. Gaps in reporting 

Gaps in reporting stem from two sources: incomplete reporting, ie deals between two non-reporters 
in the countries providing data, and less than full country coverage. The second type of gap is 
mitigated by the existence of counterparty reports. The bulk of the cross-border business of 
institutions located in non-reporting countries is very likely to be captured by the reports of their 
counterparties if they are reporting dealers in countries participating in the survey. However, 
transactions between dealers in non-reporting countries, and between non-reporting dealers and 
customers or other financial institutions, are not captured. 
An estimate of both gaps is provided for turnover in foreign exchange instruments (see Table D.3). 
The basis for estimating gaps due to incomplete reporting in the countries providing the data is the 
information supplied on the coverage of the survey in each participating country. For example, if in 
a given country the coverage of the survey as compared with total market activity was 90%, the 
gap from incomplete reporting is estimated to represent the remaining 10% of the total market 
turnover in that country. 
Gaps are not estimated for notional amounts outstanding and gross market values because it can 
be assumed that the coverage for the two latter types of data is almost complete due to the 
worldwide consolidated reporting by all major dealers in the participating countries.  

 

                                                 
24  In some cases, tables by country also include gross-gross aggregates for information purposes. 
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Daily averages in April, in billions of US dollars

1998 2001 2004 2007 2010

Total reported gross turnover 2,488 1,959 2,953 4,717 5,529 

Adjustment for local double-counting² –370 –245 –344 –436 –472 

Total reported turnover net of local double-
counting (“net-gross” ) 2,117 1,713 2,609 4,281 5,056 

Adjustment for cross-border double-counting3 –543 –446 –674 –957 –1,075 

Total reported net turnover 1,527 1,239 1,934 3,324 3,981 

Of which: cross-border transactions 777 677 1,185 2,051 2,586 

Measures of global foreign exchange market activity1

1 Including spot, outright forward, foreign exchange swap, currency swap, currency options and other foreign exchange products.   2  Made 
by halving positions vis-à-vis other local reporting dealers.   3  Made by halving positions vis-à-vis other reporting dealers abroad.

Table D.3  
 

10. Intertemporal comparisons 

Intertemporal comparisons are complicated by changes in coverage and definition, and by 
the movement of exchange rates over the three-year periods separating the surveys in the 
participating countries. 

Changes in coverage may be of two kinds. First, within national markets the coverage of 
dealers active in national markets may have changed. An increase in the number of reporting 
institutions, for example, does not necessarily denote greater coverage. If institutions which 
were not active before, and were therefore not covered in earlier reports, begin to deal on a 
substantial scale, it is legitimate to compare the total turnover of the larger number of 
reporting institutions with the total turnover of the smaller number reporting their transactions 
in the previous period. The same applies, of course, in the case of a decrease in the number 
of reporting institutions due to a reduction or the transfer to another country of their activity, 
and to their relative importance in the market. 

The second type of change in coverage relates to the inclusion of a larger number of 
countries and of new features since the inception of the survey in 1986. For instance, in 1995 
the coverage of market activity was significantly expanded to include most financial 
derivatives. In 1998 the number of reporting countries increased from 28 to 43 and the 
coverage of derivatives market activity was further expanded to include separate data on 
credit-linked derivatives. In 2001, 2004 and 2007 the number of reporting countries increased 
further to 48, 52 and 54, respectively, while in 2010 the number of participating countries 
dropped to 53. For all these periods, the coverage of market segments remained the same 
as in 1998. 

While the additional information provided by new reporting countries is valuable, not all of it 
relates to transactions that were not captured before. The bulk of these countries’ cross-
border transactions with dealers can be presumed to have been included in the reports of 
their counterparties in earlier years. In new reporting countries, the business not previously 
captured therefore relates to local inter-dealer transactions and transactions with non-
reporting financial institutions and customers.  

Another complication involves changes in definitions. Most changes in definitions reflect 
improvements in compilation procedures. In particular, greater effort has been made 
following the 1992 survey to classify counterparties accurately, and a finer counterparty 
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breakdown has been used. As a result, it is now possible to arrive at more accurate 
estimates of double-counting and to compile net figures on turnover for all items. 

However, intertemporal comparisons have to be interpreted carefully. The current procedure 
introduces biases to the extent that the share of inter-dealer business has changed over 
time. In 2004, an effort was made to clarify the concept of reporting dealers, in order to better 
distinguish between inter-dealer and customer transactions. In addition, the reporting basis 
for the location of trades was further clarified as being, in principle, that of the sales desk of 
any reporting institution. See Section 2.1 of these statistical notes for more details. 

The extension of the currency breakdown in 2010 is another factor to be considered when 
analysing movements in a particular currency or currency pair. The effect of the template 
expansion of selected currency pairs in the 2010 survey is shown in Table D.4. Some caution 
is therefore needed when making intertemporal comparisons on turnover for the currencies 
involved. 
 

Total Of which: due to 
template expansion % share of total

USD/BRL 25,359 17,142 67.6

USD/CNY 31,283 21,551 68.9

USD/HKD 84,951 33,509 39.4

USD/INR 35,820 15,678 43.8

USD/KRW 57,900 23,465 40.5

USD/ZAR 24,045 16,835 70.0

JPY/AUD 24,040 12,840 53.4
JPY/NZD 4,089 4,050 99.0

Table D.4

1  Adjusted for local and cross-border inter-dealer double-counting. Including spot, outright forward, foreign exchange swap, currency 
swap and options transactions.

Effect of the template expansion on selected currency pairs

Foreign exchange turnover in April 20101, in millions of US dollars

 
 

11. Data at constant exchange rates 

Another question often raised with intertemporal comparisons is the impact on aggregate 
turnover of movements in exchange rates vis-à-vis the US dollar from one reporting date to 
the next. For instance, turnover in the Japanese yen/pound sterling sector may have 
remained unchanged from one reporting period to the next in terms of these currencies. But 
if the dollar rises against both currencies, total turnover in the segment reported in dollar 
terms will be lower, thus signalling a decline where none has in fact taken place. Even in 
currency pairs involving the dollar, exchange rate movements will impact on turnover. For 
example, if a trade for a fixed amount of yen against US dollars is transacted, the trade will 
enter the aggregates with a smaller or larger US dollar amount, depending on how the yen 
moves against the dollar from one reporting date to the next. To provide some guidance on 
the impact of actual exchange rate movements on total reported aggregates, pre-2010 totals 
have been additionally recalculated at constant exchange rates, replacing historical 
exchange rates by average April 2010 exchange rates. All transactions in a given currency, 
say the yen, are converted into original currency terms at the historical exchange rate and 
then recalculated using the average April 2010 dollar/yen exchange rate, as appropriate. In 
the case of foreign exchange transactions, the dollar side of transactions remains 
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unchanged, since the exchange rate for dollar amounts is constant (and equal to one) over 
time. The sums of all recalculated transactions are divided by two. This takes account of the 
joint contribution of two currencies to each foreign exchange transaction. 

12. Annex tables 

The detailed aggregated results of the Central Bank Survey of Foreign Exchange and 
Derivatives Market Activity in April and at end-June 2010, as far as foreign exchange 
instruments are concerned, are presented in the following set of annex tables in two separate 
sections (E.1 and E.2):  

Section E.1 covers turnover in global foreign exchange markets, ie turnover in spot 
transactions, outright forwards, foreign exchange swaps, currency swaps, currency options 
and other foreign exchange products. 

Section E.2 comprises notional amounts outstanding and gross market values of OTC 
foreign exchange derivatives markets.  
Country aggregates are systematically shown in all tables as net-gross figures, while global 
aggregates are presented as net-net totals (see Section 8). 

In some cases, the sum of sub-items does not equal the total for particular categories. Apart 
from rounding, this can result from incomplete classification of data, use of residual 
categories and suppression of data for confidentiality reasons. 

12.1 Turnover on foreign exchange markets (Section E.1) 

Tables E.1 to E.4 show total reported foreign exchange market turnover net of both local and 
cross-border inter-dealer double-counting25 by market segment, counterparty and currency. 
No adjustments were made for gaps in reporting in these or any other annex tables. 
Because two currencies are involved in each deal, the sum of transactions in all individual 
currencies shown in Table E.1 equals twice the total shown in the first column. Information by 
currency pair is shown for the US dollar in Table E.2, for the euro in Table E.3 and for the 
yen in Table E.4. Because the data in these latter tables relate to currency pairs, the sum of 
all transactions equals the total for the currency in question, not twice that total. The totals for 
the currencies in Tables E.2, E.3 and E.4 therefore correspond to the figures in the second,  
third and fourth columns of Table E.1. The information on currencies relates only to 
separately reported transactions. If transactions in a given currency were not identified 
separately, but placed with residual (or other) currencies, global turnover in that currency 
may be understated (see Section 8 and the box on overnetting). For the major currencies, 
the amount of underestimation from this source can be presumed to be minimal. 

The data on transactions in “currencies of other reporting countries” relate to transactions 
that have been individually identified as the local currency of another country participating in 
the survey (see Section 5 for the full list of currencies identified in the survey). Data in the 
“residual currencies” column represent the difference between the total and sum of 
components. 

Tables E.5 to E.9 provide information on reported foreign exchange market turnover by 
country and currency net of local inter-dealer double-counting. No adjustment was made for 
cross-border inter-dealer double-counting or for gaps in reporting. The totals at the foot of 
these tables are the sum of the items in the columns in question. They do not correspond to 
those in Tables E.1 to E.4 because of the absence of an adjustment for cross-border inter-
dealer double-counting. 

                                                 
25  See Section 8. 
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As in Table E.1, the sum of transactions in each individual currency in Table E.5 equals twice 
the total transactions because two currencies figure in every deal. Because the data in 
Tables E.6 to E.9 relate to currency pairs, the total for all transactions sums to the total for 
the currency, not to twice the total. 

Tables E.10 to E.15 contain information on reported foreign exchange market turnover by 
country, counterparty and market segment, and on the maturity breakdown of reported 
outright forward and foreign exchange swap transactions by country net of local double-
counting. No adjustment was made for cross-border inter-dealer double-counting. 

Tables E.16 and E.17 contain information on the maturity breakdown of reported outright 
forward and foreign exchange swap transactions by currency net of local and cross-border 
inter-dealer double-counting.  

Tables E.18 to E.23 provide an intertemporal comparison of reported foreign exchange 
turnover net of local inter-dealer double-counting by country and market segment. 

Table E.24 provides information on reported turnover of foreign exchange contracts by 
execution method. The data broken down by instrument are calculated net of both local 
and cross-border double-counting.  

12.2 Positions (amounts outstanding) on derivatives markets (Section E.2) 

Table E.25 contains detailed data on reported notional amounts outstanding of foreign 
exchange derivatives, broken down by instrument, counterparty and market risk factor 
(ie mainly currency). The data are adjusted for inter-dealer double-counting. 

Table E.26 contains detailed data on reported gross positive and negative market values of 
foreign exchange derivatives by instrument, counterparty and market risk factor (ie mainly 
currency). The data are not adjusted for inter-dealer double-counting.  

Table E.27 provides information on the maturity breakdown of notional amounts outstanding 
of foreign exchange derivatives by instrument and counterparty. The data are adjusted for 
inter-dealer double-counting. 

Table E.28 provides an intertemporal comparison of reported notional amounts outstanding 
and gross market values of foreign exchange derivatives by instrument and counterparty. 
The data are adjusted for inter-dealer double-counting. 
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E. Statistical annex tables 

1.  Global foreign exchange turnover in April 201026  

By instrument, counterparty and currency  

E.1 Specified currency against all other currencies ............................................................ 41 

E.2 US dollar against individual currencies ........................................................................ 49 

E.3 Euro against individual currencies ................................................................................ 53 

E.4 Yen against individual currencies ................................................................................. 57 

By country and currency 

E.5  Specified currency against all other currencies ............................................................ 59 

E.6  US dollar against individual currencies......................................................................... 61 

E.7  Euro against individual currencies ................................................................................ 63 

E.8  Yen against individual currencies ................................................................................ 65 

E.9  Local currency against individual currencies ................................................................ 67 

By country and counterparty 

E.10 Total turnover................................................................................................................ 69 

E.11 Spot transactions.......................................................................................................... 70 

E.12  Outright forwards .......................................................................................................... 71 

E.13  Foreign exchange swaps.............................................................................................. 72 

E.14  Currency swaps............................................................................................................ 73 

E.15  Currency options........................................................................................................... 74 

                                                 
26  Spot transactions, outright forwards, foreign exchange swaps, currency swaps, currency options and other 

foreign exchange intruments. 
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By country and maturity 

E.16 Outright forwards...........................................................................................................75 

E.17  Foreign exchange swaps .............................................................................................76 

Intertemporal comparison of turnover by country 

E.18  Total turnover ................................................................................................................77 

E.19  Spot transactions...........................................................................................................78 

E.20 Outright forwards...........................................................................................................39 

E.21  Foreign exchange swaps ..............................................................................................80 

E.22  Currency swaps.............................................................................................................81 

E.23  Currency options ...........................................................................................................82 

By execution methods 

E.24 Turnover by execution method......................................................................................83 

 
2.  Amounts outstanding at end-June 2010 

E.25 Notional amounts outstanding by instrument, counterparty and currency.....................85 

E.26 Gross market values by instrument, counterparty and currency ...................................87 

E.27 Notional amounts outstanding by instrument, counterparty and remaining maturity.....89 

E.28 Intertemporal comparison of amounts outstanding .......................................................90 

 

Conventions used in the tables 

0 = Value close to zero. 

... = Reported to be nil, not reported, not shown for reasons of 
confidentiality, not meaningful or not applicable. 

Owing to rounding and incomplete reporting of various breakdowns, the 
component items do not always sum to the total for the category in question. 

“Gross” refers to data for which no adjustment has been made for estimated 
double-counting; “net-gross” refers to data for which adjustments have been 
made for estimated local double-counting; and “net-net”, or “net”, refers to 
data adjusted for both local and cross-border double-counting. 
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OTC foreign exchange turnover by instrument, counterparty and currency

in April 20101

Total reported transactions in all currencies
Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

Spot       1,490,205  1,187,699     691,210  300,214      212,976     92,090  77,831 

with reporting dealers          517,996     421,171     232,767    97,655        70,395     28,203  23,825 
      local          175,900     145,414       68,722    27,309        23,949       8,915    6,413 
      cross-border          342,096     275,757     164,045    70,346        46,446     19,288  17,413 
with other financial institutions          755,203     598,504     361,401  152,144      115,907     52,433  41,628 
      local          301,247     242,285     147,602    60,048        43,739     22,773  14,878 
      cross-border          453,955     356,217     213,799    92,096        72,168     29,661  26,751 
with non-financial customers          217,006     168,025       97,042    50,415        26,674     11,454  12,378 
      local            91,339       67,744       30,137    24,425          9,389       3,354    6,836 
      cross-border          125,667     100,281       66,905    25,991        17,285       8,100    5,542 

Outright forwards          475,007     391,501     149,687  115,111        54,844     19,076  26,332 

with reporting dealers          112,510       96,325       34,039    12,039        11,275       5,203    4,545 
      local            28,634       23,950         8,558      3,157          3,127       1,627    1,345 
      cross-border            83,875       72,375       25,481      8,882          8,148       3,576    3,199 
with other financial institutions          254,172     207,497       83,368    57,319        34,405     10,315  17,277 
      local            99,098       74,530       36,704    19,816        17,457       3,773    7,156 
      cross-border          155,073     132,967       46,664    37,503        16,947       6,542  10,122 
with non-financial customers          108,326       87,680       32,279    45,752          9,164       3,558    4,510 
      local            54,062       39,901       19,187    15,061          5,864       2,210    2,963 
      cross-border            54,265       47,778       13,092    30,691          3,300       1,348    1,547 

  Up to 7 days          218,778     181,689       69,926    75,000        27,281     10,058  13,847 
  Over 7 days and up to 1 year          244,894     200,687       76,244    39,145        26,406       8,847  12,138 
  Over 1 year            11,335         9,123         3,516         966          1,157          172       347 

Foreign exchange swaps       1,765,210  1,600,101     609,801  278,897      222,214   127,078  97,049 

with reporting dealers          837,004     775,490     273,064  125,552        96,787     65,017  38,061 
      local          241,165     229,167       61,008    35,164        32,611     11,919  11,289 
      cross-border          595,838     546,323     212,055    90,388        64,176     53,098  26,772 
with other financial institutions          757,769     685,372     267,399  126,072      102,805     49,334  49,426 
      local          221,017     196,326       77,799    32,917        41,028     14,306  13,930 
      cross-border          536,752     489,047     189,601    93,155        61,777     35,029  35,496 
with non-financial customers          170,437     139,238       69,338    27,273        22,621     12,726    9,562 
      local            71,757       53,033       27,758    16,222        10,018       3,852    4,313 
      cross-border            98,680       86,205       41,580    11,051        12,604       8,875    5,250 

  Up to 7 days       1,303,954  1,208,255     419,682  201,122      161,342     90,265  72,330 
  Over 7 days and up to 1 year          444,209     376,210     186,218    75,844        58,828     35,430  23,815 
  Over 1 year            14,522       13,039         3,903      1,932          2,043       1,382       904 

Table E.1

For footnotes, see facing page. 

Total

Specified currency against all other currencies²

US dollar Euro Yen
Pound 
sterling

Swiss 
franc

Canadian 
dollar
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OTC foreign exchange turnover by instrument, counterparty and currency

in April 20101

Total reported transactions in all currencies
Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

   111,107   18,787     8,518      8,123    1,330     4,785      18,713    4,144 Spot
     37,564     6,799     2,275      6,415       657     1,989        8,862    1,780 with reporting dealers
     12,028     1,751     1,602      4,723         95        301        3,759       665       local
     25,536     5,049        673      1,692       563     1,688        5,103    1,115       cross-border
     56,135     9,641     4,672      1,419       413     1,627        6,448    2,008 with other financial institutions
     19,953     2,456     2,446         385       117        293        1,951       730       local
     36,182     7,185     2,226      1,034       296     1,334        4,497    1,278       cross-border
     17,408     2,347     1,571         289       260     1,169        3,402       356 with non-financial customers
       9,994     1,096     1,460         144       198        858        2,271       189       local
       7,414     1,251        111         145         62        311        1,132       167       cross-border

     28,836     8,578   12,866    14,248       612     2,794        3,725    1,816 Outright forwards
       6,951     2,544     2,538      6,052       103        777        1,090       360 with reporting dealers
       1,702        643        703      1,235         16        297           428       135       local
       5,249     1,901     1,835      4,817         87        480           661       224       cross-border
     17,197     4,123     8,585      5,467       213        865        1,505    1,052 with other financial institutions
       8,274     1,788     2,574      1,332       107        599           673       394       local
       8,923     2,335     6,011      4,135       106        266           831       658       cross-border
       4,688     1,911     1,743      2,729       296     1,152        1,131       404 with non-financial customers
       3,295     1,379     1,063      1,959       189     1,049           859       254       local
       1,393        532        681         769       107        103           272       150       cross-border

     12,607     4,420     3,875      1,849       174     1,521        1,887       549   Up to 7 days
     15,912     4,080     8,343    10,377       421     1,215        1,564    1,249   Over 7 days and up to 1 year
          316          78        649      2,022         17          58           274         18   Over 1 year

   140,794   56,198        791      6,825    5,446   14,681      69,538    9,937 Foreign exchange swaps
     71,439   28,866        187      2,879    3,474     8,103      36,484    3,418 with reporting dealers
     20,111     2,717          53      2,566       543     1,207      14,982    1,209       local
     51,328   26,149        134         313    2,931     6,896      21,502    2,209       cross-border
     59,520   18,096        419      3,163    1,303     3,217      30,227    4,442 with other financial institutions
     14,844     5,814        166      3,028       483     1,441        3,247    1,120       local
     44,676   12,282        253         134       820     1,776      26,980    3,322       cross-border
       9,835     9,236        184         784       669     3,361        2,827    2,076 with non-financial customers
       4,049     4,701        142         748       367     2,749        2,138       212       local
       5,786     4,534          43           36       302        613           690    1,865       cross-border

   112,494   39,596        278      4,130    4,370     9,843      55,821    8,088   Up to 7 days
     27,942   16,180        404      2,603    1,070     4,814      12,285    1,713   Over 7 days and up to 1 year
          357        418        110           93           6          24        1,432       136   Over 1 year

Table E.1 (cont)

Specified currency against all other currencies² 

Swedish 
krona

Brazilian 
real

¹ Adjusted for local and cross-border inter-dealer double-counting. Due to incomplete reporting, the maturity breakdown does not always sum to totals. Due to
incomplete counterparty breakdown, components do not always sum to totals. ² Because two currencies are involved in each transaction, the sum of
transactions in individual currencies comes to twice the total reported turnover.

Renminbi
Hong Kong 

dollar
Czech 
koruna

Danish 
krone

Australian 
dollar

Forint
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OTC foreign exchange turnover by instrument, counterparty and currency

in April 20101

Total reported transactions in all currencies
Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

Spot  13,527  2,464  21,144  18,158     12,335   21,643       2,249    7,193 

with reporting dealers    7,081  1,436  12,821    6,925       4,475     7,798       1,679    3,108 
      local    5,544     803    9,769    2,125       1,156     2,636       1,123       960 
      cross-border    1,537     633    3,052    4,800       3,319     5,162          556    2,148 
with other financial institutions    2,947     621    6,229    8,366       6,105   11,299          375    3,176 
      local       878     176    3,183    2,812       1,285     3,416          201       950 
      cross-border    2,070     445    3,046    5,555       4,820     7,883          174    2,226 
with non-financial customers    3,498     407    2,094    2,867       1,755     2,546          195       909 
      local    2,881     350    1,714    1,599          830     1,330          159       604 
      cross-border       618      56       380    1,268          925     1,216            36       305 

Outright forwards  13,620  2,659  18,018    5,392       6,153     5,076       2,396    3,559 

with reporting dealers    4,811  1,368  11,002    1,425       1,619     1,324       1,248       693 
      local    1,466     337    1,667       434          366        380          170       201 
      cross-border    3,345  1,031    9,335       992       1,253        944       1,079       492 
with other financial institutions    5,059  1,070    5,639    3,014       3,301     2,976          891    2,159 
      local    1,513     322    1,865    1,140       1,649     1,354          217       923 
      cross-border    3,546     749    3,774    1,874       1,652     1,621          674    1,236 
with non-financial customers    3,750     221    1,377       952       1,233        776          257       707 
      local    3,259     175       942       318          941        457          213       430 
      cross-border       491      45       435       634          292        319            44       277 

  Up to 7 days    3,263     552    2,590    2,117       3,102     2,621          370    1,160 
  Over 7 days and up to 1 year    9,458  2,071  14,808    3,164       2,986     2,398       1,983    2,334 
  Over 1 year       899      37       620       111            64          57            43         65 

Foreign exchange swaps    6,789     667  16,597  23,735     31,602   33,148       1,188  19,074 

with reporting dealers    6,030     569  13,823  10,683     14,863   16,028       1,004    7,083 
      local    5,243     417  12,908    2,302       2,269     4,894          841    1,986 
      cross-border       787     152       915    8,382     12,594   11,134          163    5,097 
with other financial institutions       637      68    1,781    9,742     11,984   14,450          171    7,653 
      local       381      54    1,046    3,270       3,077     3,700          170    1,900 
      cross-border       257      13       736    6,472       8,906   10,750              1    5,753 
with non-financial customers       121      30       992    3,310       4,755     2,670            14    4,338 
      local         99      26       908       767       2,216        872            14       632 
      cross-border         22        4         84    2,543       2,539     1,799             ...    3,706 

  Up to 7 days    3,290     447    7,387  20,278     22,222   28,699          555  15,680 
  Over 7 days and up to 1 year    2,931     220    8,329    3,359       9,231     4,296          628    3,280 
  Over 1 year       568        1       881         98          149        162              4       113 

Table E.1 (cont)

For footnotes, see facing page. 

Indian 
rupee

Philippine 
peso

Specified currency against all other currencies²

Rupiah Won
Mexican 

peso
Norwegian 

krone

New 
Zealand 
dollar

Zloty
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OTC foreign exchange turnover by instrument, counterparty and currency

in April 20101

Total reported transactions in all currencies
Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

 18,139    9,111       15,616   6,064  2,836    7,955        15,092       69,356 Spot
   5,936    4,040         6,746   2,102  1,096    4,328          5,664       20,399 with reporting dealers
   4,610    1,344         1,868   1,201     445    1,750          3,667         7,151       local
   1,325    2,696         4,878      901     650    2,578          1,997       13,248       cross-border
   6,342    4,059         6,227   1,952     617    3,234          5,028       39,448 with other financial institutions
   4,428    1,026         2,235   1,126      97    1,017          2,909       17,101       local
   1,913    3,033         3,992      826     520    2,218          2,119       22,347       cross-border
   5,861    1,011         2,643   2,010  1,123       392          4,400         9,510 with non-financial customers
   2,103       733            758   1,463  1,051       301          4,213         4,497       local
   3,759       277         1,885      548      72         91            187         5,013       cross-border

   2,262    2,856         4,416   6,820  1,107    3,032          9,837       32,787 Outright forwards
      699       689         1,093   3,456      80       964          4,235         6,471 with reporting dealers
      361       320            283      641      20       498          1,106         2,097       local
      339       370            810   2,815      59       466          3,129         4,375       cross-border
   1,261    1,588         2,359   2,584     134    1,786          4,313       21,022 with other financial institutions
      449       635            987      630      55       690          1,767         8,823       local
      812       954         1,371   1,955      79    1,095          2,546       12,198       cross-border
      301       578            965      779     894       282          1,289         5,295 with non-financial customers
      167       413            613      457     870       204          1,110         2,320       local
      134       165            352      323      24         78            179         2,975       cross-border

      704    1,144         1,708   1,547     268    1,820          2,687         7,220   Up to 7 days
   1,472    1,673         2,614   5,196     826    1,182          6,786       24,208   Over 7 days and up to 1 year
        85         39              94        77      13         29            364         1,360   Over 1 year

 14,240  15,628       33,594   4,761  3,503  12,634        10,324       63,590 Foreign exchange swaps
   5,817    9,622       20,726      929  2,675    6,034          4,501       24,800 with reporting dealers
   3,215    3,669         7,481      830  1,914    1,837          1,721         6,259       local
   2,602    5,953       13,245        99     761    4,198          2,779       18,542       cross-border
   7,556    5,031       11,032   3,184     636    6,310          4,461       30,045 with other financial institutions
   4,224    1,131         3,841   3,112     303    2,103          1,195         6,078       local
   3,332    3,900         7,191        72     333    4,207          3,266       23,968       cross-border
      866       974         1,835      648     192       289          1,363         8,744 with non-financial customers
      343       677            721      647     131       183            941         4,039       local
      524       298         1,115          0      61       106            423         4,705       cross-border

 13,047  12,112       26,598      347  1,914    9,886          7,690       50,139   Up to 7 days
   1,067    3,400         6,795   4,159  1,511    2,696          2,532       10,628   Over 7 days and up to 1 year
      126       117            201      254      78         52            103            359   Over 1 year

Table E.1 (cont)

Specified currency against all other currencies² 

Rand
Singapore 

dollar
Rouble

New 
Taiwan 
dollar

Turkish 
lira

1 Adjusted for local and cross-border inter-dealer double-counting. Due to incomplete reporting, the maturity breakdown does not always sum to totals. Due to
incomplete counterparty breakdown, components do not always sum to totals. 2 Because two currencies are involved in each transaction, the sum of
transactions in individual currencies comes to twice the total reported turnover. 3 Includes all participating countries’ currencies other than the ones listed.
4 Calculated as the difference between the total and the sum of the listed components.

Baht

Currencies 
of other 

reporting 

countries3

Residual 

currencies4
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OTC foreign exchange turnover by instrument, counterparty and currency

in April 20101

Total reported transactions in all currencies
Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

Currency swaps          42,866       38,313       17,673      6,597       2,575      1,681      2,839 

with reporting dealers          20,056       18,490         6,787      2,707       1,482         592         996 
      local            5,944         5,405         1,431         491          639           59         152 
      cross-border          14,112       13,085         5,356      2,216          843         533         844 
with other financial institutions          19,255       16,771         9,498      3,320          878         904      1,309 
      local            7,488         6,522         4,376      1,169          388         216         259 
      cross-border          11,767       10,250         5,121      2,151          490         688      1,050 
with non-financial customers            3,555         3,052         1,389         569          215         185         533 
      local            1,764         1,457            584         279          122         110         297 
      cross-border            1,791         1,594            805         290            93           75         236 

Options sold        136,882     105,529       57,445    34,497     12,866      9,197      4,189 

with reporting dealers          60,904       47,216       24,812    12,229       6,239      4,126      2,189 
      local          21,195       16,349         8,887      4,990       2,524      1,682         642 
      cross-border          39,708       30,867       15,924      7,239       3,715      2,444      1,548 
with other financial institutions          60,448       47,221       25,850    19,399       5,280      3,575      1,621 
      local          33,423       27,862       12,117    14,411       2,449      1,671         713 
      cross-border          27,026       19,359       13,733      4,988       2,831      1,904         908 
with non-financial customers          15,530       11,092         6,784      2,869       1,347      1,496         379 
      local            6,241         4,552         2,864      1,386          442         582         151 
      cross-border            9,289         6,540         3,919      1,482          905         914         227 

Options bought        130,788     101,003       54,981    31,397     13,423      8,373      4,055 

with reporting dealers          59,909       45,459       26,633    10,629       6,435      4,224      2,105 
      local          20,434       15,463         9,198      3,171       2,443      1,422         640 
      cross-border          39,475       29,996       17,434      7,458       3,991      2,802      1,465 
with other financial institutions          53,027       42,385       21,329    17,678       4,909      2,709      1,419 
      local          27,812       23,627         8,879    13,282       1,898      1,069         587 
      cross-border          25,215       18,758       12,450      4,396       3,011      1,640         832 
with non-financial customers          17,852       13,159         7,020      3,090       2,080      1,440         531 
      local            7,152         5,402         2,750      1,343          607         455         222 
      cross-border          10,700         7,757         4,270      1,748       1,473         985         309 

Total options        207,264     160,194       86,705    54,465     19,952    13,395      6,097 

Other products               150               ...               ...            ...             ...            ...            ... 

Total foreign exchange contracts     3,980,703  3,377,809  1,555,076  755,283    512,560  253,321   210,148 

Table E.1 (cont)

For footnotes, see facing page. 

Total

Specified currency against all other currencies² 

US dollar Euro Yen
Pound 
sterling

Swiss 
franc

Canadian 
dollar
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OTC foreign exchange turnover by instrument, counterparty and currency

in April 20101

Total reported transactions in all currencies
Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

     5,649           699         391           65       30       117        347         45 Currency swaps

     2,984           466           39           31       19         22        215         44 with reporting dealers
        441           286           22             3         2          8          32           3       local
     2,543           180           17           28       17         14        184         41       cross-border
     2,406           219         155           22       10         87          56           0 with other financial institutions
        714           126         142             1         1         74          11          ...       local
     1,691             93           13           21         9         13          45           0       cross-border
        259             14         198           12         1          9          76           1 with non-financial customers
          55             10         197             6         0          9          25           1       local
        204               4             1             6         1         ...          52          ...       cross-border

   10,444        1,808      3,040      3,164      148       186     1,156       825 Options sold
     5,713           795      1,506      1,626       69       167        513       360 with reporting dealers
     1,561           261         637         447       12          0          96       136       local
     4,152           534         869      1,179       57       167        416       223       cross-border
     3,755           723      1,389      1,197       47          4        303       366 with other financial institutions
     1,752           243         457         668         6         ...        125       147       local
     2,003           479         932         529       41          4        178       218       cross-border
        976           290         145         342       32         15        340       100 with non-financial customers
        432           158           59         107       10         13        185         30       local
        545           133           86         234       22          2        155         70       cross-border

   10,663        1,972      3,187      3,517      127       110     1,123       804 Options bought
     5,832           865      1,634      1,736       49         19        662       413 with reporting dealers
     1,524           300         631         399         0          0        154       210       local
     4,308           565      1,004      1,337       49         19        508       204       cross-border
     3,151           669      1,456      1,280       28         32        180       305 with other financial institutions
     1,415           193         426         673       12         23          51       100       local
     1,735           476      1,030         607       16          8        129       204       cross-border
     1,680           438           97         501       50         60        281         86 with non-financial customers
        756           239           41         213       15         31        182         27       local
        924           200           56         288       35         29          99         59       cross-border

      15,334            2,950         4,657          5,000         216          203         1,692        1,243 Total options

              ...                  ...               ...               ...            ...             ...              ...              ... Other products

    301,719          87,212       27,224        34,261      7,634     22,581       94,015      17,184 Total foreign exchange contracts

                                                                                             Table E.1 (cont)

Forint
Czech 
koruna

Renminbi
Australian 

dollar

¹ Adjusted for local and cross-border inter-dealer double-counting. Due to incomplete reporting, the maturity breakdown does not always sum to totals. Due
to incomplete counterparty breakdown, components do not always sum to totals. While data on total options are shown on a net basis, separate data on
options sold and options bought are recorded on a gross basis, ie not adjusted for inter-dealer double-counting. ² Because two currencies are involved in
each transaction, the sum of transactions in individual currencies comes to twice the total reported turnover.

Danish 
krone

Hong 
Kong 
dollar

Specified currency against all other currencies² 

Swedish 
krona

Brazilian 
real
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OTC foreign exchange turnover by instrument, counterparty and currency

in April 20101

Total reported transactions in all currencies
Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

Currency swaps         50       68       951       353         643       664        187         181 

with reporting dealers         14         9       625       190         208       380        184           84 
      local          3         2       348         83         136         36        183           15 
      cross-border         11         7       277       107           72       344            1           69 
with other financial institutions         19       57       264       136         389       280            3           82 
      local         10       53         62         30         214         62           ...             6 
      cross-border          9         4       202       106         175       218            3           76 
with non-financial customers         17         2         62         28           46          4            0           15 
      local         17         2         58          6           18          1            0             1 
      cross-border         ...        ...          4         22           28          3           ...           14 

Options sold    2,194     120    2,521    1,595      1,208    1,873        102      1,371 

with reporting dealers       793       70    1,467       839         497    1,012          41         616 
      local       297         8       525       231         160       379            6         201 
      cross-border       496       62       942       608         337       634          35         415 
with other financial institutions       877       38       836       613         501       587          37         570 
      local       470         1       341       225         252       210            7         235 
      cross-border       408       37       495       387         249       377          30         335 
with non-financial customers       523       12       217       144         210       274          24         186 
      local       355         0         81         44           77         64            1           58 
      cross-border       168       12       136       100         133       210          23         128 

Options bought    2,429     107    2,438    1,531      1,205    1,979     1,160      1,337 

with reporting dealers       948       64    1,341       783         529    1,114     1,109         634 
      local       429         8       484       253         141       333     1,056         221 
      cross-border       520       56       857       530         388       780          54         413 
with other financial institutions       781       24       838       609         411       520          26         543 
      local       332         5       467       253         144       192            7         187 
      cross-border       449       20       371       356         266       327          18         356 
with non-financial customers       699       19       260       139         265       346          25         160 
      local       477         1       117         36         113       119            1           76 
      cross-border       222       18       143       104         152       227          24           85 

Total options    3,752     160    3,555    2,316      1,899    2,790        687      2,083 

Other products         ...        ...         ...         ...            ...         ...           ...            ... 

Total foreign exchange contracts  37,738  6,019  60,265  49,954    52,632  63,321     6,707    32,089 

Table E.1 (cont)

For footnotes, see facing page. 

Rupiah Won
Mexican 

peso
Indian 
rupee

Specified currency against all other currencies²

Philippine 
peso

Norwegian 
krone

New 
Zealand 
dollar

Zloty
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OTC foreign exchange turnover by instrument, counterparty and currency

in April 20101

Total reported transactions in all currencies
Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

      182       150            67       103     111    1,908        1,692        1,400 Currency swaps
        65         91            44         34       62    1,238        1,369           640 with reporting dealers
        29           9              1         21       59       692        1,255             43       local
        36         82            42         13         3       546           114           597       cross-border
      102         49            19         26       20       589           192           651 with other financial institutions
        33           7              6         17       18       283             61           114       local
        69         43            13           9         2       305           131           536       cross-border
        15         10              4         43       29         81           131           110 with non-financial customers
        12           3              4         37       29         16           119             53       local
          3           7              0           5        ...         65             12             56       cross-border

      766       775       1,750       914       50    2,559           572       10,901 Options sold
      491       523          915       485       11    1,090           199        5,199 with reporting dealers
      288       234          236       150         9       431             74           936       local
      204       289          679       335         2       658           124        4,263       cross-border
      208       201          633       349         1    1,286           276        3,156 with other financial institutions
        89         56          362       138         0       714             68        1,054       local
      119       145          271       211         1       572           208        2,101       cross-border
        67         50          203         79       38       183             98        2,546 with non-financial customers
        11         24            57         44       37         97             86           477       local
        56         26          146         36         0         87             12        2,069       cross-border

      761       782       1,846       862       55    2,260           602        7,486 Options bought
      466       521          922       519         9    1,033           182        2,948 with reporting dealers
      239       228          285       112         7       468             74           974       local
      227       293          637       407         2       565           108        1,974       cross-border
      223       195          662       250         2       820           331        2,290 with other financial institutions
        91         59          345         96         1       192             79           937       local
      133       136          317       154         1       628           252        1,353       cross-border
        72         67          262         92       43       407             89        2,248 with non-financial customers
        18         40          110         55       43       330             76           413       local
        54         27          151         37         0         76             13        1,835       cross-border

   1,049    1,035       2,678    1,273       95    3,757           984       14,313 Total options

         ...          ...             ...          ...        ...          ...              ...           300 Other products

 35,870  28,780     56,371  19,021  7,652  29,285      37,929     181,746 Total foreign exchange contracts

Table E.1 (cont)

¹ Adjusted for local and cross-border inter-dealer double-counting. Due to incomplete reporting, the maturity breakdown does not always sum to totals. Due
to incomplete counterparty breakdown, components do not always sum to totals. While data on total options are shown on a net basis, separate data on
options sold and options bought are recorded on a gross basis, ie not adjusted for inter-dealer double-counting. ² Because two currencies are involved in
each transaction, the sum of transactions in individual currencies comes to twice the total reported turnover. ³ Includes all participating countries’ currencies
other than the ones listed. 4 Calculated as the difference between the total and the sum of the listed components.

Specified currency against all other currencies² 

RandRouble
Residual 

currencies4

New 
Taiwan 
dollar

 Baht
Singapore 

dollar
Turkish 

lira

Currencies 
of other 

reporting 
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OTC foreign exchange turnover by instrument, counterparty and currency

in April 20101

US dollar against:
Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

Spot  1,187,699  468,891  183,108  139,582    50,793  65,148    83,869    5,441 

with reporting dealers     421,171  159,180    66,429    47,249    14,637  19,816    28,888    1,975 
      local     145,414    46,591    17,329    16,797      5,064    5,395      9,268       697 
      cross-border     275,757  112,589    49,100    30,451      9,573  14,421    19,620    1,278 
with other financial institutions     598,504  245,922    89,099    76,718    30,434  34,604    43,834    2,926 
      local     242,285  101,494    36,210    29,389    13,916  13,463    16,935       700 
      cross-border     356,217  144,429    52,888    47,328    16,518  21,141    26,898    2,226 
with non-financial customers     168,025    63,789    27,579    15,616      5,722  10,728    11,147       540 
      local       67,744    16,085    13,105      4,441      1,451    5,891      5,435       233 
      cross-border     100,281    47,704    14,474    11,175      4,272    4,837      5,713       307 

Outright forwards     391,501    92,085    89,205    33,599    10,715  20,295    20,494    3,468 

with reporting dealers       96,325    23,568      7,287      7,463      2,894    3,436      5,177    1,292 
      local       23,950      5,397      2,142      2,170         786       897      1,323       330 
      cross-border       72,375    18,172      5,145      5,293      2,109    2,539      3,854       962 
with other financial institutions     207,497    50,565    43,981    21,447      6,055  13,487    12,612    1,647 
      local       74,530    19,999    11,248    10,071      2,072    4,904      5,575       791 
      cross-border     132,967    30,566    32,733    11,375      3,983    8,583      7,037       856 
with non-financial customers       87,680    17,951    37,937      4,689      1,765    3,372      2,705       529 
      local       39,901      9,730      8,853      2,970      1,084    2,173      2,001       297 
      cross-border       47,778      8,222    29,084      1,720         681    1,199         704       232 

  Up to 7 days     181,689    46,113    63,245    16,987      6,076  10,358      9,293    1,846 
  Over 7 days and up to 1 year     200,687    44,334    25,316    15,804      4,563    9,702    10,994    1,601 
  Over 1 year         9,123      1,637         644         808           76       235         206         21 

Foreign exchange swaps  1,600,101  475,868  245,705  175,231  101,240  89,609  128,846  35,546 

with reporting dealers     775,490  218,896  116,805    80,184    53,975  36,046    68,570  17,177 
      local     229,167    51,390    32,600    28,867      8,875  10,817    19,203    2,449 
      cross-border     546,323  167,506    84,204    51,317    45,100  25,229    49,367  14,728 
with other financial institutions     685,372  211,629  109,094    80,627    37,513  45,214    52,998  13,405 
      local     196,326    59,711    27,084    34,027    10,283  12,109    12,513    3,519 
      cross-border     489,047  151,918    82,009    46,600    27,230  33,105    40,485    9,886 
with non-financial customers     139,238    45,343    19,806    14,419      9,752    8,348      7,278    4,963 
      local       53,033    13,772    10,489      5,786      2,420    3,633      2,449    1,825 
      cross-border       86,205    31,571      9,317      8,633      7,332    4,716      4,829    3,138 

  Up to 7 days  1,208,255  346,362  180,217  135,846    77,198  68,014  105,574  25,573 
  Over 7 days and up to 1 year     376,210  126,990    63,746    37,945    22,806  20,731    22,965    9,710 

  Over 1 year       13,039      2,516      1,742      1,439      1,236       864         307       260 

Table E.2

Yen

For footnotes, see facing page. 

Australian 
dollar

Swedish 
krona

Total Euro
Canadian 

dollar
Pound 
sterling

Swiss 
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in April 20101

US dollar against:
Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

   8,223       6,173  13,440  12,525  20,280    7,023          46,038       77,163 Spot
   2,267       4,546    6,121    6,970  12,433    3,460          18,494       28,705 with reporting dealers
   1,601       2,887    1,795    5,528    9,635    1,159          12,394        9,277       local
      666       1,660    4,327    1,442    2,799    2,301            6,101       19,428       cross-border
   4,629       1,398    4,932    2,821    6,038    3,050          12,384       39,714 with other financial institutions
   2,442          368    1,640       825    3,117       890            8,490       12,407       local
   2,187       1,030    3,293    1,997    2,921    2,160            3,894       27,308       cross-border
   1,327          229    2,387    2,733    1,809       514          15,160        8,744 with non-financial customers
   1,220            92    1,394    2,582    1,493       286          10,084        3,952       local
      107          137       992       152       316       228            5,076        4,792       cross-border

 12,219     13,433    2,489  13,037  17,179    2,424            8,926       51,934 Outright forwards
   2,353       5,886       816    4,673  10,704       594            2,799       17,383 with reporting dealers
      684       1,230       327    1,441    1,619       273               965        4,365       local
   1,669       4,656       488    3,233    9,084       321            1,834       13,018       cross-border
   8,383       5,396    1,137    4,835    5,250    1,428            2,605       28,668 with other financial institutions
   2,510       1,308       448    1,416    1,666       564            1,928       10,029       local
   5,872       4,088       689    3,419    3,584       865               677       18,639       cross-border
   1,483       2,150       537    3,528    1,225       401            3,523        5,883 with non-financial customers
      936       1,444       336    3,084       819       273            3,362        2,541       local
      547          707       200       445       407       128               161        3,342       cross-border

   3,660       1,721    1,411    3,145    2,390       909            3,168       11,367   Up to 7 days
   7,949       9,802       875    9,031  14,187    1,489            5,623       39,418   Over 7 days and up to 1 year
      609       1,909       203       862       601         26               136        1,149   Over 1 year

      782       6,741  67,278    6,776  16,421  13,747          66,605     169,706 Foreign exchange swaps
      183       2,860  35,348    6,024  13,790    9,017          37,638       78,976 with reporting dealers
        53       2,548  14,740    5,238  12,877    3,415          15,106       20,988       local
      130          312  20,608       786       913    5,602          22,533       57,988       cross-border
      416       3,158  29,476       635    1,722    4,159          24,554       70,772 with other financial institutions
      163       3,024    3,044       379       994       828          12,225       16,423       local
      253          134  26,432       256       728    3,331          12,329       54,349       cross-border
      183          723    2,454       118       909       570            4,413       19,958 with non-financial customers
      141          700    1,920         96       879       376            3,105        5,444       local
        43            24       534         22         30       194            1,308       14,514       cross-border

      274       4,074  54,422    3,288    7,283  10,529          48,902     140,700   Up to 7 days
      397       2,575  11,427    2,924    8,265    3,105          17,066       25,558   Over 7 days and up to 1 year
      111            92    1,429       564       873       113               637           855   Over 1 year

Table E.2 (cont)

OTC foreign exchange turnover by instrument, counterparty and currency

¹ Adjusted for local and cross-border inter-dealer double-counting. Due to incomplete reporting, the maturity breakdown does not always sum to
totals. Due to incomplete counterparty breakdown, components do not always sum to totals. ² Includes all participating countries’ currencies other
than the ones listed.  ³ Calculated as the difference between the total and the sum of the listed components.
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OTC foreign exchange turnover by instrument, counterparty and currency

in April 20101

US dollar against:
Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

Currency swaps       38,313       13,507      5,646      1,831         927      2,683       5,333        365 

with reporting dealers       18,490         5,323      2,576      1,141         356         991       2,885        204 
      local        5,405            910         467         545           42         151          438          90 
      cross-border       13,085         4,414      2,109         595         314         839       2,447        114 

with other financial institutions       16,771         7,185      2,572         573         527      1,247       2,200        156 
      local        6,522         3,438         677         258         122         248          704        123 
      cross-border       10,250         3,747      1,894         316         405         999       1,496          33 

with non-financial customers        3,052            999         499         117           44         445          248            5 
      local        1,457            376         216           46             3         279            50            5 
      cross-border        1,594            623         282           71           41         166          198          ... 

Options sold     105,529       33,397    27,545      6,682      3,265      3,001       7,000        177 

with reporting dealers       47,216       14,664      9,130      3,293      1,574      1,652       3,812          86 
      local       16,349         5,211      3,983      1,220         686         430          957          18 
      cross-border       30,867         9,454      5,147      2,073         888      1,222       2,855          68 

with other financial institutions       47,221       15,230    16,315      2,694      1,188      1,074       2,560          60 
      local       27,862         7,567    13,298      1,206         599         505       1,233          12 
      cross-border       19,359         7,662      3,017      1,488         589         569       1,327          48 

with non-financial customers       11,092         3,503      2,099         695         502         275          628          31 
      local        4,552         1,410      1,023         209         152         116          296          15 
      cross-border        6,540         2,093      1,076         486         350         160          332          16 

Options bought     101,003       32,624    24,865      6,832      2,207      2,893       7,121        192 

with reporting dealers       45,459       15,573      7,550      3,259      1,038      1,599       3,967          90 
      local       15,463         5,362      2,252      1,093         336         409          963          21 
      cross-border       29,996       10,212      5,299      2,166         702      1,190       3,004          69 

with other financial institutions       42,385       13,270    15,048      2,458         783         901       2,022          51 
      local       23,627         5,675    12,199         903         321         365          915            8 
      cross-border       18,758         7,595      2,849      1,554         462         536       1,107          43 

with non-financial customers       13,159         3,782      2,267      1,115         387         393       1,132          50 
      local        5,402         1,487      1,007         320           92         168          482          29 
      cross-border        7,757         2,294      1,259         795         294         225          650          21 

Total options     160,194       50,903    44,070    10,238      4,166      4,268     10,232        280 

Other products              ...               ...            ...            ...            ...            ...             ...          ... 

 3,377,809  1,101,254  567,734  360,481   167,841  182,002   248,775   45,100 

Table E.2 (cont)

Total foreign exchange 
contracts
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dollar

For footnotes, see facing page. 
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OTC foreign exchange turnover by instrument, counterparty and currency

in April 20101

US dollar against:
Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

      381           58       313         45       918       134          1,436          4,735 Currency swaps
        39           31       195         13       615         89             852          3,180 with reporting dealers
        22             3         27          3       340          9             300          2,058       local
        17           28       168         10       275         80             552          1,122       cross-border
      155           22         49         18       243         37             423          1,365 with other financial institutions
      142             1         11          9         42          5             265             477       local
        13           21         38          9       202         32             158             888       cross-border
      188             6         69         14         60          8             160             190 with non-financial customers
      187             3         19         14         56          2             148               53       local
         1             3         50         ...          4          6               12             137       cross-border

   2,407      3,089    1,031    2,004    2,183       572          1,349        11,826 Options sold
   1,193      1,601       437       724    1,269       423             711          6,646 with reporting dealers
      546         447         85       287       512       181             126          1,661       local
      647      1,154       351       437       756       242             586          4,986       cross-border
   1,086      1,185       289       844       781       124             302          3,489 with other financial institutions
      376         668       120       450       319         32               84          1,393       local
      710         517       170       394       463         92             218          2,096       cross-border
      128         303       305       436       133         25             337          1,691 with non-financial customers
        59           90       152       347         79         19             273             313       local
        69         213       153         90         55          6               64          1,378       cross-border

   2,611      3,442       884    2,230    2,156       571          2,419          9,954 Options bought
   1,336      1,706       532       874    1,208       430          1,569          4,728 with reporting dealers
      526         399       147       408       462       186          1,170          1,730       local
      809      1,307       385       465       747       244             399          2,999       cross-border
   1,181      1,267       165       750       771       102             321          3,294 with other financial institutions
      367         673         48       310       446         28               88          1,282       local
      814         593       118       440       325         75             233          2,013       cross-border
        94         469       187       607       177         39             529          1,931 with non-financial customers
        40         195         98       466       102         29             471             414       local
        54         274         89       141         75         10               58          1,517       cross-border

   3,754      4,877    1,431    3,436    3,101       717          2,629        16,092 Total options

        ...            ...          ...         ...         ...         ...                ...                ... Other products

 25,359    31,283  84,951  35,820  57,900  24,045      125,634      319,631 

Table E.2  (cont)

Currencies 
of other 

reporting 
countries²

¹ Adjusted for local and cross-border inter-dealer double-counting. Due to incomplete reporting, the maturity breakdown does not always sum to
totals. Due to incomplete counterparty breakdown, components do not always sum to totals. While data on total options are shown on a net basis,
separate data on options sold and options bought are recorded on a gross basis, ie not adjusted for inter-dealer double-counting. ² Includes all
participating countries’ currencies other than the ones listed. ³ Calculated  as the difference between the total and the sum of the listed components.
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in April 20101

Euro against:
Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

Spot            691,210            468,891             73,103             50,235             34,799 

with reporting dealers            232,767            159,180             20,396             16,847             11,570 
      local             68,722             46,591               6,336               5,341               3,424 
      cross-border            164,045            112,589             14,060             11,506               8,146 
with other financial institutions            361,401            245,922             40,290             27,121             18,407 
      local            147,602            101,494             17,332             11,192               8,222 
      cross-border            213,799            144,429             22,958             15,930             10,186 
with non-financial customers             97,042             63,789             12,417               6,267               4,821 
      local             30,137             16,085               4,814               1,944               1,506 
      cross-border             66,905             47,704               7,603               4,323               3,315 

Outright forwards            149,687             92,085             13,832             13,878               6,009 

with reporting dealers             34,039             23,568               2,251               2,461               1,460 
      local               8,558               5,397                  570                  664                  582 
      cross-border             25,481             18,172               1,682               1,798                  878 
with other financial institutions             83,368             50,565               7,255               8,820               3,273 
      local             36,704             19,999               4,906               4,731               1,252 
      cross-border             46,664             30,566               2,349               4,089               2,021 
with non-financial customers             32,279             17,951               4,326               2,596               1,276 
      local             19,187               9,730               3,470               1,380                  714 
      cross-border             13,092               8,222                  856               1,216                  562 

  Up to 7 days             69,926             46,113               5,922               6,322               2,666 

  Over 7 days and up to 1 year             76,244             44,334               7,732               7,326               3,279 
  Over 1 year               3,516               1,637                  178                  230                    64 

Foreign exchange swaps            609,801            475,868             17,028             37,130             22,129 

with reporting dealers            273,064            218,896               4,866             14,185               9,814 
      local             61,008             51,390               1,120               2,971               2,452 
      cross-border            212,055            167,506               3,747             11,214               7,362 
with other financial institutions            267,399            211,629               8,135             17,225             10,081 
      local             77,799             59,711               2,760               4,683               3,043 
      cross-border            189,601            151,918               5,374             12,542               7,038 
with non-financial customers             69,338             45,343               4,027               5,720               2,234 
      local             27,758             13,772               3,174               2,687               1,038 
      cross-border             41,580             31,571                  853               3,033               1,196 

  Up to 7 days            419,682            346,362               9,066             20,229             11,301 

  Over 7 days and up to 1 year            186,218            126,990               7,857             16,306             10,700 
  Over 1 year               3,903               2,516                  106                  595                  128 

Table E.3

For footnotes, see facing page. 

Pound sterling Swiss francTotal US dollar

OTC foreign exchange turnover by instrument, counterparty and currency

Yen
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OTC foreign exchange turnover by instrument, counterparty and currency

in April 20101

Euro against:
Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

           4,917                5,316           11,052                                 7,559                 35,338 Spot
           1,651                1,631            4,189                                 2,552                 14,752 with reporting dealers
              493                   419               908                                   834                   4,376       local
           1,157                1,211            3,281                                 1,718                 10,376       cross-border
           2,611                2,383            5,350                                 2,119                 17,197 with other financial institutions
              714                   748            1,540                                 1,198                   5,163       local
           1,897                1,635            3,810                                   920                 12,035       cross-border
              655                1,303            1,513                                 2,888                   3,389 with non-financial customers
              300                   871               651                                 2,621                   1,345       local
              356                   432               862                                   267                   2,044       cross-border

           3,072                2,101            3,253                                 2,485                 12,972 Outright forwards
              389                   416               589                                   374                   2,530 with reporting dealers
              151                    84               151                                   113                      847       local
              239                   332               437                                   261                   1,683       cross-border
           2,065                1,313            1,605                                   565                   7,907 with other financial institutions
           1,395                   686               646                                   441                   2,648       local
              669                   627               960                                   125                   5,258       cross-border
              618                   372            1,058                                 1,545                   2,536 with non-financial customers
              409                   210               808                                 1,454                   1,014       local
              210                   162               251                                     91                   1,522       cross-border
           1,742                   858            1,180                                   981                   4,142   Up to 7 days
           1,265                1,187            2,024                                 1,370                   7,726   Over 7 days and up to 1 year
                65                    55                 49                                   134                   1,104   Over 1 year

           4,908                3,592           18,020                                 9,468                 21,658 Foreign exchange swaps
           1,321                1,034           11,378                                 4,510                   7,060 with reporting dealers
              263                   208               204                                 1,420                      981       local
           1,059                   826           11,174                                 3,089                   6,078       cross-border
           3,023                1,727            3,451                                 2,363                   9,765 with other financial institutions
           1,091                   527            1,536                                 1,659                   2,789       local
           1,933                1,200            1,915                                   704                   6,976       cross-border
              563                   830            3,192                                 2,595                   4,834 with non-financial customers
              242                   346            1,998                                 2,348                   2,153       local
              321                   484            1,193                                   247                   2,681       cross-border

           3,132                1,198           12,941                                 4,714                 10,738   Up to 7 days
           1,742                2,360            4,930                                 4,695                 10,638   Over 7 days and up to 1 year
                34                    33               149                                     59                      282   Over 1 year

Table E.3  (cont)

¹ Adjusted for local and cross-border inter-dealer double-counting. Due to incomplete reporting, the maturity breakdown does not always sum
to totals. Due to incomplete counterparty breakdown, components do not always sum to totals. ² Includes all participating countries’
currencies other than the ones listed. ³ Calculated as the difference between the total and the sum of the listed components. 4 Due to
incomplete reporting, the maturity breakdown does not always sum to totals.

Canadian 
dollar

Currencies of other 
reporting countries²

Residual 
currencies³

Australian 
dollar

Swedish 
krona
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OTC foreign exchange turnover by instrument, counterparty and currency

in April 20101

Euro against:
Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

Currency swaps             17,673            13,507                 770                    651                  710 

with reporting dealers               6,787              5,323                   95                    320                  222 
      local               1,431                 910                   18                      89                    15 
      cross-border               5,356              4,414                   78                    231                  207 
with other financial institutions               9,498              7,185                 664                    279                  348 
      local               4,376              3,438                 478                    119                    90 
      cross-border               5,121              3,747                 186                    160                  258 
with non-financial customers               1,389                 999                   11                      53                  140 
      local                  584                 376                     4                      39                  106 
      cross-border                  805                 623                     7                      14                    34 

Options sold             57,445            33,397              4,070                 4,565               5,213 

with reporting dealers             24,812            14,664              1,606                 2,159               2,190 
      local               8,887              5,211                 551                    940                  840 
      cross-border             15,924              9,454              1,056                 1,220               1,350 
with other financial institutions             25,850            15,230              1,935                 1,900               2,098 
      local             12,117              7,567                 655                    969               1,001 
      cross-border             13,733              7,662              1,280                    931               1,098 
with non-financial customers               6,784              3,503                 529                    506                  925 
      local               2,864              1,410                 310                    175                  414 
      cross-border               3,919              2,093                 219                    331                  511 

Options bought             54,981            32,624              3,492                 4,881               5,296 

with reporting dealers             26,633            15,573              1,619                 2,398               2,821 
      local               9,198              5,362                 509                 1,018                  904 
      cross-border             17,434            10,212              1,110                 1,380               1,916 
with other financial institutions             21,329            13,270              1,420                 1,811               1,584 
      local               8,879              5,675                 610                    753                  666 
      cross-border             12,450              7,595                 810                 1,058                  918 
with non-financial customers               7,020              3,782                 453                    671                  891 
      local               2,750              1,487                 226                    186                  301 
      cross-border               4,270              2,294                 227                    485                  590 

Total options             86,705            50,903              5,950                 7,167               8,004 

Other products                     ...                    ...                    ...                       ...                    ... 

Total foreign exchange contracts         1,555,076        1,101,254          110,684              109,061             71,650 

Table E.3 (cont)

Yen Pound sterling

For footnotes, see facing page. 

Swiss francTotal US dollar
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in April 20101

Euro against:
Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

              148                215             314                       433                925 Currency swaps
                 5                  73             255                       202                292 with reporting dealers
                 1                    2             196                       166                  35       local
                 4                  71               59                         36                258       cross-border
               63                136               57                       203                564 with other financial institutions
               11                  10                 4                       169                  57       local
               51                126               53                         34                506       cross-border
               81                    6                 2                         29                  69 with non-financial customers
               11                   ...                 2                         29                  18       local
               70                    6                 1                          ...                  51       cross-border

              390                605          1,430                       577             7,197 Options sold
              135                334             636                       330             2,757 with reporting dealers
               42                105             221                         19                959       local
               93                229             415                       311             1,797       cross-border
              210                222             575                       161             3,519 with other financial institutions
               56                  96             222                           4             1,547       local
              154                126             352                       157             1,972       cross-border
               44                  49             220                         86                921 with non-financial customers
               17                  24             119                         86                309       local
               27                  25             101                           0                613       cross-border

              335                567          1,544                       454             5,789 Options bought
              109                306             669                       142             2,995 with reporting dealers
               46                  72             237                         23             1,028       local
               64                234             432                       119             1,968       cross-border
              176                190             539                       142             2,197 with other financial institutions
               79                  92             171                         28                805       local
               97                  98             368                       115             1,392       cross-border
               49                  71             336                       170                597 with non-financial customers
               20                  24             180                       140                185       local
               30                  46             156                         30                412       cross-border

              602                852          2,321                       795           10,110 Total options

                ...                   ...                ...                          ...                   ... Other products

         13,648           12,076        34,960                  20,740           81,004 Total foreign exchange contracts

Table E.3 (cont)

Residual 
currencies³

¹ Adjusted for local and cross-border inter-dealer double-counting. Due to incomplete reporting, the maturity breakdown does not always sum to
totals. Due to incomplete counterparty breakdown, components do not always sum to totals. While data on total options are shown on a net basis,
separate data on options sold and options bought are recorded on a gross basis, ie not adjusted for inter-dealer double-counting. ² Includes all
participating countries’ currencies other than the ones listed. ³ Calculated as the difference between the total and the sum of the listed
components.

Australian 
dollar

Currencies of 
other reporting 

countries²

Canadian 
dollar

Swedish 
krona

OTC foreign exchange turnover by instrument, counterparty and currency
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OTC foreign exchange turnover by instrument, counterparty and currency

in April 20101

Yen against:
Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

Spot      300,214   183,108    73,103          12,980        2,051                      12,326               16,646 

with reporting dealers        97,655     66,429    20,396            3,724           310                        2,930                 3,865 
      local        27,309     17,329      6,336            1,363           134                        1,093                 1,053 
      cross-border        70,346     49,100    14,060            2,361           176                        1,837                 2,812 
with other financial institutions      152,144     89,099    40,290            6,044        1,082                        5,928                 9,700 
      local        60,048     36,210    17,332            1,539           133                        1,290                 3,544 
      cross-border        92,096     52,888    22,958            4,505           949                        4,638                 6,157 
with non-financial customers        50,415     27,579    12,417            3,211           659                        3,468                 3,081 
      local        24,425     13,105      4,814            2,324           577                        2,867                    738 
      cross-border        25,991     14,474      7,603               887             82                           601                 2,343 

Outright forwards      115,111     89,205    13,832            3,869           360                        4,775                 3,069 

with reporting dealers        12,039       7,287      2,251               911             89                           671                    830 
      local          3,157       2,142         570               128             15                             81                    220 
      cross-border          8,882       5,145      1,682               783             74                           590                    610 
with other financial institutions        57,319     43,981      7,255            1,826           196                        2,416                 1,645 
      local        19,816     11,248      4,906            1,221             91                        1,778                    573 
      cross-border        37,503     32,733      2,349               606           105                           638                 1,072 
with non-financial customers        45,752     37,937      4,326            1,132             75                        1,688                    594 
      local        15,061       8,853      3,470               751             58                        1,574                    355 
      cross-border        30,691     29,084         856               381             17                           114                    238 

  Up to 7 days        75,000     63,245      5,922            1,383           201                        2,508                 1,741 

  Over 7 days and up to 1 year        39,145     25,316      7,732            2,440           156                        2,199                 1,302 
  Over 1 year             966          644         178                 47               3                             69                      25 

Foreign exchange swaps      278,897   245,705    17,028            5,061        1,502                        4,524                 5,077 

with reporting dealers      125,552   116,805      4,866            1,057           346                        1,156                 1,322 
      local        35,164     32,600      1,120               424           120                           436                    465 
      cross-border        90,388     84,204      3,747               633           226                           721                    857 
with other financial institutions      126,072   109,094      8,135            2,924           911                        2,020                 2,987 
      local        32,917     27,084      2,760            1,019           274                        1,113                    667 
      cross-border        93,155     82,009      5,374            1,906           638                           907                 2,321 
with non-financial customers        27,273     19,806      4,027            1,080           245                        1,347                    768 
      local        16,222     10,489      3,174               865           201                        1,098                    395 
      cross-border        11,051       9,317         853               214             44                           249                    373 

  Up to 7 days      201,122   180,217      9,066            4,005        1,322                        2,295                 4,217 

  Over 7 days and up to 1 year        75,844     63,746      7,857            1,044           180                        2,217                    801 
  Over 1 year          1,932       1,742         106                 12               0                             12                      59 

Table E.4

US 
dollar

New 
Zealand 
dollar

Australian 
dollar

For footnotes, see facing page. 

Euro
Currencies of 

other reporting 
countries²

Residual 
currencies³Total
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OTC foreign exchange turnover by instrument, counterparty and currency

in April 20101

Yen against:
Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

Currency swaps            6,597       5,646            770              73                 ...                        68                40 

with reporting dealers            2,707       2,576              95                8                 ...                          6                22 
      local               491          467              18                0                 ...                          2                  4 
      cross-border            2,216       2,109              78                8                 ...                          4                18 
with other financial institutions            3,320       2,572            664              61                 ...                        12                12 
      local            1,169          677            478               ...                 ...                        11                  3 
      cross-border            2,151       1,894            186              61                 ...                          1                  8 
with non-financial customers               569          499              11                3                 ...                        50                  6 
      local               279          216                4                3                 ...                        49                  6 
      cross-border               290          282                7                0                 ...                          1                  0 

Options sold          34,497     27,545         4,070         1,374                99                      469              940 

with reporting dealers          12,229       9,130         1,606            683                56                      256              498 
      local            4,990       3,983            551            157                18                      138              143 
      cross-border            7,239       5,147         1,056            526                38                      119              354 
with other financial institutions          19,399     16,315         1,935            556                36                      188              368 
      local          14,411     13,298            655            213                10                        83              151 
      cross-border            4,988       3,017         1,280            343                26                      106              216 
with non-financial customers            2,869       2,099            529            134                  7                        24                75 
      local            1,386       1,023            310              21                  3                        14                15 
      cross-border            1,482       1,076            219            113                  4                        10                60 

Options bought          31,397     24,865         3,492         1,375              163                      454           1,047 

with reporting dealers          10,629       7,550         1,619            701              116                      211              431 
      local            3,171       2,252            509            154                17                      101              138 
      cross-border            7,458       5,299         1,110            546              100                      110              293 
with other financial institutions          17,678     15,048         1,420            508                30                      206              466 
      local          13,282     12,199            610            217                11                        91              153 
      cross-border            4,396       2,849            810            291                19                      114              312 
with non-financial customers            3,090       2,267            453            166                17                        37              150 
      local            1,343       1,007            226              38                  6                        22                42 
      cross-border            1,748       1,259            227            128                10                        15              108 

Total options          54,465     44,070         5,950         2,057              176                      689           1,523 

Other products                  ...             ...               ...               ...                 ...                         ...                 ... 

Total foreign exchange contracts        755,283   567,734     110,684       24,040           4,089                 22,381         26,356 

Table E.4 (cont)

¹ Adjusted for local and cross-border inter-dealer double-counting. Due to incomplete reporting, the maturity breakdown does not always sum to
totals. Due to incomplete counterparty breakdown, components do not always sum to totals. While data on total options are shown on a net basis,
separate data on options sold and options bought are recorded on a gross basis, ie not adjusted for inter-dealer double-counting. ² Includes all
participating countries’ currencies other than the ones listed.  ³ Calculated as the difference between the total and the sum of the listed components.

New 
Zealand 
dollar

Currencies of 
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countries²

Residual 
currencies³

Australian 
dollar

Total US dollar Euro
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OTC foreign exchange turnover by country and currency in April 20101

Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

            1,613            1,515               331                   1                   1                   1 
        192,052        173,577          46,744          25,215          18,205            3,117 
          19,549          12,153          14,325            1,795               729            3,803 
            4,543            4,113               879               168               288                 15 
          32,524          27,190          19,651            1,876            6,625            1,775 
          14,094          12,851            3,280            1,544               102               169 
               866               249               802                   9                 47                 26 
          61,892          58,224            8,019            2,827            2,806               716 
            5,544            5,488               426                 32                 60                   1 
          19,774          16,565            2,821            2,454            1,158                 87 
          17,983          17,169            3,186            1,754               863                 72 
            2,794            2,781                 86                   9                 11                   1 
            5,110            3,096            3,146                 71                 50                 31 
        120,463          85,757          68,132            6,639            8,851          15,968 
            1,059                 70            1,046                   4                   5                   0 
          31,254          19,456          21,612               258               893            8,302 
        151,621        130,191          83,245          22,119          21,059          11,100 
        108,598          85,305          69,003          13,163          14,436          11,661 
            5,164            3,022            4,381               647               285               641 
        237,568        227,015          38,346          30,960          11,970            2,401 
            4,196            2,949            1,877                 22                 32               259 
          27,358          26,474            3,401               750            1,987                 93 
            3,381            3,192               236               498                 74                   7 
          14,578            9,793          10,220            1,259            4,553               665 
          10,017            9,715               211                 31                 15                 21 
          28,601          23,969          21,405            2,256            3,206            1,738 
        312,326        254,353          58,970        248,863          18,378            3,174 
          43,824          43,149            2,897            2,105               393                 57 
            2,226            1,832            1,735                 60               112                 32 
            1,154               158            1,090                 25                 26                   8 
          33,363          27,856          21,553            4,516            4,161            1,672 
            7,262            6,693               789               422               361                 14 
          17,019          16,796               476                 18                 22                   6 
          18,253          12,931          14,002            1,262            3,006               669 
            8,754            7,950               683               623               669                 92 
          22,191          17,826            6,178               913            1,832               434 
            1,425            1,423               184                 12                 64                 69 
            5,017            4,813               674               114                 51                   8 
            7,847            4,887            3,916                 48               164               378 
            3,654            2,899            2,419               240               401               444 
            3,169               721            2,928                 14                 85               147 
          41,658          39,786          13,700               469            1,119               203 
            5,291            4,430               967               305               774                 44 
        265,977        238,125          62,202          41,356          27,246            7,097 
               443               154               379                 18                 24                   8 
          14,375          13,946            1,887               308               800               108 
          29,322          24,608          15,578            1,775            7,518               954 
          44,796          31,102          22,606            1,389            2,331            1,297 
        262,582        219,073        112,868          29,610          31,458          78,375 
            7,390            6,869               617               855               174                 16 

Turkey           16,817          15,727            5,960               247            1,189               179 
United Kingdom      1,853,594     1,570,573        820,234        342,118        330,748        112,685 
United States         904,357        785,223        376,392        140,417        104,610          61,597 

     5,056,282     4,315,781     1,978,693        934,464        636,027        332,439 

 

Table E.5

For footnotes, see facing page.

Brazil

Specified currency against all other currencies²

Estonia
Denmark

Belgium

Czech Republic

China
Chile
Canada
Bulgaria

Sweden
Switzerland
Thailand

Romania
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Singapore

Peru
Philippines

Total
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Poland
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Luxembourg
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Germany
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Hong Kong SAR
Hungary

Finland
France

Colombia
Chinese Taipei

Argentina
Australia
Austria
Bahrain

Yen
Pound 
sterling

Swiss franc
Total

US dollar Euro
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OTC foreign exchange turnover by country and currency in April 20101

Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

                      1                       0                       0                  1,375                       0 
               5,919              85,782                   855                23,146                1,546 Australia
                  299                   409                     40                  3,390                2,157 Austria
                    17                       8                       3                  1,797                1,798 Bahrain
                  462                1,318                   574                  5,068                   508 Belgium
                  119                   119                     28                  9,955                     20 Brazil
                    17                       7                       1                     543                     33 
             42,699                2,090                   557                  5,735                   110 
                    24                       1                       1                  5,055                       0 
                  136                   630                     14                15,683                       0 
                  250                1,580                     18                11,069                       6 
                      9                       0                       0                  2,687                       2 
                      6                       6                     10                  3,800                       4 
               1,525                1,912              21,326                30,338                   480 
                      0                       0                       5                     987                       0 
                  588                     35              10,187                  1,143                     33 
               5,352                8,205                2,869                14,539                4,562 
               1,458                2,812                1,376                  9,840                8,141 
                  100                   171                     21                     678                   384 
               3,662              27,097                      ...              121,895              11,790 
                      3                      ...                       2                  3,245                       2 
                  120                   180                     17                21,403                   292 
                      3                     88                       0                  2,553                   111 
                  352                   671                   392                     662                   589 
                    20                       0                       0                  4,576                5,444 
                  679                1,286                   490                  2,048                   125 
               6,088              19,522                1,189                13,593                   522 
                  369                   185                     14                38,369                   109 
                    15                     17                     65                     550                     35 
                      0                       2                       2                     998                       1 
                  362                1,906                1,250                  3,304                   146 
                    12                   444                       1                  5,479                   307 Malaysia
                    40                     20                       0                16,658                       1 Mexico
                  314                   317                   218                     632                3,157 Netherlands
                  114                1,324                       4                  6,047                       3 New Zealand
                  119                1,643                1,067                14,368                       2 Norway
                    20                       0                       0                  1,077                      ... Peru
                      9                     52                       0                  4,309                       2 Philippines
                      6                     10                     21                  6,226                     38 Poland
                  109                     65                     40                     683                       7 Portugal
                      3                       1                       2                  2,439                       0 Romania
                  110                   199                     26                27,669                     35 Russia
                    14                     43                       8                  2,429                1,565 
             10,086              33,186                1,837              108,660                2,159 
                      2                       1                       1                     297                       3 
                  117                   150                     49                11,205                   179 
                  239                1,018                   139                  3,022                3,794 
                  800                   641              22,344                  6,955                   127 
               7,714              11,450                6,651                22,287                5,677 
                      6                   144                       3                  6,096                       2 
                    32                     45                       7                10,155                     93 Turkey
             86,266            122,645              36,958              205,536              79,425 United Kingdom
             83,095              61,166              10,358                99,626              86,230 United States
           259,882            390,604            121,041              921,876            221,757 

Thailand

Total

South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland

Slovakia

Korea
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg

Saudi Arabia
Singapore

Ireland
Israel
Italy
Japan

Hong Kong SAR
Hungary
India
Indonesia

Finland
France
Germany
Greece

Bulgaria

¹ Spot transactions, outright forwards, foreign exchange swaps, currency swaps, options and other products. Adjusted for local inter-dealer double-
counting. Data may differ slightly from national survey data owing to differences in aggregation procedures and rounding. ² Because two currencies
are involved in each transaction, the sum of transactions in individual currencies comes to twice the total reported turnover. ³ Includes all
participating countries’ currencies other than the ones listed. 4 Difference between the total and the sum of the listed components.  Table E.5 (cont)

Canada
Chile
China
Chinese Taipei
Colombia
Czech Republic

Estonia
Denmark

Argentina

Canadian dollar
Australian 

dollar

Currencies of 
other reporting 

countries³

Residual 
currencies4

Specified currency against all other currencies2

Swedish krona
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OTC foreign exchange turnover by country and currency in April 20101

US dollar against:
Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

        1,515            240              0             0             1             0               0              0 
    173,577       37,993     18,840    14,060      1,153      4,384      75,472          538 
      12,153         7,347       1,006         437      1,199         253           381            22 
        4,113            582          113         199           14           17               8              1 
      27,190       15,122          821      5,030      1,132         225        1,061          390 
      12,851         2,774          891           64           51           74             65            21 
           249            205              4           19             0             0              ...             ... 
      58,224         5,980       1,996      2,133         477    40,205        1,745          319 
        5,488            382            28           58             1           23               1              1 
      16,565         2,460       1,608         383           73         132           610              4 
      17,169         2,743       1,387         620           54         210        1,407            17 
        2,781              76              7           11             1             9               0              0 
        3,096         1,173            21           16           18             6               6              5 
      85,757       38,501       2,928      5,135    12,562      1,096        1,404       6,169 
             70              59              1             4            ...             0               0              0 
      19,456         9,859          188         316      8,261         350               7            15 
    130,191       63,910     18,765    11,509      7,930      4,608        6,246       2,176 
      85,305       48,063       8,938      8,842      5,405         962        2,108          791 
        3,022         2,412          110         127         103           53             70              4 
    227,015       33,103     27,078    10,049      2,401      3,239      24,641             ... 
        2,949            670            15           21         148             1              ...             ... 
      26,474         2,760          574      1,800           84         110           158            14 
        3,192            202          364           68             7             2             79              0 
        9,793         6,057          588      1,668         404         213           248          226 
        9,715               ...             ...            ...            ...            ...              ...             ... 
      23,969       17,314          955      1,570      1,024         242        1,117          371 
    254,353       28,699    195,835      8,630      1,726      3,424        8,163          385 
      43,149         2,526       1,831         343           53         339           170            13 
        1,832         1,393            11           93           14           13             12            62 
           158            117              0             1             1             0               0              0 
      27,856       16,652       3,370      2,444      1,092         160        1,262          485 
        6,693            484          244         269           12           10           354              1 
      16,796            264            15           20             4           36             20              0 
      12,931         9,126          693      1,335         509         186           202          146 
        7,950            552          551         606           82           87           762              4 
      17,826         2,852          366      1,392         239           58        1,611          665 
        1,423            183            12           63           69           20               0              0 
        4,813            486            87           49             6             9             45              0 
        4,887         1,125            20           81         181             2               3              2 
        2,899         1,697          178         262         231           77             46            14 
           721            500              2           44           57             1               1              0 
      39,786       11,945          332         962         118         106           169            22 
        4,430            786          246         633           26           14             20              7 
    238,125       48,667     30,709    18,806      4,619      6,065      27,568          746 
           154              95              7             7             3             1               0              0 
      13,946         1,572          258         677         101           99           138            47 
      24,608       12,194       1,053      6,160         745         145           932            82 
      31,102       11,265          730      1,140         827         554           451     12,097 
    219,073       75,997     23,053    22,900    54,648      6,345      10,080       5,327 
        6,869            441          579         139           10             4           107              2 

Turkey       15,727         4,984          144      1,051         124           28             19              4 
United Kingdom  1,570,573     595,230    250,348  232,509    71,464    74,938    101,968     24,150 
United States     785,223     283,948    115,617    85,503    46,268    77,100      56,059       6,903 

 4,315,781  1,413,767    713,515  450,257  225,732   226,236    326,993     62,252 

 

Table E.6

For footnotes, see facing page.

Euro Yen
Australian 

dollar

Austria
Bahrain

Finland
France

Colombia
Chinese Taipei

Swedish 
krona

Argentina
Australia

Total
Pound 
sterling

Swiss 
franc

Canadian 
dollar

Brazil

Estonia
Denmark

Belgium

Bulgaria

Czech Republic

China
Chile
Canada

Germany
Greece
Hong Kong SAR
Hungary
India
Indonesia
Ireland
Israel

Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malaysia

Italy
Japan
Korea
Latvia

Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal

Slovakia
South Africa
Spain

Romania
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Singapore

Sweden
Switzerland
Thailand

Total
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OTC foreign exchange turnover by country and currency in April 20101

US dollar against:
Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

         1              0                  0          0           0            0        1,271                  0 
      146          173            2,776       130       357        392              ...         17,162 
         1              1                49          1          ...          44              ...           1,413 
         0             ...                 ...          0          ...            1             81           3,096 
        ...            39               421          4          ...        159              ...           2,786 
   8,480              4                 ...          1           8          24              ...              395 
        ...             ...                 ...         ...          ...           ...             17                  4 
   1,331          533               207         63       128        127              ...           2,982 
        14             ...                  0         ...           0            0        4,887                94 
        ...       9,742            1,398         ...           2          19              ...              135 
         3          201               390         31         45        187        9,274              600 
         3             ...                 ...         ...          ...           ...        2,661                12 
        ...             ...                 ...         ...          ...            2        1,793                56 
         8            12               179         11           1          74       11,028           6,650 
        ...             ...                 ...         ...          ...           ...               4                  2 
         1              6                  0          2           1            1              ...              449 
        48            76               854         17       103        622              ...         13,327 
        ...             ...                 ...         ...          ...           ...              ...         10,197 
        ...             ...                  0         ...          ...            6              ...              138 
        ...     10,690          69,790    4,555    7,412           ...              ...         34,057 
        ...             ...                 ...         ...          ...           ...        2,049                45 
        ...             ...                  2  20,879           0          12              ...                81 
        ...             ...                10          0          ...            0        2,394                65 
         1              0                56          6         11          10              ...              304 
        ...             ...                 ...         ...          ...           ...        4,274           5,441 
         0             ...               270          1          ...        183              ...              922 
        15          111               687         89       134     1,516              ...           4,937 
        13            12               188          8  37,391            7              ...              255 
        ...             ...                 ...         ...          ...            0             15              221 
        ...             ...                 ...         ...          ...            0             11                27 
   1,065            19                98         11         15        248              ...              934 
         0              2                23          0          ...            1        4,823              469 
        99             ...                 ...         ...          ...            0       16,323                14 
         0             ...                17          1          ...          10              ...              705 
        ...             ...                30          0           0            1        5,235                39 
         2            13                  4          1           1          10        9,982              630 
         0             ...                  0         ...          ...            0        1,072                  3 
        ...            39                  8         ...           0           ...        4,050                33 
        ...             ...                 ...         ...          ...            1        3,301              171 
      200             ...                18         ...           1          10              ...              165 
        ...             ...                 ...         ...          ...           ...           114                  3 
        ...              0                  1         ...          ...            1       26,081                47 
         0             ...                  0         11           4            5        2,221              457 
      305       7,447          14,226    6,728  15,072        386       29,388         27,393 
        ...             ...                 ...         ...          ...            0              ...                42 
        ...             ...                  0         ...          ...   10,764              ...              291 
      357          128               249          1         25          33              ...           2,505 
         2              9                35          1           4          48              ...           3,940 
      272          117               479       185       298     3,071              ...         16,301 
        ...              0                13          0           1           ...        5,531                44 
         0             ...                  0         ...          ...          18        9,265                89 Turkey
   5,481       6,772          13,462    5,141    7,877   11,874              ...       169,357 United Kingdom
 10,722       3,025            4,965    3,866    2,832     2,723              ...         85,692 United States
 28,570     39,170        110,910  41,742  71,722   32,592     157,145       415,179 

Slovakia

Thailand

Luxembourg

Saudi Arabia
Singapore

Netherlands
New Zealand

Poland

Norway
Peru
Philippines

Malaysia
Mexico

Japan
Korea
Latvia
Lithuania

Indonesia
Ireland
Israel
Italy

Greece
Hong Kong SAR
Hungary
India

Won

Chinese Taipei
Colombia
Czech Republic

Bahrain

Argentina

Belgium
Brazil
Bulgaria

Brazilian 
real

Australia
Austria

Renminbi
Local 

currency
Residual 

currencies²
Hong Kong 

dollar
Rand

Indian 
rupee

France
Germany

Canada
Chile
China

Estonia
Denmark

Finland

Table E.6 (cont)

Portugal
Romania
Russia

¹ Spot transactions, outright forwards, foreign exchange swaps, currency swaps, options and other products. Adjusted for local inter-dealer double-
counting (ie “net-gross” basis). Data may differ slightly from national survey data owing to differences in aggregation procedures and rounding.           
² Calculated as the difference between the total and the sum of the listed components.

Total

South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
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OTC foreign exchange turnover by country and currency in April 20101

Euro against:
Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

                        331               240                      ...                            ...                 ... 
                   46,744          37,993                2,213                      1,365               216 
                   14,325            7,347                   468                         259            2,502 
                        879               582                       2                             7                  0 
                   19,651          15,122                   822                      1,183               471 
                     3,280            2,774                       2                           14                12 
                        802               205                       2                           16                20 
                     8,019            5,980                   259                         215               145 
                        426               382                      ...                             0                 ... 
                     2,821            2,460                     29                           37                  7 
                     3,186            2,743                   146                         143                  5 
                          86                 76                      ...                            ...                 ... 
                     3,146            1,173                     42                           19                  7 
                   68,132          38,501                2,471                      1,705            1,797 
                     1,046                 59                       3                             1                  0 
                   21,612            9,859                     64                         564                41 
                   83,245          63,910                2,376                      8,758            2,855 
                   69,003          48,063                2,882                      5,594            6,256 
                     4,381            2,412                   495                         110               446 
                   38,346          33,103                2,032                         876                 ... 
                     1,877               670                       7                             4                94 
                     3,401            2,760                     62                           63                  0 
                        236               202                       9                             1                  0 
                   10,220            6,057                   533                      2,620               184 
                        211                  ...                      ...                            ...                 ... 
                   21,405          17,314                   963                      1,329               594 
                   58,970          28,699              27,211                         970               604 
                     2,897            2,526                   120                             1                  0 
                     1,735            1,393                       8                             1                17 
                     1,090               117                       6                             6                  7 
                   21,553          16,652                   668                      1,601               508 
                        789               484                     44                           36                  1 
                        476               264                      ...                            ...                 ... 
                   14,002            9,126                   126                      1,656               155 
                        683               552                     13                           16                  3 
                     6,178            2,852                   322                         131                61 
                        184               183                      ...                            ...                 ... 
                        674               486                     21                             0                  1 
                     3,916            1,125                     15                           49               135 
                     2,419            1,697                     50                         127               208 
                     2,928               500                       8                           30                83 
                   13,700          11,945                     76                           67                65 
                        967               786                       4                           98                  9 
                   62,202          48,667                4,646                      3,740            1,026 
                        379                 95                     10                           13                  2 
                     1,887            1,572                       9                           79                  2 
                   15,578          12,194                   366                      1,247               181 
                   22,606          11,265                   413                         514               265 
                 112,868          75,997                4,098                      5,621          20,291 

Thailand                         617               441                     23                             8                 ... 
Turkey                      5,960            4,984                     76                           35                47 

                 820,234        595,230              55,608                    75,081          35,223 
United States                  376,392        283,948              21,513                    19,098          15,329 

              1,978,693     1,413,767            131,333                  135,110          89,877 

Table E.7

Bulgaria

Czech Republic

China
Chile
Canada

Slovakia
South Africa
Spain

For footnotes, see facing page. 

Sweden
Switzerland

United Kingdom

Total

Romania
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Singapore

Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal

Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway

Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malaysia

Italy
Japan
Korea
Latvia

India
Indonesia
Ireland
Israel

Germany
Greece
Hong Kong SAR
Hungary

Austria
Bahrain

Finland
France

Colombia
Chinese Taipei

Brazil

Estonia
Denmark

Belgium

Total

Argentina
Australia

US dollar Yen Pound sterling Swiss franc
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OTC foreign exchange turnover by country and currency in April 20101

Euro against:
Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

                 ...                      ...                        ...                       91                         0 
              303                3,041                     190                        ...                  1,423 
                38                     18                       18                        ...                  3,675 
                 ...                      ...                        ...                         0                     288 
              117                   128                     132                        ...                  1,676 
                  1                       1                         4                     444                       28 
                  7                       7                         1                     517                       27 
           1,127                     59                       46                        ...                     188 
                  0                      ...                        ...                       43                          0
                  0                       8                         0                     265                       14 
                  8                     41                        ...                       90                       11 
                 ...                      ...                        ...                       10                         0 
                  0                       0                         5                   1,694                     205 
              145                   121                13,518                   8,013                  1,861 
                  0                      ...                         4                       80                     900 
              226                     26                10,151                        ...                     680 
              457                   955                     576                        ...                  3,360 
              495                   438                     584                        ...                  4,689 
                42                     50                       14                        ...                     812 
                 ...                      ...                        ...                   1,274                  1,061 
                  2                      ...                         2                   1,030                       69 
                  1                       6                         0                     264                     245 
                  0                       2                         0                       20                         2 
                65                   251                     102                        ...                     409 
                 ...                      ...                        ...                     211                        ... 
              319                   109                       63                        ...                     714 
              381                   364                     174                        ...                     568 
                15                       0                        ...                     234                         1 
                  2                       3                         2                     231                       77 
                  0                       1                         1                     937                       15 
              183                   444                     736                        ...                     761 
                 ...                     17                         0                       67                     140 
                 ...                      ...                        ...                     204                         7 
              127                   110                       71                        ...                  2,630 
                  1                       7                         0                       85                         6 
                  1                       3                     199                   2,497                     112 
                 ...                      ...                        ...                         1                         0 
                 ...                       3                        ...                     162                         1 
                  1                       0                       16                   2,418                     156 
                27                     11                       16                        ...                     282 
                  2                       0                         1                   2,258                       46 
                  1                       2                         2                   1,530                       12 
                  0                       1                         1                         6                       61 
              974                   971                     351                     238                  1,589 
                  1                       1                         0                        ...                     257 
                  7                       1                         1                     204                       12 
                85                     83                       42                        ...                  1,379 
                65                     37                  8,266                        ...                  1,782 
              607                   464                     973                        ...                  4,817 
                 ...                       1                        ...                     145                         0 Thailand
                  3                       1                         0                     797                       18 Turkey
           4,400                5,040                10,617                        ...                39,034 
           5,947                1,920                  3,455                        ...                25,182 United States
         16,185              14,748                50,333                 26,059              101,281 

Czech Republic

Chile
China
Chinese Taipei
Colombia

Austria
Bahrain
Belgium
Brazil

Switzerland

Saudi Arabia
Singapore

New Zealand
Norway
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Romania

Canadian 
dollar

Residual 
currencies²Swedish krona

Russia

Korea
Latvia

India
Indonesia
Ireland

Australian 
dollar

Germany
Greece
Hong Kong SAR
Hungary

Sweden

Lithuania
Luxembourg

Israel
Italy
Japan

Local currency

Finland
France

Argentina

Bulgaria
Canada

Estonia
Denmark

Australia

Table E.7 (cont)

¹ Spot transactions, outright forwards, foreign exchange swaps, currency swaps, options and other products. Adjusted for local inter-dealer double-
counting (ie “net-gross” basis). Data may differ slightly from national survey data owing to differences in aggregation procedures and rounding.       
² Calculated as the difference between the total and the sum of the listed components.                                                                                              

Malaysia
Mexico
Netherlands

Slovakia

United Kingdom

Total

South Africa
Spain
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OTC foreign exchange turnover by country and currency in April 20101

Yen against:
Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

              1              0             ...             ...                ...              1                ... 
      25,215     18,840       2,213       2,769             180             ...          1,211 
       1,795       1,006          468              6                 1             ...             314 
          168          113              2             ...                ...              1               53 
       1,876          821          822            25                 7             ...             202 
       1,544          891              2            52               98            63             439 
              9              4              2             ...                ...              0                 3 
       2,827       1,996          259            62               58             ...             452 
            32            28             ...             ...                ...              4                 0 
       2,454       1,608            29            10                ...            73             735 
       1,754       1,387          146            64               21            68               67 
              9              7             ...             ...                ...              0                 2 
            71            21            42             ...                ...              7                 1 
       6,639       2,928       2,471          220               16          105             900 
              4              1              3             ...                ...             ...                 0 
          258          188            64              0                ...             ...                 6 
      22,119     18,765       2,376          552               13             ...             413 
      13,163       8,938       2,882          266                ...             ...          1,078 
          647          110          495            28                 1             ...               14 
      30,960     27,078       2,032          904               92          238             615 
            22            15              7             ...                ...              0                  0
          750          574            62              1                 0            37               77 
          498          364              9              2                 0            63               60 
       1,259          588          533              8                 1             ...             128 
            31             ...             ...             ...                ...            31                ... 
       2,256          955          963            23               37             ...             278 
    248,863   195,835     27,211     10,336          2,025             ...        13,456 
       2,105       1,831          120              3                 0          144                 7 
            60            11              8              1                ...             ...               40 
            25              0              6              0                ...              0               18 
       4,516       3,370          668          179               94             ...             205 
          422          244            44              8                 0            37               89 
            18            15             ...             ...                ...              2                 1 
       1,262          693          126              2                ...             ...             441 
          623          551            13            15               40             ...                 4 
          913          366          322             ...                ...          198               26 
            12            12             ...             ...                ...             ...                ... 
          114            87            21              1                ...              2                 3 
            48            20            15              6                ...              6                 1 
          240          178            50             ...                ...             ...               12 
            14              2              8             ...                ...              1                 2 
          469          332            76              2                ...              2               57 
          305          246              4            10                 2              4               39 
      41,356     30,709       4,646       1,671             249          285          3,796 
            18              7            10             ...                ...             ...                 2 
          308          258              9              4                ...            14               23 
       1,775       1,053          366              3                 0             ...             352 
       1,389          730          413            12                 2             ...             233 
      29,610     23,053       4,098          221               35             ...          2,204 

Thailand           855          579            23              0                ...          246                 8 
Turkey           247          144            76              0                ...            22                 5 

    342,118   250,348     55,608       7,835          1,437             ...        26,890 
United States     140,417   115,617     21,513       3,061             226             ...                 0 

    934,464   713,515   131,333     28,361          4,633       1,657        54,965 

Table E.8

¹ Spot transactions, outright forwards, foreign exchange swaps, currency swaps, options and other products. Adjusted for local inter-dealer double-
counting (ie “net-gross” basis). Data may differ slightly from national survey data owing to differences in aggregation procedures and rounding.
² Calculated as the difference between the total and the sum of the listed components.    

Bulgaria

Czech Republic

China
Chile
Canada

Sweden
Switzerland

United Kingdom

Total

Slovakia
South Africa
Spain

Romania
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Singapore

Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal

Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway

Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malaysia

Italy
Japan
Korea
Latvia

India
Indonesia
Ireland
Israel

Germany
Greece
Hong Kong SAR
Hungary

Austria
Bahrain

Finland
France

Colombia
Chinese Taipei

Brazil

Estonia
Denmark

Belgium

Total

Argentina
Australia

US dollar
New Zealand 

dollar
Local 

currency
Residual 

currencies²Euro
Australian 

dollar
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OTC foreign exchange turnover by country and currency in April 20101

Local currency against:
Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

                   1,369                1,271                     91                       1                          1 
                 85,782              75,472                3,041                2,769                    1,465 
                 14,325                7,347                      ...                   468                      259 
                      162                     81                       0                       1                        79 
                 19,651              15,122                      ...                   822                    1,183 
                   9,071                8,480                   444                     63                          8 
                      536                     17                   517                       0                          1 
                 42,699              40,205                1,127                   383                      395 
                   4,942                4,887                     43                       4                          1 
                 12,110                9,742                   265                     73                        10 
                   9,507                9,274                     90                     68                        11 
                   2,672                2,661                     10                       0                          0 
                   3,527                1,793                1,694                       7                        13 
                 20,805              11,028                8,013                   105                      349 
                        85                       4                     80                      ...                          0 
                 21,612                9,859                      ...                     64                      564 
                 83,245              63,910                      ...                2,376                    8,758 
                 69,003              48,063                      ...                2,882                    5,594 
                   4,381                2,412                      ...                   495                      110 
                 72,604              69,790                1,274                   238                      324 
                   3,113                2,049                1,030                       0                          5 
                 21,301              20,879                   264                     37                        82 
                   2,507                2,394                     20                     63                          4 
                 10,220                6,057                      ...                   533                    2,620 
                   4,576                4,274                   211                     31                        15 
                 21,405              17,314                      ...                   963                    1,329 
               248,863            195,835              27,211                      ...                    7,994 
                 37,918              37,391                   234                   144                        49 
                      255                     15                   231                      ...                          1 
                      953                     11                   937                       0                          1 
                 21,553              16,652                      ...                   668                    1,601 
                   5,043                4,823                     67                     37                        18 
                 16,537              16,323                   204                       2                          1 
                 14,002                9,126                      ...                   126                    1,656 
                   5,962                5,235                     85                     40                        43 
                 13,471                9,982                2,497                   198                      273 
                   1,074                1,072                       1                      ...                          1 
                   4,223                4,050                   162                       2                          1 
                   5,880                3,301                2,418                       6                        31 
                   2,419                1,697                      ...                     50                      127 
                   2,389                   114                2,258                       1                          8 
                 27,638              26,081                1,530                       2                          7 
                   2,381                2,221                       6                       4                          1 
                 31,741              29,388                   238                   285                      206 
                 11,056              10,764                   204                     14                        35 
                 15,578              12,194                      ...                   366                    1,247 
                 22,344              12,097                8,266                   131                      533 
                 78,375              54,648              20,291                   664                    1,578 
                   6,012                5,531                   145                   246                        19 

Turkey                  10,117                9,265                   797                     22                        28 
United Kingdom                330,748            232,509              75,081              12,228                         ... 
United States                785,223                      ...            283,948            115,617                  85,503 

            2,242,964         1,134,709            445,025            143,303                124,142 

Table E.9

For footnotes, see facing page. 

US dollar Euro Yen

Australia
Austria
Bahrain

Finland
France

Colombia

Brazil

Estonia
Denmark

Pound sterlingTotal

Argentina

Belgium

Germany
Greece
Hong Kong SAR

Bulgaria

Czech Republic

China
Chile
Canada

Chinese Taipei

Hungary
India
Indonesia
Ireland
Israel

Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malaysia

Italy
Japan
Korea
Latvia

Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal

South Africa
Spain

Romania
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Singapore

Sweden
Switzerland

Total

Thailand
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OTC foreign exchange turnover by country and currency in April 20101

Local currency against:
Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

                      1                          0                       0                       0                        5 
                  170                      700                      ...                     61                 2,104 
               2,502                        38                     18                     18                 3,675 
                      0                         ...                      ...                      ...                        1 
                  471                      117                   128                   132                 1,676 
                    23                        13                       2                       3                      36 
                      0                          0                       0                       0                        0 
                    90                         ...                   175                   190                    134 
                      0                          1                       0                       0                        5 
                      6                          3                       2                       9                 2,000 
                      3                          6                     17                       0                      38 
                      0                          0                       0                       0                        0 
                      6                          0                       0                       0                      12 
                  494                        20                     35                   450                    311 
                      0                         ...                       0                       0                        0 
                    41                      226                     26              10,151                    680 
               2,855                      457                   955                   576                 3,360 
               6,256                      495                   438                   584                 4,689 
                  446                        42                     50                     14                    812 
                     ...                        90                   517                      ...                    371 
                    14                         ...                      ...                       0                      15 
                      7                          4                       8                       2                      16 
                      0                          0                       4                       0                      22 
                  184                        65                   251                   102                    409 
                    21                        20                       0                       0                        3 
                  594                      319                   109                     63                    714 
                  536                   1,794              10,336                   260                 4,897 
                      4                          8                     12                       0                      76 
                     ...                         ...                      ...                       0                        9 
                      0                          0                       0                       1                        3 
                  508                      183                   444                   736                    761 
                      1                          0                     23                       0                      73 
                      1                          4                       0                       0                        0 
                  155                      127                   110                     71                 2,630 
                      7                        15                   530                       0                        8 
                  126                        59                     28                   189                    119 
                     ...                         ...                      ...                      ...                         0
                      0                          0                       0                      ...                        6 
                    62                          3                       0                       3                      56 
                  208                        27                     11                     16                    282 
                      5                          0                       0                       0                        2 
                    12                          0                       0                       2                        4 
                      0                          0                       1                       0                    147 
                    74                      106                   395                     24                 1,025 
                      6                          7                       7                       1                      18 
                  181                        85                     83                     42                 1,379 
                  141                        88                     89                      ...                 1,000 
                     ...                      375                   314                     86                    420 
                      5                          2                     37                       1                      27 
                      1                          0                       0                       2                        3 Turkey
               2,544                   1,745                2,799                   645                 3,197 United Kingdom
             46,268                 77,100              56,059                6,903             113,825 United States
             65,031                 84,346              74,015              21,339             151,054 

Peru

India
Indonesia
Ireland
Israel

Australian 
dollar

Canadian dollarSwiss franc
Residual 

currencies²Swedish krona

Total

South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland

Singapore

Thailand

Lithuania
Luxembourg

Saudi Arabia

Malaysia
Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand

Russia

Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Romania

Norway

Germany
Greece
Hong Kong SAR
Hungary

Italy
Japan
Korea
Latvia

Argentina

Bulgaria
Canada

Australia
Austria
Bahrain
Belgium
Brazil

¹ Spot transactions, outright forwards, foreign exchange swaps, currency swaps, options and other products. Adjusted for local inter-dealer double-
counting (ie “net-gross” basis). Data may differ slightly from national survey data owing to differences in aggregation procedures and rounding.       
 ² Calculated as the difference between the total and the sum of the listed components.                                                                Table E.9 (cont)

Chile
China
Chinese Taipei
Colombia
Czech Republic

Estonia
Denmark

Finland
France
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Foreign exchange turnover by country and counterparty in April 20101

Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

          1,895           1,613               282                     ...              349             982 
      218,158       192,052          26,106             91,598         61,045        13,304 
        20,039         19,549               490             13,029           5,327             704 
          4,619           4,543                 76               2,881           1,476             110 
        32,770         32,524               247             19,824         10,832          1,621 
        15,609         14,094            1,516               3,854           5,951          2,773 
             874              866                   9                  288              411             158 
        68,546         61,892            6,654             27,090         22,765          5,383 
          7,229           5,544            1,684               1,428           1,430          1,001 
        27,486         19,774            7,712               2,411           5,738          3,913 
        20,034         17,983            2,050               6,060           5,740          4,132 
          3,822           2,794            1,028                  403              721             641 
          5,489           5,110               379               3,822              168             742 
      123,231       120,463            2,767             82,165         12,189        23,342 
          1,063           1,059                   4                  997                10               48 
        31,316         31,254                 62             28,911              507          1,775 
      162,906       151,509          11,397             90,000         39,438        10,674 
      115,740       108,598            7,142             58,985         34,452          8,019 
          5,244           5,164                 79               3,702              812             571 
      257,327       237,542          19,785            160,049         44,587        13,121 
          4,763           4,196               567               2,172           1,077             379 
        38,857         27,358          11,499               5,413           2,340          8,106 
          4,632           3,381            1,251               1,197              387             546 
        14,994         14,578               416               7,305           6,003             854 
        10,333         10,017               317                     ...           7,771          1,929 
        29,695         28,601            1,093             23,328           2,877          1,303 
      337,389       312,326          25,063            163,998         77,739        45,526 
        67,241         43,824          23,417             10,470           5,840          4,096 
          2,359           2,226               133                  340              804             950 
          1,183           1,154                 29                  903                88             134 
        34,408         33,363            1,045             22,581           8,426          1,313 
          8,262           7,262            1,000               1,736           2,130          2,396 
        18,156         17,019            1,137             12,594           2,005          1,282 
        18,626         18,253               372               9,892           6,690          1,300 
          9,460           8,754               706               2,557           4,811             680 
        22,450         22,191               260             13,078           5,363          3,490 
          1,856           1,425               431                  455              200             338 
          7,649           5,017            2,632               1,491              514             379 
          8,632           7,847               785               4,812           1,479             771 
          3,831           3,654               177               1,976           1,090             411 
          3,518           3,169               349               2,063              375             383 
        49,217         41,658            7,559             10,793         15,520          7,785 
          6,136           5,291               845               3,082              597             766 
      278,929       265,899          13,030            161,046         72,693        19,131 
             445              443                   1                  297                50               95 
        17,092         14,375            2,717               9,994              799             865 
        29,794         29,322               472             17,662           2,061          9,127 
        45,640         44,796               844             16,548         17,529          9,874 
      273,640       262,582          11,058            149,097         79,536        22,890 
          9,649           7,390            2,259               2,206              819          2,107 

Turkey         17,677         16,817               860             13,913              918          1,127 
United Kingdom    2,065,334    1,853,594        211,741            597,232       866,375      178,246 
United States       963,283       904,357          58,926            283,301       451,019      111,111 

   5,528,525    5,056,067        472,459         2,151,028    1,899,874      532,706 

With reporting 
dealers abroad

With other 
financial 

institutions

With non-
financial 

customers

Gross 
turnover² Total

With 
reporting 

local dealers

Argentina
Australia
Austria
Bahrain

Finland
France

Colombia
Chinese Taipei

Germany
Greece
Hong Kong SAR
Hungary
India
Indonesia
Ireland
Israel

Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malaysia

Italy
Japan
Korea
Latvia

Portugal

Sweden

Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway

Total

Slovakia
South Africa
Spain

Bulgaria

Switzerland
Thailand

Romania
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Singapore

Peru
Philippines
Poland

¹ Spot transactions, outright forwards, foreign exchange swaps, currency swaps, options and other products. Data may differ slightly from national 
survey data owing to differences in aggregation procedures and rounding. ² Not adjusted for inter-dealer double-counting (ie “gross-gross” basis). ³ 
Adjusted for local inter-dealer double-counting (ie “net-gross” basis).                                                                                                         Table E.10

Brazil

Net turnover³

Estonia
Denmark

Belgium

Czech Republic

China
Chile
Canada
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Spot foreign exchange turnover by country and counterparty in April 20101

Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

            1,581          282             ...          116          232          949              2 
          60,188       5,326     21,958       2,706     21,262       5,083       3,854 
            5,874          190       3,302          521       1,586          202            72 
               723              1          301            65          326            11            18 
            7,909            65       5,188            77       2,355          111          113 
            8,743       1,467       2,272       2,256       1,326       1,371            50 
               595              9            83          366              3          134              1 
          18,281       1,185       9,786       1,359       4,258       1,382          310 
            2,695          990          452          618              8          623              3 
            8,604       4,460       1,522       1,406          757          458              0 
            7,728       1,023       2,605       1,058          820       1,642          581 
            1,760          823            54          434            11          433              5 
            1,067            60          794            18              6          167            23 
          33,032          543     12,987          146       2,850       1,277     15,230 
                 82              0            40              4              0            25            13 
               816            34          424            18            37          241            61 
          27,054       1,000     17,225       1,715       4,987          957       1,170 
          30,107       1,281     20,117       1,580       5,478          511       1,140 
            1,316              1       1,037            13          147          118             ... 
          43,783       2,275     30,416          864       5,874       2,555       1,800 
               763            39          367            70          150          133              4 
          13,411       5,597       3,284          583          988       2,944            15 
            2,183          793          794            24          182          364            27 
            3,535              6       1,553          223       1,614            84            55 
            3,880          107             ...          279       2,351       1,136              6 
            9,025          326       7,109          441          324          783            43 
        101,459       4,979     58,161       5,318     12,548     19,054       1,398 
          18,488       9,412       3,303       2,423       1,311       1,915          124 
               779            38          108            14          163            25          432 
               260              3            79            73              2            92            11 
          11,692          239       7,410          856       2,761          229          197 
            3,920          499       1,205          557          640          988            31 
            5,296          446       2,846          590          260       1,143            11 
            5,081            53       4,256          352          289            84            47 
            1,533            75          530          108          639          174              7 
            2,296            22       1,126          159          198          756            35 
            1,017          349          266            85              5          312              0 
            2,121       1,050          674          181            50          162              4 
            1,955          110          996          186          202          459              2 
            1,060          107          565              7          224          150              7 
            1,263          171          640            71            59          314              7 
          22,544       4,523       4,128       4,775       2,256       2,323       4,540 
            3,276          479       1,887          175          199          536             ... 
          90,798       2,421     50,878       2,934     28,231       1,873       4,461 
               196              0          124              2            36            31              3 
            4,036          563       2,809            80          269          274            42 
            8,274            52       5,504          114          306          514       1,785 
          11,794          433       5,988          744       3,369          816          444 
          60,905       2,048     36,869       2,750     13,190       3,185       2,862 
            2,941          405       1,145            51          317          973            50 

Turkey             5,488          627       4,249          153          173          285              1 
United Kingdom         696,514     82,440   210,377   115,491   228,579     13,198     46,429 
United States         472,580     36,471   134,400   146,041     99,745     17,781     38,142 

     1,832,302   175,900   684,193   301,247   453,955     91,339   125,667 

Non-financial 
customers

LocalLocal
Cross-
border

Cross-
border

Other financial 
institutions

Total

Total
Local

Finland
France

Colombia
Chinese Taipei

Estonia
Denmark

Germany

Czech Republic

Greece
Hong Kong SAR
Hungary
India
Indonesia
Ireland
Israel

Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malaysia

Italy
Japan
Korea
Latvia

Poland
Portugal

Peru
Philippines

Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway

South Africa
Spain

Slovakia

Romania
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Singapore

Bulgaria

Austria
Bahrain

Reporting dealers

Argentina
Australia

¹ Adjusted for local inter-dealer double-counting (ie “net-gross” basis). Data may differ slightly from national survey data owing to differences in 
aggregation procedures and rounding.                                                                                                                                                   Table E.11

Brazil
Belgium

Cross-
border

China
Chile
Canada

Sweden
Switzerland
Thailand
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Outright forward foreign exchange turnover by country and counterparty in April 20101

Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

                 31             ...             ...             ...             ...            31             ... 
            8,015          459       1,760       2,399       1,863       1,340          194 
            1,841            29       1,300          173          141          187            11 
               101              9            14            20            39              2            18 
            1,548              5       1,130            11          240            80            81 
            3,801            21       1,423          486          907          700          265 
                 55             ...            30              6              2            18              0 
            6,287          440       1,490       1,847       1,256       1,042          212 
            2,120          225          865          545          147          338             ... 
            3,054          415          180            83            99       2,215            63 
            1,222            67          376          181            11          505            81 
               975          201          313          199            70          192             ... 
               198              1            24              4              0          165              3 
          11,110          353       6,593          503       2,109       1,077          475 
                   1             ...              0              0             ...             ...              0 
               462              9            20            17              1          290          125 
            9,918          729       4,688          803       1,718          847       1,133 
            8,094          505          952       1,132       4,280          855          370 
               196             ...              8             ...            19          168              1 
          32,022       1,689     20,032          431       5,401       1,125       3,344 
               262             ...             ...            39              2          214              7 
            4,895          345          160            40          254       4,091              5 
               247            17            26            53            28          123             ... 
            2,196              0          564          223       1,154          192            62 
               154            14             ...            42            79            18              1 
            1,266          117          607          250            46          204            43 
          31,625          857       7,187       9,873          529     12,247          931 
            6,101          570       3,867          400          422          805            37 
                 12             ...             ...              0              0            11              1 
                 17             ...            16              0              0              1              0 
            4,480            44       1,151          905       1,831          338          212 
               664              6          108            37            87          398            28 
               954              8          647          179            45            68              9 
            8,540          138       3,103       1,196       3,660          190          254 
               685              1          307          108            54          214              1 
            1,819              4          339          505          126          800            45 
               385            81          172          102              8            22             ... 
               598            33          265            14            86          201              0 
               318              3            20            69              4          221              1 
               496              3          222              3            91            57          120 
                 95              5            50              5              2            31              2 
               592              4          171          143          186            73            16 
               665          139          458              3              7            58             ... 
          36,474       1,722     22,867       1,146       7,683       1,170       1,887 
                 33              0            13              0              1            16              4 
               688          113          262            19            19          266              8 
            2,668            38       1,229            43          325          480          553 
            1,944            16            97          417          226          990          198 
          11,238          998       2,462          709       1,483       2,498       3,088 
               971              8            88            26            18          818            14 

Turkey             2,517          131       2,037          102            12          234              1 
United Kingdom         228,122     12,970     50,500     37,048     87,291       5,811     34,503 
United States         116,107       5,092     27,555     36,563     31,011     10,027       5,859 

        558,882     28,634   167,751     99,098    155,073     54,062     54,265 

¹ Adjusted for local inter-dealer double-counting (ie “net-gross” basis). Data may differ slightly from national survey data owing to differences in 
aggregation procedures and rounding.                                                                                                                                                        Table E.12

Non-financial 
customers

LocalLocal
Cross-
border

Cross-
border

Other financial 
institutions

Total
Local

Cross-
border

Reporting dealers

Argentina
Australia
Austria
Bahrain

Finland
France

Colombia
Chinese Taipei

Germany
Greece
Hong Kong SAR
Hungary
India
Indonesia
Ireland
Israel

Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malaysia

Italy
Japan
Korea
Latvia

Switzerland

Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway

Romania
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Singapore

Thailand

Peru
Philippines

Total

Slovakia
South Africa
Spain

Poland
Portugal

Sweden

Brazil

Estonia
Denmark

Belgium

Czech Republic

China
Chile
Canada
Bulgaria
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Foreign exchange swap turnover by country and counterparty in April 20101

Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

                     ...             ...               ...             ...             ...             ...             ... 
           117,548     19,867       64,065       4,789     26,230       1,058       1,539 
             10,725          245         7,792          493       2,063            75            57 
               3,596            66         2,462            88          933              1            48 
             22,473          165       13,088          508       7,509          501          701 
                  292             ...              30            60            75            95            33 
                  211             ...            171            16            19              5             ... 
             33,853       4,838       13,676       3,199     10,210       1,430          499 
                  522          462                7            25              3            25             ... 
               8,024       2,837            666       3,281            90       1,128            22 
               7,418          876         2,404       3,148          274          713              3 
                    29              4              17              1              3              4             ... 
               3,775          318         2,965          110            25          208          150 
             72,356       1,327       60,450       1,008       4,927       2,644       2,000 
                  973              4            955              6             ...              8              0 
             29,827            13       28,375            15          412          579          432 
           104,262       9,523       60,184       6,918     21,480       3,409       2,748 
             63,864       4,792       34,532       4,756     15,865       1,863       2,056 
               3,460            78         2,515          115          503          249              0 
           147,046     15,299       99,133       2,974     27,095       1,724          820 
               3,117          528         1,771          306          502            11             ... 
               7,697       5,427         1,748          376            64            80             ... 
                  896          439            376            51              0            27              3 
               8,081          409         5,056          477       1,701          386            52 
               5,419          155               ...          411       4,230          603            20 
             17,726          559       15,283          385       1,339            73            88 
           168,260     18,453       93,599       9,351     36,718       9,182          958 
             18,420     13,088         3,047       1,035          139          990          122 
               1,436            95            232            57          569            12          470 
                  857            26            798              1            12            15              5 
             16,858          752       13,817          552       1,490            98          149 
               2,429          451            367          479          304          644          183 
             10,434          611         8,969          261          556            38             ... 
               3,241          176         1,898          281          237          167          482 
               6,353          622         1,619          393       3,483          227              9 
             17,524          232       11,410          864       3,288       1,397          332 
                    16              2              14             ...             ...             ...             ... 
               1,256          839            223          167            15            12             ... 
               5,368          662         3,687          307          675            29              7 
               1,974            67         1,134            12          690            72             ... 
               1,774          172         1,355              9          227            12             ... 
             18,416       3,032         6,440       5,172       2,961          315          496 
               1,273          227            694            57          149            36          110 
           121,999       8,607       78,130       6,833     21,641       2,986       3,801 
                  153              1            135              0              5            12             ... 
               9,109       1,922         6,589          196          203          183            16 
             16,831          307       10,067          346          644          386       5,080 
             29,312          376         9,972       3,306       8,661       4,160       2,837 
           181,979       7,816     105,827       8,354     50,917       5,432       3,632 
               3,276       1,778            967          244          144            99            45 

Turkey                6,831            19         6,274          150          316            65              7 
United Kingdom            775,381     98,086     301,253     91,230    217,461     14,993     52,357 
United States            267,099     14,514     105,441     57,839     59,696     13,298     16,311 

        2,361,049   241,165  1,191,677   221,017    536,752     71,757     98,680 

Non-financial 
customers

LocalLocal
Cross-
border

Cross-
border

Other financial 
institutions

Total
Local

Cross-
border

Reporting dealers

Argentina
Australia
Austria
Bahrain

Finland
France

Colombia
Chinese Taipei

Germany
Greece
Hong Kong SAR
Hungary
India
Indonesia
Ireland
Israel

Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malaysia

Italy
Japan
Korea
Latvia

Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Peru
Philippines

Total

Slovakia
South Africa
Spain

Poland
Portugal

Sweden
Switzerland
Thailand

Romania
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Singapore

China
Chile
Canada
Bulgaria

¹ Adjusted for local inter-dealer double-counting (ie “net-gross” basis). Data may differ slightly from national survey data owing to differences in 
aggregation procedures and rounding.                                                                                                                                                      Table E.13

Brazil

Estonia
Denmark

Belgium

Czech Republic
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Currency swap turnover by country and counterparty in April 20101

Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

                     ...             ...             ...             ...             ...             ...             ... 
               4,437          338       2,755          319          981            24            19 
                  307              0          202              3            94              1              8 
                    10             ...            10             ...              0             ...             ... 
                    83              3            57              0            21             ...              1 
                  417            22            58          136             ...          201             ... 
                      4             ...              4             ...             ...             ...             ... 
               1,240            76          602            23          263          267              9 
                  204              7          103            15            70            10             ... 
                      1             ...              0             ...              0              0             ... 
                    79            21              5            16             ...            37             ... 
                    13              0            12             ...              1             ...             ... 
                    35             ...            25             ...             ...            10             ... 
               1,327          320          708            74          194            15            15 
                     ...             ...             ...             ...             ...             ...             ... 
                    73              6            62             ...              6             ...             ... 
               4,025            43       3,153            89          670              5            67 
               1,344            37          878          109          201          107            12 
                      4             ...              4             ...             ...             ...             ... 
               7,038            90       6,594              0          232            35            86 
                     ...             ...             ...             ...             ...             ...             ... 
                    31              2              7              4              1            17             ... 
                    54              1              1            49              0              2             ... 
                  692             ...            93          420          163            15              0 
                    75              1             ...            10            49            16             ... 
                    28             ...            24             ...              3             ...             ... 
               2,236          156       1,779            51          129          110            12 
                  654          335          149            51            52            58              9 
                     ...             ...             ...             ...             ...             ...             ... 
                    19             ...            10             ...             ...            10             ... 
                    28              8            18             ...              0             ...              3 
                  156            29            29              3             ...            83            12 
                  153            70            37              9            34              4             ... 
               1,276              4          590          137          510            31              4 
                  135              8          101            20              5              1             ... 
                  408              1          184          214              1              4              4 
                      3             ...              2             ...             ...              2             ... 
                  508          183          323             ...              2              0             ... 
                    79              2            52              1            24             ...             ... 
                     ...             ...             ...             ...             ...             ...             ... 
                      4             ...              4             ...             ...             ...             ... 
                     ...             ...             ...             ...             ...             ...             ... 
                     ...             ...             ...             ...             ...             ...             ... 
                  687            12          556            15            91              5              7 
                     ...             ...             ...             ...             ...             ...             ... 
                    39              1            36              1              0              0             ... 
                  659            73          255              2          198            67            64 
                    92              2              6            29            50              5             ... 
                    23             ...            11             ...            11             ...             ... 
                  111            59              6            19             ...            27             ... 

Turkey                   921            82          839             ...             ...             ...             ... 
United Kingdom              18,177       2,318       4,397       4,134       6,366          146          816 
United States                9,092       1,633       3,484       1,537       1,345          449          644 

             56,978       5,944     28,224       7,488     11,767       1,764       1,791 

¹ Adjusted for local inter-dealer double-counting (ie “net-gross” basis). Data may differ slightly from national survey data owing to differences in 
aggregation procedures and rounding.                                                                                                                                                    Table E.14

Brazil

Estonia
Denmark

Belgium

Czech Republic

China
Chile
Canada
Bulgaria

Thailand

Romania
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Singapore

Peru
Philippines

Total

Slovakia
South Africa
Spain

Poland
Portugal

Sweden
Switzerland

Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway

Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malaysia

Italy
Japan
Korea
Latvia

India
Indonesia
Ireland
Israel

Germany
Greece
Hong Kong SAR
Hungary

Finland
France

Colombia
Chinese Taipei

Argentina
Australia
Austria
Bahrain

Total
Local

Cross-
border

Reporting dealers
Non-financial 

customers

LocalLocal
Cross-
border

Cross-
border

Other financial 
institutions
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Options turnover by country and counterparty in April 20101

Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

                     ...             ...             ...             ...             ...             ...             ... 
               1,864          116       1,059          158          337          126            67 
                  802            25          433            34          220            49            41 
                  113             ...            95             ...              6              1            12 
                  510              8          360             ...          109            15            18 
                  841              6            71            11          694            28            32 
                     ...             ...             ...             ...             ...             ...             ... 
               2,232          114       1,535            20          330          125          108 
                      2              1              0             ...             ...              1             ... 
                    91              0            42             ...            21            28             ... 
               1,536            64          672            74          158          386          183 
                    17              0              7              1              2              7             ... 
                    35              0            14             ...              4            16              1 
               2,637          224       1,427            37          341          108          501 
                      3             ...              2             ...             ...              2             ... 
                    76             ...            30             ...             ...            37              9 
               6,250          102       4,751          480          579          209          129 
               5,189          527       2,506          501          549          411          695 
                  189             ...          138              0            15            35             ... 
               7,654          432       3,874            86       1,629       1,174          459 
                    53             ...            34             ...            10              9             ... 
               1,325          127          214            30             ...          954             ... 
                      1              1              0             ...             ...             ...             ... 
                    75              1            39              8            20              2              6 
                  489            41             ...            81          239          114            14 
                  557            91          304            17            74            70              1 
               8,747          618       3,273       1,484       1,738       1,332          303 
                  161            13          105              0              7            37             ... 
                     ...             ...             ...             ...             ...             ...             ... 
                      1             ...              0             ...             ...              1             ... 
                  306              2          185              4            28              6            81 
                    94            14            28            16              6            27              2 
                  181              2            96            33            39            10              1 
                  117              1            44            21              9            35              7 
                    48             ...             ...              1             ...            46              0 
                  143             ...            19             ...              7            92            25 
                      4             ...              2             ...             ...              2             ... 
                  534          527              6             ...             ...              0             ... 
                  128              8            57              2              9            52             ... 
                  124             ...            55              0            63              5             ... 
                    33             ...            13              0              2            17              1 
                  105             ...            54             ...            28            22              1 
                    77             ...            43             ...              7            23              4 
             15,941          267       8,613          407       3,711          620       2,321 
                    61             ...            26             ...              6            29              0 
                  502          118          298              8              2            76             ... 
                  891              2          607             ...            84            28          170 
               1,653            17          485          112          614          304          121 
               8,437          197       3,928          341       1,778          819       1,374 
                    90              8              0              1              0            80              0 

Turkey                1,060              1          515              7              3          531              3 
United Kingdom            135,399     15,926     30,704     49,538     29,236       3,476       6,518 
United States              39,479       1,216     12,421       7,718       9,524       1,819       6,782 

           246,856     20,814     79,184     61,235     52,240     13,393     19,989 

Non-financial 
customers

LocalLocal
Cross-
border

Cross-
border

Other financial 
institutions

Total
Local

Cross-
border

Reporting dealers

Argentina
Australia
Austria
Bahrain

Finland
France

Colombia
Chinese Taipei

Germany
Greece
Hong Kong SAR
Hungary
India
Indonesia
Ireland
Israel

Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malaysia

Italy
Japan
Korea
Latvia

Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Peru
Philippines

Total

Slovakia
South Africa
Spain

Poland
Portugal

Sweden
Switzerland
Thailand

Romania
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Singapore

China
Chile
Canada
Bulgaria

¹ Adjusted for local inter-dealer double-counting (ie “net-gross” basis). Data may differ slightly from national survey data owing to differences in 
aggregation procedures and rounding.                                                                                                                                                       Table E.15

Brazil

Estonia
Denmark

Belgium

Czech Republic
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Outright forward transactions by country and maturity in April 20101

Percentage share of country's total outright forward transactions

                                                 8                                                     91                                         1 
                                               41                                                     58                                         1 
                                               77                                                     23                                         1 
                                               17                                                     78                                         5 
                                               22                                                     77                                         1 
                                               39                                                     45                                       15 
                                               31                                                     69                                        ... 
                                               33                                                     65                                         3 
                                               28                                                     70                                         2 
                                               51                                                     43                                         6 
                                               17                                                     82                                         2 
                                               17                                                     82                                         0 
                                               63                                                     34                                         3 
                                               69                                                     31                                         1 
                                               49                                                     51                                        ... 
                                               29                                                     70                                         1 
                                               16                                                     79                                         5 
                                               65                                                     32                                         3 
                                               50                                                     49                                         0 
                                               33                                                     62                                         5 
                                               39                                                     59                                         2 
                                               29                                                     49                                       22 
                                               74                                                     26                                         0 
                                               22                                                     78                                         0 
                                               66                                                     32                                         2 
                                               21                                                     75                                         3 
                                               41                                                     58                                         1 
                                               12                                                     75                                       13 
                                               85                                                     15                                        ... 
                                                 0                                                   100                                         0 
                                               15                                                     84                                         0 
                                               64                                                     34                                         2 
                                               20                                                     78                                         1 
                                               28                                                     60                                       12 
                                               56                                                     43                                         1 
                                               42                                                     57                                         1 
                                               19                                                     81                                         1 
                                               20                                                     75                                         5 
                                               40                                                     57                                         2 
                                               22                                                     78                                         0 
                                               24                                                     72                                         4 
                                               16                                                     80                                         4 
                                               92                                                       8                                         0 
                                               16                                                     81                                         3 
                                               59                                                     41                                         0 
                                               41                                                     56                                         3 
                                               34                                                     60                                         6 
                                               37                                                     61                                         1 
                                               29                                                     70                                         2 

Thailand                                                25                                                     75                                         1 
Turkey                                                91                                                       8                                         0 
United Kingdom                                                60                                                     39                                         1 
United States                                                39                                                     60                                         2 

                                               45                                                     52                                         2 

Romania
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Singapore

Peru
Philippines

Total

Slovakia
South Africa
Spain

Poland
Portugal

Sweden
Switzerland

Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway

Israel

Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malaysia

Italy
Japan
Korea
Latvia

Hungary
India
Indonesia
Ireland

Germany
Greece
Hong Kong SAR

Bulgaria

Czech Republic

China
Chile
Canada

France

Bahrain

Finland

Colombia
Chinese Taipei

Brazil

Estonia
Denmark

Belgium

¹ Adjusted for local inter-dealer double-counting (ie “net-gross” basis). Since data on the maturity breakdown were only collected on a gross basis, 
data on a net basis have been calculated by adjusting the gross data proportionally. Data may differ slightly from national survey data owing to 
differences in aggregation procedures and rounding.                                                                                                                                  Table E.16

Over 7 days and up to and  
including 1 year

Over 1 yearUp to and including 7 days

Argentina
Australia
Austria
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Foreign exchange swap transactions by country and maturity in April 20101

Percentage share of country's total FX swaps transactions

 ...  ...  ... 
                                               84                                                     16                                         0 
                                               72                                                     27                                         1 
                                               75                                                     24                                         1 
                                               80                                                     20                                         0 
                                               14                                                     42                                       44 
                                               71                                                     29                                        ... 
                                               71                                                     29                                         1 
                                               25                                                     73                                         3 
                                               64                                                     36                                         1 
                                               28                                                     69                                         4 
                                               40                                                     16                                       43 
                                               84                                                     16                                         0 
                                               80                                                     20                                         0 
                                               94                                                       6                                        ... 
                                               94                                                       6                                         0 
                                               74                                                     26                                         1 
                                               66                                                     33                                         1 
                                               58                                                     42                                        ... 
                                               78                                                     21                                         1 
                                               65                                                     31                                         4 
                                               47                                                     42                                       10 
                                               77                                                     23                                         0 
                                               59                                                     41                                         0 
                                               86                                                     13                                         1 
                                               77                                                     23                                         0 
                                               79                                                     21                                         0 
                                               47                                                     48                                         5 
                                               95                                                       5                                         0 
                                               95                                                       5                                         0 
                                               77                                                     23                                         0 
                                               71                                                     29                                         0 
                                               95                                                       5                                         0 
                                               52                                                     48                                         0 
                                               85                                                     15                                         0 
                                               62                                                     37                                         0 
                                               14                                                     86                                        ... 
                                               48                                                     52                                         0 
                                               82                                                     17                                         1 
                                               59                                                     41                                         0 
                                               79                                                     21                                         0 
                                               97                                                       3                                         0 
                                               44                                                     45                                       11 
                                               76                                                     24                                         1 
                                               82                                                     18                                        ... 
                                               66                                                     32                                         2 
                                               76                                                     24                                         1 
                                               54                                                     45                                         1 
                                               69                                                     30                                         1 

Thailand                                                49                                                     48                                         3 
Turkey                                                65                                                     35                                        ... 
United Kingdom                                                75                                                     25                                         1 
United States                                                71                                                     27                                         1 

                                               74                                                     25                                         1 

¹ Adjusted for local inter-dealer double-counting (ie “net-gross” basis). Since data on the maturity breakdown were only collected on a gross basis, 
data on a net basis have been calculated by adjusting the gross data proportionally. Data may differ slightly from national survey data owing to 
differences in aggregation procedures and rounding.                                                                                                                                  Table E.17

Over 7 days and up to and  
including 1 year

Over 1 yearUp to and including 7 days

Argentina
Australia
Austria
Bahrain

Finland

Colombia
Chinese Taipei

Brazil

Estonia
Denmark

Belgium

Germany
Greece
Hong Kong SAR

Bulgaria

Czech Republic

China
Chile
Canada

France

Hungary
India
Indonesia
Ireland
Israel

Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malaysia

Italy
Japan
Korea
Latvia

Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Peru
Philippines

Total

Slovakia
South Africa
Spain

Poland
Portugal

Sweden
Switzerland

Romania
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
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Total foreign exchange turnover by country in April, 1995—20101 

Daily averages, in billions of US dollars

                      ...                      2                     ...                      1                      1                      2 
                     41                    48                    54                   107                   176                   192 
                     13                    12                      8                    15                    19                    20 
                       3                      3                      3                      3                      3                      5 
                     29                    27                    10                    21                    50                    33 
                      ...                      5                      6                      4                      6                    14 
                      ...                     ...                     ...                     ...                      1                      1 
                     31                    38                    44                    59                    64                    62 
                      ...                      1                      2                      2                      4                      6 
                      ...                      0                     ...                      1                      9                    20 
                      ...                      5                      5                      9                    16                    18 
                      ...                     ...                      0                      1                      2                      3 
                      ...                      5                      2                      2                      5                      5 
                     32                    28                    24                    42                    88                   120 
                      ...                     ...                     ...                      0                      1                      1 
                       5                      4                      2                      2                      8                    31 
                     62                    77                    50                    67                   127                   152 
                     79                   100                    91                   120                   101                   109 
                       3                      7                      5                      4                      5                      5 
                     91                    80                    68                   106                   181                   238 
                      ...                      1                      1                      3                      7                      4 
                      ...                      2                      3                      7                    38                    27 
                      ...                      2                      4                      2                      3                      3 
                       5                    11                      9                      8                    11                    15 
                      ...                     ...                      1                      5                      8                    10 
                     24                    29                    18                    23                    38                    29 
                   168                   146                   153                   207                   250                   312 
                      ...                      4                    10                    21                    35                    44 
                      ...                     ...                     ...                      2                      3                      2 
                      ...                     ...                     ...                      1                      1                      1 
                     19                    23                    13                    15                    44                    33 
                      ...                      1                      1                      2                      3                      7 
                      ...                      9                      9                    15                    15                    17 
                     27                    43                    31                    52                    25                    18 
                       7                      7                      4                      7                    13                      9 
                       8                      9                    13                    14                    32                    22 
                      ...                     ...                      0                      0                      1                      1 
                      ...                      1                      1                      1                      2                      5 
                      ...                      3                      5                      7                      9                      8 
                       2                      4                      2                      2                      4                      4 
                      ...                     ...                     ...                     ...                      3                      3 
                      ...                      7                    10                    30                    50                    42 
                      ...                      2                      2                      2                      4                      5 
                   107                   145                   104                   134                   242                   266 
                      ...                     ...                      1                      2                      3                      0 
                      ...                     ...                      0                      0                      0                     ... 
                       5                      9                    10                    10                    14                    14 
                     18                    20                      8                    14                    17                    29 
                     20                    16                    25                    32                    44                    45 
                     88                    92                    76                    85                   254                   263 

Thailand                       ...                      3                      2                      3                      6                      7 
                      ...                     ...                      1                      3                      4                    17 

United Kingdom                    479                   685                   542                   835                1,483                1,854 
United States                    266                   383                   273                   499                   745                   904 

                1,633                2,099                1,705                2,608                4,281                5,056 

Table E.18

Chile
Canada

April 1995

Colombia

Belgium

Bulgaria

Total

April 2001 April 2007

Chinese Taipei

Argentina
Australia
Austria

April 2004

Bahrain

April 2010April 1998

Hong Kong SAR

Brazil

Estonia
Denmark
Czech Republic

China

France
Germany
Greece

Finland

Hungary
India
Indonesia
Ireland
Israel

Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malaysia

Italy
Japan
Korea
Latvia

Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Peru
Philippines

Total

Slovenia
South Africa
Spain

Poland
Portugal

Sweden

Slovakia

¹ Spot transactions, outright forwards, foreign exchange swaps, currency swaps, options and other products.  Adjusted for local inter-dealer double-
counting (ie “net-gross” basis). Data may differ slightly from national survey data owing to differences in aggregation procedures and rounding.

Switzerland

Turkey

Romania
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
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Spot foreign exchange turnover by country in April, 1995—20101

Daily averages, in billions of US dollars

                  ...                   2                  ...                   1                   1                   2 
                 18                 20                 13                 36                 44                 60 
                   9                   5                   4                   6                   6                   6 
                   2                   2                   1                   1                   2                   1 
                   6                   7                   3                   6                 15                   8 
                  ...                   5                   4                   3                   5                   9 
                  ...                  ...                  ...                  ...                   0                   1 
                 12                 11                 11                 18                 14                 18 
                  ...                   1                   2                   2                   2                   3 
                  ...                   0                  ...                   1                   8                   9 
                  ...                   3                   3                   5                   9                   8 
                  ...                  ...                   0                   1                   1                   2 
                  ...                   2                   1                   1                   1                   1 
                   9                   6                   4                   9                 15                 33 
                  ...                  ...                  ...                   0                   0                   0 
                   3                   1                   1                   1                   1                   1 
                 25                 19                   9                 13                 25                 27 
                 34                 42                 26                 36                 25                 30 
                   2                   3                   2                   1                   1                   1 
                 35                 31                 19                 36                 38                 44 
                  ...                   1                   0                   1                   2                   1 
                  ...                   1                   2                   3                 14                 13 
                  ...                   1                   3                   1                   2                   2 
                   3                   5                   4                   5                   4                   4 
                  ...                  ...                   1                   3                   4                   4 
                 13                 12                   5                   9                 11                   9 
                 55                 57                 37                 53               101               101 
                  ...                   3                   6                 10                 17                 18 
                  ...                  ...                  ...                   1                   1                   1 
                  ...                  ...                  ...                   1                   1                   0 
                   8                   8                   4                   3                 13                 12 
                  ...                   0                   0                   1                   2                   4 
                  ...                   6                   4                 11                   5                   5 
                 11                 15                   5                 10                   3                   5 
                   3                   2                   1                   1                   2                   2 
                   3                   3                   3                   3                   3                   2 
                  ...                  ...                   0                   0                   1                   1 
                  ...                   0                   0                   0                   1                   2 
                  ...                   2                   2                   2                   2                   2 
                   1                   2                   1                   1                   2                   1 
                  ...                  ...                  ...                  ...                   1                   1 
                  ...                   6                   9                 24                 34                 23 
                  ...                   1                   1                   1                   3                   3 
                 44                 60                 34                 43                 89                 91 
                  ...                  ...                   0                   0                   0                   0 
                  ...                  ...                   0                   0                   0                  ... 
                   2                   4                   2                   2                   3                   4 
                   7                   6                   3                   4                   6                   8 
                   9                   5                   6                   7                   8                 12 
                 44                 34                 23                 23               108                 61 

Thailand                   ...                   1                   1                   1                   1                   3 
Turkey                   ...                  ...                   0                   1                   1                   5 
United Kingdom                186               217               151               223               335               697 

               134               148               104               217               311               473 
               680               762               519               840            1,305            1,832 

United States

Romania
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Slovakia

Peru
Philippines

Total

Slovenia
South Africa
Spain

Poland
Portugal

Sweden
Switzerland

Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway

Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malaysia

Italy
Japan
Korea
Latvia

India
Indonesia
Ireland
Israel

China
Chinese Taipei

Chile

Germany

Belgium

Canada
Bulgaria

April 20042

Argentina
Australia
Austria
Bahrain

Brazil

Spot

April 1995 April 1998 April 2001 April 2010April 2007

¹ Adjusted for local inter-dealer double-counting (ie “net-gross” basis). Data may differ slightly from national survey data owing to differences in 
aggregation procedures and rounding.                                                                                                                                                       Table E.19 

Colombia

Finland
France

Hong Kong SAR

Estonia
Denmark
Czech Republic

Greece

Hungary
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Outright forward foreign exchange turnover by country in April, 1995—20101

Daily averages, in billions of US dollars

Argentina                   ...                   0                  ...                  ...                   0                   0 
Australia                    1                   2                   3                   6                 14                   8 
Austria                    0                   1                   0                   1                   2                   2 
Bahrain                    0                   0                   1                   1                   1                   0 
Belgium                    0                   1                   1                   2                   7                   2 
Brazil                   ...                  ...                   1                   0                   0                   4 
Bulgaria                   ...                  ...                  ...                  ...                   0                   0 
Canada                    3                   1                   2                   4                   4                   6 
Chile                   ...                   0                   1                   1                   1                   2 
China                   ...                  ...                  ...                  ...                   0                   3 
Chinese Taipei                   ...                   1                   0                   1                   2                   1 
Colombia                   ...                  ...                   0                   0                   0                   1 
Czech Republic                   ...                  ...                   0                   0                   1                   0 
Denmark                    2                   1                   1                   2                 10                 11 
Estonia                   ...                  ...                  ...                   0                   0                   0 
Finland                    0                   0                   0                   0                   0                   0 
France                    2                   3                   1                   5                   7                 10 
Germany                    4                   8                 12                 12                 23                   8 
Greece                    1                   1                   0                   0                   0                   0 
Hong Kong SAR                    3                   4                   4                   5                 15                 32 
Hungary                   ...                   0                   0                   0                   0                   0 
India                   ...                   0                   0                   1                   6                   5 
Indonesia                   ...                   0                   0                   0                   1                   0 
Ireland                    0                   1                   1                   0                   1                   2 
Israel                   ...                  ...                  ...                  ...                  ...                   0 
Italy                    2                   2                   1                   1                   3                   1 
Japan                  17                 17                 20                 21                 26                 32 
Korea                   ...                   0                   1                   4                   5                   6 
Latvia                   ...                  ...                  ...                   0                   0                   0 
Lithuania                   ...                  ...                  ...                   0                   0                   0 
Luxembourg                    1                   1                   1                   2                   5                   4 
Malaysia                   ...                   0                   0                   0                   0                   1 
Mexico                   ...                   0                   0                   1                   0                   1 
Netherlands                    3                   6                   3                   4                   6                   9 
New Zealand                    0                   0                   0                   1                   1                   1 
Norway                    0                   0                   0                   0                   2                   2 
Peru                   ...                  ...                   0                   0                   0                   0 
Philippines                   ...                   0                   0                   0                   0                   1 
Poland                   ...                   0                   0                   0                   1                   0 
Portugal                    0                   0                   0                   0                   1                   0 
Romania                   ...                  ...                  ...                  ...                   0                   0 
Russia                   ...                   1                   0                   1                   1                   1 
Saudi Arabia                   ...                   0                   0                   0                   0                   1 
Singapore                    3                   4                   8                 11                 25                 36 
Slovakia                   ...                  ...                   0                   0                   0                   0 
Slovenia                   ...                  ...                   0                   0                   0                  ... 
South Africa                    1                   2                   0                   0                   1                   1 
Spain                    1                   1                   1                   1                   2                   3 
Sweden                    1                   1                   1                   1                   2                   2 
Switzerland                    8                   5                   6                   7                 17                 11 
Thailand                   ...                   0                   0                   0                   1                   1 
Turkey                   ...                  ...                   0                   0                   1                   3 
United Kingdom                  34                 48                 53               103               124               228 
United States                  28                 37                 36                 61               114               116 
Total                115               155               164               261               434               559 

Outright forward

April 1995 April 1998 April 2001 April 2004 April 2007

¹ Adjusted for local inter-dealer double-counting (ie “net-gross” basis). Data may differ slightly from national survey data owing to differences in 
aggregation procedures and rounding.                                                                                                                                                   Table E.20

April 2010
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Foreign exchange swap turnover by country in April, 1995—20101

Daily averages, in billions of US dollars

                  ...                  ...                  ...                  ...                  ...                  ... 
                 21                 25                 35                 61               111               118 
                   4                   5                   3                   7                 10                 11 
                   1                   0                   1                   0                   1                   4 
                 22                 18                   7                 11                 26                 22 
                  ...                  ...                   0                   0                   0                   0 
                  ...                  ...                  ...                  ...                   0                   0 
                 15                 25                 29                 32                 42                 34 
                  ...                  ...                  ...                   0                   0                   1 
                  ...                  ...                  ...                  ...                   1                   8 
                  ...                   1                   1                   2                   4                   7 
                  ...                  ...                   0                   0                   0                   0 
                  ...                   3                   1                   1                   3                   4 
                 20                 20                 18                 30                 61                 72 
                  ...                  ...                  ...                   0                   1                   1 
                   3                   3                   1                   1                   7                 30 
                 30                 50                 38                 46                 87               104 
                 38                 44                 51                 70                 52                 64 
                   1                   3                   3                   3                   4                   3 
                 53                 44                 44                 61               122               147 
                  ...                   0                   0                   2                   4                   3 
                  ...                   1                   1                   2                 13                   8 
                  ...                   1                   0                   1                   1                   1 
                   1                   4                   4                   2                   6                   8 
                  ...                  ...                   1                   2                   4                   5 
                   8                 15                 11                 10                 22                 18 
                 89                 61                 90               125               112               168 
                  ...                   1                   3                   6                 11                 18 
                  ...                  ...                  ...                   1                   2                   1 
                  ...                  ...                  ...                   0                   0                   1 
                 10                 13                   8                 10                 24                 17 
                  ...                   1                   1                   0                   1                   2 
                  ...                   2                   4                   3                 10                 10 
                 12                 20                 21                 36                 15                   3 
                   4                   5                   3                   5                 10                   6 
                   4                   6                   9                 11                 26                 18 
                  ...                  ...                   0                   0                  ...                   0 
                  ...                   0                   0                   0                   1                   1 
                  ...                   0                   3                   4                   6                   5 
                   1                   2                   1                   1                   1                   2 
                  ...                  ...                  ...                  ...                   1                   2 
                  ...                   0                  ...                   5                 15                 18 
                  ...                   1                   1                   1                   1                   1 
                 58                 75                 58                 72               116               122 
                  ...                  ...                   0                   1                   3                   0 
                  ...                  ...                  ...                   0                   0                  ... 
                   2                   4                   7                   8                 10                   9 
                 10                 12                   4                   9                   8                 17 
                 11                 10                 17                 22                 33                 29 
                 34                 42                 41                 49               116               182 
                  ...                   2                   1                   1                   4                   3 
                  ...                  ...                   0                   2                   2                   7 

United Kingdom                244               372               300               428               899               775 
                 83               166               114               183               239               267 
               777            1,052               934            1,329            2,250            2,361 

Slovakia

April 2001April 1995

Argentina
Australia

April 1998

Russia
Saudi Arabia
Singapore

Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Romania

Total

Slovenia
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland

United States

Thailand
Turkey

Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway

Austria

Luxembourg
Malaysia

Italy
Japan
Korea
Latvia

Chile
Canada

Finland

April 2004

Foreign exchange swap

April 2010

Hong Kong SAR

Brazil

Estonia
Denmark

Belgium

Czech Republic

China

Israel

Lithuania

India
Indonesia
Ireland

April 2007

¹ Adjusted for local inter-dealer double-counting (ie “net-gross” basis). Data may differ slightly from national survey data owing to differences in 
aggregation procedures and rounding.                                                                                                                                                 Table E.21
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Currency swap turnover by country in April, 1995—20101

Daily averages, in billions of US dollars
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April 2007

¹ Adjusted for local inter-dealer double-counting (ie “net-gross” basis). Data may differ slightly from national survey data owing to differences in 
aggregation procedures and rounding.                                                                                                                                                    Table E.22

Bahrain

Colombia

Bulgaria

Hungary

France

Chinese Taipei

Germany
Greece

Israel

Lithuania

India
Indonesia
Ireland

April 2004

Currency swaps

April 2010

Hong Kong SAR

Brazil

Estonia
Denmark

Belgium

Czech Republic

China

Austria

Luxembourg
Malaysia

Italy
Japan
Korea
Latvia

Chile
Canada

Finland

Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway

Romania

Total

Slovenia
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland

United States

Thailand
Turkey

Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal

Slovakia

April 2001April 1995

Argentina
Australia

April 1998

Russia
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
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Options turnover by country in April, 1995—20101

Daily averages, in billions of US dollars
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Slovakia

April 2001April 1995

Argentina
Australia

April 1998

Russia
Saudi Arabia
Singapore

Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Romania

Total

Slovenia
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland

United States

Thailand
Turkey

Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway

Austria

Luxembourg
Malaysia

Italy
Japan
Korea
Latvia

Chile
Canada

Finland

April 2004

Options

April 2010

Hong Kong SAR

Brazil

Estonia
Denmark

Belgium

Czech Republic

China

Israel

Lithuania

India
Indonesia
Ireland

April 2007

¹ Adjusted for local inter-dealer double-counting (ie “net-gross” basis). Data may differ slightly from national survey data owing to differences in 
aggregation procedures and rounding.                                                                                                                                                       Table E.23
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Electronic 
Broking 
System

Single-bank 
proprietary 
platforms

Spot 237,433 343,390 413,502 227,733 231,199 136,271

Outright forwards 76,530 178,371 46,365 84,614 69,329 38,432

FX swaps 403,454 369,321 302,338 145,580 152,942 452,761

FX options 46,043 109,284 12,729 12,525 4,198 29,388

Table E.24

Voice broker

 Foreign exchange turnover by execution method in April 20101 

  Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

1 Data may differ slightly from national survey data owing to differences in aggregation procedures and rounding. Adjusted for local and cross-boder
inter-dealer double-counting (ie “net-net” basis). Due to incomplete allocation by execution method, components do not sum to the aggregates
published in Table D.1.

Electronic Trading Systems

Inter-dealer 
direct

Customer 
direct

Multibank 
dealing 
systems
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2. Amounts outstanding 
at end-June 2010 
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All currencies
In millions of US dollars

Forwards and swaps             31,935,312       27,775,021       10,825,619         4,633,047         4,031,984 

with reporting dealers             10,178,437         9,356,050         3,210,128         1,743,162         1,034,301 
with other financial institutions             15,065,960       13,290,515         4,781,705         2,056,037         2,034,589 
with non-financial customers               6,690,924         5,128,459         2,833,794            833,848            963,101 

Currency swaps             18,890,095       16,430,215         7,702,510         3,777,790         2,394,091 

with reporting dealers               7,906,256         7,203,382         3,047,769         1,977,914            936,423 
with other financial institutions               8,611,532         7,446,154         3,488,850         1,316,708         1,088,792 
with non-financial customers               2,372,315         1,780,678         1,165,888            483,164            368,872 

Options sold               8,550,830         6,806,025         2,922,539         3,119,424            672,804 

with reporting dealers               4,826,250         3,793,261         1,596,739         1,971,487            355,646 
with other financial institutions               2,393,299         1,924,467            768,618            772,861            201,611 
with non-financial customers               1,331,289         1,088,298            557,187            375,076            115,548 

Options bought               8,414,627         6,638,007         2,842,115         3,101,505            637,739 

with reporting dealers               4,891,384         3,863,850         1,569,578         2,069,455            351,056 
with other financial institutions               2,235,461         1,738,668            751,132            723,255            176,147 
with non-financial customers               1,287,794         1,035,490            521,405            308,797            110,536 

Total options             12,106,637         9,615,479         4,181,502         4,200,459            957,194 

Other products                      1,075                     ...                     ...                     ...                     ... 

Total contracts             62,933,119       53,820,715       22,709,631       12,611,296         7,383,269 

Table E.25

For footnotes, see facing page. 

Pound      
sterling

Total US dollar

Notional amounts outstanding of OTC foreign exchange by instrument,

counterparty and currency at end-June 20101

Euro Yen
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All currencies
In millions of US dollars

               2,395,214                1,656,914                1,001,917                11,550,908 Forwards and swaps
               1,030,850                   428,130                   277,289                  3,276,964 with reporting dealers
                  910,873                   823,115                   359,718                  5,875,368 with other financial institutions
                  453,499                   405,673                   364,914                  2,398,560 with non-financial customers

                  963,087                   825,386                   451,473                  5,235,638 Currency swaps
                  408,002                   261,087                   180,591                  1,797,344 with reporting dealers
                  427,957                   364,771                   208,136                  2,881,696 with other financial institutions
                  127,129                   199,525                     62,745                     556,629 with non-financial customers

                  690,313                   220,762                     94,878                  2,574,915 Options sold
                  407,859                   117,821                     53,564                  1,356,123 with reporting dealers
                  199,774                     65,916                     22,968                     830,383 with other financial institutions
                    82,683                     37,022                     18,344                     388,420 with non-financial customers

                  675,505                   214,614                     94,338                  2,625,431 Options bought
                  401,545                   116,427                     52,377                  1,358,480 with reporting dealers
                  181,050                     62,652                     21,877                     816,141 with other financial institutions
                    92,911                     35,534                     20,084                     450,831 with non-financial customers

                  961,114                   318,253                   136,249                  3,843,024 Total options

                            ...                             ...                             ...                         2,150 Other products

               4,319,415                2,800,553                1,589,639                20,631,720 Total contracts

Table E.25 (cont)

Notional amounts outstanding of OTC foreign exchange by instrument,

counterparty and currency at end-June 20101

Other 
currencies²

¹ Data adjusted for inter-dealer double-counting. While data on total options are shown on a net basis, separate data on options sold and options 
bought are recorded on a gross basis, ie not adjusted for inter-dealer double-counting.  Due to incomplete counterparty breakdown, components 
do not always add to totals. 2 Calculated  as the difference between the total and the sum of the listed components.

Canadian dollar Swedish kronaSwiss franc
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Gross market values of OTC foreign exchange by instrument, counterparty

and currency at end-June 20101

All currencies
In millions of US dollars

Forwards and FX swaps                    886,143            694,135            366,976            143,339            190,548 

with reporting dealers                    452,804            353,002            183,794              80,149            116,375 
with other financial institutions                    280,336            227,528            108,798              40,581              50,984 
with non-financial customers                    152,997            113,603              74,384              22,605              23,191 

Currency swaps                    864,547            672,975            362,928            207,179            154,955 

with reporting dealers                    461,548            382,283            180,273            132,325              75,042 
with other financial institutions                    286,332            213,048            123,840              47,651              55,785 
with non-financial customers                    116,668              77,643              58,815              27,201              24,118 

Options bought                    335,921            254,349            115,237            161,383              16,869 

with reporting dealers                    202,042            157,875              64,934            108,936                9,309 
with other financial institutions                      75,061              50,694              28,978              23,598                4,256 
with non-financial customers                      58,813              45,785              21,328              28,845                3,304 

Total contracts                 2,086,628         1,621,464            845,153            511,901            362,369 

Forwards and FX swaps                    970,183            655,740            357,968            133,335            441,190 

with reporting dealers                    526,723            338,266            172,655              75,813            294,661 
with other financial institutions                    305,737            221,968            122,299              40,430            109,636 
with non-financial customers                    137,723              95,510              63,022              17,097              36,894 

Currency swaps                    990,369            760,281            405,837            221,474            245,356 

with reporting dealers                    482,579            382,879            178,075            115,866            134,815 
with other financial institutions                    357,979            273,916            151,627              74,242              75,519 
with non-financial customers                    149,810            103,487              76,133              31,360              35,017 

Options sold                    324,478            241,261            118,773            140,713              23,164 

with reporting dealers                    204,158            156,468              68,435            109,170              11,573 
with other financial institutions                      79,165              53,085              30,762              21,754                7,073 
with non-financial customers                      41,155              31,710              19,576                9,790                4,516 

Total contracts                 2,285,052         1,657,299            882,592            495,525            709,717 

Table E.26

For footnotes, see facing page. 

Negative market values

Positive market values

Pound      
sterling

Total US dollar Euro Yen
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Gross market values of OTC foreign exchange by instrument, counterparty

and currency at end-June 20101

All currencies
In millions of US dollars

                    73,787                          38,268                     19,931                 245,302 Forwards and FX swaps
                    42,035                          16,569                       8,997                 104,687 with reporting dealers
                    22,020                          13,718                       5,334                  91,709 with other financial institutions
                      9,731                            7,979                       5,597                  48,904 with non-financial customers

                    45,805                          35,784                     10,518                 238,950 Currency swaps
                    23,469                          13,216                       6,234                 110,254 with reporting dealers
                    16,603                          12,783                       2,947                 100,007 with other financial institutions
                      5,733                            9,780                       1,332                  28,714 with non-financial customers

                    26,589                            5,333                       1,949                  90,133 Options bought
                    16,327                            2,908                          929                  42,866 with reporting dealers
                      7,286                            1,617                          511                  33,182 with other financial institutions
                      2,976                               812                          510                  14,066 with non-financial customers

                  146,183                          79,387                     32,400                 574,399 Total contracts

                    65,177                          39,186                     19,731                 228,039 Forwards and FX swaps
                    37,246                          16,808                     10,100                 107,897 with reporting dealers
                    16,405                          14,252                       4,938                  81,546 with other financial institutions
                    11,525                            8,124                       4,693                  38,581 with non-financial customers

                    56,142                          35,960                     13,027                 242,661 Currency swaps
                    22,670                          11,827                       7,148                 111,878 with reporting dealers
                    21,070                          13,137                       3,683                 102,764 with other financial institutions
                    12,401                          10,994                       2,192                  28,036 with non-financial customers

                    26,033                            6,008                       2,224                  90,780 Options sold
                    15,953                            2,966                          899                  42,852 with reporting dealers
                      7,357                            2,055                          866                  35,378 with other financial institutions
                      2,718                               983                          455                  12,562 with non-financial customers

                  147,353                          81,155                     34,986                 561,477 Total contracts

Table E.26 (cont)

¹ Counterparty breakdown partially estimated. ² Calculated as the difference between the total and the sum of the listed components.

Positive market values

Negative market values

Swiss franc Canadian dollar Swedish krona
Other      

currencies²
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Notional amounts outstanding of OTC foreign exchange by instrument, 

counterparty and remaining maturity at end-June 20101

In millions of US dollars

Forwards and swaps              50,825,407             32,282,575                      10,159,882                8,389,912 

with reporting dealers 18084693             11,714,146                        4,059,140                2,305,296 
with other financial institutions              23,677,492             14,051,372                        4,514,795                5,102,349 
with non-financial customers                9,063,239               6,494,612                        1,585,296                   982,247 

Options sold                8,550,830               6,128,066                        1,939,216                   483,556 

with reporting dealers                4,826,250               3,275,891                        1,216,854                   330,780 
with other financial institutions                2,393,299               1,867,443                           440,450                     85,375 
with non-financial customers                1,331,289                  982,604                           280,373                     67,402 

Options bought                8,414,627 
              5,560,605                        1,872,315                   981,749 

with reporting dealers                4,891,384               3,325,528                        1,237,236                   327,636 
with other financial institutions                2,235,461               1,271,612                           391,104                   572,726 
with non-financial customers                1,287,794                  961,463                           242,414                     81,390 

Total options              12,106,637 
              8,387,966                        2,584,491                1,136,101 

Other products                      1,075                            ...                                    ...                            ... 

Total contracts              62,933,119             40,670,527                      12,744,367                9,526,012 

Total contracts including gold              63,602,498                            ...                                    ...                            ... 

Table E.27

¹ Data adjusted for inter-dealer double-counting. While data on total options are shown on a net basis, separate data on options sold and options 
bought are recorded on a gross basis, ie not adjusted for inter-dealer double-counting. Due to incomplete allocation, the maturity breakdown does 
not always sum to totals.

Over 5 yearsTotal One year or less
Over 1 year and       

up to 5 years
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In millions of US dollars

Forwards and FX swaps     16,763,791     459,617     29,775,280      667,587    31,935,312     1,329,600 

          with reporting dealers       6,834,095     191,668     10,580,077      254,317    10,178,437        452,804 
          with other financial institutions       6,579,777     165,060     12,280,687      256,313    15,065,960        586,073 
          with non-financial customers       3,349,930     102,886       6,914,531      156,973      6,690,924        290,720 
Total including gold     16,920,203               ...     30,486,523                ...    32,320,119                  ... 

Currency swaps       7,938,591     505,366     14,130,193      666,201    18,890,095     1,372,342 

          with reporting dealers       3,078,941     114,194       5,714,743      174,697      7,906,256        461,548 
          with other financial institutions       3,112,463     229,223       5,941,666      308,004      8,611,532        644,311 
          with non-financial customers       1,747,196     161,950       2,473,788      183,495      2,372,315        266,478 

Options sold       4,702,476       98,624       9,915,023      204,856      8,550,830        324,478 

          with reporting dealers       2,565,614       50,516       6,127,064      124,230      4,826,250        204,158 
          with other financial institutions       1,144,366       22,220       2,282,195        49,391      2,393,299          79,165 
          with non-financial customers          992,505       25,895       1,505,781        31,238      1,331,289          41,155 
Total including gold       4,792,802               ...     10,066,243                ...      8,722,762                  ... 

Options bought       4,646,972     100,603       9,880,162      197,877      8,414,627        335,921 

          with reporting dealers       2,554,475       52,989       6,139,281      125,530      4,891,384        202,042 
          with other financial institutions       1,102,087       20,518       2,215,249        44,442      2,235,461          75,061 
          with non-financial customers          990,416       27,100       1,525,647        27,909      1,287,794          58,813 
Total including gold       4,804,363               ...     10,144,470                ...      8,590,477                  ... 

Total options       6,789,401     148,712     13,662,018      278,507    12,106,637        456,243 

Other products              7,229               ...            36,724                ...             1,075                  ... 

Total contracts     31,499,012   1,113,695     57,604,215   1,612,295    62,933,119     3,158,185 

Total contracts including gold     31,857,932   1,159,925     58,655,148   1,668,515    63,602,238     3,212,349 

Table E.28

¹  Data adjusted for inter-dealer double-counting. While data on total options are shown on a net basis, separate data on options sold and options 
bought are recorded on a gross basis, ie not adjusted for inter-dealer double-counting. The counterparty breakdown for the gross market values 
was estimated.

Notional 
amounts 

outstanding

Notional amounts outstanding of OTC foreign exchange by instrument and 

counterparty at end-June 2004, 2007 and 20101

Notional 
amounts 

outstanding

Gross 
market 
values

End-June 2004 End-June 2007 End-June 2010

Gross 
market 
values

Notional 
amounts 

outstanding

Gross 
market 
values
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